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2nd European Symposium

X-Ray Topography and High Resolution Diffraction

Berlin. Germany. 5-7 September 1994

PROGRAMME

Monday 5th September

0)9.00() 11. Klapper Opening

1), / (G. tlildebrandt (tititcd)

I1ilV CX\ L )'. l rI X I l ill . ,pt 1 h k tt\ L. ill Ihco . 7

NI; 5 . Schlenker, .1.It.l r e ( invited )

.("//i'e Break

II. OH J. Ilaruclitl. P.RWjnmankoma IHe iieal
I )i ltrctionl u IT lptigraphic iI vdi Ic t n'. elt cl\ l.tl, tlt r
.1111) icd c lc cC IHiClid', 9 H

/ /.25 I. I. Smolsky (iiiiIcd
D)ependence of delect arrangement in crystals on surface
Morphology rand on co mdition. o1 egrowh troll solutin p. I)

11/45 M. Poicarova, A.(;eorge, J.Bradler, A.Jacques,
J.(;emperlova (invited)

Interaction ot slip bands with grain boundaries - observation by
white beam SR topography p. 1 I

12.10 S.J. Barnett, A.M.Keir, A.G.Cullis, A.D.Johnson (invited)
In-situ X-ray topography studies during the MBE growth process
otf InGaAs strained layers p. 12
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12.35 Lunch

14.00 L. Tapfer (invited)
Double- and triple-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of
semiconductor quantum wires p. 13

14.20 P. F. Fewster, N.L.Andrew (.invited)
Applications in multiple crystal diffractometry p. 14

14.40 P. Kidd, P.F.Fewster, N.L.Andrew (invited)
Interpretation of the diffraction profile resulting from strain
relaxation in epilayers P. 15

14.55 C. Ferrari
Study of thin buried interfaces in IlI-V compound hetero-
structures by high resolution X-ray diffraction p. 1I

15. 15 I.C. Bilello, Steven M. Yalisove, Zofia U. Rek (invited)
Texture evolution in thin films and multilayers via synchrotron
topography and GIXS p. 17

15.35 G. Kowaiski (invited)
X-ray doIuble crystal technique as a tool for point like defect
study p. 1S

15.55 Poster Session

19.00 Dinner

20. 0)0 Poster Session

Tuesday 6th September

0S.30 V.Hoi., T.Baumbach (invited)
Surface and interface sensitive X-ray scattering p. 19

09. 15 D.K.(;. de Boer (invited)
X-ray reflectometry from samples with rough interfaces p. 20

09.35 H. Dosch
Surface melting of ice revealed by glancing angle X-ray
scattering p. 21
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09.55 M.Nakanishi, O.Sakata, H. Hashizume (invited)
X-ray determination of surface roughness of polished
silicon wafers i 22

10.15 T. Salditt, T.H.Metzger, J.Peisl
Nonspecular X-ray scattering of interfacial roughness in single-
and multilayers p. 23

10.30 Coffee Break

11.00 A.M. Afanas'ev
New dynamical effects in X-ray standing waves methods p. 24

11.20 T.Schmidt, R.Bouchard, H.B.Neumann, H.F.Poulsen,
U.Riitt, .I.R.Schneider (invited)
High-resolution triple crystal diffractometry with 100 keV
synchrotron radiation p. 25

11.40 A. Snigirev
High energy X-ray microscopy based on Bragg-Fresnel crystal
optics: principles and some applications at EISRF p. 26

1/.55 J. Gastaldi, E.Reinier, GI.G range, C.Jourdan (invited)
X-ray topographic investigation of (.uasicrystals p. 27

12. 15 D.V. Novikov, M.Ohler, F.N.Chukhovsky, R.Kbihler,
(;.Materlik
Observation ot detects in crystal surface layers by Gi) X-ray
topography P. 28

12.30 Lunch

14.00 Y. Epelboin
Simulation of white beam synchrotron topographs P. 29

14.15 R. R. Reeber (invited)
Twinning, phase transitions and crystal growth studies from
100 to 800 K p. 30

14.35 B.Capeile, A.Zarka, J.Detaint, J.Schwartzel, E.Philippot,
J.P.Denis
Study of piezoelectric materials and piezoelectric devices by
X-ray topography p. 31
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14.50 B. Jenichen, tl.Neuroth, B.Brar, H.Kroemer
Investigation of structural properties of InAs/AISb superlattices
by X-ray mcthods p, 32

15.05 R. Kbhler, Bjenichen, H.Raidt, E. Bauser, N.Nagel
Vertical stress in LPE-Si-layers on SiO2 /Si evaluated by X-ray
double crystal topography p. 33

15,25 Poster Session

1,N, 00 Start.f[r Dinner on Boat

Wednesday 7th September

08.30 R.Barrett, J.Baruchel, J.Hgirtwig, F.Zontone (invited)
Present status of the FSRF topugraphy heamlninc
- new experimental results p. 34

09. 15 T. Ishikawa
Hiigh resolution X-ray optics for the 3rd gencratioo synchrotron
radiation p. 35

09.40 C. Giles, C.Malgrange, J.Goulon, F.de Bergevin, C.Vettier,
A.Freund, E.Dartyge, A.Fontaine, F.Baudelet, S.Pizzini
X-ray phase plates for synchrotron radiation p. 36

/0.0) J. Stephenson
Optimised reflectivities for diamond single crystals p. 37

10.20 Coffee Break

/ 1.00 E. Fdrster
X-ray crystal optics for diagnostics and applications of
laser-produced plasmas p. 38

11.20 A. Freund
Synchrotron X-ray optics experience at the ESRF p. 39

11.40 U. Pietsch
Depth resolved analysis of strain profile in semiconductor
superlattices using X-ray grazing incidence diffraction p. 40
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12.0(0 R.N. Kyutt,. S.S.Ruvimov,T.Argunova, N.N.Faleev (invited)
X-ray triple crystal diffractomnetry characterization of defects
in lattice mismatched epi~axial structures p. 41I

12.15 Gr. T. Baumbach, M.Gailhanou, P.Mikulik, M.Bessicre
High resolution X-ray diffraction from epitaxial multilayered
sur-face gratings p. 42

12.30 Lunch

14,00 A. R. Lang (Invited)
E~xploitation of n-beam dynamical effects in p-SC[Ilo-Kosscl
difftract ion [patternls of nenily perfectl crystalsp.4

14. 15 E'. A. Bfliaevskaya, V.N.Ingal, IP.V.Petrashen (Invited)
[he !;tUdy of trninflsI15ioI phase contrast of'rnon-crystalilii
ObJect s With a1 hi izh-rCSo1Lit ion X-ray Ii Itractome~try 1).4.4

14.35 R.I. Matyi
Stucto ral characterization of ja As growni at low temperatureS
(LT-GaAs) by molecular beami epitaxy p. 45

/4.50 A. Mberl, H.Giibel, H.Heinecke
C'haracterization of 1INI -heterostrUCtUreS grown by selective area
ep~itaxy USing" dou1ble-crystal X-ray di tfractonietry with high lateral

/5.05 E~. Koppensteiner, A.Schuh, (;.Baumer, (G.P.W~atson,
E.A.Fitzgerald
Decterminationi of threCading dislIocation den1sity In heitero-epitaxial
layers by dliffuse X-ray scatter'lnlt p 47

/5.20 N'.Iolan
X-ray diffraction from miesoscopic systems: thin films on "rough"
Surface,, p. 48

/5.3.5 H.L.1hat, H.Klapper, K.J. Roberts
RZeal-ti me synchrotron radiation topography of the pama-to-
ferroelectric phase transition of amnmonium sulphate p. 49

15.50 Closing



XRD 3000 SEIFERT XRD 7

XRD 3000 XRD 7
A favourable solution in X-ray A reasonable X-ray diffraction
diffraction, modular design as system for routine and special
open system for future applications, computer-controlled,
developments highly efficient and compact
4 Ultra-stable high power X-ray generator 4 Full radiation protection with automatic

"* Two-circle goniom~ter, horizontal or vertical adjustment

"4 TS-goniometer for four-circle diffractometry - Automatic 4- or 30-sample changer

"4 X-ray tubes + Sample holder with sample rotation

+ Monochromators: flat, curved Graphit secondary monochromator

channel-cut and multilaver nv Thin-layer analysis attachment

+ Thin-layer analysis attachment + EULERIAN cradle for stress measurement
Solid state detectors, positionsensitive
detectors for high speed data collection X/Y support

4 XDAL 3000 software library + Soft-ware configurations

~ Rich. Selfert & Co. GmbH & Co KG Rich. Selfert & Co. Freiberger
Rd~ntgenwerk Prlzlslonsmechanlk GmbH

Bogenetraes 41 - 0-2U9M6 AIRUNSBURG Lalpzlgef Mir. 19 - D-0u00) FREIBERG
TELAFON (04102) 700 TELEFON (037'31' 271 18
TELEFAX +44 (04102) 76 180 TELEFAX +49 (03731) 271 943,



U~lin iae v-Germ satilit inr

Now our Materials Research Diffractometers On display at this meeting-.
are even more versatile!
A single instrument for all materials problems - Our new X'Pcrt-MRD with
semiconductors, metallic superlattices, super- 11 New Pre-aligned Fast Inter-
conductors polycrystalline materials etc. changeable X-ray Optics

(PREFIX)
A Accurate and fast PW3050

.... Goniometer

0000 .. New Multiple Application

.... . .... .... Eulerian Cradle

6M .. U The Philips Ceramic X-ray
tube

N Ergonomic Console including
high frequency Generator

- ?NOL1• )14 04)40l.1 ~ dl

high resolution double axis mode An outstanding and versatile
instrument for fast, complete

.... . and non-destructive mate-
S...... :,,rials analysis.

Philips Analytical X-Ray BV,
Lelyweg 1, 7602 EA Almelo, +
the Netherlands,
Tel. +31 546 839430,
Fax +31 546 839598.

Philips Electronic
Instruments Company,

high resolution triple axis mode 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah,

Figures are 115 CuKa reflections from a ZnSe on NJ 07430, USA,
(001) GaAs sample provided by Dr Michael Heuken, Tel. +1 201 529 6246,
University of Aachen. Fax +1201529 5084.

Philips
Analytical,. PHILIPS
X-Ray

I,[ _4. . '*
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4.I- %idtR1NiA PFII' 1%.POOSM ltY 11-M

I )lI A I \LI ii~iIil lemi (MmAitli Aas ictim.teil It, ictlected X id\\ .N tnri ý dni\ 1\agpeec

Il\~ ~ ~ ~~11 m prinr ' ' u eausmlenients during, the next iwenim vcJI ot liail

() Itsu the ;Ctkctron ciiic e.Initegratled It 'ection etc., 1llostI\ onl calcite, c'onfirmed (lhe

I heory mIIe)()IdC .111d I 'Ior he gcnerad theory ( l'wald 11 17, I ane 1931H. firmi applied Io

highe r order B~ragg angles, w'as then ableC 10 11Interpret de ticincIvý line" (WagnerCI 1920) t .ind

mnwc ganiregung ( Rcnn inger 1937) as t irce waves interi.tionls InI thle B~ragg case. Ahez

SOmeI unCOnlSeionis confirmlatiOns A- 11 tn heor y

in the aILIC CaSC (Cork, Murdoc k. Tahivonen

1932 -1935) ,and thle. first evaluation of'

Pcndclh~sung 1'ringcs (McGihlavry 1 940), it was

mainly the discovery of' new properties of'

interf'ering X-rays in thick qu~artZ and calCite

single cryst Js (anomnalously low absorption,

particular direction ol, energy propagation) by

G. IBorrniann (1941I/50) that initiated expan-

sions5 of thie theory and provided a deeper

insight into Ewald's wave-ficids. Later experi-

ments mainly with silicon crystals by Authier,

Bonse, Kato. Lang and miany others (on beKam

Gierhard lBorrmanln (born 1908) paths, lPendelhksung, topography, intcrf'ero-
aboUt 1 969. This photograph was
taken hy P.P. Eiwald in the [English metry etc.) expanded thle field to a veritable
Garden III MunIichl where hie inspired "Kristalloptik der Rdntgenstrahlen" ats it was
Lauc to perf'orm his (liliraction
experiment, early in 1912. called already in 1917 by P.P. EwaIld.
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i S~m hn(Zi%\l id,tii li HR~hIi,:; In /i i/lt H P' 22f 1 (4 IitiI9/

toui~idati n V. lik Inl the Ilse (4 t[po[rA) h In \nu ntsix %.- 11hai kii I" it ,urovaI \%1(. h ll ýII
Neti~c, ot papers satm.ini il 1902 11 .1.6 ana\ie thle inaiicitetsI (.tr cistoiiiion dune to
tern)[1i.iertctic( It: doiidIli\ .1nd lui'k it ptodutces k onirlist i onX i~as itiiai!eC

\Iaimel sinl has tiset boIth N 1i1 ti)p)(lviaphs which has, produced h\f [t ic WeLarewi
riuiliht'i (Ii % rk, sil II I c~e Inii nc~ asiie L I'mI I )In - richlro Ion ';1 II t 11)1 im ýSH af It .Ii
M, ktiot WII ItI og~~raph\ Thec\ have coi'IpeIle!iicnai\ k ipill III) tle" to h nit iIves!;It ItIll 1) 4)
tIIL Ie ICti dt11iitt niti .it i Ii plt.ist L t)CIe S istei C

File d icrt a1d vAiitagc 'It lictioiis 12] 1" 111,11 0it0% n1ClICi dIrecil" w iii the rInagnetic
sltliUrcii. i wall Changes inl (lhe nIakeneit N11C RiI icu. I C ma1.gnetic donmains. can give rise to
chlange-\ In retlect(I vit anl! ~ lie rageil. c sen it lhes do not co~rrcSpond)L to changes inl
niacros1copic inlagnelr'Ii/ain Ior Inl la:ti:ce distoiti ol. Ilius Mititilerrornagnetic domnains ot
VaiIOuIS kinds. in)cILluding sp)Iin deiC[I't% ý%,M ave MM dt In n chronii1um1 131, chiiality
han11LIdednss donMiais Inllt hC a nLretS Iand 180 V time-ic versed) domnains in rutile-type

trasi io me tal II tnridc s cOn Id he 0\jplored and] some aspects of' their behavior
investigated for the firtl little. Ini p~ha.e coexistenice observation, neutrons otfer the
possibility of direct Iv charaLcteriz/ing the di tierctnt phasc:s. However, this technique is slow
Lind has %,CR'% poor resolution beCcause there are I . w neutr-ons. 1-Ilt~hermore it was inactive
for three years due to the shutdown )[ I nstitint I aue I 'anieeviii. It will resumei In 1995,
and cooperation car- he dfiscuLssed.

X-ray topography in the torm USed till now, ic. with TIhomuson (electron charge)
scattering, relies onl the chanlges Iin dfistorltoio associated with domains or different
phases. Thus practical ly all ti rst-oi dcr phase tiansitic ns [4]. but only some kinds of
domnains, can be ohserved. The ';Ipeed Mnd good reS01,11ion of synchrotron radiatnon make

itconivenient to observe domlain and phase bounrdarv movements under thle ef[feet of'
temiperature aInd inacnetic tield Vvaiations 12.14 1. Very valuable results were also obtained
onf the physics of the mlagnectic Inmatrils that host the doniainý; or walls, e.g. the strain
distribution due to local ion implantation in garnets [51.

M~odemn synchrotroi radiation sources, with their high intensity beams (at factor of
102 larger than on standard SR soutees) including high energy photons, and small
Sources at large distances from thle specimien. are fine tools for topography, among
others in magnetism. In particular the resolution (spatial or angular), can be taillored to
some extent and is good. The possibility of topographici investigations using magnetic X-
ray scattering is exciting.

[I I Polcarova. M., Lang, A.R., Appi. Phys, Lett., 1, 13-15(1962); Lang, A.R.,
Polcarova, M.. Phil. Mag. Lett., 63, 2i5-231 (1991)

[21 Baruchel, J., Physica B. 192, 79-93 (1993)
[31 Ando, M.,, Hosoya, S., 1. Appl. Phys., 49, 6045-6051 (1979)
[41 Tanner, B.K., Bowen, D.K. Mater. Sci. Rep.. 8. 369-407 (1992)
[51 Miltat. J.. Phil. Mag. A, 57, 685-702 (1988)
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,IIFfKwIo~. I A)% ( (;K:•.'Il" INN ()II(-ATI(NS 01' CRY'STALS
I %IER AN ,.PPIAI- ELIE(C'RI(C FII,E)

I. Ilaruclhl and I'.Rejmanki4%a
I. iirvq{'ean .~v~i. hb, ,;,r Riu-frin 1- alm, - il' 22"o. -?) (,re . France

I )ilfraction topography has bccln used to inv.-stigate the effect of an applied dc
field on ,Ingle crystals which exhibht ionic conductivity and piezoelectricity. Results
were reported in quartz I 1-31. KIiP0). 141, KTiOPO4 151, lAiN 2L.S04 and LiNIt 4st)
1 ... and i-I .i10;17 17 I1 Similar studies were carried out on other crystals like Si I Il1.

A summary of thest electric field (from =1() to 106 Vm"1) related effects is not
a simple task because their magnitude is tempcrature and sample dependent. and their
occurrence is a function of the applied field range, and of the time delay after the field
applicxation, Thc experimental facts which are listed below are consequently not always
observed simultaneously oin a given experiment:
I) dense population of tine lines running along the ionic conductivity axis, the details of
these lines can be a function of the electrode actual setting
2) visibility of some of growth hands and other defects, which were nearly invisible at
zero field
3) occurrence of nearly planar defects parallel to the ionic conductivity axis and to the
main surfaces of the platelet shaped crystals
4) enhanced gradient of distortion in the neighbourhood of some of the surfaces
5) thicker lines associated with a migration of ions from the electrode into the crystal
6) non visibility of some of the defects present at zero field

Examples of these points, obtained either using classical sources or synchrotron
radiation, for different materials will be presented. The influence of the nature and
irregularities of the electrodes will be discussed. We will emphasize on the new
possibilities of 'section' topography at modem facilities like the ESRF.

A non uniform nearly one-dimensional ionic conductance is mainly invoked as a
basis for the interpretation of the observed effects: the current mostly flows either
through "channels" or crystal inhomogeneities, or in the neighbourhood of surfaces.
leading to the occurrence of a non homogeneous space charge density.

But several questions require more work to find a definite answer. The most
important one concerns the mechanism connecting the variation of space charge to the
observed gradients of distortion. It seems probable that the piezoelectric properties of
these compounds, which display the same symmetry as the observed effects 1 101, are
to be taken into account when working out this mechanism in more detail.

III S. KEERTI and A.R. LANG, J. Appl. Crysi. 5, 72 (1972)
121 L.S. YAMASHITA and N. KATO, J. Appl, CrysL. a, 623 (1975)
13! M.T. SEBASTIAN, A. ZARKA and B. CAPELLE, 1. Appl. Cryst. 2.1, 326 (1988)
141 C. BELOUET and M. MONNIER, Acta Electronica 1A, 143 (1975)
151 M.T. SEBASTIAN. H. KLAPPER and R.I. BOLT, J. Appl. Cryst. 25, 274 (1992)
161 M.T, SEBASTIAN, R.A. BECKER and H. KLAPPERJ. Appl. Cryst 24, 1015 (1991)
171 LI YINYUAN, Adv. in Science of China, Physics, Vol. i, p. 45 (Science Press, Beijing) (1985)
181 M.T. SEBASTIAN, H. KLAPPER and S. HAUSSUHL, Inst. Phys. Conf. Set. 103, 53 (1989)
191 J. BOUILLOT ct al., J. Physique 43, 1259 (1982)
1101 J. BARUCHEL, J.BOUILLOT and E. COQUET, Phil Mag. B 63 1051 (1991)
[IIl K. LAL and P. THOMA, Phys. Stat. Sol. (a) 8Q, 491 (1983).
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DEPENDENCE OF DEFECT ARRANGEMENT IN CRYSTALS ON
SURFACE MORPHOLOGY AND ON CONDITIONS OF GROWTH FROM

SOLIUTION

I.L .Smolsky

Institute qj Crystallography of Russian Academy of Sciences
Leninsky prospect 59. 117?.?,? Moscow, Russia

X-ray topographic methods have been used for studies of real structure of
crystals grown from solution (KDP group) in relation with growth conditions.

Systematic deviations of dislocations from the minimum-energy orientations
I II have been observed. These deviations are step-like at crystallisation temperatures
lower 35°C and more smooth at higher temperatures. They are related with influ-
ence of the morphology of the growing face, predominantly macrosteps. on the ori-
entations of the grown-in dislocations. The alternation of the macrosteps and the
groups of elemental growth steps can bring to significant deviation of ihe disloca-
tion direction from the minimum energy orientation. Nevertheless there is no con-
tradiction with the theory Il 1.

Diffusion processes take place during growth from solutions. They affect on
the crystal defects and therefore can he fixed. X-ray topographs show helices or dis
location tangles formed on the initially screw dislocations as a result of inho-
mogeneity in impurity distribution or intrinsic Ip)int defects near the macrostep
edges, Activity of the diffusion processes increases with increasing supers.aturation.
Distribution of defects and inhomogeneities are usually forming by the seed geomet-
ry and regeneration conditions. Using of "px)int seed" allows to decrease inner
strains in the crystal and to control the crystal habit in correspondence with the
dislocation growth mechanism.

Crystals grown from solutions with different pH meanings show difference in
the crystals homogeneity. Contrast of the growth bands and sectorial boundaries is
almost invisible on the X-ray topographs made from crystals grown at the pH 2.3
but it is strong in crystals grown at the pH- 4.8 in the same regime. Connection of
this effect with the difference in the distribution ratio for tri- and divalent cationic
impurities is supposed.

Reference

III H. Klapper, Yu.M.Fishman, V.G.Lutsau. Phys.Stat.Sol.(a), 21,1I., (1974).
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t INTERACTION OF SLIP BANDS WITH GRAIN BOUNDARIES -

OBSERVATION BY WHITE BEAM SR TOPOGRAPHY

M PolcaroviA, A George-a, J Bridler*, A Jacques"A, J Gemperlovi*

SInstitute of Physics A V('I?. Na Slovance 2, 180 400 Praha 8, (,'ech Republic,
A A Laboratoir, de A-kltalurgie Physique - Sciences des Makriaux, Ecole des Mines de

Nancy, Parc de Saurupt, 54042 Nancy, France

The intluence of grain boundary (GB) type on transmission of slip bands was studied by
X-ray diffraction topography. Observation was performed on bicrystals of Fe-SI alloys (4
and 6at%Si), the GBs were special ones with low E. First experiments were made using
laboratory X-ray sources and several topographic techniques on specimens deformed by
compression The topographic contrast was evaluated quantitatively by comparison with
simulated images. The calculation was based on a simple model of dislocation pile-ups at
GBs [ I ] The SR in sitlu experiments were performed at LURE, Orsay, using white beam
reflection topography The specimens were situated in a tensile stage produced at Ecole
des Mines de Nancy The topographic images of samples under tension were observed
using X-ray sensitive camera Major changes in the slip band pattern were recorded on
photographic plates

The ease of slip transmission across GB depends on the parameter M = (LI . L2)
(b1 . b2), where L, are directions of intersection lines of slip planes with GB and bi are
slip directions in the two grains. The higher its value, the easier the transmission of slip.
Besides this geometric criterion the stresses exerted by dislocation pile-ups in one grain
are important for slip system formation in the second grain [2]. Three different types of
samples with different values of the parameter M have been chosen. Nucleation and
propagation of slip bands, their stop at the GB and transmission across it were observed.
Unloading of the specimen did not cause any change of the slip bands The plastic
deformation developed usually independently in both grains, the transmission of slip
bands across the grain boundary was observed rarely even in the cases of maximal value
M=I (the Burgers vectors and slip planes parallel in both grains). Two explanations of
this effect are suggested The GB structure itself influences significantly the slip
transmission. The real GBs differ slightly from the theoretical small Y misorientation,
therefore several systems of dislocations appear in the GBs which interact with the slip
dislocations- The GB planes are favourite sites for impurity segregation and a variation of
Si concentration. The atomic structure of GB is modified and thus the barrier for the
dislocation movement is strengthened.

[1] Gemperlovi J, Polcarovi M and Bridler J 1991 J. Appl. Cryst, 24, 316
[2] Jacques A, George A, Baillin X and Bacmann J J 1991 Philos. Mag. A 55, 165
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IN-SITU X-RAY TOPO(GRAPIiY STUDIES DURING THE MBE GROWTH
PROCESS OF InGaAs STRAINED LAYERS

SJ Barnett. AM Keir, A( i Cullis, Al) Johnson. J Jefferson, 6W Smith, T Martin
DRA Malvern, St Andrews Road, Malvern, Worts, WRI4 311S, UK

('R Whitehouse. G Lacey
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Sheffield, Mappin
Street, Sheffield, SI 3Jl), UIK

G(F Clark
SFRC Daresbury Laboratory. Daresbury, Warrington, WA4 4AD, UK

BK Tanner, W Spirkl
D)epartment of Physics, University of Durham, South Road, D)urham, DIll 31,1, UlK

13 Lunn', JCtl I logg, P Ashu, WE I lagston
D)epartment ol'Appkii:d Physics, University of lull, 1u!l, III 6 7RX. I UK
.l)epartment of" Engineering Design and Research

CM ('astelli
Department of Electronics, Universtiy of York, I leslington, York, Y) I 51)1), 1JK

We report recent results from a novel facility constructed to enable in-situ X-ray
diffraction studies during the MBE growth of IIl-V strained layer device structures on
50mm diameter substrates"1 '. This new facility, used in conjunction with the Daresbury
synchrotron source, permits X-ray topographic (XRT) imaging of individual misfit
dislocations formed during the MBIE growth process. The misfit dislocation growth and
interactions can be imaged as a function of layer thickness, strain, growth and post-
growth conditions.

Recent results have shown that the nature and distribution of dislocations threading up
froim the substrate are crucial in determining the initial pattern of epilayer relaxation.
I Inder certain growth conditions and substrate dislocation distributions large areas of the
epilayer remain free of misfit dislocations at epilayer thicknesss significantly higher
than the measured initial critical thickness t

k. We have observed, in-situ for the first
time, a second critical thickness t,, (under certain conditions t2, > 2t,,T12) at which there
is a rapid increase in misfit dislocation density as a second dislocation source becomes
active, The precise nature of this second source will be identified by detailed TEM
analysis on areas of sample accurately targeted by the in-situ XRT.

The XRT Experiments are described and the demanding experimental requirements
imposed by the in-situ nature of these experiments are discussed. Recent experimental
results demonstrating newly revealed aspects of the relaxation process are presented.

1. CR Whitehouse, SJ Barnett et al, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63 (1992) 634
2. CR Whitehouse, SJ Barnett et al , Inst. Phys. Coni. Ser. No 134 (1993) 563
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lDoulble- and Tripke-(rystal X-Ray D~iffraction Analysis of Semiconductor
Quanturn Wires

I.. Tapfer
( t'ntro Na.boahi ,ia per la Ri rerra e loS iIlqp/h dei Mawe~i-ili ( N!RNA')

S .S. 7 A~ppia Am. 712. 1- 72 100 l~innikki. Italyv

This paper describes the potentialities of' high- resol ution x-ray diffractomnetry to

investigate and characterize norndestructively the geometrical and structural properties

Of corrugated surfaces (surface gratings) Lind periodic quantum wires. The

periodically corrugated surface,, were prepared by holographic lithography ah~d
subsequent reactive ion etching of (I (tt))(.iaAs surfaces,, while the quantumi wires

were faibricatedl by using InAs/OaAs quantum wells grown hy molecular beamn

epilaxy onto (I fl0l)aAs substrates. .2
T Ihe surface grating,, and quantwrn wires are investigated hy using double- and

triple-crystal x-ray diffraction measurements and x-ray reciprocal space mapping. The

experimental patterns are analyzted by using a semidynamicllU diffraction Model. Th'le

dynamical theory is Used in order ito describe the x-ray diffraction of the substrate
crystal. while the kinematical theory is used to describe the x-ray diffraction of the
surface grating. The interference between different parts of the periodic surface urray

is described by using the mtultiple-slit Fraunhoter formalism. The simulation of the
experimental diffraction patterns allows us ito determine the shape and the geometrical

parameters (period. width. height, etc.) of tho surface Corrugationis and quantumi

wires,.

By measuring reflect ion curves in the symmetictiýal and asymmetrical diffractionl

geometries we found a partial elastic strain relaxation of such quantum structures for

which the unit cell was tetragonally distorted befo~re the etching process. The strain

relaxation results iii an orthorhomubic deformiation oft the unit cell.2 .4 Trhe elastic strain

relaxation phenomenon in quantum wires can be explained and described

quantitatively by using Hook's law and applying appro~priate boundary conditions at
the wire-substrate interface.4 In our strain model, we assumne that the lattice coherence

at the wire-substrate interface is achievwd only along the wire direction, due to the

limited lateral extension of the wires.

I L. Tapfer and P. Grambow, AppI. Phys. 50, 3 (199(0)
2 L. Tapfer et al., AppI. Surf. Sci. 60/61, 517 (1992)
3 L. De Caro, P. Sciacovelli and L. Tapter, AppI. Phys. Lett, 64, 34 (1994)
4 L. De Caro and L. Tapfer, Phys. Rev. B349, 11127 (1994)
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Applications in Multiple Crystal Diffractometry

Paul F !"cwster & Norman 1. Andrew
Philips .?search Laboraories
(Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, U. K.

The elucidation of the structure of semiconductor multilayers can be adequately determined by
x-ray methods but the interpretation is not always stralght-forward. The presence of defects and
diffraction effects can create significant changes to the diffractioia pattern that requires a more
complete analysis by diffiraction space mapping. Interpreting the diffraction space maps when
obtained with the High Resolution Muliple-Crystal Multiple-Reflection Diffractometer permits
the use of three extra very powerful tools. 'he first is the use of multiple-crystal topography to
relate diffraction space intensity features to lateral contrast on the photographic emulsion, the use
of' accurate lattice parameter determination of diffraction features and the simulation of the
diffiaction shapes using dynamical theory.

I. xaniples oftthese procedures will he pr••sented in this talk.
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( INTERPRETATION OF THE DIFFRACTION PROFiIlE

RESUILTING FROM STRAIN RILAXATION IN EPILAYFIRS

P Kidd,
Department of Matenalk Science and Engineering. Universttv al Surrey,
Guildford G112 5XII, U.K.
P F Fewster, N I. Andrew
Pluips Research Laboratores. Cross-Oak Lane, Redhill. R11 / 511A, U. K.

With the advent of high resolution triple axis diffractometry and its application
to reciprocal space mapping, we are now in a position to make quantitative
measurements of the distributions of crystal strains and rotations arising from
arrays of defects in crystals. When a strained epitaxial layer relaxes, the
interfacial misfit dislocations are rarely ideal infinitely long or regularly
spaced edge dislocations. Thus, in addition to the displacements required for
the relief of misfit, the dislocation strainfields and threading arms cause local
bending and tilting of the crystal planes. Relief of misfit strain is measured as
a shift in the layer Bragg peak position, whereas local bending and tilting of
the crystal planes in the vicinity of dislocations gives rise to diffuse scatter
around the Bragg peak. The aim of this work is to interpret and model the
diffraction profiles in terms of the underlying dislocation distributions in the
relaxing layers.

We have studied the profiles of the Bragg peaks and diffuse scatter in
reciprocal space along both the plane perpendicular (q.±) and plane parallel
(q1l) directions for sample structures consisting of layers of In Ga& As grown
by MBE on 10011 oriented GaAs substrates. The samples have different layer
thicknesses and different dislocation distributions. We have measured the
dislocation distributions in the interfaces using plan view TEM. We find that
for thin layers with low dislocation densities the diffraction profiles in both the
plane perpendicular (q.i) and plane parallel (q1l ) can be modelled by
considering two componients of the diffraction profile, namely; dynamical
scattering from the coherently coupled regions of perfect layer between
dislocations and diffuse scatter from decoupled regions around the
dislocations. From the ql1 profile a lateral dimension can be associated with
the r-gions which give rise to the diffuse scatter, and we show that this
dimension scales with the layer thickness. For thicker layers with higher
dislocation densities, the strainfields of the dislocations overlap. In this case
the diffraction profiles in (q.) are modelled by considering the ratio of the
depth of coherently scattering decoupled crystal, above the dislocation array,
with the total depth of the layer, assuming that scattering from the greatly
distorted crystal close to the array is lost. Along ql1 the diffuse scatter is
modelled on the basis of a statistical distribution of finite correlation lengths
and microscopic tilts.
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Study of thin buried interfaces in Ill-V compound hcterostructures by
high resolution X-ray diffraction

Claudio Ferrari
CNR-MASPEC Institute, via Chiavari 18/A, 43100 Parma Italy

Interface sharpness and planarity are of fundamental importance in
determining electrical and optical properties of devices based on extremely thin
active regions. To study this problem high resolution x-ray diffraction techniques
can be used in two different ways:

i) in multi quantum well based heterostructures tile interface parameters can
be determined by fitting the superlattice peak intensity and broadening in x-ray
rocking curves.

ii) in single quantum well heterostructures the intensity fringes arising from the
of x-ray standing wave interference between substrate and cap layer depends on
the well thickness and mismatch.

As an example of the first case, the InGaAs to InP and InP to InGaAs
interfaces in InP based structures are studied. It is shown that heavy incorporation
of As up to 20% in the InP and P in the InGaAs growth surfaces occur due to
surface exposure to the competing group V atom flux (1). From the rocking curve
analysis incorporation depth and local As or P concentration are evaluated.

As for the second point is concerned, the interface sharpness in InGaAs/GaAs
based heterostructures is known to be severely affected by the In segregation
toward the growth surface (2). From literature In segregation length values
ranging from I to several mionolayers are reported. In this work a new approach
based on the measurements of x-ray diffraction profiles of single monolayer
lnAs/GaAs structures in different geometrical conditions is developed. A
segregation length of nearly 2 monolayers, slightly dependent on the growth
conditions is found.

(i) Ferrari C., Lazzarini L., Salviati G., Gastaldi L., Taiariol F., Schiavini G.,
Rigo C., 1993 IEEE Proc. of the Fifth International Conference on "InP and
Related Materials", Paris.
(2) M. Moison, C. Guille, F. Houzay, F. Barthe, M. V. Rompay, Phys. Rev., B40
(1989) 6149.
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TI'XTURRE, EVOI.]TION IN THIN FILMS ANI) MUITIILAYIRS VIA

SYNCHROTRON T)OPO(GRAPtIY AND (;IXS:

3. C. Bilello and S. M. Yalisove,

AlaierialN i', e S •i lnC'Ciu''ring, nPiive•lsirv (ot Michian,. ,.Inn Ar'tbotr. MI 4,NIOQ10

Z. U. Rek,

Stl~.[i~r S\tnchritrorn Rkadijoti Lab, 2575 San lill, Menlo Park, G-A 9-f d25.

Sputter deposited films and muhtilayers are used for a. wide variety of applications

including protective coatings oin turbine engine blades. magnetic recording heoars, optical

elements, electronic packaging, x-ray fliters and monochromator compyonents to naiMc at

few examples. This wide range of interest requirCs growth thicknesses from a few

nanomcters to tens ol microns depending on the particular product. In 1man11y applications

control, or even possible manipulation, of the growth tCxtulrC is Cessntial fOr producing

the desired physical properties. F'undanmental knowledge of the gcrowth lexture in the

growth direction, LIS well as within the plane of growth, as a Lunction of processing

conditions is necessary. No single technique is capahle of scanning the entire thickness
range of film growth. A variety of x ray methods including grazing incidence x-ray

scattering, conventional pole figure studies and white beam synchrotron topography

were used to study texture Cvolution for the thinnest fihn.,S up to the thickest multilayer

coatings. T'Ihe results Of these texture meaaSUlr111e211ns are discussed in termls of the

evolving microstructurC oberveCdl via transmission electron microscopy.
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X-RAY DOUBLIE CRYSTAL TECHNIQUE AS A TOOL FOR POINT LIKE
DEFECT STUDY

Grzegorz Kowalski

Institute of Lxperimeiital Physics, Warsaw I hiverstlv
ul. !oza 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poacnd

X-ray experiments like multi-crystal diffraction techniques are usually seen as tools for
studying large lattice imperfections and probes for significant crystal volumes.But even
with beam sizes around Imm 2 there is a wealth of infbrmation to be gained by
appropriate design and execution of the experiment. Point like defects always have
been on the list of potential subjects for the study by X-ray techniques but either the
size or density of the defects had to be on the scale acceptable by X-ray experiment. In
case of crystal defects whose size is smaller then the resolving power of the X-ray
method some averaged values of the diffracted intensity can only be measured and this
being subject to diffuse scattering experiments. By applying hi-sitit controlled
conditions of the experiment like: temperature, illumination, pressure, magnetic field,
electric field etc. it is possible in some cases to acquire additional information regarding
point like defects. For the first time X-ray experiment was able to successfully record
and follow transition of metastable EL2 defects in SI GaAs [1]. E12 being already
recognized as AsGa (arsenic antisite) single atom defect is a prime example of the
potential of X-ray diffraction methods. Double crystal diffraction technique used in this
case confirmed results and predictions from optical absorption measurements of this
material as well as it yielded some new unexpected information as to the behavior of
the EL2. This new approach was then applied to study DX center in AIGaAs:Te [2] as
well as to examine novel Low Temperature GaAs MBE layers [3,4]. Especially in the
LTGaAs results of measurements are spectacular in a way that they lead to and confirm
that in this case EI.2-1ike defects are divided into two groups with different time
constants for their metastable behavior [5]

[I] G.Kowalski, M.Leszczytrski, Appi Phys Lett. 59 (20) (1991)
[2] M.Leszczyvhski, T.Suski, G.Kowalski, Semicond Sci.Tech. 6 59 (1991)
[3] M Leszczyihski, G.Kowalski, M.Kamifiska, T Suski, E.R Weber,

Semicond.Sci.Tech. 6 B66 (1991)
[4] G.Kowalski, M Leszczynski, A.Kurpiewski, M.Kaminska, T.Suski, E.R.Weber,

Mat Res Soc.Symp Proc. 241 125 (1992)
[5] G.Kowalski, A Kurpiewski, M.Kamifiska, ERWeber, Mater Sci &Eng. B22 27

(1993)
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f ~SURFACE AND) INTERFACE SENSITIVE X-RAY SCATTERING

V. Holý (a) andT'. Baumibach (b)
(a) l.cparfmcrcn of *ohi( *81(r Ph.ics F a-ciull (I].SCcjrr, I idCk . 13 Ico
( zerh If cprblitc.
(b) Insti( uic Ur rr- Lang vlJin, 13I' 1 TAefu c l fv.JOW)2 (,rcnoblc, l'YFra(C.

1 ir serisiti vity of X -ray scat.1tenring to tille stitte of surrface and~/or nt~eri aces litli I av
('re(l Samrples srihstilatrtlallY delvir'~t(ls onl thle pernetratijon depth of X-~rays, Very small
perot-ratlion depth ii-al he acfiie'm ill tire fOllowinrg f'xperimni(ital iriodes:

"* ('xti('riiei asYfrilletrnc ceiplartill difrract~ioni (A XI{ 1)).

"* 11011 coplanar gr&'.irrg iiicidenrce djffract.ioii (MDl ), irrii

"* X ralY reife( Iioln (I.e. diff'ract loll wit h Zcto iliffractroti veiI or .\ I ).

-ra'sca.itt-( r.ig ;11 vf~eclec si nrcturies (flat ilierfaices, no0 voluictr dlefects,) carn be

(fes nilbed by rivieails of, tire dvtiamricai diffralct.iorr thieorY. lin all tihe above modu~es, Ill-

teri ace (lefectfs ( nirugliiiess) rvd(lIce lihe (ohi(t(ritl 'v scalt-vtere iritetilsity (diffulse ext ito(-
t~ion) arid increases tire, di xergenrce of tire scat~tvre(l l)earrs (diifrise X-raty scattter itg).
TireVOretwida descri~ptionI of thlese processes is hiaseri onl tire, list~ort~cd Wive'- orti-
,%pproitr~atori (1 W lB\) . lin thfiis miethiod, tlie( Ii fruse scattevrintg is described its it
I ranisit~iori let.wvvit'rIwo) ruufiSt Irlieldvrar (, lilCil waveWijeIldsir I Ilie perfect. st~ructtilre.

'Hire scattlered Iriterisit v carl be represenrted being tire function of tire walve vec-
tor trarnsfer Q --- K, 11 -- K,,. Ilti tire recip~rocal spatce (list rifiut ioni of tire scat ter'ed
iriterisit ,v severall chraracte(rist ic fevaturIes carl ibe ofbserver. Il'iie correlation propert~ies

o~f ill Ireiitcrf are roughncss, colrcerrt.ratet, Olte diffusely scattered iritersit~y dhistribuitioni
Inito srialfi areas ciose to thfe reci procal liat~tie proirnts. 'I'll( shape of thiese mraxirma
dlepetids b1)0III onl uIr-p ill~i( and orr yeni cal ( irrien planec) roulghne'ss colrrelaillonrs. IDy-
rranrrrcarl scat terin rut )o(('ssi' are t fhe cauise of resot:atrt peaks (tir oted\itirel wings ill
'KW I'm- foriristaie) lat Iidt i strc re hled urloig t lu I;\valnf si, Ics In rei'cprocail spa.ce.

.,%ll t ir(sI eflfects c ati be obsnrvr'n l)iv X naY niiffrarclotrr't t *inrnl nefieCtorIretry tirit.

V(I Iit b]I's ni5 t in, ailtI t hre st.it I I tevl it It CIrIs itI d istI ri b t I on 1iti te(,-I p roc )na 1 itare rinatr t lit

rII spite of thIe fact tharit all thet e'xpetrimenrt all tirunes rall be( d1escribedll n ~r
ririuiii'tril wiaY. tIt(heyifiarant n'ize t lie inrt('nfaces fromr dififerenit viewpoirits. .XH is
serisit ive only~ to initerfacv trorphrology. while .tire diffract~ion rmethrods (AXRI) arid
(ill)) also to cryst allitne n(trlit yN. (;I IIis eXttenriey sti1sit~iVet.o Srialld irr-l)larie' atorriar'
:-ýlift s arid. thlerefo0re. to fat eral st rain relaxat ion .in layers.

Ill tlire evct Irte. [)01 Iit Irerivret oafl ;ud exllenimtreit all 1spect s will lbe reviewedh of t~he
surfatce setisitive scait tenrig mrode,; arrd their resiht~s wvill lbe cornpared.
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X-RAY REFLECTOMETRY FROM SAMPLES WITH ROUJGH
INTERFACES

D.K.G. deBoer
Phflips R(cscal'eh Laboratorih',, Prof. I1o1.stlaar, 4. 5656 A A Eindhni'en,
Vu, Netherla nds~

If x rays im pinge at a grazinilg angle oin a sample with rough inte(lfaces, the ,
('all he reflectvel coherently (. .sjpecularly) or inicoherently ( ~.di ffiselly), anll
also tranismnitted cohierentlY or incoherently. The tramisiiit~ted x ra~ys can1 be d)-
sum] )ed andl eXcite X-ray fimmoruscemice radiation, which ('all be mleasuired inl anl aingle-
dlependenC~t x-ray flumorescenice ( AD-X RF) expeCrimenCt.

NWe will :,hiow t hat. the iultevrfaceý 'omuposit ion and ro' ighness (b ot~h ill perlpelm(ic-
ular and~ lateral (directijons) ('an he obtajined fromn x-ray reflectomnetry andl AD- X1l3F
experimenelts, X- ray standing wavesý, set, imp) ill layered mlaterials, ('all lpro\'id1.1 tiv
interface roughnless' profile and the chenmical (composition as a fomictiom n of (lop l h ill
dhiffulse refetomtion and A D-XRII F ineastirenment 5, rospe't~ivolv.,

1110 lme horv of theio ilnflhi~en of inter1face rollglillmess will he discumssed anid expol-
illivl(ts Yieldling del ailedl informnationl oiii the jinivilfaces will lhe lpl'sentv.e
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SURFACE MELTING OF ICE REVEALED BY GLANCING ANGLE
X-RAY SCATTERING

H. Dosch

Bergische Universititt Gesamthochschule Wuppertal,
Institut fAr Materialwissenschaften,
Miingstener Str. 10, 42285 Wuppertal

We present glancing angle x-ray scattering experiments at (00.1), and (11.0) surface of

ice 1, single crystals. The temperature dependence of the evanescent Bragg scattering

upon heating reveals a quasiliquid surface layer well below the melting point on each

investigated ice surface. At (10.0) and (1,1.0) surfaces, thermal faceting is observed,

which is briefly discussed. The "oxygen.-forbidden" (00.4) Bragg profiles which give

direct access to hydrogen long-range order have been investigated in the bulk and close

to the surface. Although in the bulk the (00.4) width is resolution limited, we

discovered prior to surface melting a strong disorder of the hydrogen bonds within a

mesoscopic surface sheet.
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X-RAY DETERMINATION OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF POI,ISHED SILICON
WAFERS

M. Nakanishi, 0. Sakata and H. Hashizumne

Research Laboratory of Engineering Materials, Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Nagatsuta, Midori, Yokohama 227, Japan

Highly flat and smooth silicon surfaces are required in device fabri-
cation of down-scaled microelectronics. While classical profilometers
using optical and mechanical probes map micromorphologies of surfaces
with super- and sub-micron lateral resolutions, scanning tunneling
microscopes image topographs of a small area with atomic resoluLions.
X-ray scattering methods carn evaluate average surface roughness with
nanometers lateral resolutions, filling the gap between the techniques
in current use. The X-ray methods are unique in their capability to
investigate buried interfaces nondestructively. The present study
applies grazing-angle X-ray reflectivity (GAXRý and X-ray scatterings
along the surface normal (XSASN) to the determination of the roughness
of model silicon surfaces prepared using mechanochemical polish tech-
niques. Surfaces of four different roughness levels (2-20 A rms)
were prepared on (100) silicon wafers and examined on a triple-axis X-
ray reflectometer and a triple-crystal diffractometer at a synchrotron
radiation source. The same surfaces were also investigated using a
state-of-art Talystep profilometer (by Jean Bennett at China Lake,
California) and a WYKO optical interferometer (by M. Nakano at Shin-
Etsu Handotai Co.). The Talystep used a conical stylus with a 0.7 Unl
tip radius, while the WYKO imaged interferograms on a CCD device with
a IX 1 Iu m pixel size. X-ray data were analyzed by including Debye-
Waller-type factors in Parratt's formulae for GAXR from multilayered
structures and Cowley's formulae for XSASN (or crystal-truncation-rod)
intensities to evaluate rms roughness (a") [11. The GAXR data allowed
separate evaluations of a's at the air-SiOz and oxide-silicon interfaces.
The a values calculated from X-ray measurements correlate well with
roughness measured directly by mechanical and optical profilometers,
but a systematic discrepancy is found between the a values for the
oxide-silicon interfaces determined from the GAXR and XSASN data. It
will be discussed if this concerns the total and crystalline com-
ponents of roughness at the interface or the different spatial wave-
lengths sensible with the two X-ray techniques.

We thank T. Abe for the sample provision.

[11] Niwa, T., Sugiyama, M., Nakahata, T., Sakata, 0. and Hashizume
H. (1993). Surface Science 282, 342-356.
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NONSlPECULAR X-RAY SCAT1TERINC. OF I NTFAU'ACIAI. l~I (IINVICSS IN
SI NGLE- A Ni) MULTI LAYERIS

Sektioji Physik der [Uniiversi tit Miun clen'
Geschwist~er-ScholI- Platz I1. D)-80539 Miinchen,

A short. overview is given on the differentit rion s 'eelii~m aIx -rii. swi 'wr 111ig I I~et ho(S
that have b)een applied to deduce information on ticheh(ighlt-hliglt, self- and cross-
correlation fu nctions of one or several rough interfaces [1 -31. It, is shown that the
scaling behilviour of the height fluctuations, its prcdli eted by tOe theory of kinetical
roughening [1-3], can only be testedl if the data is samnpledl over a sufficiently large
Q range. A comp~arison between different, scattering geometries is made, i.e1. OhW
so-called rocking;, detector, offset, and o Id-of-pta fle msea , resIpect i v(l. ' vFrthermiore,
special formis of the height- height self-correlation (Ilinctioll and1( tOw ('0rrI's 1)01 id
structure factors according to tile dktorted wave Biorn approximation1 [71( i are dis-

culssed. For a single rough interface tile x-ray scattering results are compjared with
measurements b~y atom ic force microscopy. Finally, a new inethod to measure the
degree of coiifortnality in murl ti layers ats at funcltion of palral lel len gth scale is proposedl
181.

References
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New dynamical effects in X-ray standing waves methods

A. M. Afanas'ev

Institute of Physic.% and Technology of Russian Academy of Sciences

Krasikova sir, 25, 117418 Moscow, Russia

The peculiarities of the secondary radiations yields accompanying the X-ray diffraction

have been considered. The well known in the dynamical theory the Bomnann effect and the

Pendelozung effect reveal itself in abig variety of different qualitative forms depending on

the type of the secondary radiation, the diffraction geometry and the coherence conditions

/1/. Owing to these peculiarities, the X-ray standing waves method can be applied

essentially wider than it is utilized up to now.
Another very pronounced effect exists at the grazing asymmetric diffraction on the

boundary Bragg- Laue transition when the diffraction beam moves exactly parallel to the

crystal surface. This beamare formed inside the crystal on some distance from the surface

and due to this fact piratically can not be observered in the standard diffraction experiments.

On the other hand, the cross-section of the beam appears to be very small and, as a

consequence, the density of the energy flow in the beam appears to be very high exceeding

the one in the incident beam on a few orders of magnitude /2/. This effect reveals as a

drastical increase of the photoelectron yield /3/.

References:
/ 1 /. A. M. Afanas'ev, R. M. Imamov, and E. Kh. Mukhamedzhanov, Cryst.

Reviews 3(1992) 157-231,

/ 2/. A. M. Afanas'ev and A. V. Esayan, phys. stat. sol. (a) 126 (1991)303-313.

/ 3/. A. M. Afanas'ev, R. M. lniamov, E. Kh. Mukhamedzhanov, A. V. Esayan,

and A. A, Bzheumikhov, Sov, Phys. Solid State 36(2) (1990) 383--394.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION TRIPLE, CRYSTAL DIFFRACTOMETRY
WITH 100 KEV SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

T. Schmidt, R. Bouchard, 11.-B. Neumann, H.F. Poulsen, U. Riitt and

J.R. Schneider
Hamburger Synchr()Wn,•trahlu1gskahor HASYL41B

(at Deutsches Elektýronen -Synchrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg

W. Zulehner
Wocker Chiemitronic GinbH, Posfiich / 140, D-84489 Burghausen

The absorption of' 100 keV synchrotron radiation in matter is weak and, as normally

done with neutrons, bulk properties are studied in !arge samples. However, the k-

space resolution obtained with a Triple Crystal Diffractometcr (TCD) for high energy

synchrotron radiation is about one order of' magnitude better than in high resolution
neutron diffraction.

Magnetic superlattice reflections have been measured in MnF2,. a classical antiferro-

magnet, demonstrating the potential of the technique for high resolution studies of
ground state bulk antiferromagnetisin. Recently the question of two length scales in

the critical scattering at the 100 K phase transition in SrTiO 3 was studied on thie same

sample on which most of the inelastic neutron scattering work was done at Brookha-

ven National Laboratory. The sharp component in the critical scattering from this sam-
ple is shown to be due to surface related eftects.

The TCD studies on oxygen induced defects in annealed Czochralski grown Silicon

are discussed in detail. Shape and number densities of the SiO, precipitates have been

determined by Small Angle Neutron Scattering at the ILL. Grenoble, in samples con-

taining different amounts of oxygen, annealed at 750"C and 1050 or 12(Y)°C, respec-
tively.The defect scattering due to stacking faults and dislocation loops has been iden-

tified in the diffuse scattering measured with the TCD and 1) keV synchrotron radia-
tion at the identical samples, their diameters could be determined using a theory due to

l.arson & Schnmatz (phys. stat. sol. (b) 99 (1980) 267). First in-situ measurements
show the potential of the technique for studying the formation o' these oxygen in-

duced defects at annealing cycles relevant for industrial device fabrication.

At the PETRA storage ring, which serves as an accumulator for the HERA electron-

proton storage ring at DESY and which is operated at electron energies between 7 and

12 GeV, an undulator beamline is currently under construction and should be available

in summer 1995. Compared with the HASYLAB wiggler beamlines a gain in bright-

ness by 4 orders of magnitude is expected at 100 keV and exciting new research op-

portunities will open LIp,
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HIGH ENERGY X-RAY MICROSCOPY BASED ON BRAGG-FRESNEL
CRYSTAL OPTICS: PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS AT ESRF.

A.Snigirev
ESRF B.P, 220. F-38043 Grenoble Cedc/C, France

Bragg-Fresnel optics (BFO) based on a single crystals has been proposed as high

resolution and high efficient optics for hard x-rays at E>6keV. The combination of

BFO with new generation of storage rings like ESRF open up the real possibility to

develope microimaging and microdiffraction technique for hard x-rays

The perfornaance and applications of the BFO was studied at the ESRF Ihaamlines:

Optical properties experimentally measured are the foIllowing:

- energy tunability
- sub-nm resolution

-high thermal resistivity and stability
-well defined shape of the focused beam

The following applications have been realiscd:

- sub-inicrometer fluorescence microprobe:

- linear and 2D microprobe for microdiffraction:

- 21) beam emittance and beam position monitors on the base of circular BFII:

- microfocus double crystal diffractoometer:

- 10keV projection microscopy.

Test experiments on phase contrast imaging are very promissing for developing

phase contrast microscopy and holography. Crystal BFO is of particular interest for

microtorx)grapny and microtomography technique as well.
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X-RAY TOPOGRAPHIiCINV~ESTIGATIONOF QUAIS)CRYS'rALS

CKNMC2 - C NRS, Canmpus dle Luminy, Cas 913,1328S Marsville Cudex!)

TPhe quasicrystalline quali ties (mnicrostructure - defeŽcts) of both AlClui'eand
AIPdMn grains are comipared by considering Synchrotron White Beani X-
Ray Topographs recorded at the LURE (Orsay - France).
Millernetric size grains of' AICuFe are grown in ouir laboratory' by annealing
quasicrystalline flakes in the icosahedral phase, at 860'C (just below thle
peritectic point) following the growth process developped at thle (-CECM* of'
Vitry (France., while centinietric size grains of AlPdMn, grown by
solidification, are provided by the LTITM-I of Grenoble (France).
All the investigated grains display a microstructure bUilt~ UP With
subgrains, the inisorientation of which can be less than one miniute andI~
the size, bigger than one cubic millimeter.
In thle topographis of these subgrains it is possible to see contrasts looking
like dislocations networks, dislocation loops and dislocation bands.
Dislocations loop like contrasts are seen in suhgrains investigated in as-
grown crystals while dislocatoio band contrasts appear only after
mnechanical polishing,
All these contrasts Lire presently under investigation by cairriyng ouit
systemlatic X-ray topographic stiidies ( inc~ludi ng mono11chro0matiC studies).

*CECM Centre d'Etudes de Chimnie Mftallurgique
+1,LTPC'M L~aboratoi re de Tlherniodynatimique et de lPhys-ico-Cchinfie
Metalltirgiques
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OBSERVATION OF DEFECTS IN CRYSTAL SURFACE LAYERS BlY

GID X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

D.VNovikov', M.OhlerK, F.N.Chukhovsky t', R.KoeiIer-, G.Materlik'

IIl.%vI.m (1?to I)SV.Iostfulch 22607 11a nibuiry
2 ,~I'c -.l ibm tqrflICiqI~lQ I1ilsilo~j/iiJplt1tz,J- 7, 10l117 11, rliii

fF151it idc of C rypstallogranphyj, f-in nsky pr. .59, Ii 7,Y3:1.1oseou

The risinig intIerest to1 gra~zing in cidenice variants of N -ray diff'ract ion I opograpll*v is
con nect ec with the p)rospects S iilll)Ilicat-iohl of* this t~radit~ional t echrnique for iiivesti

gat I ng I IeI( real st rict I ure of' t hin siirflace cryst al layers Il :t I.

IIthis work t he piossibilities of obsevtion01 of' singlte d(lfe(Ci inlel ' MaterialdS by
plane wave, grazing incidence diffract ion (MII)) topography were investiga~ted bodh

(XpeIM wen1Vt ally andI theoretically. 'I'lle exlperilneltas were perf'Ornedl at. thle beanm-
linles H ( kI'() and ('EM () of' II AS Y A 1, umsing (toull le- cryst aI 0, . asyminliiet-1riC
Si Iiionlocfroinatotrs. The t Itinabilit y of s vilchrot roll radliat~iou'i eialledl to avojid iistia

limijtatijons o)Il appilicability of' (.'11') geoiICIet rMiad uIse Si 1 de111 coplanarM diffraction
sciteties.

The contirast f'ornat~ion onl ii-surfatce scre-w dislocations inl lit~finum niobate and
thrvad ing dislocat~ions in bul1k galliuum arsenide and epi taxial layers onl (aA s and
Si subst rates is dIiscuiissed. Thle in fu ience of puore refraction effect. is shown separately
()n mod01el silicon crystals with vieched trenches of the depth from 25 uitn t-o 800 n in

Tlivresltsof coputo sinmulat-ioni of' dislocationl illages inl siurflace layers of'snl
cryst als are.( present ed.

It is shown, that a change od iliff'ract lol co)ndit ions frloi uisual asyvinunletric toi ex-
Ire Ine (.('.1) belIow lIeh crit hcal anIgleI of' tot id eXt (T Ita refltect ionI , a~chIIievel by a slIightI
wavelf-ngthI variation, does hlot change quialit atively the( imalkges of' IInear surfIace ce`

Ics. tll(IoVIIh ft(l dis; ortions", producedI li v thle (I leCcts Ill th lie de cll'rlving laye , rs,be
Coltie invisible at grazing inlcidenicv, due to fboth depth rvsolit ion of'thli iniithod and
inevvitabile loss of, lat tice paranllet er resolution, TIhis allows, however, to ii se (.11)
lopogi apfI.N for)I cluaaet-erizat ion of' films oni subfstrat es with ita low perf-ction.

111vth (;It) topographyl)i f' , 0 lrve it e at luse.ful tool for' invest ivation of, t hllu sub-
surface cry stal layers at t he depth Is fromu tenls to 111 zd reds of' nainoinet ers and cani
provide in formlat ion, not1 obt ainrahie by lusual tuiethods.

I'l''.lit anio 'J.lshikawa. .1.Nlat 5th, lxAKiiiiot-o, J1.N'lizuki. \'.KIawasc Japani. I.
:\ppI. l'hiys. 26 lIltS-l,l 1ff ( 1987)
'2' IUM.Imnanuov, :\.A-.l~omnov. I).V.Novikov, lIliys.Stat us Solidi (a) 115 lx133-K134.1

3' S.Khmi~ra,. lilarada, 'l.lsluikawa A\cta ('ryst. ASO0, 337-3-12 ( PPI'
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SIMULATION OF WiITE BEAM SYNC'IIRo)TIRoN T O()G()(;RAIIS

Y. Epelboin, Laboratoire de Mim1rah0gi0'-Uristallugralhi . C W)'NRS. Ulnii'ersitt;
P.M. Curie, Case 115, 75252 Paris Ce'det. 05. Ira tc'e. 1-mail:epelboinqlrrc~p.,jttssvietfifrI

White beam topographs may be simulated using the principle of reciprocity and ai
accurate numerical algorithm (Carvalho & Epelboin a, b 1993). We have applied these
principles to the simulation of stroboscopic images of quartz resonators. We present
here the result of the preliminary investigation where a new program has been written
suitable for parallel and irray computers. One of the main advantages of this new
generation of program is that the data describing the strain in the crystal are computed
separately then used in the simulation program. Thus it is very easy to change the strain
model without having to change the simulation program. The disadvantage of such a
technique is the need of large disc space: the derivatives of the strain must be sampled
in each incidence plane using a step small enough to correctly describe thc deformation.
The program needs a large memory, together to store the strain and data and to be
efficient in using the vector or parallel computers. It may be as large as 300 Mbytes!

Preliminary calculations on a simple strain model, already used in thle simulation of
section topographs (Zheng 1989) have allowed to establish the parameters for the
calculation. The convergence of the numerical algorithm requires small steps in the
integration of the Takagi-Taupin equations, as low as 0.01 micron along the edges of
the Borrmann fan to correctly follow the phase shift of' the wavefields inside the
Borrman fan. The derivatives of the strain mu1st be sampled accordling to the maodel of
deformation. For the models describing the deformation ot piezoelcctric devices a mesh
of 2x5 microns seem dense enough.

Profiles in one incidence plane have been computed and are in agreement with the
experiment. First tests have been made on scalar machines. array computers (Cray) and
parallel machines (TMC CM5). Other parallel machines must be investigated since the
speed-up has been very unsatisfactory on this last machine. In anN case the simulation
of white beam topographs is a long calculation. For an image of 512x512 pixels it
requires 30X) hours on an I11M RS60(14)/56() and is estimated to ID) hfu'rs Onl a Cray
C90.

More sophisticated models f0r the deformation (Yong, Kong I99)2) will now he studied.

Bibliography:
C.A.M. Carvalho & Y. lpelhoin a (1993) Acta Crvst. A41), , 460-407
C.A.M. Carvalho & Y. Epelboin ) (11993) Acta Cryst. A49, 3. 467-4741
Yong Kong I long, J.T. Steward. J. Detaint, A. Zarka, B. Capellc & )". Z/heng ( 1992)

IEEE Trans. on U ltirason., Ferroclec. & Ireq. Control 39, 5, 60 19-6 17
Y. Zheng, A. Zarka, B. .'apelle. J. Detaint & J. Schwartzel (I98) Acta Cr'st. A45,

275-285
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Twinning, Phase Transitions and Crystal Growth
Studies from 100 to 800 K

Robert R. Reeber
Department of Geology University oj'North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315, USA

Morphological measurements have been precisely determined as a function of temperature
for different inorganic crystals with a computer-controlled traveling Laue x-ray camera.
The in--situ measurements, available over a temperature range from 100 to 800 K, provide
unique insights into the kinetics of phase transitions as well as the influence of crystal
surface to volume ratio on these phenomena. Premonitc.,y phase transition behavior and the
effect of temperature on existant twins are illustrated. It is hoped that such information will
he of significance for understanding phase transition behavior of materials and petrological
genesis of minerals.
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STUDY OF PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS AND PIEZOELECTRIC
DEVICES BY X.RAY TOPOGRAPHY

B.Capelle, A.Zarka, J.Detaint*, J.Sehwartzel*, E.Philippot*,
J.P.Denis***

L M.C.P. 4 Place Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex France
*CN.E.T. 92225 Bagneu.x France

**L. P. C. M.S Universiti du Languedoc 34095 Montpellier France
***Crisratec. 2 rue des Evsarts, ZI des Mayencins, 38610 Giires France

The piezoelectric materials are obtained by two main growth methods. The first
one is the hydrothermal growth method used for quartz, berlinite and phosphate gallium
and the second one is a pulling method, the Czochralsky growth method, which is
used, for instance, for lithium tantalate, lithium niobate and langasite. The main devices
which we have study, are resonators with different cuts (AT, ST, Y for instance) and
filters.

The assessment of these materials perfection by X-ray topography will he
presented as some results concerning the acoustic modes and the interactions between
the defects and the acoustic vibrations in the cases of bulk acoustic waves (B.A.W) and
surface acoustic waves (S.A.W). The different materials have been studied by reflection
or transmission topography conventionnal or stroboscopic using the white radiation
delivered by the DCI synchrotron at LURE in France and a Laue setting.

To use the stroboscopic experimental set-up the resonator must be designed to
have a vibration resonant at a frequency equal to n times that of the X ray synchrotron
radiation which is 3,169280 MHz at DCI.

The white beam of the synchrotron radiation and the use of a Laue setting permit
to record simultaneously different topographs (each spot of Laue is a topograph) with
different diffraction vectors. With this technic the spatial structure of the vibration
modes can be analysed and, in particular. the different stationary components of the
modes can be seen separately. The stroboscopic topogra? iy, as for it. is the only
technic which permits to evidence the progressive components ol the acoustic modes
when they exist.

Different results concerning the interactions of the acoustic waves with
dislocations, in particular in a ST quartz slice (SAW) working at 9.9MHz, will he
reported.
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( INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF
InA~s/AISh SUPERLATTICES BY X-RAY METHODS

B. ,Jenichen 1, H. Neuroth 1, B. Brar2, H-. Kroemer 2

1pilu/-I)pudl'-hisjtimi 1Iaust()Igtef1)la,: 5, /)- 10117 Berlin, Germalm.
2Uneji-versyit 0/C t!/ilunia, Santa Barbara, (alifiurnia 93106, U1SA

The combination of' InAs and AISh in heterostruiCtures of fcrs interesting physical

properties Such as a large conduction band offset between InAs and AISb, high

electron shieet concentrations and high electron mobilities in InAs I I J In the present

work short-period (lnAs)(,/(AlSh)6 superlattices with AlAs-like, InSh-like, or

alternating interf'aces are studied hy X-ray diffractometry, -rcflectivity and grazing

incidence diffraction. i'hle SUPerlattices are grown on GaAs substrates with at I pmn

AISh huller layer. Trriple crystal me~asuremients reveal that the inhomlogeneous

def'ortlation of' the relaxed butter layer leads to it peak broadening corresponding to

coherent scattering domlains with at size of' 150 nrin. Double crystal rocking curves

show an additional broadening and shift of' the superlattice peaks. when the AlAs-like

interf'ace is grown on top of' the AlSb layer. The average relaxation of the superlattices

is Measured using asymmetric reflections. Linear dislocation densities up to 106 Cnv-

between thle buffer layer and the supeilattice are determined f'rom these measurements.

Rocking curve simlulations show that thle asymmetric peak broadening may be

attributedI to at fur1ther relaxation of' the superlattice, which is inhomogeneous with

depth. Th111 diffu'Lsion of' As into the AISh layers leads lo anl additional peak shilfi. For

thle siilm Iam ionS We assume1 thlat every interface consists of' four atomic layers of' at

mixed crystal lnSb/AIAs with at composition of* 0.5. i.e. the bond lengths show some

lelaxation over this di stance.

Reflectivity measurements reveal quite large values fo(r the interf'ace r-oughnless uip to

1111 nHCS in ie oughness VaIL ies are probably at measure l'or the widths of' thle interl'ace

layers, since tlie met hod can only measure the di f1krences in chemical composition.

Measurements of' tile diffuse scattering show that this roughness is highly correlated.

T[he best Stiuctur11al quality of* the superlattice is achieved when lnSh-like interfaces are

grown onl top of thie AISb layers. Then tlie additional relaxation is low and almost no

As is p~resent in the AISb layers. 'I'he reported results are in agreement with optical

measurements (photolIun i inescence, Rarnan scattering) and TEM investigations [2]1.

[Il CIG. 'l'L1ttle. If. Kroemer. i.11, [inglish. J. AppI. Phys. 07(1990)3032

121 J. Spitzer, A. hld0pner. M. Kubaff, M. Cardona, B. Jenichen. H. Neuroth.

B. Brar, and H. Kroemer, submitted to J.Appl.Phys., May 1994
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VERTICAL. STuRESS IN 1,1PE-Si-LAYERS ON SiO2ISi EVALUAT~ED BY X-RAY
DOUJBLE.i CRYSTAL, TOPOG;RAPHY

R. Kiihler 1, Bjenichen 2 , H Raidt ', E. ilauser 'X and N. Nagel

Mfax-Ptaci,~k-A G ,, !Rintgenbeug'ung - (n der Humbioldt- Un iiersirtaf
HatI'isvog'iplatz. 5- 7. D- 101/17 B~erlin
I'au1-tDrude-ln.vitut, Hau~svogiciplatz. 5- 7,D -)10117 Becrlin
MPIfI iir H'toproxhnleisenbergqstr. 1, 1)- 70569 StUtrgqart
du(ite, nem- air. SONY- Corp., Atsug~irech,1ohle, C'enter, Japan

Silicon oin insulator has been anl aim of crystal growth f'or a long time. The silicon layer
should be Perfect as well in regard of' its structural as of' its electronical properties.
Silicon layers grown by liquid phase epitaxy (LPF) onl silicon oxide have heen shown
[ 1,21 Wo fuLlfill these requirements. These layers were produced by lateral overgrowth

starting fromi seeding w indows etched into a silicon oxide layer on at silicon watecr. These
layers are about trianigular laniellac extending uIP to 480 pml 131 onl both long, sides from
the seeding window. Their base. length at thle seeding window is then uIP to 1 mm11. The
laninelac are predominantly dlislocation frec and atomically smooth but curved with a
radius of' 10... 15 mmn.
We will present topographs of' these laniellae. It is shown that a direct reflection of' a
silicon famiella is observed under cectain diff'raction conditions only. However contrast of'
the larnellae is observed quite generally. This contrast is due to stiess exerted by the
lamelflal onto thle substrate. At distances tIP to about 50... I150 pmn from thle seeding
window tile contrasts indicate a i'elative lattice parameter increasO of' thle Substrate
Perpendicular to the surface of Ad/dc-10". Tlhis corresponds to aI vertical tensile stress of'
about I N/crin . By taking iopographs in several reflections a considerable shear' stress
could be exclu~ded.
I'hc c aivatutre Is obviously a ltributed to a tensile stress. That Could be proven by
underetching fihe laniellac, i.e. removing thle oxide layer hetween layer andl substrate.
After underetchirig thle lamiellac are nearly plane and thle contrast of" the lamnellae in the
substrate i eflection vanishes beside some residlual contrast due to rolfraction at thle lamnella
edges,,
We attribtite thle tensile swrss and the corresponding curvature to an adhLesive f'orcc
acting onio the growing layer. This effect may be of general importance In the gr'owth of'
crystalline layer's on amiorphous substrates. may be as well onl e'l'ectively incommensurate
sub',!rates.

[1) R. Bergmann. E. Czech, 1. Silier. N. Nagel, E. Bauser. HTJ Qucisser, R.P. Zingg,
and B. I161'11ingerý AppI. Pbys. A54 ( 192) 103

121 R. Kih1or, 13. Jenichen, E. Bauser. and R. Bergmann; J. AppI. Phys. 72 (1992) 405
[31 N.Nagel, Thesis. Univ. Stuttgart 199)3
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PRESENT STATiLs ,'" TilE ESRF TOPOGRAPHY BEAMLINE

- NEW EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -

R. Barrett, J. BAruchel, J. Hirtwig, F. Zontone

I-uroplan Svnchrotro,, Radiation uacilhi', Bi1 220, i1-38043 (G;renohle

The advantages of synchrotron radiation for X-ray topography and diffractometry are

well known: high intensity, continuous spectrum, tunability, polarisability and time

structure. However, the present setups are still limited by their flux, the non availability

of high energy photons, the obtainable resolution and the small size of the admissible

sample environment devices. The characteristics of the third generation synchrotron

radiation source ESRF are such that the above mentioned limitations can be overcome.

This opens new possibilities f'or these techniques Experiments can be carried out:

1. in real time (exposure times down to about 102s, or using stroboscopy to 10-9s),

2. using short wavelengths to investigate thick and heavy ctystals, 3. with heavy and

large sample environment, and 4. with high sensitivity and high angular and spatial

resolution.

These new possibilities are illustrated by experiments performed on the IDI I 'Materials

Science' and the D5 'Optical Open Bending Magnet' beamlines. They show that

a) typical exposure times for white beam topography (down to about 10-2s) are about
10.2 to 10-3 times shorter than at other synchrotron synchrotron radiation topographic

setups, b) the diffracted beam divergence (about 2.5 10-5 rad) is small enough to retain

a good spatial resolution when setting the film far (I meter) from the sample, c) with

short wavelengths (in the order of 0.01nm and less) is possible to carry out

topographical investigations of bulky or heavy samples or to detect weak long-range

deformation fields of defects. d) monochromatic beam topographs, performed on a
simple setup in a "low divergent wave" or "weak beam" mode, give clues about the

actual deformations around defects

Special attention is to be paid to the heat load in white beam topography even when not

working with highly absorbing and thermally insulating materials. Some criteria to

estimate and minimize the effect were tested.

Finally we report the present state of the ID19 'Topography and High Resolution

Diffiaction' insertion device beamline, and the instrumentation designed to optimize the

experimental conditions. It is expected to be fully operational in Autumn 1995.
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HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY OPTICS FOR THE 3RD) ;ENERATION

SYNCHROTRON RAI)IATION

Tetsuya Ishikawa

Engineering Research Institute, Faculty of Engineering, The University 017Tokyo
2-11-6, Yayoi, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, .apan

and

SPring -8

2-1, Hirosawa, Wako-shi, Saiotama 351-01, Japan

Novel high-resolution x-ray optics are being developed for the use of the extremely high

brilliance of the undulator x-ray beam from the third-generation synchrotron light

sources. In addition to the usual monochromatization and collimation, tailoring of

coherence and polarization are impoxrtant.

Plane wave x-ray optics using successive asymmetric reflections will gain new
roles because they can manipulate coherency of the x-ray beam, as preliminary shown by

using usual bending radiation I 1l. Highly collimated and spatially condensed undulator x-
rays will make the asymmetric reflection much more effective, although the spatial density

of x-ray photons are diluted.
Grazing incidence diffraction, which includes the extremely asymmetric diffraction

as a special case, are now being widely used for surface and interface diffraction. This
geometry was applied to the depth selective diffraction topography 121, which images

strain field localized to surface or interface.
High collimation of undulator x-ray beam has also opened up a new possibility of

energy-tunable, mili-eV resolution nionochromnator by a combination of flat crystals. We
proposed a nested channel-cut (+n,+m.-n,-n) monochromator 131 for this purpose, and

are now working for the realization of a separated four-crystal monochromator.

Polarization manipulation, especially conversion of linearly polarized x-rays to

circularly polarized ones, is another subject of x-ray optics which will find wider
applications in undulator x-rays. We have developed transmission Bragg and Laue type x-

ray phase retarders 141. Helicity switching up to 1M0 Hz was realized 151.

I 1] T.Ishikawa: Acta Crystallogr., A44 (1988) 496.
{21 S.Kimura et al.: Appl. Phys. Lett., 60 (1992) 2604.

131 T.Ishikawa et al.: Rev. Sci. Instrum., 63 (1992) 1015.

141 K.Hirano, T.Ishikawa and S.Kikuta: Nucl. Instrum. Meth., A336 (1993) 343.

[51 K.Hirano et al.: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 31 (1992) L1209.
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X-RAY PHASE PLATES FOR SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

C.Giles1 ,2, C.Malgrange2 , J.Goulonl, F.de Bergevinl,3, C.VettierI, A.Freundl
E.Dartvge4, A.Fontaine4 , F.Baudlehr4 , S.Pizzini4

l.European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, BP 220, 38043 Grenoble Cedex, France.
2.Laboratoire de Minfralogie et Cristallographie, Universitds Paris 6 et 7, case 115,

4 place Jussieu. 75252 Paris Cedex 05, France.
3.Laboratoire de Cristallographie, CNRS, BP 166 X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France.
4.LURE, Universitd Paris-Sud, Bdt 209, 91405 Orsay Cedcx, France.

Circular polarization is an essential tool for circular magnetic x-ray dichroism (CMXD)
experiments, and Compton and Bragg magnetic scattering. Circularly polarized x-rays are

available from synchrotron sources below or above the orbit plane from bending magnets
or asymmetric wigglers sources or ftrom the on-axis beam of helical undulators. We

present here experimental results demonstrating that the transformation of the linear

horizontal polarization into circular polarization using the transmitted beam through a

quarter wave plate (QWP) in Bragg or Laue geometry is an alternate and attractive

technique.
X-ray phase plates use the difference between refraction indices for a and nr polarizations

(perpendicular and parallel to the diffraction plane respectively) at or near a Bragg
diffraction as predicted by x-ray dynamical theory. This difference depends on the offset
of the incident wave AE (difference between the angle of incidence and the center of the

diffraction profile) and decreases rather slowly outside the diffraction profile. The use of
the transmitted beam in Laue or Bragg geometry for rather large offsets (order of several
tens arcsec.) can take benfit of this property. The sensitivity of the phase plate

performance to the divcrgene Of the incident beam (order of 80 arcsec.) is considerably

reduced. In such conditions, good diamond crystals. with a thickness of about 1 mm and

then a reasonable transmission factor have been successfully used to record CMXD

spectra at different rare-earths absorption edges from Pr LiI (6440 eV) to Tm Lill (8648

eV).
The efficiency of the phase plate has been measured by comparing such CMXD spectra

with those obtained with the standard technique which uses the elliptically polarized beam

below the orbit plane. The experiments have been performed on the dispersive absorption
spectrometer (station D 11) of DCI ring (LURE, Orsay, France). The polarization rate and

the intensity on the sample were higher with the QWP technique.
Finally, good results have also bcen obtained using beryllium plate with a mosacity of the
order of 80 arcsoc, It will be shown that the circular polarization rate thus obtained is only

slightly lower than with the diamond phase plate. The good efficiency of mosaic crystals

as phase plate far from the Bragg peak can be interpreted.
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Optimised Reflectivities for Diamond Single
Crystals

Bly J.D.Stephienson

D~iv. 6.22 Federal Institute for Materials Research and1 TIesting,
11 oter dell E"ichen 87, 12205 B~erl in, F HG

Abstract

Thcoretival op~timlisedI rellect~ivities for (liattl~ion perl'Vot single ('rystals areC
de('t.t'ui~lVle fr use inl high intenisity, low eiIlittan('( syllchrorolr( radliat~ioni
rin gs sutch als the ES N F(Criihl)

Blragg (ntornial incden(1ce) andi 1) ) Lalie (yi tr/ayniltri) ames will
be (IisciiMscd andOw t fferc~t~s of chaiiges ill effective struicturie lactor,due to
l)ola r~isat~ioi I/r~a(.l iat lolI (lain age will bv (oilsidt'redl.

The resullts for a) havwe ~ecin pitiblislicd M physs"t~at ...Sol (a) 38, 89) (I 993)
and~ Ill1, lK83 ( 199-1) and Show that (hialniolild not. onily offers the hiiglivst, Br agg
relle('t. iVity relat ive to Si or (e bUt. !Also p)ossessesii 111,111' adlit~iOiia d vanlta-
ges (e.g. shiarpet. FWII M higheri therimal conlductivity anl .vl)ehve-Wailer1
factor) which arv ideal for the nlew geuierationl of high Iluix, low eiiilit~aiice
HhR- facilities such its the ERSF. The applicat~ionl of 'lorunall iiicideleicc' Bragg
reflectivities and~ t rauismittivit~i(s for dianmond ouitlinle this crystal's eventalla
ulse for the construct10ion of a hard X- ray freve (lctron latser (XFFEL) in at fourth
genlerationl S H -faci Il ,t v.

1,14, resuilt s fol. 1)) will he tpllhlishit( later an ~il iliaiIld*v dviIl \61th the opt]
Iiiisat-iuii of' b~h'lif~r el Ham initensit~ies thriotigli thiim diamuondl crystals
flow (iirr1(Iit1ly ill operationl at. the 'Troika' lwaamulimie, E-SIH'(Crvloblv). [I'le
uise ol dialiuond Sinighe cryst-als inl t his field have thle very great, advatut age
of' high thermall conlductivity/low theriuial blumup fir.4S munchrOmtr
with1 cls(p0i5C 1unit. 11611111iiiili/tzlS) deviatloln and~ intensity loss ini the (lifr'act.edi
b~eami directioln.
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X-RAY CRYSTAL OPTfICS FOR D)IAGNOSTICS ANID APPLICATIONS 01" LASER-

PRODUCED) PLASMAS

E.Fi'rste r

/vtax-I'I1an c.k-A I)L'iilsgr-upj)e "Whage~nopi~fk "an dJe. I'riedrich -Schll!er- Uniiveritidi JenIa,

MA1x- Wien -IPaiz /, 07743 Jena, Germiany

Laser produced plasmas have teinpulatules or10I ( - AP0 K and so emiat X-ray pulses in the spectral

rmgon 0.A to 10 mnn with pukele ngths I ps - IOns. Thecemitted X-ray spectrum dlepends on space,

I% and direction. It contains imnportant i nforniat ionO alou 1 ')IS111a temllerature and density. and the

distribution of highly ion izied ions.

Schemnes with crystals hent in one or two dimnensions are par-ticularly SU it(l to obtain high resolutionl

spectra andl q Luasi- notiochnnuiatic imnages or high teimpelat Lir plasnia's inl theV spectral region up to

2bru-nn lJ.Te sources being investigated at presentl ame inpi od ig laser fusion targets [ 2, cou nter-

streaming plasmasl 31' X-ray laser plasinas and laser-target interactions with) Sull-picosecondl laser

pulses. W hen the ge nerationl of' X -rays is opt imimzed, sourices ofl i cohlerent or cohlerent X-ray pulses

will hecomne available, for real timeW expeimntMS 1nd Will CLIUal 01r SurpaIss Current undulator or

Wiggler sourcs inl brillianICe.

1, 13. Pbster. K.(;,iiihel and LUschiuann, R0.evSi. lnstrurn. ja, 501 5 1 (19 ~92)

2. 1.Uschmuann, E. Rirster. II. Nisliimura, K.Fujita, Y. Kaiu and S. Nakaik
RýevSci. Ins(tru inl. in press.

3. E.Firster, I.Usehniann, M.Dirksnmiller, C.Chienais- Popovics, PA~enaudin, O.Rancu and
J.C.Gauthier, ProcSPIE, 2D.L5, 78-8.5 (1994)
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f SYNCHROTRON X-RAY OPTICS EXPERIENCE AT THE ESRF

Andreas K. Freund

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility,
B.P. 220, F-38043 Grenoble, France

A short overview of the research and development that has been carried out at the

ESRF in the field of hard x-ray optics for synchrotron radiation in the past few years

is presented. This includes four topics: mirrors, single crystalk,. multilayers and the

particular question of how to solve the high heat load problem. Also focusing issues

will be addressed like sagittally curved crystals, meridional focusing by multilayers and

two-dimensional focusing by toroidal mirrors.

Although time constraints restrict this presentation to a more general level several

highlights are mentioned like the performance of diamond at very high heat loads, the

efficiency of phase plates based on Si, diamond and Be single crystals, the development

of supermirror-multilayer structures and himorph benders made ot' piezoelectric

ceramics.
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DEPTH RESOLVED ANALYSIS OF THE STRAIN PROFILE IN
SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLATTICES USING X-RAY GRAZING

INCIDENCE DIFFRACTION

U.Pictsch

TInstitue of So/iej State PhvsicN, (hniver%'itv Poi.mdwn. 1D 14415 Potsdamn, ;e'rII(IY

During epitaxial growth of'semiconductor superlattices (SI.) a considerable lattice
parameter mismatch must be acconiodated. As, long as the lateral lattice parameter
difference between thle layers is smnall (coherent growth) the total energy of distortion is
taken uip by the layer,. Inl case of a larger (difference partial lattice relaxation appears
which depends on the total thickneCss of S1. t,,, and the thickness ratio between thle
sublayers. A closer investigation of the real structure of inultilayers, requires methods
which are able to evaluiate these structure parameters with respect to the depth o-f SI. InI
the directio-n of growth thle lattice mismatch is typically measured by conventional high
resolution cliffrnctiomectry. Because the penetration depth of the probing X-ray beam is
much larger than t,, only averaged parameters- canl be obtained. Ilie lateral lattice
mismatch call only be given indirectly and therefore rather inaccurate.
Depth resolution is obtained by thle technique of grazing incidence diffraction ((Ill)Y. In
this, case thle "infonnation depth" t,,, is controlled by thle angle of incidence (x, and~ exit
m, of the X-ray beam with respect to the samaple surface. 'Ilie lateral lattice parameter
canl be obtained in different depthis below thle surface. Additionally, the vertical density
profile is probed measuring the intensity distribution along a, ('rodl ,can") f'or different
u, For (x,< or, ( cA, - critical angle of total external reflection) t,, is reduced ito the tot)
layer and/or the uipper St-period. Witli increasing ui further layers contribute to thle
scattering signal. Ini addlition to the "surf'ace peak" which is visible at a. = 0 "51..
peak-.," appear for special u, = u,. TIhe angular separation between the. oy, is a mea'sure
for th1)e StI.-pe riod.
This techique(LI has beeti successfully applied at thle example of alattice matched St. of
Gai %~In, 4As/InP[0O I1I grown by a M0CVL) ' containing anl enilarged quant tan well
(EQW '). Measuiritig thle rod scans at tile anlglilakr position of the 21210) in- plane Bragg
peak we found a double peak behiaviourt Ofthe recorded SI. peak. '[he intiensity ratio
between bothi subpeaks varies changing m, . l'ids allows anl accurate determiniation of'
thle depth of'thie FQW below the surface and its t hick~iess in an accuracy better t han 5rl%.
A fuirt her e xam ple denionstrat es that thle (ill) tech niqute is able to idenlity bumriedI single
mionolayers, within perfect seniieondiucor-s.
A variation of'sitructure parameters with depthi is obtainied for variouis strained laver
(iaJn2,As/GaAs St.'s grown on (iaAs[X)l Il by MBE '. '[le thtickness of the individual
active layers t, is chosen snmaller than thle critical thickness for building ofimisfit
dislocations. Keeping t... fixed thle dlegree of'relvxation increases f'or dlecreasitng
thickness of GauAs barriers- t,. D epth resolution demion~strates that the imajority of itiislit
dislocations is localized close to substrate interf'ace. Within the SL microdomains
appear with a lattice parameter mismatch to thle surroun11ding lattice. T'hey are in"clined
uip to somne 1/10 dleg. with respect to the surface normial. The averaged relaxation degree
is nearly constant over the whole St. exept if' the SL is covered by a thick top layer.
Thetn we rind in fact a variation of the in-plane lattice parameter with depth. T1his inay
be understoodt by a stepwise lattice deformiation of the GaAs top layer near thle interface
to the SI..

U.Pietsch in "Surface X-Ray and Neuttron Scattering", ed.by
H.Z-abel andl.K.Robinson, Springer Verlag 19921

U.Pietsch,W.Scifert, H.Metzgcr, S.Rugel, and J.Pcisl, Appl.Phiys.1.ett. 1994 submitted
'I .Pietsch, H.Mctzgcr, S.Rugcl. B3Jcnicheti and I.K.Robinson, i. Appl.Phlys.74, 2381

(1993), D.Rose, U.Pietsch, AFMrster, H.Metzger Physica B 1994 in press
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X-Ray triple crystal diffractrometry characterisation (if defects in

lattice mismatched epitaxial structures

R.N.Kyutt. S.S. Ruilmov, T.S.Argunova, N.N.Fa'leev

If/i'~~~ Ph'ia-lonf nwteuII'Iu a ca~e,'o Sceg x 'lirek/,nic/u'skaya
20, St. -Pet'rsburg 194021, Russia

Over the fast Few years X-Ray triple crystal diffractornetry has proved to he at powerliti tool
to analyze ia diffracted intensity in two directions in the scattering plane. We report here at
comprehensive X-ray diffraction Study examining heterostruetureNs (I-IS) With at mlisfit of'
lattice parameters in thle intel'racL'5. The ob , eets uInder StUdly Were theC fol lowing.

5G.-(e.,/Si I IS. Glash layers Strongly misImatChedL to GaAs SUhstrates. Y laCu() fil ms
gr-own onl VariOuISsubStrateCs ec(. Symmetr~llic and asymm11et tic Bragg. I lauC and grazi~ng cii
de nce setting,, were 1used,

It was show a that thle shaple of tIle dif faICt ion curves inldicatedI the type ol the detCtlC arra-l-
ge 11entl. natu1c ly thIe ('0olou nih tv ple or-( dislocat ions. S i nce the latter are knlown eithe r to lormi
regular networks or- to propagate thru1gh theC l1yerS. We have studiedI thle pat11CrnS dule t0 thle
hot h Cases anld tilie has ic points of thle ident ificat ion each of' iheni hlas beenl istablished,
Triple axis setting permiits an assessmient of the structural qualility alcrOSS thle lakyer depth.
With an an1al vzer icemainiiing fixed, we malide a series of thelta- scans11 and evaýluatied thce depth
of d islocat ion networks ats well as tilie location of theC ('oulomb11 type (detcts fi-oni the shape
atnd thle posit ion of the peaks.
D~ealing with] strongly mismiatched I IS, We conlSidered thle peak broadenC~ingys ats being dueI to
lie contrlibut ions coinling fro an tilirCC soLINceS. ( )ne walsa ie Lilationl p~roided by tarinily011 d is-
trihuted dislocationls inside thle I aers. Second. the reWats at tilIt associated withl grain Iioun -
dilries or- tile dislocattion llaysIV. Thlird was tile finite siz~e oft Coherent scattering regions.
When WC cit) thle LMdepndece oltt le broadeninigs inl tw~o direct ions onl thle B3ragg angle, We

extiated nd aalv~d th conributonsTwo lthe. th1strIn1an 1th tilt .W~fere Sed lot
tile identification ofl tile dislocationl t\Ipes inl tile following way: sincex file dislocations B~ur
gers vectors derive [roil tile as ilmfiet rical tensor at crystal lattice distor-sions, they Canl lie
bonild tloni thle extracted Componients b sn aiu ifato etttts
The X --ray std fniotutrsWith at Miisfit iaccomodated1C byV disl)lioctioS wals dliscus-
sed.
We Considered thle problIemis associalted With a i ti[ro hat ion of' di Itrakt ionl curves frontl hIS
continiiling detects Inside thle layers. The ways of obtainling illterplanlar sjpaci rg depth pr1ot'i-
les were shown.
The StruLctural11 parat-IteterS determllined from11 thle X -ray data,1 were ill I good ilgreCCInett Withi
'lEM results.
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High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction from Epitaxial
Multilayered Surface Gratings

the influence of the fine structure near the
000-reciprocal lattice point

G.T. Baumbach, M. Gailhanou, P. Mikulik, M. Bessiere

X-ray diffraction from epitaxial multilayered surface gratings has
been studied experimentally by a high resolution triple crystal
diffractometer and theoretically in terms of a semi-dynamical
diffraction theory based on a second order distorted wave Born
approximation.
Laterally periodic super-slructured crystals show a two dimensional
fine structure in the vicinity of their reciprocal lattice points formed
by equispaced truncation rods perpendicular to the crystld surface.
The diffraction pattern along a truncation rod depends on the grating
shape function and the intrinsic setup of the grating period. In our
case the surface gratings are formed by epitaxial and partially etched
superlattices giving rise to superlattice diffraction peaks in the
grating truncation rods.
Additionally the fine structure near the 000 reciprocal lattice point
causes multiple beam diffraction also in the planar part of the
sample below the grating. As a result the planar multilayer
influences the grating truncation rods of non-zero order and
dominates partially its diffraction pattern.
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EXPLOITATION OF N-BEAM DYNAMICAL EFFECTS IN PSEUDO-

KOSSEL DIFFRACTION PATTERNS OF NEARLY PERFECT CRYSTALS

A.R. Lang

H.H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Tyndall Avenue,
Bristol BS8 ITL, England.

Divergent-beam X-ray diffraction patterns that subtend a substantial solid angle at the
specimen exhibit an abundance of intersections of Kossel cones. This applies equally
whichever of the three well-known methods of pattern excitation is employed; the
three methods being, respectively, the original Kossel & Voges (1935) arrangement in
which the specimen crystal was itself the anticathode of the X-ray tube, the method of
Seemann (1930) using an X-ray tube providing a wide cone of X-rays to fall on the
specimen crystal, and the present-day popular method utilising a SEM electron beam
to produce a small source of characteristic X-rays within a thin film of the appropriate
element in contact with the specimen. In the last method X-rays are emitted into
essentially a 21t solid angle within the crystal; it is referred to as the pseudo-Kossel
method.

Kossel cone intersections can be classified into A-points, accidental, that
involve any two cones corresponding to diffraction vectors gj and g2, with Bragg
angles 01 and 02, when the angle a between g, and g2is such that (I < nt - 01 -02.
These intersections give 3-beam diffraction conditions: 0, g1, g9. More complicated
are points on the Kossel pattern where three or more lines (i.e. loci of intersection of
Kossel cones by the X-ray film) have a common crossing point resulting from crystal
symmetry, These points of systematic simultaneous reflection, S-points, are
produced by Bragg planes that are tautozonal, provided that the common line of
intersection of their corresponding reciprocal lattice planes has a segment lying within
the sphere of reflection. At S-points n-beam (n _> 4) simultaneous diffraction occurs.
In the transmitted divergent beam patterns given by highly absorbing but perfect
crystals, strongly increased anomalous transmission is observed at A-points and S-
points (Borrmann 1959, Borrmann & Hartwig 1965, Hildebrandt 1966, Post, Chang &
Iluang 1977.) The present work describes new observations of fine-structure, on the
scale of a few arc seconds, that can be detected within the relatively large overlap area
of wavelength-dispersion-broadened intersections of Kossel lines. Besides their
theoretical interest, these fine-structures superimpose 'markers' on an otherwise
relatively diffuse diffraction pattern, and should be exploitable in lattice-parameter
measurements.

References
Borrmann, G. 1959, in Beitr~ige zur Physik und Chernie des 20. ,lahrhunderts, ed. O.R.

Frtsch et al.. Vieweg u. Sohn, Braunschweig, pp. 262-282.
Bornnann, G. & Hartwig, W. 1965, Z. Krist. 121, 401-409.
Hildebrandt, G. 1967, Phys. star. sol. 24, 245-261.
Kossel, W. & Voges, H. 1935, Ann. d. Phys. 151 23, 677-704.
Post, B., Chang, S.L. & Huang, T.C. 1977, Acta Cryst. A 33, 90-97.
Seemann, H. 1930, Ann. d. Phys. 1517, 633-649.
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THE STUIDY OF TRANSMISSION PHASE CONTRAST OF NON-

CRYSTALLINE OBJECTS WITH A HIGH-RESOLUTION X-RAY
DIFFRACTOMETRY

E.A.Beliaevskaya, 1) V.N.Ingal, I) P.V.Petrashen2)
1) X-ai v Lahborator~v, 2) Rcgdicon L0d. Malook/itinskiipr. 68,1/952 72, ,. Pvewrs/;urg Russia

In recent years a new imiaging technique appeared, using the dou~ble-cry~stal
arrangement to study low-absorbing non-crystal line ob 'jects Il-41.The Object is
illuminated with a beam produced by a pcrtfcct crystal monochromator. The ob)'ject itself*
may have negligible absorption, but it introduces the phase modulation into the transmitted
beam, which is visualized with help of the pertect-crystal analyzer. Trhe wide variety of*
experimencltal applications is acc~umulated now (see 141). But thle Image hI'i iat ion in this
technliqueC Was nlOt Studied thor-oughly yet.

Two main versions of, thie techniqueI are known: thie first one, 11I --21,. uses tilie analyzer
cry~stal in B3ragg (retfleetion) geometry. thle second one, 13-41, - in I-ILane tranlsmli Ssion1)
"eoniletr-v. Diespite their appact similarity, these two version,. arc rather different
reCgarding thle image formliationl and thle Contrast sensitivity. I ere wec analyzte thle imlage
tflwmlat ion with IiIaue--type anlzr he oject ol study is, a polvCI1!et le 1e tube filled withi
water, Containling also thle air bubbles. This oh 'jects contains two t ypes of' boundaries:
air--pod yet hylenle and polyethy lene -water, giving rather st rong and ye ry weak phase
Changes corresponldinlgly. allowing to estimnate thle sensitivity ot' the met hod. in Order to
trace Out thle inluenLc~le of, tile analyvzer thickness, the wedge --shaiped anal yie/r Was Used.
Buthi trantsmlittedI and d~i1ffracted beamis were registered at'ter the anal v/er. [he i mages werec
taken at dlifferenClt Lie leetiOnls from exact Bragg anal yzer position.

In Bragg posit ion thle Obl'ject bound1Laries are Seen black (decreased Intensity) inl diffracted
beam and black Or black--and- White inl transmlit ted one. MoreCover, thle white imlage, if seen.,
is locate1d always Onl the same side f'roml the bl1ac k one, corresponding to thle direct ion of' thle
Inecidenut beaml~ an1d 110t depen~ding" Onl the Si gn of tile phase gl-ad iC1f1. This Canl not be
eXplainedL onl theC assumplltion made inl I 2I. that thle Contrast is dueI to the de fleet ion of'

bensrefr-acted Inl the object Ou~tside thle Braglg reflec~tio 01'11 th1aale,1M' flhe ilinage inl
ti'ansniittCLd beanm would bie onlly white in this case. The e xpl anat ion is given onl thle base of'
thle dynlamIical diff'ractionl theory --. thle known effiect of the angular' amplj)if'ication of, small
Lieftlect ions fr-om thle Bragg posit ion creates- shadow in thle Centel, of'thle liorrmlanln fa1i inl thle
areasý with stronig phamse gradient.ý and this eff'ect holds 1,01-both t ransmoitted and di tfrlacted
beamis. Tfhe wh ite imiuage in tranlsm~itted wave is pr-oduIced by\ deflected 1-ays. Whic h hlave
essential intensity Only along thie incident wave direction. D~ependiing onl the sign of the
phase gradienlt these r'ays be long to differenCit wave lie Ids in the crystal, so the brightness of'
tlie image varies also due to an1111omlous absorption. Other feCatures are dIiscuIssed also and
sample calculations are presenited.

1.N.Mitrot'anov et all., USSR authors certificate S U 140287 I A I1, priority 1 3,11I.86.
2. V.A.Somlenkov et all.. J .Tech.Phys., (11, v. 11, pp. 197-201, 1 91)1
3. V.N.lngal, F,.A. Bel iaevskaya, Patent applications SUJ 49349.58 dated f14.05.91,

PCT/Rt192/0() 05, dated 1 4.05.92.
4, V,N.lngal, E.A.Beliaevskaya. Posters at thiS Symlposmum~l.
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( STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF GaAs GROWN AT LOW
TEMPERATURES (LT-GaAs) BY MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

R.J. Matyi
Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 USA

The growth of GaAs at low substrate temperatures (LT-GaAs) results in two major
modifications to the otherwise "normal" crystallographic structure of GaAs: (1) the
incorporation of extremely high levels of excess arsenic in the as-grown LT-GaAs
layer; and (2) the nucleation and growth of As-precipitates when LT-GaAs is annealed
at elevated temperatures following epitaxial growth. X-ray diffraction is idealiy suited
for the analysis of as-grown and annealed LT-GaAs and can yield information
concerning either the "average" structure of the epitaxial layer (such as the average
lattice parameter or the degree of strain accommodation with the substrate) or
statistically distributed distortions in the LT-GaAs lattice. We have used high
resolution x-ray diffraction methods to determine that despite the incorporation of more
than I % excess arsenic, iayers of as-grown LT-GaAs can exhibit crystallographic
perfection superior to that of the substrates on which they are deposited. The structural
quality of the LT-GaAs was found to depend strongly on the ratio of the As4 and
gallium fluxes used in the MBE growth. High resolution triple crystal x-ray diffraction
scans (shown below) demonstrate that at low flux ratios, the LT-GaAs was virtually
indistinguishable from the substrate. At higher flux ratios, we observe (1) an increase
in the magnitude of diffuse scattering as well as an anisotropy in the scattering, and (2)
a degredation in the crystal truncation rod. Further increases in the As 4/Ga ratio
resulted in copious diffuse scattering. We have developed a model of point defect
aggregates that at least partiallyl accounts for the observed diffuse scattering.
Differences have also been observed in the diffuse scattering from n- and p-doped LT-
GaAs. Analysis of annealed LT-GaAs layers using high resolution diffraction methods
has shown the development vi long-range strain fields within the epitaxial layer that
arise from distortions of the GaAs lattice due to the growth of the arsenic precipitates.
We have used the excess diffuse scattering that surrounds the Bragg reflection to
quantitatively determirne the sizes and concentrations of arsenic precipitates in annealed
LT-GaAs. The average size of the arsenic precipitates determined from these diffuse
scattering analyses are in resonable agreement with precipitate size measurements made
with electron microscopy. Using these methods of x-ray analysis, the formation of

arsenic precipitates in LT-GaAs
&s/O-1.-13 As Ala 2.40 A /O&-3.35 can be understood as a process

4I 4
SI , ,,-•, that is similar to the much-

studied oxygen precipitation in
.,. . / ,Czochralski silicon.

(left) 004 triple crystal x-ray; , ..... .,,;" ... ......•;,L/' diffraction scans from LT-GaAs

grown by MBE with different
As,/Ga flux ratios.

.5 0 )" 4
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CHARACTERIZATION OF Il IN-I ETEROSTRUCTU RES GROWN BY
SELECTIVE AREA EPITAXY USING

DOUBLE-CRYSTAL X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY WITII HiGH LATERALRESOLUTION

A.Iberl, II.Gbbel, H.Ileineckec
Siemens Corporate Research antd l) e/vlopmet, D-8173 0 AMunich
* UIniversity of UIm, Dept. Semicotdhtnc.or hI'ysics, 1L)-39069 lI/nI

There is a particular interest in characterizing III/V-heterostructures grown on patterned

surfaces by laterally resolved X-ray diffraction. For this purpose, a new convergent-beam

double-crystal X-ray diffractometer has been developed. The X-ray beam is focused onto

the sample by means of a cylindrically curved mirror as a sharp line locus. A position

sensitive proportional counter is used for the parallel recording of rocking curves along

the line focus. The instrument allows the parallel recording ot several hundred rocking

curves, each representing an area ot'20 x 40 pin12 of'the sample.

Using selective area epitaxy (SAE) epitaxial growth occurs locally iln unmasked areas

defined by dielectric material deposited on a semiconductor substrate. We investigated

SAE-samples that were grown by two diletrent techniques: metal-organic vapour phase

epitaxy (MOVPE) and metal-organic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE-). The hetero-

structures consist of ternary and quaternary layers based on the Ga-ln-As-l1 material

system deposited on InP-substrate. The aim of our experiments was to determine the

layer mismatch approaching the growth/non-growth boundary. Therefore rocking curves

were recorded across the mask edges The rocking curve measurements show variations

of the stochiometry at the dielectric/semiconductor boundary of MOVPE grown ternary

layers. These variations indicate an increasing In-content at the mask edge. This efTect

does not depend on the crystallographic orientation of the mask edge. The stochiometric

inhomogenities are less pronounced if the growth rate of the layers has been reduced.

The position resolved rocking curve measurements describe the distorted regions of the

grown layers near the mask edge

Our results have been confirmed by position resolved phltoltininesceicC measurements.

Investigations of different MONIRE grown samples did not show any variation of tlhe

lattice mismatch close to the growth/non-growth interlace. From this it may be con-

cluded that the MOMBE SAE enables undisturbed growth up to the mask edge.
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f DETERMINATION OF THREADING DISLOCATION DENSITY IN
HETERO-EPITAXIAL LAYERS BY DIFFUSE X-RAY SCATTERING

E.Koppenstelner,a A.Schuh,a G.Bauer,a G.P.Watson,b and E.A.Fitzgeraldb

lit tfutir Haibleiterphysik, Johannes Kepler Universit -, A -4040 Linz, Austria
11AT& T BelIl Laboraties, Murrayv Hill, NJ 07974, USA4

We report onl a novel approach for the determination of dislocation densities based on

thc analysis of' thle two dimensional (2D) intensity distribution of' diffuse x-ray

SCattefring meaCsured in thle diffraction plane by tri ple axis x-ray reciprocal space

mapping. It is based onl Ilot v's formal ism o r the m NHL11lat ion o ex perIimenCItall

iS0tntCIisity conto cirS using either the mi osaic block model (M3S: pi led-up dislocations)

or thre model based oil rindomn elastic strain tikids I RD): randonfly orientetd

dislocations). IThe corresponding two sets of' parameters which q nantitat ively describe

thle detec~t Struicturie in thle C pitalXial layers are u-sed for calc ulat inrg the thbreading

dislocation density. [or the NIBS model, the rinosaici tv paraireters ( mean block size and

nrisoricntattort) were used accordling to (iav ct al . 0iwcv~er, t'ot the R I)tiodel thle

new an1Satz is a calcutationl batsed onl an eniergy balance. [h'le simiulation of the 21)

intens;it v conltouirs yields the random strain field from11 which tile ene~rgy density st orecl

in thle epilaver due to the presence of detzcts waIs ca~lculated. Onl tire 011101r hirnd thle Self'

enlergy o1 lhreadi ng dislocations is Calculated assuming ~NY or screw type dislocations

arid taking tire crystal ansu otropy into aCCOuntt. '[he1 threadingz cislocat ion denlsity is

ohtairecl by cdivid ing tire enrergy den~sity by this seI'lfl. Icrv. Th ie jprocedure_ is iterative.

tire calculationoll t1(ire niislocation self energy reqjuires air Initial vaticr olt the outer curt oftt

raýdius., -e- of tire spacing of tire thireacliti ciislocalioils.S

'[Iis nIethodi w\as' applied for tire analysis of five Si(;e lavers (B2) grownr onl

comlld~itiOS1ralV lVgraded S(Calloy buffer lavers i( c31) dep' )sitcd on (001) Si substrates.

Tlhe bouffers B31 arc graded up to nomiinally 301," tie inl step~s witih dif'ferent gradinrg rates
(10, 20 and 401)%Ge/pnm yielding threading dislocation densities in thle buffer layers 132

(xC ;v= 3 0 17., I [till tirick ) fromr 5x I O3cnrj2 to Ilx i 07cni'-2 as deter mrined tromi EBIC

daital. 3 (004) and (224) reciprocal space maps of' tire substrate and thle buffers were

analyzed. Our' analysis of the diffuse x-ray scatter .ing reproduces thle increase (if thle

dislocation densities in 132 with higher Ge grading rates quite well, and moreover yields

uipper limits for (the threading dislocation densities which are about a factor of 10 higher

than those deduced from the EBIC data. However, if dislocation interaction is taken into

account in thle analysis, this factor reduIces to about three.

'V.Holy et at., J. P1hys. D): Appl. Phyq. 2kr, Al 46 (1993).
2 P.Gay et ali., Acta Metall. 1, 315 (1953).
3 G.P.Watson et at., J. Appi.- Phys. 2,5, 263 (1993).
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION FROM MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS:
THIN FILMS ON "ROUGH" SURFACES

M. Tolan
Institut far Experimentalphysik der Universiltt Kiel
G. Vacca, S.K. Sinha
Exxon Research and Engineering Company, Annandale, NJ 08801
Z. Li, M. Rafallovlch, J. Sokolov
Department of Materials Science, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY 11794-2275
H. Lorentz, J.P. Kotthaus
Sektion Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitdt MiInchen

The morphology of thin films on top of laterally structured surfaces (here Si surface
gratings: spacing I /lm, height 130A) was studied by x-ray diffraction in the region of
total external reflection [1].
Polystyrene films with thicknesses of 200A to 700A were deposited on the samples.
The reflected intensity yields the averaged density profile of the system, whereas the q.-
scans along the positions of the diffraction orders of the grating are sensitive to the in-
plane structures of the films. A theory developed by Joanny, Andelmann, and Robbins
[2] which is able to describe the experimentally obsered behaviour of cyclohexan films
on rough (but mesoscopically flat) Si substrates [3] predicts a rather rapid decay of the
amplitude of the periodic structure of the tormost surface. Already for film thicknesses
of more than 200A and above a nearly flat surface is expected. In contrast to the
theoretical predictions of the experiment the "roughness" is visible even ftr polymer
film thicknesses of 70)A. This observation was additionally confirmed by AFM
measurements.
Semiconductor films (here Ge/Si-multilayer) on top of these gratings show a quite
different behaviour. Here the x-ray measurements yield that the films (10 films Ge/Si,
each film 50A thick) are totally conformal with the surface grating which means that
they follow the underlying lateral structure without decaying of the grating height. The
conformity is not only observed for the mesoscopic structures (shape of the films) but
also for the microscopic roughnesses (interface roughnesses).

Rererences

[1] M. Tolan, G. K~nig, L. Brtigemann, W. Press, F. Brinkop, J.P. Kotthaus;
Europhys. LUtt., 20, 223 (1992)

[2] D. Andelmann, J.-F. Joanny, M.O. Robbins; Europhys. Lott., 7, 731 (1988).
M.O. Robbins, D. Andelmann, J.-F. Joanny; Phys. Rev. A, 43, 4344 (1991)

[3] I.M. Tidswell, T.A. Rabedeau. PRS. Pershan, S.D. Kosowsky; Phys. Rev. Lett, 66,
2108(1991)
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REAL-TIN4E SYNCHROTON RADIATION TOPOGRAPHY OF THE PARA-TO-
FERROELE(TRIC PHASE TRANSITION OF AMIMONIUMN SULPHATE

H.L Bhat*, H. Kiapper", K.J. Roberts*

*DepL of/Pire wid Applied Chemisiry, Unii.vrsiry of Straiiiclyde, Glasgow GI MX, UK.
+O0n leave from t/he Indvia hIstitue of Science, &an galore 50WX1 2, India.
OInslitul4 flir Krisfallographie, RWFH Molten, 520.56 Aachien, Germany (Plow Unil rsi4y of

Bonn).

Amnmonium sulphate, (NI-i4SO4, transforms at -49'C from the orthorhombic paraclectric room-
temperature phase (space group Pnam) into the orthorhombic 1errxcleetric phase (Pna2l).
Besides other interesting teatures the transition is accompanied by a considerable change of* the
lattice parameter% with a dilatation by 1.07 % along the a-axis and contractions ot 0.23 % and
0.31 % along the h- and c-axes. respectively (Noshino et al., 1958).Tis leads to a hyperbo~lic
representation surf~ace: of' the transition strain tensor with directions olt wirf dilatation (in the
asymptte wcn of' the hyperboloid. The phase houndary will adopt such directions of' zero
dilatation (low-energy houndaries) and develop a zigzag shape with segmntcs parallel to the two
symmetrically equivalent minimum-strain orientations (Ifussinger & Unruh, 1 977).

The phase transition of ammonium sulphate and the special feCatures at its phIMSe boundary lhave
bee-n studied by [AI t:)lAEgruply and by white synchroton radiation topo~graphy (Bhiat ct al.)
Here we rerx, al synchroton radiation study, (SRS Darecshutry) applying a real-timei
X-ray im:y-;ng 1ibis allows the continuous topographic display of the phase transition
on a TV -v'n"ir- 'cord on a video tar.%'. The high-resolution imaging system and the low-
teMPCraL.. Jmw rnber are described. A seqeCeIIIC 01, pictures taken from TV recordis
shows the to.:.)wing, I -.uros of the transition:

-The movement of the p~hase boundary through the crystal and the development atf its zigzag
shape.

-The formation of cracks at the acute apices of* the zigziig phase boundary.
-Boundary segment% of minimumn-strain orientation do not inducc damages on moving through

the crystal, whereas% segments ot other orientations imply high strain and leave be-hind a trace
ot'detbets.

The support of this study by the SERC is graterully acknowledged.

Refeirences:
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H. Hussinger & G.H. Unruh, Phys. Stat. Solidi A44 (1977) 525.
H.1- Bhat, H-. Klapj - r & K.J. Roberts, submitted to 3. Appl. Cryst.
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DIFFUSE SCATTERING OF X-RAYS IN MULTILAYER STRUCTURES

A.V.Andreev, Yu.V.Ponomarev
Physics Departmen t, A1. V. Lomonosov Moscow University

Moscow 119899 Russia

Diffuse scattering of x-rays in multilayer structures results from the roughnesses
of interfaces, impurities near boundaries due to the interdiffusion, and bulk non-
uniformities due to the microcrystalline structure of the different layers. We report
here the results of the experimental and theoretical studies on the angular spectra of
scattered radiation.

The angular spectrum of scattered radiation exhibits the interference maxima,
when the wave vector of the scattered wave obeys the condition it = k--o + in, where
k0 is a wave vector of the incident wave, and Hn =ez 2n it /d is a reciprocal vectol
of the multilayer structure. The intensity In of the n-th maximum is proportional to

the x )( )1 2 [1], where s- = 1- k- is a longitudinal projection of the
scattering vector on the interface plane, and X ( *) is a Fourier- transform of the
dielectric permitivity X(r"). Beyond the angles of the Bragg diffraction for the
incident wave the interference maxima due to the interface scattering, therefore we
can determine the correlation length for the interface roughnesses by measuring the
intensity of the interference maxima as a function of the incidence angle.

The measurements of the scattered wave intensity, when the incident wave
passes through the Bragg maxima, enable us to determine the ratio of bulk and
interface scattering intensities. This is due to the appearance of the x-ray standing
wave which results in the appearance of the interference maxima for bulk scattering.
The x-ray standing wave enables us also to separate the scattering due to the
boundaries between the A-B layers and B-A layers. We study the effect of the
forbiddcn reflection release.

We use the C'u Kaz x-ray emission line, and multilayer mirrors with the different
pairs of materials (W/Sb, Fe/Sc, Mo/Si, Mo/B4C). The periods of the structures
are in the range from 20 up to 200 A. The mirrors with the silicon and glass substrates
are used in our experiments.

The intensities of the diffuse maxima ( - 1..4 ) are measured in the broad
range of the incidence angles. The behavior of the intencity of the diffuse maximum
with n = 2 is thoroughly studied when the angle of incidence varies in the region of
the first Bragg re'lection trximum. The dependences of the angular spectra of
scattering on the ratio of the iayer thicknesses b/a (where d = a + b ) are investigated.
The effect of the release of the forbidden reflection in the scattered radiation is
demonstrated for the mirrors with b/a=0.5. The experimental and theoretical spectra
are compared.The estimations of the statistical parameters of the non-uniformities
for the different mirrors are given.

1. A.V.Andreev, A.G.Michette, R.Renwick J.Mod.Opt., 35, 1667 (1988)
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Investigation of Polarization Characteristics of Reflected WVaves
under Grazing Geometry X-ray D~iffraction.

A.A. Andriyanchik, V.G.Blaryshevsky and AN. Kana nsk)v

ln.sfitute of Nuclear Problems.~ Belorussian State Uni ver.WIY
11 llobruiskaya St., 220050 Minsk Republic c.ýf Relarusv

The unique possibilities of' grazing geometry X-ray diffraction for
investigation of' crystal surface structure and thin Films stimulate the detail
analysis of' this phenomenon in the recent timec both theoretically and
experimentally 11-4]. Despite the great interest to this diffraction scheme the
polarization phenomena have not yet been investigated.

In this paper the transformation of the X-ray polafi~ati(on Under grazing
geometry diffraction in the two-wave approx .imation of the dy namiceal diffract ion
theory is analyzed. The dependence of' polarization o1f SpCcularly reflected and
diffracted in vacuum waves on corresponding parameters of' incident wave with anl
arbitrary polarization is found, As critical angles of refleetion for cigen a- and it-
polarizations do not coincide the scattering of' the wave with polarization different
from the eigen one leads to changing of' pola~rization state of' the secondary waves.
In the case when polarization plane of' the incident linearly polarized wave is
oriented under thle angle of 450) to the crystal surface. the degreeC Of Cirel-CUr
polarization of the reflected waves can reach the value -0.5.

Polarization characteristics ol reflected waves strongly depend upon the
surface structure of' crystals. The influence of' the amorphous layer onl the degree
of Circular polarization of1 specular and reflected diffracted waves is investigated. It
is shown that at a certain thickness of' amlorphous layer it is possible to transform
incident linearly polarized radiation into thle Circular one with thle degree of
Circular Polarization Close to Unity. T]he case when the amorphous f IN linll is
anisotropic (for example, magnetic) is also Considered. The effect of excitation of'
the waives with orthogonal polarization tunder 901)-di ffraction of r7-polarizced beami
in the crystal with magnetic amorphous layer is analyzed. Grazing geometry
conditions lead to the essential in~crase of the angle of Faraday rotation with
respect to normal incidence. Analysis shows that even far from the absorption
lines when the difference between thle refractive indices for the waves with right-
hand and left-hand polarization is smiall (n+-nl ýI t)-7 and less) the effect canl he
used for invcstigat ion of' magnetic filmis with the thickness 1t)- I00 nn i.

References
IlI V.G. Baryshevsky, Exper. Teor. Fiz. Pisina 2, 112 (1976)
121 W.C. Marra, P. Eisenherger and A.Y. Cho, J. AppI. Phys., 50, 0927 (1979)
t31 ANV. Andreev, Uspekhi Fiz, Nauk, 145,113 (1985)
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DETERMINATION OF YBaC(uO THIN LAYER STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS

BY USING HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY.

T.S.Argunova, R.N.Kyutlt, M.P.Soheglov, N.N.Faleev

iotfe tlys i0"5 -Te.hnicsi Irst i tote of the Rus,:-inA cacerny of "S,.i en cies, Vol1 teo'hn Iohos/gava 26',

c;t-Fetersbui•s 194021, Russia.

in this pajper, an X--ray diffractometry in a double
and trip.ie axis settings was applied to hTS YBa2Cu3Oi-x
layerts with the thic:knesses from 200 to 600 rim grown on

M9O0 "rTiOa and sapphire substrrates by a magnetron sput-
ter ing. On I y mo ri pha se and C -oriented fti 1 ns were stuA -
Ilied. The serie s of iJtIi symmet ric.al R-, ragg reflectionrs

Wa-; measu rea -,d aria I y .o-:ed i n two J:i roe,.t i ons i ni the

scat at teirigl plane.
'flie diffrac- t ion -,r the layers hai been treated like

that o f the Mos3aic cry•stals. A3 siir.h. thse f'ii width of
half max ima FWHM ) obtairned in the daub i ,ixi-; arrange
li.erit are ,cunsidered to be t.oinsisted or" the c-(ontributions
wh i u h are as follows: the finite size of cohereint scat-
tering regi ons or grairis, the tilt of the gsa ins and the
dilation of the crystal lattice caused by dislocations.
By utilizing triple axis theta- and theta-2 theta scans
we plotted the dependencies of FWHM valLies on the Bragg
angle. it was shown that the theta-scan curve broade-
nings were primarily due to the deviation of C axis from
its predominant orientation. The strain contribution was
found to be substantially smaller than the tilt one. A
detailed analysis of the low reflecting orders allowed
uils to evaluate the averuge grain size.

When dealing with YBaCuC layers:-; by using an X-ray
diffractometry. one should be aware of the fact that it
is I.hre oxyg'ein i,,:nstciuchiom try whic.h defines the lat -
t. i:e k.' pa ratmeter as well as the s-rattering faetor of
the un1-1it cl. II. We discussed a possible determination

fit X value from the layer C parameter measurements.
From the integral reflectiviti',s ,F ,il I Bragg ref

lections we calculated F2t values, where Y is the unit
tell scatter ii1 factor and t is the layer thickness.

Then F( X') deerdrences were plotted aocucding to the da-
ta presented in /1/, and F as well as 1. values were
det erm ined.

The strLuctur'al parameters of the layers were stu-
died in association with those of the substrates. The
defects in the latter ones, namely, the dislocations,
their arrangements and damage layers. were revealed by
using ant X-ray diffraction topography.

i. J.Li.,Jurgenr sen et.tl. Phys. Rev. B, 1991.], v.41, N 4
p. 1863.
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r X-RAY I)IFFRACTION STUDY 01- T1HE LATTICE STRAIN

RELAXATION IN MOVPE (;aAs/(;e IIETEROSTRUCTURES

(. Atlolini, C. Bocchi, P. Franzosi, C. Pelosi

C.N.R,-MASPEC-Institute, Via Chiavari 18/A, 43100 Parmat. Italy

GaAs/Ge heterostructures can be conveniently used as basic materials for fabricating

GaAIAs/GaAs/Ge high conversion efficiency solar cells. One advantage of tile GaAs/Ge

system is that the mismatches in both the lattice parameter Aa/a and the themal expansion

coefficient Atx/ox are small (Aa/a=-0.07%, Acx/o=1 5%). However, for solar cell

applications the GaAs layer is usually a few mm thick, thus well above the critical

thickness for the lattice strain relaxation; the critical thickness calculated on the basis of the

elastic equilibrium theory is indeed 0.28 4m. Therefore, the mechanism of the strain

relaxation through the formnation of extended defects and the correlation between defects

and growth procedures are worthy of experimental investigations.

GaAs/Ge heterostructures have been grown by Metal-Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy with

different V/Ill flow ratio (1.3 to 13.3); the layer thickness was always much larger than

the critical threshold for the elastic strain relaxation. The structural properties of the

specimens have been investigated by both X-ray topography and high resolution X-ray

diffractometry. In the first case a conventional Lang camera in Bragg reflection conditions

(Cu KaI radiation, 115 asymmetric reflection) was used. In the second the investigation

was done by a Philips diffractometer equipped with a two-crystal four-reflection

monochromator (Ge, 220); the Cu Ka I radiation and a set of 2 symmetric 004 and 4

asymmetric 335 reflections were used for measuring the lattice parameter both parallel and

p)ernerndiclar to0 the interface.

It has been found that at high V/Ill ratios the layers are affected by a large concentration of

stacking faults, whereas misfit dislocations are completely absent: the fault density

decreases by decreasing the V/Ill value. A small, but significant strain relaxation has also

been observed, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the partial dislocations bordering

the faults in relaxing the strain. At lower V/Ill ratios the dominant defects are the misfit

dislocations to which the strain relaxation can be attributed.
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INFLUEINCEI OI'Te DOPING ON LATTl'(ICE PROPEFRTIES

OF AlGaAs EVITAXIAL LAY'ERS

.1.13alk-NisitkA. N1.ILesiczyntskiAA, ,I.Dornagala* and W.Paszkowicift

* * 11.1I IPiL'.S-SI/L RLC8'.e(.u'Ch ( L'0Il' 1/11lq4reNS, P0114~Ii1 A LULICIIt Of.'S(I0iL' ',

u/2',uko/uii .ska 29 3-, 01I-142 Pfcotsuii, IPohmclL

l'ellrni.11 IS 011C Oflith most Important ni-dopants in Ill-V semiconducting c01ompounds
InI this work we present the results of measurements leading to a tbull understanding of'
an intluence of' Fe atoms on the lattice state of AIGaAs la yers The examinations wereC
performed with a high resolution diffractorneter at a wide tem1pera1Vture rage (77-
770) K) [he following problems were considered.
a) howN Fe doping Influences the real structure of the layers,
1)) how Te doping influences the thermnal expansion of the layers.
c) what kind ot lattice relaxation occurs when D)X centers are tranisferreci into their

m etastable State.
In order to solve these problems we have examined samples with diffe~rent A\l

content and Te concentration (of different minuima ot' the conduction band and of'
dhfferent D)X level position). Special attention was paid to the separation of the eff'ects
caused by Ionized donors and by free electrons Tlhe X-ray diffraction measurements
(rocking curv-es and lattice constants) were supported by the electrical examinations
(Hall effect).

Ack nowledgemients

1[his \10 ok IS Suppoited bY the grant No 2 P-3 02 08305 of' the Polish Committee lfor
,;Cienitlic Rescali c
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Inves('tigationl of tile 3-diiiwiisionaiI Stiffiietkuie fir IPh-stvanite N iult ilayei's by' Gil) andI
X-raiy and neticit on specular iieflectivity

T.A. Bm-aberkia, U. Englisch, U. Picisch, U. Iifini10 '. T.11. M~etzger'
(]niver~vitift Potsdam, inslifitut.iir Feslki)rperp/ivsik, I nhi'ersitil Main,.. InsI. f PhvN.

NIultilayers of' fatty acid salts prepared by the Langmui r-l3lodgett (1.11) technique onl

solid support build structures that are well ordered in growth direction.

The X ray specular retlectivity measures thie electronl density gradient normal to thle

surface. I Ising this technique it is possible to determ ine the thicknless of' a double layer,

the total thickness oft thle fil in and the roughness of' the CH., P -ion in tertace. The

ii tert'ace bet ween thle hydrocarbon clhains is invisible. InI contrast to this neut ron

scattering is sensitive to thle gradient of the scattering length. Tlhe gradient can localized

at the intert.-tce between the carbon chains, when somle chains are detiterated. Respective

exlciri nents we demonstrated pertormed at a home X-ray reflectivity equipm~nent and at

the beanlihnc 'ORF-MA 11 at thc reactor in G;eesthacht . Germlany.

The analysis of' the lateral mlolecuLlar arrangement within I angin iii r- Bllodgett -III ulti layers

requires thle detection of' at sufficient number of' in-plane Bragg p~eaks. They can lie

mneasured using the grazing incidence X-ray diftraction technique ((ill)),

We have investigated Pb-stearate multi layers 0I < N 19 nionolayers) p~repared onl Si-

suppiort by means of angular dispersive (ill) at the W I wiggler berl inci at H AS YLAI3

at 1) S Y in H-ainburg, C iernanv ( ý. -r 1.44 A, F- 8.01 keV, AFl IeV ) . C hoosing

the angle of incidtence smaller than thle critical angle of" total externial reflection u, thle

In formation depth is reduced to the thickness of' thle I1.11 1"in Tii he dif'fracted Intensity of

the Bragg peaks was nmeasu red in -plane (2 U-scans) and along thle sn rta ck: normal ( rodl-
scas) . using it position sensitive detector. S ixteen different Bragg peaks were foMund

within 0) < 2o -- 70 , independent of N ( for N -> I ), which corresponds to at nonblexa-

gonal in- plane arrangement ot' mo1lecule.s. [he rod -scans were mleasuredl at six peak

positions and between them ((0 < a, < 14 ) . We found that the in-plane arrangement of

thle molecules corresponds approximately with thle 31) structure of hu~lk material, when

N > 2. T[he vertical correlation of the lateral order is restricted to 1-2 double layer.

This work was supported by the BMFT No 05 51PAAI 8
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U FII~TIN SILIC'ON ('RYSTA.S AS POSSIBLE: NIONO('1ROMATORS FORTHIE
F-SRF F'OPOG .RAPIIY BEANII.IN E

P4. Barrett, J. Baruchel, D). Bellet. A. Freund. J. lliirtwig, E. Prieur, F. iZontone
L"urolwan Nvichrolrop, ladiwitoit ftwihv, 81W220, F-3.0-13 Greobl

P. ZaUMSeil
IPnilui/ifir 11ibeiathnrlphvsi. 1',SIF409., 1)-1.5230 1-rankfilr ,'( )Ck'r

One of the crucial points in the monochromatization of the X-rays at a third generation
synchrotron radiation facility is the handling of the heat load on the first mionochromator
crystal (or first optical element). This makes it necessary to apply complicated cooling
Systems, to use weakly absorbing materials, and/or sophisticated geometrical
arrangements. For the ID 19 ESRF topography beamline (about 25(0 W for a closed gap.
10 t)O A electron beam current, and only a 1 .5 mmi Be window as filter), which uses
a wide beam (height 14 mim and width 40 mm) 'in anl energy range from about 0 keV up
to more than 100 keV. the requirements With respect to the homogeneity are very
demanding. The best material in the case ot' the topography beamiline remains silicon.
One possibility to reduce the power of the incoming radiation absorbc.d by the
nionochromator crystal, is to make it thin jI 11. Depending on the foreseen energy range,
a comptonise for the crystal thickness must be found between a minimum of absorption
and a maximum of reflectivity. Furthermore, the crystal plate must be highly perflect,
i.e without lattice defects like dislocations, and the bending of the reflecting lattice
planes must be less than the Darwin width for the considered energy (about 5 arc
seconds or less). F'or other applications (e.g monochrornators for coronary angiography
at IIASYLAB) Such solutions were already tested 121, but not for the requirements for
topography.
We investigated several silicon watlers with a thin central window (membrane) of
variable geometry, produced by the Frauinhotler-Institut tur Siliziumitechinologie in Berlin.
Fhe i hicknesses of thle membranes were between 1 pm and 5 pm, Fo characterize t he
structural perfection of these samples %ýe used several methods I ) optical interferometrv
(measurement of the surface profile and in some cases the roughIness with a Wyko 000(0)

2)Mite beami X - a\- topographý (detection of' crystail detects and crystal def orniations
Using the topographN stations at the synchrotrons LU.RL and IiSRF) 3) triple crx'~stal
X-ray ditfractonietry, (detection of net plane bending, depth profile of deformation,
Nwith instruments at the (irenokle LU'niversity (NIR[) from Philips) and the Optics beamlline
of the ISRI. It wits possible to characterize the miain parameters ol' the thin silicon
miembranes %%hich determine their suitability to be used ats LaUe (transmission) case
tuonochromialors I'M svnlchrotron radiation at higher energies.
Fhc results 01'11 theIrSt tests are \cr\ promising. In somne cases the structural properties
ithadN approach the le\ el we nleed (bending, of the miemrbrane, its thickness

tluctuations)t

Al .\ I- Fmird. G i taroi H Kmoujia 14w to 1t. /iqjvic 1. F 11krinmn. I Bi tZa.Siings. RC\ Soi
I fl~irum o1(3 442 Pi O I

1-' ý R~ Di\ K I iigctkc ( ( ( uvr O(r~idi I filoer It iih-, \k IKipl..r K 1-1~ lIr'.hk
H s' I*it lu rpm~ I'M"` p *"'~
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Raym'nond Barrett ) Jos.ý Baruchel MI,\icha~el Fotteler( ', oshik()
Miyaoto Michl Shlener 3), Federico Loiitone

(2) 1-acul.l 'Sci('tr' ((,aitarppa Ul!,rrcrsimv Llrava, saruuam3SJpl
i-,) Lhoratoiiv Louis N'Vccl , LN'hS / Ull, 11.1P. 166, F-3N)42 rmh CdxV

%L11 0izneri Fe. ( 104, exists ats a1 Mineral and is thle oldest magnet. It is a 1ermagnet adi
Cubic above tsCUlie ternperatu re of 858 K. At rootm tel ipe rattilre, is easv makm~etiito
direct ions ar I I I >. It u rrdergoe" at about 1 20 K the Ver-wev transition to a phase where
[lhe easy ma gnet iz/ation direct tonls, 'c IC rCed to tile high-tempe r-atur1C CubHilc axs, are* <I100>,
midt whereV corplel1X diStortions and1L atorulic displacements lead to iragnetneclectric hehi~vior
V. hiclj Is still rIot oIfly unlderstood.

(ioodl sing -crvstal samples, with thickness in tile ranige 0.2 ito 0.5 11r11. of1 uragnlerire
orown by thle B ridigun me -o ee inrvest i gated hy white-beamn synlihrollroti radiation
topography, Using a1 tempor01ary setup onl bending niagnet l ine 1D5 at l!;S R l. operating atl 0
(iV, The beami was filtered with 0.5 mm11 Of' alumilinui.11 and 0.0 11m1 ot, ii'or. lThe
ropographs were recorded onl Kodak I ndUstrex R filIm set pecrpendicuilar to tlie incident
beaml ait a1 distance of' 16 c ii f'rom the specimen. Alternatively, a Sof'retec itrouge in tensit"ier
(Cl) camera with a P45 phosphor was po.sitioned to fol low thle imlage inl teal time1 otl aj
Selected IIragg-dr ffracted Spot. The observations could be pert'ormned also below the
Verwey transit(ion. using a closed-cycle Displex type 1Chel him refrigerator, and a magnietic
t'ield ot, about 0.2 T' Could be applied.

At room temperlature, simp11le diomains MVe observed itl a (011 ) pflate, containing I'0ur1 easy
magnetization directions in tile suHrtaCe. The domains are observed through the 71' and
I(Q twF~allIs, with orient ation close ito (O0I1 ) or t 100). Strong v%,.ri ations in their contrast is
ne11OLi ntered, depending ort thle wavelength Used for the re fleetionl and onl the

co)rrespond inrg structur me tctor. ais well Ot Course as on tite direction of' tlhe scatterinrg
vecto r relative to thle walls. Spectacu lar anomalous contrast was observed wvhe n a ye ry
weak ict-lec Lioni, 7 11, Was Chiilian1Ced through SimlUltaneCOuS reflection Wit weganregung11)
of' 400 and 3 I1 , at a wave length ot 0.23 A:\ the domnainrs then showed upl ais arva
contrast, ailthough their dit fierenrce in distortion, due to itagnetrostrict ion, is vecry smtal I

t I I I 8 ý. 1()-5 ). The1 santle sample only has two easy direct ions. ± I 1001. parallel to its
surface below thle. \"erwev transition, resulting in a complicated domain structureC With
C lOsrCr dorrai ns, . or I wit hout magnetic field and with a tielId applied in ain arbitrary
direction during a preliminary experiment. Short movies ot' botrn the domain wall
movement under a field and tile phia:e transition could be recorded onl a microcomputer.

TheCse reCsults will he shiown arnd discussed. So will the results of subSeqluent
investiaon involving thle application of the field in a well controlled direction. and
Other samples, aimned also At the search for variations in distortion in the magnetically
saiturated stlate.

The authors are happy to thank Mr. S. Todo for preparing a single crystal and Prof. T.
Doy for polishing two of the ;amples used.
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X-RAY P'HASE FRI'SNFI. ZONE' PLATES AT GRAZING INCIDENCN(E
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THE USE OF THE X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

IN THE INVESTIGATION OF TWINNING IN LaGaO3 SINGLE CRYSTALS

I.K.Bdikin, I.M.Shmyt'ko

Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of

Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow district, 142432,

Russia

A detailed study of a real structure the LaGaO3 single

crystals, grown by the method of crucibles zone melting with

radiation heating, has been attempted by the methods of X-
ray topography and diffractometry in this work in a wide

thermal range (20"-300"C) , including a probable phase

transition interval at 150(C [I].

It has been found out that at 20'C these crystals have an

orthorhombic unit cell with the parameters: a=5.520(2)A,

b=5.490(2)A, c= 7.770(1)A and twinning in {ii0}/<i0> and

{112}/<110> systems simultaneously. The regions of cross-

twinning have been discovered in these systems.

The first-order phase transition from orthorhombic to

rhombohedral lattice has been observed at 139.5 0 C. The
temperature hysteresis of the transition was about 0.5"0 C.

The crystallographic parameters of the rhombohedral cell

being a=3.889A, a=89.50" (150"C). The samples in high

temperature phase have also a developed twin structure. The

inherited transformation of twin structures occurs during

the phase transition, at which the cross twinning in

{00)}/<001> of a rhombohedral lattice transforms into the

twinning in {112}/<110> of an orthorhombic phase. Long-term

cycling through the point of the phase transition retains

only one {112}/<110> twinning system.

l.Sandstrom,R.L.,Giess,E.A., et all, Appl.Phys.Lett., 1988,

53 (19), 1874-1876.
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THE DYNAMICAL DIFFRACTION EFFECTS IN THE X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

OF THE HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS

I.K.Bdikin, I.M.Shmyt'ko, V.Sh.Shekhtman

Institute of Solid State Physics of Russian Academy of

Sciences, 142432, Chernogolovka, Moscow district, Russia

In this investigation we observe the X-ray anomalous

transmission effect in high temperature superconductors
(Nd CuO4, (LaSr) 2CuO 4, EuBa Cu 3 a0x nd YBa Cu 07) of
different thickness (15-100 gm ) [1].

With the of X-ray topography it is shown that the

EuBa 2Cu 3O01× crystals grown in alundum containers are
noncentrosymmetrical. The image of the crystal reverses its
contrast on opposite after rotation by 180". The space group
of such crystal is P2mm. They have a polar axis along [400]
and are divided into polar and antiphase domains. The

polarity and ferroelectricity of the HTSC are discussed in

literature [2-4].
For the EuBa Cu 03 crystals we obtained the dependence of
the Borrmann effect from the length wave. At the A=0.95A

the image of the crystal changes its contrast.

The X-ray topographic image of the single crystals

YBa Cu 0 and EuBa Cu 0 consists of the doma.ins with
2 3 I-x 2 3 ?--x

boundaries along (110) (YBa Cu3 0._×) and (lOG)

(EuBa Cu O3_-). Variable concentrations during the arowth or

the antiphase twinning are likely to be the reason for this

structure.

l.Bdikin I.K., Shmyt'ko I.M., V.Sh.Shekhtman, N.V.Abrosimov,

G.A.Emel'chenko, Yu.A.Ossipyan, Physica C, 1992, 201, 69-74.

2.L.R.Testardi, W.G.Moulton, H.Mathias, H.K.Ng, and

C.M.Rey, Phys.Rev., 1988, B 37, 2324.

3.V.M.Ish'uk, L.A.Kvichko, V.P.Seminozhenko, V.L.Sobolev,

N.A.Spiridonov, Pis'ma v ZhETF, 1989, 49, 341.

4.D.Mihhailovic, I.Poberaj, A.Mertelj, Phys. Rev.,

1993, B 48, 16634.
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UhFH INFLUJENCE OF ('OIIERENCE I.ENGTII OF PSEUDO PLANE
X-RAY BF:AN TO THlE CONTRAST OF DEF~ECT INIAGES.

.k-c ~ !~ h~,ft'rv St. I 'cICTl hurg, ?uA.s lLI.

The MUlticry'stal plane wave topography is effective in detection of mlicro defects
arid other sources of small deformations inl perfect mionocrystals. LDUe to incident
plane wave the cori~puter eXperiment is possible for some types of' defects.
However the results of computer simulations often do not coincide with experiment. Of
course, impjereC~tionIs 01 thle de~fect model rmay he the reason, however it is obvious that
pseudo p1am wave paranicters are also important. Varoiotis th-:: pies exist (e.g.. 1.1
taking ,1 plane wave di':erience into a consideration anid we've made somle
xperi 1nenws to t-st t heiFrCrSu~lts We had examined the i magzes of' difflerent defects '1

variouIs !,aneV wave schemeIIs, ( n, -n) and ( n, -ii, n), with (1 flercnt wave parameters InI
MolK, radiation anJ Si Ft -ionocrystals

Llxperimcnwal resu~lts showed the strict dependence of imiage character onl the
psCLudo plane \.\ave divergence Thc prinmary wave divergtence iincrease leads to the
defect image expanlsioni. This resulc coincides with the theoretical concIlusions made In
121 JThe primary, wave divergence decrease reCsults InI X-ray optics schemne resolution
rIse,. so as the Images; of' Lrge dislocation loops become more informative. T'he
methlod sensitivity to small def'ormations becomes better. H owever when thle tie
r)ount moves to tht, rocking curve tail the images of' small power defects disappear
be,.ause the size of'kinemiatic scattering area correlates with tile grain size of the photo
eml flsion and thL interfer-..nce is suppressed

The Imrages fT snmall pownem defect s also disappeared in any tic points in
experiments with the triple crystal spectrometer where the wave divergence was near
0.' 18'. [his re"Lilt ,%as not predicted InI theory anid can he qJualitatively explained by

di. pmeserrce of additional peaks in thle rocking. ctii A of perfect monocrystal [31
'V! n ecvta ine etI~sd\I tt h xc Bragg plosit ion there

rL.ý11tY eCi5ý s'e11t la';er in 0,1-~ ti cc,ýietr, in whi1ch thle interferecei~ phekinomena
lisappear ed ( it i' not in coflictm \%.itlt [I1) The shoitefu is the coherience Ilegthi thle

[ficker Is tll's lay.er aln it appears fASter- ~ III pointI uOVeS t0 thle rocking curIve
taill The direct nu~alitativec observNation of, Saidf stattemlents with the help of' inclined
dislocation niodc Is atmo supposed -S,01 ithe anular positiotn oft he crvstal under test close
to the exact BrIeL ýL ne Is 11the most fftinferutativ il thle planle wNave scheme dlue to
f ilfillment of the conrlitions of' interference contrast

I V L. In ienhom, V' Mi Kaganler. Krystallografiva, 1980, v 3 1, N 1 , p.23.
2P V Petrashien' Nietallophizia 1983, v 10. N I . p 18
SOle A\ts1-1.up Ada G' qt 19718. v 34a., p 3. p 1(12
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( High resolution X-ray diffraction study of porous silicon

D. BELLET, D. BUTARD, G. DOLINO

Laboratoire de Spectromdtrie Physique

Universitd Joseph Fourier (Grenoble i)

BP 87, 38 402 Saint-Martin d'H~res Cedex; FRANCE.

Porous silicon (PS), obtained by an HF electrochemical etching, was first

investigated for Silicon On Insulator technology applications. More recently, the

discovery of the optical properties (photoluminescence and electroluminescence) rose a

considerable interest for this material. In addition to its optical properties, PS exhibits

interesting physical properties. For example PS remains a nearly perfect single crystal

even for large porosity (above 90%).

Using high resolution X-ray diffraction, we have investigated porous silicon
samples fabricated under different conditions. For p+ type on ((X)1) wafer orientation, the

PS !attice parameter is slightly increased compared with the substrate one. The

investigation of an asymetric reflection (4 -2 -2) shows that the interface between PS and

the substrate is coherent. At the bottom of the Bragg peaks, reciprocal space maps show

an anisotropic diffuse scattering which is due to the nanometric size of the silicon

nodules. For p type (with a smaller pore size) the lattice expansion is larger than for p÷

type. We have measured lattice parameter variations induced by various effects: anodic

oxidation, presence inside the pores network of a liquid or an alkane vapor...
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NlOSSIIALFR FIL.TRA1'ION OF SY NCI ROTRON RADI)IAION AT ISOTOpE-

INIE-RFACE T.r GRAZING INCIDF.NCF

VA. Belvakov and I.V.Zhadertov,
Surhjile apid Wzcuwn Resear-ch Center, Ki-avciienko s, ,Moscowt, 117331/ Russia

Mossbauler filt ration of Synchrotron Radiation (SR) I I Iduite to the resonant Mosshauier
scattering at an isotope interface (a planc interface between different isotopes of thle
same chemical element) under conditions of a total internal reflection is theoretically

invstiate. Te mntinedscheme of Mossbauer fi Ltrat ion of S Ral lows one to suppress
thiebaickground ~conniected withi the nonresonant SR scattering because of' absence of'
reflection at the isotope interface it' there 'is no resonant scattering. Calculationls Of thle
reflection coefficient at thie 5(,±e/57F-e isotope interface versuis the SR energy and tile
incidence angle are performed. It is showtn that due to the sharp resonant dependence of the

total reflection critical angle f'or an isotope interface onl thle SR energy the choice. of the
incidence anlgle anid oft thle divergence of the incident SR bean allows one to change inl a

great extent anl energy l ine width oif the filtrated SR, Because in any real experiment
other interfaces except of the isotope one are inevitably present and generate anonresoimflt
background special geometries of' these interfaces whic:h allow to suppress the
backgrounC are examined. Th'le main idea of the suppressing of the background by a choice
of the interfaces geomnetry reduces to the choice of such geometries in which thle isotope
interface is nonparallel to the another ones, This allows to separate thle scattering direction
at thle isotope. interface from thle background scattering directions from thle other
interfaces with a simultaneous background intensity reduiction b-ecause tile nonisotope
interfaces occ nre to be far away from thie total re lect ion condition. A vacuumi -

non N'osshaticr isotope in terfatce oif a saw- like profile comibi ned with a planar isotope
intertace is exalliitied inl details. Numerical calculations illuistrating advanltages of thle

rut~po~ed schemei ofI SR Mosshauier filtration in compari sonl with thle others arc carried out

lor at 1Iwl:.iotope interf'ace.

1,V. A .1 Iy vao, IDi ffract ion O ptics of' Comnple x Structuredl
Period ic Media, N.Y., S pringer Verlag, 1992, ('hpt. X
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C'RY'STA.LLINE: PEFECT lION' OF 'FHE PE:ROV'SKId'E INd, Srj(Iim, AIl)()

STI'l)IKI BYi OP'TICAL AND X-RAY MFE'l'[I(IO S

IL. Bergcr%, .. Doerschelk, J. DoIle', and P. Reiche'

(1) 1111,,l Ulhl-([II vies~tila :'?i Berlin1, Ins,,a flir flt hvsik. 1nivalidenstrasse 110. 0-1/011S

Bel-Ili, G7ermany

SInstaiil lilt' KI',s fall -)I(./ flng /it I'orschungsverhund Herlin e.1i'., 1?udoit'er (j'latissnee

0, 01-I2489 Berlin, (h'ripapil

( oh c solid-soIlution p erovsk ites with thle comnpositi on [N d,,, Sr.j ('la, A ,,ý0 ito be

used alS I att ce-matched substrates for epitaxial growth of' high-I, suipercoilduIctor laver-s

%%.ere grown by thle ('zochralski process~ Specimen slices were prepared f'rom seed~t.

minddle C.ld i tail sections Of' thle crystal boul e. lI'hev have been characterized by photo-

elastic studies, cheicaliil etching, double-crystal topography and rocking-curve measure-

mnents as well as bv triple-axis di f ractonletry ( mappinig am tin ci thie rCciprVocal lattice

point V

lii le half'widths of' rocking cur-Ves imeasured on various points of' thle slices vary appreci-

abl v (22' to 1 40' ) Inl thle regionl 0o the h alf radius of' a slice, thle lowest valutes seemi to

be realti ed All I the curves show broaden ed sh ouflders In areas with growth
di stutoban ces, the rocking curves mre broader an spl itted, Crequenitlyý

St rikll, inCifetures Of' thle detect struct11 ore re variations of, tile Clchmicall coimpositioii oil

I klli e-ran cc sale ad inl growth Nti ationls. revealed bN chemlical etching as well as N

X-ray topograplhlv File an'p 11liitide of' thle rl a iVt at ic-armee variat ions, over thle

striaitiOnis auiounits I to 2) - Io1. t)' [e wvhole diffeence.: of' relative lattice lparanllet cis Ini

anl areal of, about 1in ii, was l'ota id to lie in the order of' magn itude S -- 10 0', which

cor esponids to conlipositioii variations of' aboui I it"(, l-rom the recilprocal-lattice

mafppinlg. it 'ol lows, that thle I att ice-pairan'et er cangces are correlated with orientat ion

chmen es. r robahký dute to 1a on-cubhic l att ice iiisioriions th at also main ly contribute to thle

observed photoel asi ic coiitrast
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yly' MIISMATCI 11. STUDIS IN A SING IE-CRYSTAtITlNF Ni-BIASI:

S1IPIRALLOY BY RECIPROCAI,-LATTI(F NIAPPINC

[I. Blerger and L. Wilde

1-uHottb~~ di-lnrti%,i~ti'iat :ii Berlin, Inst itu fir Phisik, Invabdcenstrasse /1 0, D1))0115

Ni-base stiperallovs are itiportan~t as, materials with hi1gh -emipecrat Lre strength fiev

Conlsist of two ph ases. thle fc -,I phase and thle yý phase limain g an ( uAUL superstrticture-
The laittice mismatch (ý 2(a,. - a.,)( a,., a,,) between hoth phases effects thle creep
belt VIO n "Iii eel'ore, It IS Ilecessar v to detenmin e this minismatch anid forth ci stirnet uri
parani eters inl order to Liliderstand the strenigth aid Creep properties of' these in aterl~i 1s

I3CcuLI5 01, the Sinall mismatch and of' the broad or-i cital ion di stribhut ion. the lI'ii! two -
dimnen sional distribhution inl reciprocal space hias to be studied. Reflections with hig g ll'- f
f'raction angles (0;: 70" anid 741) were uisedi to obtain large lattice-parameter chanrges.
lThe lattice-paramneter distributions were Integrated over all orientwition s Three samtples
of' ;I i gltl v different comoiOition, each bef'ore and aflte creep defornmati on were in -
vest i gat ed

Ilii eIn tenlsi ty mdxai na of, thle two ph ases are only' partial ly separated so that the mnis-
mlatch as well aIs thet~ vol nine1 fractions htad to be deterinined 1y piof ile fitting Svin-
1fCIIe riccLIn es (IaUSSI an, I oren (zi an ) do inot give good reluiab 'Iity ill Some Cases so th at

asymmllneri c curves were takeni in to accomnt Sup erstrUetUre refetCionIs of' tile -f' pha',se
wereý 1l1C!`,.irei AdILitinnallk to Indicate the Shape of' silltjfle-pliase rellectionl profiles

Thie mi 1stinatch valutes aintuL I 1'1'i0-111 t) to -0 I10t' for Lil deformlled and f'roml
-8 tt' to -1I2xi 't f'or def'ormed samples Ibis difference seems ito be large conside-

ring the aipplied stress of' about 70 ki Pa~ The volume fractions of' thle y' phase vary
bet ween 50t1 and 70"o. wh i ch is also an un expected 11igh %voluci

ThIt is ork waS sup~ported 1w thet [)eUtiChte I",lorschugSgenleitischa'f't ( contract no. Be
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"TIlE EXTINCTION ILENGTIH O)F TIlE X-RAYS DIFFRACTEi)
BY THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODULATED STRU('TURES

A.P.llezirgantyan, S.E.Bezirganyan and P.ll.Bezirganyan
!)epartnz'nt if .Sdid Stat Physics, Yerevan State University,
A. Mamuogian Sir. I. Yerevan 375049, Republic fJ'Armenia.

The X--ray and the extreme ultraviolet radiation diffraction by the
periodicone-d iniiensional modulated multilayer interference structures (MIS) is
considered. In the case of the perfect serni-infinite MIS there exists a minimum number n

of the layers. effectively reflecting in the diffraction region of the incidence angles. This
number is defined by the condition n L / d, where L is the extinction length and d is the
space period of the MIS. If the angle of incidence UJ is far from the diffraction angular
region, then depending on U for the real absorbing MIS there exists a finite mitaximum
number n( U) of the structure layers, which are interacting with the incident wave field. This
numnber is defined by the condition n(O) L(U) / d, where I(JI) is the depth ot penetration.
The parameter n(0) may be changed by the corresponding selection of the materials, as
well as of the relations between the layer thicknesses in the one period of the MIS (e.g. see
11, 21). By this the reflection coefficient R 4 1. if the conditions N ý nand n << n(OJ) are
sill IltaIneously fulfilled, where N is the real MIS layers'whole quantity. In particular the
MIS reflectivity is increasing while the L is decreasing. In view of this in the paper it is
investigated the L, of the one dimensional modulated MIS. It is shown in particular, that
even in the case of the perfect transparent MIS with the 'wriodic one dimensional
imodulated polarizability (the case with cosine-like polarizability is considered in 131) the
aingle of incidence, which is corresponding to the extinction lenyth, do es not coincide with
thle middle of the angular region oft' the unstable solutions.

I 11. (.Schmiiahl and l).Rudolph (editors). X -Ray Microscopy, Sprn)ct.r S-rioiS
il ( )ptieal ScieClkes, Vol. 43, Springer, Berlin (I )X4).
121. A,( A.Nichette, Optical Systems for Soft X- Rays, Plenum P'res,, New Thi k
and London ( 11)86).

1 . k A. Hezirganyan, A. I. ,ezirgarivan and S.F.. IBezirganvan, l'hy,,.S tat.Sol . (a)
11,6 401) 198)I ,
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X-RAY SPECULAR ST'AND)ING WAVE

S.E.Bezirgailyan and A.P.Bczirgammyan
Decparrmetit o/.Solid State Ph 'Ysics, Yerevan State Uni'ersitY,
A. Manoogian Str, 1, Yewi'awi 37-5049, Republic of Armeni .a.

In the case of Laue geometry of diffraction and the backscattering fromi thle nionocrystals
'Ind tile high qluality miultilayer interference structures (MIS) the diffraction angle-s ot
incidence corresponds to the region of the total external reflection. One of tile two waves
reflected from thle structure surface is well-known as a specular (mir-ror) retlected wave.
and the other one is thle plane wave retlected from the structure in the op~posite direction of
thle incident wave (specular backscattered wave, see 11, 21). Inl consequence of thle
interference of these two specular waves is forming a specular standing wave (SSW)
directly over the structure SUrface with thle samne space period as for the reflecting fami ly of'
the net planes. The dispositions of' the SSW crests and nodal points along the structure
surTace are depending onl angle of incidence and thle Bragg angle. One may dletermine thle
dispositions and thle length of thle chemical bond of the foreign atoms, adsorbed onl the pure
structure surface, by mleasuring the secondary radiation and] sh i fting S SW along the
StructureV surface. Moreover, one inay obtain thle imlpL"tuiy atOMS two -dimlensional
disposition pattern by combihn ing of th is method with the ord ilnary one inl wh ichi the
di stances are nwlasured in thle case of thle Bragg geometry of diffraction from thle other
famlily of* the nlet pilanes ()f thle samle structure.

Il11. Ak I~ezirganlyan and P. ABezirganyan, I1iiys.Smat.Sol.(a) 105. 3-45 (1988).
121. A.Rli, zirgiinvan, Plhys.S tat.Sol.( a) I09, 101 (1 9HX).
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K. IBick-mnain, and J. Hlauck,
hInstitut firFes tk~6rpe rfors chung, KFA Forschungszenti'ur Jiflich, D-

pre'cision of A(I/( I: 0' (Blooll Itl('hledl) exilibit. so~llic det-ails ill the variatiolt of
St -aim Ill -1- pill thick epil~axial layers of GaAs, ]IiI), (de u rS' i lo~~

sill Ist ratl cs. Thiese layersi "row collerenit at at lattI.ce Ilitiisratch f :ý om.00 l)b.et'cll

la ,ver afltldsll)St rate anIld iiicolter'ilttly atý larger f Values. The Slope ._V'/A~' T

of . the St raill ("' pralleIt Ili t hta~ slea1v i ostv vits fdcdfeet
lIt I t TI l it I V ta I1IS10 11 ttt(' CIOIti I IS (k, a II(l (t, o f t c SIIe b tlah l IIb it alerials.

lThe lat tice laes t ightemperittilres

It 1~~efo lclti-ilale~r fd snlcyll, t thi eniperatl~tre (fig.

'11n 1w lititch larger tiian I In' st riti (.1 I tI 10 In argr Sinigle' irystals. The
va1 ues of, all Id iii(al GI\S andt Ilj l~Saltticpts apid iMii A ale' i itt'i'easet l I W O r'0

two til~ltt'l hg protesses atl 16 li0) "~lC to pint~il. 1t or U. Negative (" vallV tiswVre

01 tSt ivt't for G a As, 111) al I S IS. pisitiic (" ' ahlues fur t. A ppl rox illlitaely constanit,
rit I os ---(It_ f- ()/,0 _(11 I) an oltt.ailitt. 1f t1lhe Ill values at A, 110 or( are con~sideredI

ats rttcfrt'-co \allecs Imlteatl of thle (" -- vaat's, of lthe shigle cr , stals-. l'heSe ratio0s
(';Il Ic(ývhle for. lilft't'ill lit\'ers, of, tin' Sanlcla't-titeia, e.g. hotweet OAS lin .125 Jim

LSand 1.21 ili .500( n11 (I'As latvci-s. These' vadlies are- also dt~jfreljit frontl llc valuecs
0.7.5 (FuS). 01.90 (GaAs), midl 1.13 (1In11). whichI are obtaitted frolit elastic coilstaitit's.
A large variat iotn of the (" aidtt TI, valiitts atl. ioilitt-S A, 13 anl C cllatlges thei phy~sical

1 trotpttt n's or dt's.tI-oYS I ltt' epta\0 llt Sl illvts. St ttlia Varlial 101is art athl eved
;t) fil.t,;t vstttts wit 11itSt vortag Iotittlittt 1)(1 W(t't'l hL~vv't and~ snltst~ralk as e.g. Ili l/GiAs.

h) I'ýr .Jll It\s I~il Ia Zt"tiiiztl litt th ofcp itO vititial Si (00 11) 111am'.
i-or. (;a;AI As t'ise wi \It 1 lllolphllotl hilff'r lit, ers. lhc t ttllletritt. IlIre ,of po)It 11 of

Itý, lit , avtr'r c o-i-tspttwk I witl tilt, W it iptrtI ilr' of tltposI it'll of tIt'loe tufer laty e r.

5 425nm EuS Si (111)
c

i>10 B

0 ------ -A---

0 500 T/ 0 1000

Figt. I: \'arillionl of Strtiiil Ill ai F'11S layer aft't- tl~;t'post oill at V, (A:\) antI after an-
twielittg it 20u andt 281 "C I t.C)
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X-RAY STAND)ING WAVE STUDY OF

CdTeINI n~re/Cacii (100) II'ETER()INTE'FRFACE

Boulliard J.C., Capelle B., Gualandris S., Lifeltitz A. and Tatarenko S. *

L.M.C.P. 4 Place Jusvsieu, 75252 Paris~ Cedcx()5 France

*f) R. F.MI.C 85.v C. E. N.G. 38)41I Grenoble

Some structural characteristics of' 0.7 and 2 nlionolayers of' Mn~re huried ill a
CdTe( 1(X)) matrix were studied hy means of thle x-ray standing wave (XSW) method.
The X SW results were interpreted with the dynanmical theory of' x- ray diffraction.
According to this theory, standing waves OCCUr inl the crystal us a result of thie
interference process hetween incident and diffracted wave fi'elds. [The standing wave
pattern has the periodicity of thle reflecting planecs. Biy rocking the crystal within the

angular range of the Darwin Curve, the standing wave pattern shifts by halffof a period.
Therefore, a layer of' buried atomis will have variation of' I'luorescence depetndi ng onl
thene positions and the known no0dal -antinodal positions.

The XSW experiments were perf'ormed onl thle set-up which is installed on the
hewn line D25B of'the LURE ( ()rsay France). Two sets of' experimlents wer'e chosenl-
one with Cd'le(X) sym metrical reflection (Ge3 I ni onochroinator) and the other with
Cdl'e 113 inclined reflection (Si22l) monochroniator). We find thle MnTe layers to be
psCLudomorphicalfy matched to the CdTe host crystal. The position of the MnTe atomns.
thle crystalline quality and somle type of def'ects have been accurately determined and
will he reported.



THE INFLUENCE OF X-RAY DIFFUSE SCATTERING

ON THE SECONDARY PROCESSES YIELD

V. A. Bushuev

011i '2 1 el 73 Its-,&

thu -i 1 rbil ''I rvie :t'i' , VI'U trst --ray h igh

* ý fi ld TO: I

~, K'.. y ' Sp is usija Ii y basi-t .,n.' tiP, asorii jn C

c'implot ul1y coherent scat ten ing: W 'it piVCstfl'II )r ) 5 i'iioture

A f? ts 5is taken inato a".' ounL b y Eat rolAn cg bthe KtaKK

Ilebc -allen a':tot' P only. Hiowever Hit i wel - Irnowa th-at
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QvAN~rrITATvi-; CIIIARACrI;RI'IA'ION OF CRYSTALS FOR X-RAY

SPI-T~TROSCOPY

W'. Z. ChIang. G. Ilolzer. 0. Welirhian. .1. Ileinisdi and F.. Firi-ter

Arbltsý111))f Rowo-ipplk"al dl biuPitdich-Schiib't I (invjxjhjileat.1)
~Vi,,P/~:1. 0)-f)71743 Jen. ( WP?)WU

Ini thle I iclds (11 xray spectroscopy and x-ray plasma diagnostics. characteri/ation

flHat and benit Cryst als onilploved as ;Iin optical delemenlt Inl Bragg optics is needed it)

aIccurtly,11 interpret-C niCASUILIre spectrum.1 Ill particular. inl thle relative Soft x-*ray range..

C.gi. X=0.2-0t.8 1111. Which Is important or spectroscopic anlalysis Inl plasmua diagniostic~s.

tUiision StUdheS. andI diper'SINve FXAF\S. thle intIratedICL IMiCtIIVit daltal o1 bothI Ilat anid

bentI cyt,'-als have hticithe 1, 1 to -1 nt ben quat;Iitat i Vel eauated.

BXAseI Upon1 1110 \-!J. kilIetitatc and dyltilnnic diffrtction thecories. the uteupated

rIVlec i\RItiS o1 nu11merou.s crstal~s, aMelyIV QILart/. ITT. AN),~ luSh. RAP. KAP. andI

(. )I I N1IM hVC b~een cad;lclated aInd analy/ed by taki ng 11nto aWccounlt thle C1 t(CtS Of the X x-ray

wýLVClL'nittl11. th1C bendingý' Widns, atnd thek Crystal pork'ctioti.

tihe Integrated reliec Livity~ tie asurIc le ents of those Crystals hlave been pen ollormd

at BEISSY KIM( beam line with a triple aiXS dIatmte n t our1 laborator)y

W11th aI dIISprsive aIchrIomatic configurationi 121. and with a hybrid mionochronliatoi which

pro-vides.' bothII h1igh energy and anguklar resoluitons 131 'The agrceement between thle

CalIculat)ion anld th1C eXpeimentalli resultsI IS satislactory. Inl part icuIlal" thie infILIlIecc.S (ol

tile cAIJI sal bdingi per)eOn111 0on bent crystals, which are revealed by using X-ray

t l eailetchnique. are demionistrated,. andI a10 inl aCCORdance With corretSpon1dinet~

the1 'retical c:Atýlcult ios.

Re Ice ticoe

II.1. liI IInISch. C[ I/.. BFSS Y ;\nttlital Report I 991), -16-2.

121 1. i \chntann. ct al . .1. A\ppl. ( rvst 26. 14p93. 405.

I 1W Z. Chang. F. C 'hukhlovsk ii and E. b`6rstcr. SPIF94 Proceedings, 199)4. Inl prcess
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3-DINIENSIONAI. DISTrRIBUJTION OFTHEi~ CRYSTAL ORIE~NTATION
IN AN IRON.3% SILICON ALLO)Y SINGLE CRYSTAL SIIIETT

OBSSERVEJD BY X-RAY ORIENTATION TOPOGRAPHY

Yoshinori (hikaura and Yoshifumi Suziuki

,Sensui-'Iio I -, 1. irJ)aIta-Au, Kitakvu.sIiu, 804,lapan

<A I III> In ohser% ing anl Iron-3Y4ýSif icon alloy single crystal sheet hY N-ray scattering

tojpxgtaphy (minicolicam scanning type apparatus)( I). we recognizcd sonic dit'tere flees of

tile suirface retlection inuueig from the trinsmittcd onc. It im~p) ,-,, strulcture distributioll

along the depth cvenl inl t Sheet as thinl as (1.2 mm11. Thu." \w~ Ila% c mai~de dtetso

dlist ribu tion of the urystal oiclentation HinsKIid aSin"fe crytl-vS1 hitek[CC1 ut frOiii anC -cSi ailloy

sheet having COSS5 structure. The ,CCOnldrl' 'ICCI'\SttiaiZIti/lt on ic~haliiSln( 2) i. al1so

discussedI.

<Methods> We have obtained orientation distribution maps (in thc (110)) surlkiee M,

thc X-ray orientaltion topography'( ) after step-wise thinning from the thickness 0.2 min.

The X-ray orientation tojpgrapfi 1 is eolnsistcd of' a one-amis orienltationl topopraphy mw

reconstruct ion-m~fe orientation topo~graph\v(4).

<ReCsults> I )The orientation varies inl an angular range of about 22 minutets in everyi

laver. 2)Alrmost halt oft the orientaitions ;ire seen Within 2 mlinuLtes inl eC cry lavl .3)1 hU

orientation changes rapidlyv near the grain hou ndar inl ever\y layert. 4)1'hc orientation

changes ralpidi\ vInl the V iCin it\ 0Io the hot h surfaces. 5 )A few smiallI su bgrai ns are foumild at

limited locations inside the Sheetl. 6 ~oithese 3-1 imnenIsiOuail observationl we could

estimate at growth mechanism oft the secondary' recrystallized GO)SS structure.

( I )Y. ('hikaura, Y. Yoticda and G. IHildebrandt, J. AppI. Cryst. 15 ( 1982) 48

(2)Y. Ushigami. Y. Suga, K. Kawasaki aknd Y. Chikaura, J, Mater. Fng. 13 (1991) If13

(3)Y'. ('hikaura anld Y. lakatai. Jpn. J. Appi. Phys. 29 ( 1990) 1,379

(4)Y. ('hikaura and Y. Suzuki, J. App). 'r\ st. 20 (1993) 2 19
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THE CONTRAST OF GROWTH LAYERS IN Ge-Si CRYSTALS BY
X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

Roman CHIRILA , Zoltan CSIKI

POLYTECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF BUCHAREST, PHYSICS DEPARTMENTI'
ROMANIA
GAMMA FACTORY OF BUDAPEST - HUNGARY

ABSTRACT

In the present paper the growth layers of Ge-Si crystals are investigated by X-iay
topography, Lang method, using MoK,• (0,707 X) and AgK,, (0,559 A) on the (I 11".
(220), (422) reflection planes.The crystals have been obtained by Czoehralsky method
in [111] growth direction having a variable Si-impurities concentration - 0,25 to 4
atomic percentage -. The rotation velocity has been 30 tot/nihi to 100 rot/min. Using the
results of the dynamical X-ray diffraction theory, the studied crystals exhibits black and
white binds which are crystalline regions with opposite curvatures.The width of the
growth layers is depending of the rotation velocity; their contrast has a dynamical
character.There are discussed, also, the contributions to the total lattice deformation
given by bending distortion and the lattice spacing change, according the Kato's
theory.A low-order reflection planes leads to a better resolution and the width of the
growth layers is larger when a longer wavelength is used. It is pointed out, also, the
manner in which the contrast of the growth layers obtained by X-ray topography arises
from a different scattered intensity by the distorted lattice, being mainly determined by
the amount of migration of the tie points on the dispersion surface branch.

References

1.- James, RW. -The Optical Principles of the l)iffracyion of X-Rays, Bell, Lo•ndon
(1942)
2.- Tanner,B.K. - X-Ray DiffractionTopography, Pergamon Press (1976)
3.- Penning, P.,Polder,D. - Phil.Res.Rep. 16(1961)419
4,- Kato,N. - JPhys.Soc.Japan 18(1963)1785
5.- Kato,N. - J.Phys.Soc.Japan 19(1964)67
6.- Haruta,K. - J.Appl Phys.38(1967)3312
7.- Fishman,Y.N, - Phys.Stat.Sol.a,3(1970)829
8.- Lutsau,V.G. - Phys.Stat.Sol.a,(1973)443
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121 J. Raniml, It. Beck, A. [)oimmann, L. Ebiele and D,. KrUger; accepted fOr Trhin Solid

1'ilins, (1994).

131 PIK Fcw~stcr, Appl. SurfIaLCe ScincelC 50) (199 1). 9.
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X-RAY EXAMINATION OF SiC N'ONOCRYSTALS

Dressier, L.. Goetz, K., Kriiufllich, J.

Iý'riedirw.h Sc.iriller- Ilnii eryildI Jena

!n.stv 1114 Jr Oprik und Quanternel'ktron ik
Afax-l11ien-Plaiz I
[U)07743 JENA

Si( monocrystals grown by thc Achieson or modified I ely methlod have been examined

wýithi d itt recnt X -raly di tirict in tiechniques.l These sampl es belon ged typicailly to ! he

hievagonal pobytyp 611 Ramisddl notation).

Ihe following properties were investigated:

l arttice Constants c and a with t he B~ONDI met hod.

l aittice detects ( bending, defo'rmat ion. mnosaicity) by measuring the- iocking curve with
one- or two-crystal di ftractometers,

-defect distribution or h ~cat ion by LANG topography,

-dept ndene oif douhle retlectio ns lJmiweganregung) on degiet of the perfection.

The most important result is that the lattice constants change (ml y very litt le betwee n

di~fferent samples and meaisurinlg Points on a1 given Sample (withI dc-vi:at i ns, 1(It twrhan

1(0 ppmn for the Ia:: ice cor.:iant c0. At the same time however the other diagnostic

techniques showed a greater lattice distortion. In the X-ray diagnostics of SiC (e-g.

I att ic-: rel axatio ns. stackinrg faults . the weak re t.-ctions. forbidde n by the space group

(e.g. 00.L3) or nearly f~rhitdden by the structure (e.g. (9).4), are particulary important,

The double reflection effect is considered in this connection.

This work hais been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemneinschaft (Sonder-

forschu ngsbereich 1 96. project C0 1),
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WHITE BEAM SYNCHROTRON TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF MIJLTI-
POt.XTYPE SiC DEVICE CONFIGUJRATIONS

Michael Dudley, Wei Huang and Shaoping Wang,
Dept of Materials Science and Engincering,
SMate University of New York at Sony Brook,
S'tony Brook, NY 11794-22 75, UVA

P.G. Neudeck and J.A. Powell,
NASVA Lewvis Research Center,
21000 Brook park Road,
MSV 77- 1,
Cleveland, Ohio 44135, UVA

C. Fazi,
SVLCfllJ-NW-RF,
UI.& Army Research Laboratory,
2800 Powder Mill R.)ad,
Adeiphi, MD) 20783., .154

White beam synchrotron topographic analysis of SIC device Con1figurations comiprising
various polytypes has been carried out. The devices, pn junctions of area I or 3m,1 2, were
fabiricated via CVD epilayer growth ofiinominally 3C7-or 611-SC'l, on oi1-SiC substrates
grown by either the Physical Vapor Transport technique2 or by the Lely technique3

Detailed analysis of diffracted intensities from the different device areas will be presented
This anplysis indicates that those devices which were nominally 3(' structure also had
some 15SR structure present Depth profiling, utilizing variable penetration depth, grazing-
incidence geometries, was used to reveal a layer-type configuration in these multi-polyltype
epilayers The presence of "double positioning boundaries" (dIpb's) 4 in the 15SR layers was
also revealed Su~perscrew dislocations, present in the substrates grown by physical vapor
transport, were invariably observed to be clew ly replicated in the (,I1 epililverS but InI Most
cases not in the 3(/I SR epilayers (irowth spirals were occasionally observed III tile oil
epilayers at the outcrops of' the screw dislocationis TUhe p()tlrltal implicationis of' the
observed defect structures on device perfo~rmance will be discussed

References

I . J A. Powell, J B Petit, J H Edgar, 1.G Jenkins, L G Mlatus, J W Yang, P1 Pirouz,
W.J Choyke. L Clemnen, and NI Yoganaphan. AppI. Phys. L~ett., 59. 3-33, (11)91)

2 Y MI. Tairov, and V 1: Isvetkov, J. Cryst. Growth, 52. 1 40, (198 1)
3. J A. Lely. Ber. Deut. Keram. Ges., 28, 229. (1955)
4. H.S. Kong. J T. Glass, and R F Davis, J. Appi. Phys.. 49. 1074, (1986)



WHITE BEAM SYNCHROTRON TOPOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF
DEFECT/GRAIN BOUNDARY INTERACTIONS IN LARGE-GRAIN,

POLYCRYSTALLINE ICE

Michael Dudley,
Dept of Materials Science and Engineering,
State University of New York at S•tony Brook,
Stony Brook, NY 11794-2275, U'gA

Ian Baker and Fuping Liu,
Thayer School of Engineering,
Dartmouth College,
Ilanover Nil 03 755, USA

Synchrotron white beam X-ray topography has been used to conduct in sau, low
temperature studies of defect/grain boundary interactions in large-grain, polycrystalline
ice The generation of faulted and unflaulted interstitial dislocation loops as a tunction of
temperature was monitored and the influence of grain boundaries on the distribution of'
these loops was investigated. Results are discussed in the context of diffusion mobilities on
the basal plane and the relative orientation between the basal plane and the grain boundary
plane. Dislocation generation mechanisms under applied compressive stresses were 4dso
investigated in silu using a specially-designed compression stage. Grain boundaries were
found to act both as effective sources and as strong obstacles to dislocation motion
Generally, the basal slip system with the highest Schmid factor was found to be the most
active in polycrystalline ice whereas grain boundary orientition relative to the loading
direction seemed unimportant. The generality of these observations is discussed
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WHITE BEAM SYNCHROTRON TOPOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF DEFECIS IN
611-SiC SINGLE CRYSTALS

Michael Dudley, Shaoping Wang and Wei Huang,
DepL of Materials Science and Engineering,
State University of New York at Stony Brook,
Stony Brook, NY 11794-2275, USA

White beam synchrotron topography studies have been carried out on 6H-SiC single
crystals grown by both physical vapor transport and by the Lel, method. In the crystals
grown by physical vapor transport, two general types of dislocation were observed, long
straight screw dislocations with Burgers vector equal to a multiple of the c lattice
parameter, and basal plane dislocations with Burgers vector 1/ 3 - 12O .Detailed
mapping of misorientations around these screw dislocations achieved by recording
topographs at a series of specimen-tilm distances is presented. The contribution of
wavelength dispersion to these dislocations images is discussed. Optical microscopy and
SEM analysis reveal that those screw dislocations with the largest Burgers vectors have
hollow cores as predicted theoretically by Frank) IIn addition, when these dislocations
emerge on surfaces oriented close to (0001) growth spirals 2 can be clearly observed.
Those spirals associated with the dislocations exhibiting hollow cores are often observed
to have several "spokes", indicating the presence of a closely spaced group of dislocations.
Single "spoke" spirals are also observed associated with dislocations exhibiting no
discernible hollow core

Observations carried out in various diffraction geometries indicate that the basal plane
dislocations appear to emanate from the superscrew dislocations A possible mechanism
whereby a screw dislocation can genertte a dislocations loop with an orthogonal Burgers
vector during the high temperature growth process will hc presented

Comparison will also be drawn between delect structures obscrved mi epilayers with those
in the underlying subsltates Of note is the absence ot basal plane dislocation generation inl
the lower temperature epilayer giowth 1i1prcess This ohscraVitIon is discussed in the light
of the mechanism for basal plane dislocatlion generation in the high temperature bulk
growth process

In the Lely crystals studied, basal plane dislocations with Burgers vector I/3 -I 20 ýO
were again observed, as well as basal plane stacking faults stacking laults, with associated
partial dislocations

References

I F.C. Frank, Acta Cryst,, 4, 497, (1951)
2. F.C Frank, Disc. Faraday Soc., 5, 67, (1949).
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A NEUTRON DOUBLE-CRYSTAL DIFFRACTOMETER WITH A
VARIABLE ANGULAR RESOLUTION

F. Eichhorn, A. Hemupel, and P. Reichel
/?rsr arch Center IHossirtdorf inc., Instituttc for [on. Beam. Ph isi~cs aind Malrriab;
Hresarch, P. 0. B. .51 01 1,9, D - 01814 Dresden, Germany

lIrecently a version of a neutroni (louille-crystal diffractonieter with at variable angulatr
resolution was proposed 11 ). WithI this instrument the scattering diagram of a sanirpic
positioned between both the crystals canl be registered as a whole by a position
sensitive detector.
Such an instrument was installed at. the research reactor B El II at thc I-alrin Meitnerw
Institute Berlin (Berlin Neutror' Scattecrlng Center). Fig. 1 shows Its sclheine.

WINW

swo sIMr M9M
Pnionmsitve dteet

Fig. I Scheme of tlhe dlevice F"ig.2 D~iffraction pattern from a holographic. gratingp)
for second crystal bending radii at) (30.5 ni,
11) 30.3 in , and c) 1:3.4 in.

'Ihle mnain cornponents of the device are two perfect crystals which canl be elasticaill
bentL up to at radius of 10 in w Ith anl axis p~ara1llel to the scattering plane-. trhe secontic
(analyzer) crystal reflects the. beami only in the cause that its net. planes are parallel t.,
the- net planes of the first crystal wilthin anl accuracy of 0. 1 seconds of arc. Th'lerefore.
the bent crystal fulfills the Bragg condition only at, a small part of its length. If'
a sample deflects neutrons (e.g. by smiall-angle sceattering, diffraction or reflection)
then th leme parts of the beami are reflected at different, crystal places depeind ing onl
tire scatte(rinig angle. The intenisitY distribution is registered by a oie-d] nlietision al
position sensitive de(tc~tor.
It is possible to investigate scattered neutron intensity in the angle range from some
Seco(Iii(s of arc to 50 minInutes of arc. For smiall-an~gle scattering it mneans a Q ran~ge
from 1-10-14 t,o 2 .l0-i miln-
H ie F-ig. 2 donmonstratevs t.he fu nct~ioni of t lie d1ev ice for dIiIffrac tion from a holograp hic.
(refract~ive, index) grali ig if the angular aicceptatice is controlled by choosing the1
bending radiuls.
lbhis project is s1 I)pported by the B iinde~sminnister ffiir Forschuing ii rd Technlulogic
In )ikgli tir gra nt No. 03- I3HMO 5 1I992 -95).

liefi'renices
[I .Mikijla. 1'. Liik~i.. F. Hichihiorr. J. ..\ppl. ('ryst. 21 (1988) 33 - '37
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE STATE OF POLARIZATION IN TIlE FORWARD
DIFFRACTED BEAM

Ch. Eisenschmidt, H.-R. Hbche, H. Hlifer, W. Leitenberger

Martin-Luther- Universitait Halle- Wittenberg; Fachbereich Physik
Friedemann-Bach-Platz 6; D-06108 HalleiS.

The aim of the experiment is to realize an experimental arrangement for producing
elliptically polarized X-rays in the straight forward path way in LAUE case. /1/
Calculations based on the TAKAGI-equations of the dynamical theory of X-ray
diffraction /2/ predict the occurence of elliptically or circularly polarized radiation,
respectively, inside narrow regions of the transmitted and the reflected beam in the
LAUE-case.
By coherent excitation of the c- and the nt- componenL of the diclectric displacement
vector within a perfect crystal, it is possible to produce a circularly polarized beam The
vector of the dielectrical displacement of the linearly polarized incident beam and the
diffraction plane inclines an angle of 45'.
The figure shows the BORRMANN-fan of the symmetrical 220-reflection in case of a
spherical incident wave. The incident wave comes into the crystal through a fixed narrow
slit. The intensity distribution on the back site of the crystal is measured by scanning a
second slit.
To analyze the state of polarization of the forward diffracted beam in the narrow
scanning-slit region on the back site of the crystal, the integral intensity of a single crystal
BRAGG-reflection of 201 =90° has to be measured at different azimuthal positions of
the analyzer realized by rotating the analysing crystal around the incident beam,

entrance slit*1*4 15 A~m References:

/I/ I/.R.1-Rtoche, lIt.Hofer,
lane silicon rysa W.Leitenberger:

215 gni thick A14 - Plaichen ftir Rontgenstrahlen in

Geradeausgeometrie;
Proceedings AK Rbntgentopographie,
Jena 1992

. /2/ K.Hirano, 1'. Ishikawa, S. Kikuta:

Perfect Phase retarders;
Nucl. Instr. & Meth. A 336 (1993) 343

15 p.im scanning slit

moved by piezo translator

Scheme of the experimental arrangement
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ELECTRONIC MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

Y. Epelboin

Lahoratoire de Mineralogie-Crivallographie, URAO09, CNRS,
Universite P.M. Curie, Case 115, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, France

New tools are now available which allow fast communication and dissinination of

information between scientists.

The International Union of Crystallography has established a database of

crystallographers which is accessible through the networks. Very soon journals will he

sent electronically. Most synchrotron facilities have now installed the newest

hypermedia hypertext facility WWW (World Wide Web) wnich allows from any

terminal to recover an information as text, graphics, image and to print it locally. As a

Community the scientists working in High Precision Diffraction and Topography will

have to use these new tools. A distribution list is already ready for use. New services

may be installed at wish.

This poster will present some examples of these new facilities. If feasable, so me simple

demonstrations will be shown.
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IIRXRI) INVES111GAT-ION OF 11W MIAIN FEAT11URS OF IME
PROCEI~SSES OF 'FIlE EPlITllAXIAI. GIIOWV'lli AND DEFECTIS

GENERAT'ION IN IiETFEROS'RLJCFU RE;S

N. Faleei'
A.1-14ofr' 1 w% c'a-h'whicw/ Inuuw('l) oIjtkhmce,;k/rvx'i '210, .V. ct'hrshurg,

There is currently an extremely strong interest in advanced electronic structures in
thle investigation of processes ofepitaxial growth arid defect generation because of
their great influence on (the physical properties or heterostructures. Clearly, the
physical properties of heterostructures. are extremely affected by diflerent structural
dcfects. The existence ot the strong correlation between the growth conditions and
crystal perfection of heterost ructutres is the main reason for furtiher investigation of'
these processes by means of I IRXRI) techniques, which are efihective non -destructive
methods for characterization of these materials.

The interference X-ray diff~raction method 11, 21 which has anl extremely high
sensitivity to the cýrystal perflection and space resolution (tip to one mionolayer for
definite typ~e oflheterostructures [131) anid differentional one [41 allow to determine the
structural parameters of any type of' heterostructtrres including mul,1tilayer arid QW
ones, allow to study the process of epitaxial growth inclu~ing lis initial slage and thle
processes of elastic strain relaxation and defects generation

TIhe results of our investigations of' lattice matched In~iaAsPl QWA grown by LPEi
arid lattice strained InGaAs QW DINI grown by MO('V[ technique show thle existence
of strong correlation between epitaxial growth conditions and thle process of defiect
generation. T'hose results allow to suggest the qualitative model of' thle processes of
cpitaxial growt h, elastic strain relaxation and defect generation inI heferostructures. It
was shown that the miain type of' struictural def'ects in hieterostructures are the own
growth defects T[le miain reason for the beginning of the process of defect creation is
an appearence oif' elastic strain uinder thle epitaxial growth '[his is a resu.lt of'
I )imperfi-ct igrow\th conditions (for lattice matched heterostructures). 'ý hich leads to
the appearence of' the stretched elast ically strained I ntermiedilate laver near thle first
interface or 2) lattice nit smlaich which inliit a exist inI lattice ,inii ~atched

Prehiniiirarv ilivestig.alllt 01' of riiSrIratelied heteIOUI.11C ostructu i' tow 1V NIO0CVI)
technique show that theý initial sta"e of' thle epitaOial growth affects strongly N onl the
process of elastic strain relaxation and reCsults InI two different tYpes of cry.stal structure
of' tile st rained la~vers It was; alIso shown t hat tinder tilie pertlect grow hi conditions the
critical thickness Of'LI1 suNch laesMay he eceeCdedI three to fiVe timles

1 . '1 apt'er arid K IPloog, Phi\ s Rev It 1081 )X, 44)( 1 4), p) 980t2
2 N N lFaleev, . 1 laks, I K Solornin ct al ,PhN s Stat Sol (;I). 1990, 120. p) 327
3 1, . ap'er, \.I ( spelt and hII Kanel, .1 Ap~ll Phvs . 19,R),~ 67(3), P) 12(9
4. TI S Argurnova ci al .Inst PhN-s ('ont' Ser No 117 Section 9. p 660, 1991.
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A NEW INTlENS11.7IED C`_I)-CAMERA FOR X-RAY AP~PLICATIONS

F-. [-andrich, R. KIihler, Ii. Damerow
Ma k- -Panck -Arbeitsgrup~pe " Rintgienbeug u Pg an Schichtsystemen" ani der Humfboldt-~
Unituersi di -u Beirlin, J-ausi'ogteipla.'z .- 7, D-1I0)117 Berlin, GermanY

I-. Jenichen
Fa. !'roscaI Gitbil, Ober' Rahnhtofstr, 5-7, D-82 110 Germering, Germany

Compared with the widely used method of recording x-ray images as , pographs on
photographic :mulsion, electronic cam~eras have the advantage of saving the wet chemical
process of film development. Moreover the digitized data are immediately available for image
or data processing purposes. However, the rcsoluti"'n of an electronic camera system is worse
thani that of Film material.
The camera presented here uses the "indirect" method: x-ray quanta (8 keV) are converted to
visible light in a phosphor screen, this is intensified in a one-stage inicrochannel plate imnage
intensifier and detected with a cooled slow-scan CCD camera with a 1k x Ilk chip and

(19 1111)2 pixel size. The camera is designed to gain high spatial resolution. The optical con-
nections consist of fibre outics. Taking into account the optical transfer one CCD pixel
corresponds to (8.8 ýjLm) 2 on the phosphor screen. Furthermore, the detectio~i of single x-ray
quanta is imtnded. For these purposes the charge which is generated in the CCD pixels during
exposure is not accumulated on chip. Instead a numerical algorithm for the digitized data will
be uisod taking advantage of the fast signal processor on the framne grabber board.
Technical information about the camnera and results of tests concerning resolution and quantum
efficiency will be presented.
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IN SITU1 X-RAY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE HIGH TEMPFPRA'I'IJRE

BEHAVIOUR OF STRAINED Si, ,Ge./Si AND Si1 .,(,/Si HETEROSTRI(CTUIRES

G. G. Fischer, P. Zaumseil

Institute 1 'SemiconPductor Physics, P. B. 409, 15204 Frankfurt (Oder), Germanty

We investigated RTCVD- and MBE-grown pseudomorphic Si,.,Ge, (0 15- x<0.35) and Si,.

%C, (0.008Vvy0.0 16) thin layer oil Si( 100) substrata! at anneal teniperatures up to 1000 °C.

To measure tn-situ the variation of the epilayer lattice constant, a conventional X-ray

powder dithlactometer with high temperature attachment in combination with a high power

X-ray generator was used. blie measw'ements were carried out by successive 0/20-scans of'

the Cu K. radiation (400)-reflexion during post growth annealing, with a time resolu' `-n of

about 5 minutes. From the decrease of the angular distance between substrate and layer

reflexion. the strain state of the system can be obtained. The results given by this low

resolution powder diffractometer method were compared ex-situ with high resolution

double and triple crystal diffractometer measurements.

In the compressive strained Si,.,Ge,/Si system we could observe strain relaxation which is

explicable by the introduction of misfit dislocations at the irterface. At temperatures about

1000 TC an additional effect, the interdifflusion of Si and Ge and thus the decrease of the Ge

concentration inside the layer, enhances the relief of the strain. Both effects were separately

measurable by successi\e measurements of symmetrical (400)- and asymmetrical (311)-

reflexion during isothermal anmmaling, and the dilfusion coefticient was determined in its

dependence on the Ge content.

Oin the other side. in the tensile strained Si,_,C,!Si heterostructures at temperatures beyond

800"C, the nucleatioti anid diffusion controlled growth of SiC nanocrystals was found to be

the dominant mechanism decreasing the amount of(C atoms on substitutional sites and thus

relieving the strain in the layer. The decrease of the carbon content during isothermal

annealing exhibited exponential behaviour, with a time constant showing an Arrhenius-like

temperature dependence. From this result, we determined an activation energy

corresponding to the known activation energy for the diffusion of substitutional carbon in

silicon.
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INVESTIGATI()N OF IIIM URYSTIAI. Q1 AL.ITY OF iiAsi(;aAs

IIETEROSTRU•('TURES BY Il(l;l! RESOITION' X-RAY D)IFFRA('TION

L. Francesio, P. Franzosi

MASPEC-C N.R. institule,. tia ChIlavar iSA, .i/ 00 I'arrtna. Ita1%

M.R. Bruni, M.G. Simeone

ICMAT-C.N R. Institute, Ilia Salaria Km 29, ,lontro:ondo, 0001.5 Roma, Italy

InAs layers have been grown by conventional MolecuCIir Beam Fpitaxy on ((X)l) oriented

GaAs substrates; a 0.2 p.in thick GaAs buffer layer was always interposed between the

substrate and the heterolayer. The growth temperature Tg was var!cd from 350 to 500 0C

and the layer thickness ti was 2 and 6 pnm.

The crystalline quality of the specimens have been investigated by a high resolution

Philips diffractometer equipped with a two-crystal four-reflection monochronmator (Ge,

220); the Cu Ko1 radiation and the symmetric 004 reflection were used, The assumption

was made that the full width at half maximum 03 of the layer Bragg peak is determined

solely by threading dislocations; then the concentration of the threading dislocations p was

calculated by the expression p=(1/3b)2, where b is the length of the Burgers vector.

It has been found that P3 strongly decreases by increasing Tg. The values P=492, 347,

319, 275 arcsec were indeed measured for 2 gim thick layers grown at Tg =350, 400,

450, and 5000C. Assuming that the threading dislocations are of 60' type, their

concentration p changes from about 3.5x 108 to 1. lx 108 cm-2 by increasing Tg from 350

to 5000C.

A strong improvement of the crystal quality has been observed at each growth temperature
by increasing ti. For example, at Tg=35 0 °C the values 1P=492 and 268 aresec

(corresponding to p=3.5x 108 and .Ox 108 cn" 2) were calculated for t1=2 and 6 jiLm

respectively, whereas at Tg=500'C the values 1P=275 and 154 arcsec (corresponding to

p=l.lxl08 and 0.3x10 8 cm-2) were measured.

It can be concluded that the crystal quality of the InAs heterolayers improves by increasing

the growth temperature, possibly due to the enhanced surface mobility of In, and by

increasing the layer thickness as a consequence of dislocation recombination and

annichilation mechanisms.
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HIGH RESOLI.UOI)N X-RAY I)IFFIRA(CTIOI(N STIl)Y
,, ()F M()VPE In(;aAs/InPl SIUPFIRIATI"I(ES

L. Francesio, P. Franzosi

MASPEC-C.NR. Institute, Via Chiavari 181A, 43100 Parmat. IalY

G. l[andgren

Royal Institute of 7'(:tnology, S. 1421 / Ki.ta, Sweden

30 period lnGaAs/lnP nearly lattice matched superlattices have been grown by Metal

Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy on (Ml). Two different specimen series were prepared: in

the first the InGaAs well thickness was kept fixed at 3 nm. while the IltP barrier thickness
was varied from 15 to 3 nu:; in the second the barrier thickness was 2.3 nin and the well

thickness varied from 9.2 to 2 nm.
The structural properties of the superlattices have been investigated by high resolution X-
ray diffractometry using a Philips diffractometer equipped with a two-crystal four-
reflection monochrornator (Ge, 220); the Cu Kitz radiation and both the symmetric 004

and 002 reflections were used. The first reflection permits a better separation between 0-
order and substrate peaks, whereas the second evidences the modulation of the satellite

peak intensity which is related to the thickness of the thinnest layer in the period. The
experimental curves were fitted using a compulter program based on the dynamical
diffraction theory.
When the barrier is much thicker than the well the superlattice has a high structural

quality, Only the presence of thin intermediate layers has been assumed in order to fit the
experimental data: at the lower interface of the well (i.e, from lnP to lnGaAs) about 3
monolayers of lnGaAsP have been introduced, whereas at the upper interface (i.e. from

InGaAs to lnP) about 4 monolayers of InAsP has been considered. The structural quality

strongly woisens with barrier thickness decreasing; when the barrier is as thin as 4-5 nm,
only a few satellites are detectable, their shape is asymmetric and the intensity low,
When the well is much thicker than the barrier the structural quality is as good as in the

reverse case. The experimental curve could not be fitted in a satisfactory way, although
the period, the average well composition and the well-to-barrier thickness ratio were

found to be in good agreement with the project parameters. The quality of the superlattices
has been found to worsen by decreasing the well thickness. When the barrier was 2.3 nm

and the well 2,0 nm, no satellites were detectable.
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II I(III-R(SEOLiTIrON X-RAY SPE(CTROSCOPY USIN(G A JOHANN

SPEC'TROMETER IN VERTI(AL GEOMETRY

M. Fritsch, 1. Mifialla. G. Ifilzer, 0. Renner* and E. Forster

Mlat -Planek -Aret'vg rlqjV"RiRingenoptik" an der Fr: drl.h-Schihlr- In 'erstlit Jena.
Max-Wien-Plaz I, 1)-07743 iJ ,•. (iGermany

An alternative sch.me uf the Johann spectIrometer, which takes advantage of the
divergence of the radiation in the plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence I II is used
for x-ray spectroscopy. Compared with other well known techniques (lor example
single crystal or the convcntional Johann geometry), it provides at the same time high
spectral resolution, luminosity and I -D spatial resolution. The unique features of this
instrument are used for two purposes:

1. Excitation-energy dependence of X-ray emission line shapes
Recently, high-precision measurements of spectral line shapes of x-ray emission

lines using single- and double-crystal-spectroscopy are published 12,31. The measured
line-shape was interpreted in terms of an empirical Lorcntzian model 121, respectively on
the basis of Dirac-Fock-calculations of "spectator hole" transitions 131. Experiments
with a vertical Johann spectometer at the monochromator beamline of HASYLAB
Hamburg were carried out to show the influence of different excitation energies near
the K-absorption edge of iron on the spectral line shape of the x-ray fluorescence
lines.

2. High-resolution spectroscopy of laser produced plasmas
In plasma diagnostics the above mentioned properties of the vertical Johann

geometry are necessary for detailed studies of plasma parameters. In experiments at the
Max-Planck Institute of Quantum optics in Garching laser pulses were focused to
massive KCI targets to create a high density CI plasma. The Hea-group of He- and
Li-like iones were recorded at two different directions of observation (nearly parallel
and with an angle of 45' to the target surface). The time integrated spatial distribution
of the main plasma parameters, Doppler shift of the emission lines, gradients of the
ion velocity and opacity effects on the line position were determined.

References
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USING OF roPOGIRAMS IN LENSLESS X-RAY OPTICS

K .T.Ciihrielyan, M. K.Balian
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XR[) CfIARACTERIZATriON OF IMPLANTATION

DAMAGE IN InSb REDUCED BY MAGNETIC FIELD

E. GartsteiW, Yu. Khait4 akid V. Richter'

Iyi.'t. for App!. Res~earch, Bcn. Gurion Uniiver.4ity.
Beer- Slieva, 84110, Israel
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Residual and thermal strain investigation of ZnS epitaxial layers
grown on [1001-GaAs by vapour phase epitaxy

C. Giannini. C, Gerardi andi L. Tapfer
C7entro Nuziwiale Ricer~ a e' Svilwujo A'atetiuli (CNRSAI). S.S. Appia Kmn 712, 1-72100 Brindisi,

T. Peluso, N. Lovergine anti L. Vasanelli
IDipuruirnento di S(cien:a dei Materiali, UniverxiiO arnil Lnit) GNSM-INFM di Lecce, Via Per
Arnesano, 1-73100 Itaiy

In this work. ZnS epituxial layers grown by chemical vapour epitaxy on 1 Ol)[oricnted
GaAs substrates are invesligated by x-ray diffraction and secondary ion miass spectroscopy (SIMS).

The residual strain status of the as-grown samples was determined by high resolution double
crystal x-ray diffraction measurements. Eleven diffraction curves were recorded in the vicinity (it
the (400), (422) and (531) Bragg reflections in different diftraction geometries and for several
azimuth angles. The analysis of the experimental data was performed by using a general model
which relates the angular distances between diffraction peaks and strain tensor components in 2nd-
order approximation. This model considers the lowest crystallographic symmetry (triclinic) for the
lattice distortion of a cubic unit cell. Our results indicates that the crystallographic symmetry of the
distorted ZnS unit cell is orthorhorrbic which is explained by an anistropic dislocation dtensity

distribution in the interface plane.
In order to determine the strain contribution due to the differences in the thermal expansion

coefficients between ZnS andi (Gas (thermal strain) the temperature variation of the residual strain
was measured between 25 and 050 'C by using a single crystal x-ray diffractometer. In this work,
we determine experimentally for the first time the thermal misfit between ZnS and GaAs andi the
ZnS thermal dilatation coefficient.

Finally, the chemical composition of the 'InS/GaAs interface for the as-gra'w4n and the

annealed samples was measured combining triple crystal x-ray diffraction and SIMS techniques. An
interdiffused layer was revealed at the heterointerface which presence was found to be not related

to the strain relief' process, but it is probably caused by the intermixing of the atoms at the early
stage (if the epitaxial growth.
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DIAMOND PHASE PLATES FOR X-RAY POLARIMETRY AT THE ESRF

C.Gilesl.3, C. Vettierd, F. de l3'rgevin 1,2, C.AMalgrange?, G.Griibell, J.Goulon1

l.European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, BP 220. 38043 Grenoble Cedex, France.
2.Laboratoire de Cristallographic, CNRS. BP 166 X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France.
3.Laboratoire do Nlinralogie et Cristallographie, Universitds Paris 6 et 7. case 115,

4 place Jussieu. 75252 Paris Cedex 05. France.

Low emittance third-generation storage rings, like the ESRF, provide an optimum

condition for the use of perfect crystal phase plates combined with planar undulator

sources. Their low angular and spatial distributions in both the horizontal and vertical

directions are suitable to an excellent performance of diamond crystals as quarter-wave

plates (QWP) and half-wave plates (HIWP). Recent experiments performed at IDI(

(Troika Beamline) at the ESRF confirnm 9()'7t. and 97,7%; efficiencies of diamond phase

plates in the tran1sformation of hirizontal linear polarization into circular polarization and

linear polarization in the vertical plane respectively. Furthermnore, the successive use of

two QWP allowed the production of linear polarization in any desired direction and the

complete characterization of the polarization state of a circularly polarized beam within

1%, The diamond plate was set in an asymnraetric Laue transmission geometry at 9 keV,

allowing a transmission factor of"),4. Preliminary calculations indicate that such phase

plates with suitable thicknesses could be efficiently used in the energy range from 4 to 17

keV.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MONOLAVERS AND MULTILAYERS BY
A CONVENTIONAL POWDER DIFFRACTOMETER WITH SPECULAR

REFLECTIVITY

R. Giles, G. Will, F. Elf

Mineralogisches nstfitut, Universitat Bonn
Poppelsdorfer Schlofl, 5311' Bonn, Germany

Thin films are generally analyzed by using synchrotron radiation with highly collimated
beams or line focus rotating anode X-rays in connection with channel cut mono-
chromators. Improvements of commercially available powder diffractometers permit
today to perform reflectometry experiments also with conventional x-ray radiation. The
great advantage is the easy access in basically every laboratory. The investigations
reported here have been performed on a Siemens D 5000 powder diffractometer with
graphite monochromatized Cu-Ka radiation. Information about thickness, density and
roughness were obtained by least-squares refinement methods assuming different
models.

We will report on the analysis of a 500 A Pt monolayer on a Si (110) substrate. First
results revealed a deviation between observed and calculated reflectivity at higher
angles. Assuming a thin oxygen surface layer (14 A) on Pt led to a complete match of
both curves. Oxydation of the top layer is not uncommon. Furthermore we could
demonstrate that a misalignment of the film surface of +0.2' resulted in no significant
change of thickness ( < I %), of density (8%) and of roughness ( < 1%) calculated from
the observed data. This insensitivity is quite surprising and is another advantage of
such an experimental setup. In a second example the dependence of layer-thickness
from sputtering at different argon pressures will be shown for two 300 A Pt films.

An important application is found in the investigation of multilayers, consisting of pairs
of bilayers. Bragg reflections and multiple Kiessig interference fringes can be observed
in X-ray reflectometry yielding thickness, density, surface roughness and especially
diffusion. As an example we will discuss a Pt\Co multilayer, where we could observe
diffusion of Co into the Pt-layer.
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D)IFFUJSE X-RAY SCATTERING FROM MISFIT DISLOCAT'IONS AT
SENIICON DUC(TOR 11-1ETiEIROINTERFA.CE'S

M.S. (uimrsky and A'1 Nlshkinpour
De'pairtment ot ' ICf axq( i't (II' (1/1 fu'riiivee'u. I /m vtsv'Ait) o.1 C(Ilii1,U 1 .m A ,ugb'',,
Los, Angle~c~s, CA 900l24

1). Streit and 1'. Block
TRW4, Electronic SV.V1tems Group), RetPioni) Bieach, (CA 902 78

ABSTRACT

X-ray di ffuse scattering in (001) I n~aA;( AIGa.)As hi gh electron mtobililty

transistor structures was observedI for stIrIuctes Whose lnGaAs channel thickness
exceedi:J the cr-itical thickness. The diffuse scattering was detcrnliined to originate with

-n istit dislocations, as conifililed by plan view transmission electron microscopy (TEA ).

Diffuse scattering was measured using triple axis x-ray diffraction, which showed that the

diffuse scatter was sensitive to thle density and direction of the I i-Sfi t dislocaltions. USiing
TEM for- calibr-ation, we deterni ined that thle diffuse scatter-ed intensity is dir-ectly

proportional to the dislocation density. For samples with mlisfit dislocations along only

[T I ], diffuse scattering was confined to aI crystallographic direction which was

perpendicular to the misfit segments%, but for samples with thicker- InGaAs layers - and

misfit segments in both <1 10> dlirections -diffuse scattering existed in aI mote random

distribution around the reciprocal lattice point. We also found that 0'ie observation of

directional diffuse scattering provided a more sensul ye means ito detect misfit segments

than other commonly used tecltni(ILuCS. T1he Presence, oft anl orthogonal dlrrayl of' m isfit

d islocat ions impaired de vice pemiormianrce. hilt thle best device portfo)rii anlce occo l-led in

the samples with at one dimensionl ilIlay Of in isfi- segmIteutS, (IL' III 01.tstti ig thatl this

technique is useful for predicting device perform ance.
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THE DETECTION OF PRECIPITATES
BY X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

Sindor GurbAn
Research Institute for Technical Physics of HAS
H-1325 Budapest P.O.Box 76 Hungary

Nowadays, substrates of semiconductor devices are
mostly dislocation-free single crystal slices of silicon,
gallium arsenide, etc., but nevertheless they may contain
precipitates. Also technological processes i.e. doping by
adequate atoms followed by heat treatment may result
precipitates. To determine whether construction or
dilatation happened in the lattice surrounding the
precipitates is essential and also at least a rough
estimate of the value for this contraction or dilatation is
desirable.

For solving this problem the "method of exposure
series" (MES) was used. By turning the well oriented sample
around its vertical axis by series of adequate angles and
at each setting, a topograph was recorded to the same film.
From the intensity values diffracted at each position by
the substrate its rocking-curve can be derived (see
figure).
Comparing the pictures, where the precipitates reflecting
with maximum intensity to those pictures, where their
enviroment (substrate) are in ideal reflecting position
angles, it's possible to decide whether the faults cause
local contraction or dilatation in the lattice. Getting to
a better estimation, this procedure must be done repeatedly
for reflections of medium intensity.
In reality, the situation is more complex, the sample has
some curvature and/or contains growth circles, causing an
intensity fluctuation between different regions of the
topographs.

Intensity (measured by photodensi ometer)
3oo .. As an example we

have investigated
25o the precipitates

created in a (100)
200/ silicon slice by

00/doped with B (1018-
10 9/cm3 ) lying in a

150- /1 Pm thick surface
/ layer. Due to the

,aoo curvature of sample
in different regions

50 the precipitates
appear as dark

0 spots, light spots
0 0001 0002 0003 0.004 0006 0006 or partly dark and

Relative reflection angle (degree) light spots.
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MEASUREMENT OF INTERFACE ROUGHNESS IN A
SUPERLATI'ICE OF DELTA-BARRIERS OF ALUMINIUM IN GaAs

USING HIGH-RESOLUTION X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY

L. Hart, P.F. Fewstert, M.J. Ashwin, M.R. Fahy and R.C. Newman

Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Semiconductor Materials, Imperial College,
London SW7 2BZ, UK
ýPhilips Research Laboratories, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill RHI SHA, UK

Delta-doping, or the confinement of dopants to a single atomic plane, has useful
applications for electronic devices. A study of Si 8-doping in GaAs has shown that if
the growth temperature is low to prevent diffusion and surface segregation, and the
arsenic flux is maintained during deposition so that dopant atoms are located on Ga sites
only, then it is possible to confine the dopant atoms to a single atomic layer, with a
spread of no more than 11/i monolayers (ML)1 . However, once the Si coverage reaches
1/6 ML. there is a loss of electrical conductivity, implying that there are local distortions
of the lattice sites and/or changes in the charge state of the Si in the 8-layers2 . In an
attempt to understand this, a comparison has now been made with Al 8-barriers since
Al, unlike Si does not have the complications of amphoteric behaviour and bistability
in lattice location.

Molecular beam epitaxy was used to grow superlattice structures on (001) GaAs
substrates at 400°C with the arsenic flux maintained during deposition of aluminium.
Samples consisted of 20 to 100 8-layers of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 ML of aluminium, each
separated by 500A GaAs. A Philips high-resolution, triple-axis diffractometer with a 4-
reflection Ge 220 monochromator and a 2-reflection Ge 220 analyser was used to map
reciprocal space close to the 002 Bragg reflection. Information obtainable by high-
resolution x-ray diffractometry includes the total aluminium concentration, average layer
thicknesses, variation in superlattice period, spreading of 8-layers perpendicular to the
surface and interface shape parallel to the surface. The superlattice period is determined
from the spacing of satellite peaks visible on either side of the average layer peak.
Variations in the period cause broadening of the satellites while interface grading
changes their integrated intensities.

For Al in GaAs, the structure factor sensitive 002 reflection gave the most highly visible
satellites. In one sample, more than 30 satellite peaks were visible on either side of the
main Bragg peak. Comparison with dynamical simulations resulted in best-fit models
for the structures of 1.4, 0.7 and 0.25 ML of AlAs and 472A GaAs, with a 2% period
variation. Simulations also showed that there was no spreading (interface grading or
roughness) beyond 2ML (6A). In conclusion, high-resolution x-ray diffractometry can
be used to characterise superlattice structures with 8-layers less than 2ML in thickness.
The Al 5-barriers behaved as expected, showing that in Si 8-doping, some change must
occur in the charge state and/or local lattice distortion which does not occur for Al.

'L. Hart et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 62 2218 (1993)
2M.J, Ashwin et al, J. Appl. Phys. 73 633 (1993)
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THE RELAXATION LINE IN RECIPROCAL SPACE - THE USE OF
A MODEL

H. Heinke, S. Einfeldt, B. Kuhn-Heinrich,
M. 0. M6ller and G. Landwehr

Physikalisches Institut der Universitit Wirzburg,
D-97074 Wfirzburg, Am Hubland, Germany

Reciprocal space mapping is a powerful method for the detailed structural char-

acterization of even nonperfect crystalline layers. This will be demonstrated on

the example of epitaxially grown II-VI heterostructures. Thereby especial atten-

tion will be attached to the model of the relaxation line. It describes the effect of

the elastic strain and its relaxation in an epitaxial layer on the distributions of the

scattered intensity in reciprocal space. This effect can be a shift of the maximum

or/and a broadening of the scattered intensity along this line the direction of which

depends on the elastic constants of the layer material and on the order of the Bragg

reflection.

Rocking curves and the reciprocal space maps of Bragg reflections performed

in symmetrical scattering geometry are affected in a similar way by gradients of

the relaxation state as well as by variations of the chemical composition. However,

for reciprocal space maps of asymmetrical Bragg reflections the directions of the

broadenings caused by these two gradients are essentially different. Knowing the

direction of the relaxation line, this enables one to distinguish the two kinds of
gradients. This is demonstrated for two examples: a HgCdTe layer showing a

variable Cd content, and a CdMnTe layer with a gradient of the strain state the

latter has been proved indirectly by photoluminescence.

The relaxation line is useful for the description of thermoelastic strain in het-

erostructures, too. This strain is caused by different linear thermal expansions of the

layer and substrate materials during cooling down a heterostructure from growth

to characterization temperature. Thermal induced strain states have been sys-

tematically observed for HgSe epilayers on ZnTe buffers on GaAs(001) substrates.

Despite of the low HgSe growth temperatures of only 110 0C, the thermoelastic

strain is clearly visible in this epitaxial system due to the large differences in ther-

mal expansion coefficients of the materials concerned. The effect of thermoelastic

strain can be influenced by varying the temperature either of the growth or of the

characterization which will be demonstrated.
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NEW X-RAY REFRACTOGRAPHY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE
INVESTIGATION OF ADVANCED MATERI AILS

Manfred P. Hentschel, Dirk Ekenhorst, Karl-Wolfram Harbich, Axel Lange

Federal Institute of Materials Research and Testing
(BAM-6.22), D- 12200 Berlin

X-ray refractography is an unconventional x-ray scattering technique which has been

developed and applied to meet the actual demand for improved nondestructive

characterization of high performance composites, ceramics and other low density

materials and components. It determines the amount of inner surfaces and interfaces of

nanometer dimensions due to the short X-ray wavelength of - 0.1 nm. We can measure

the pore size of ceramics without destroying the structure by cutting or polishing for

microscopy techniques.

Scanning refractometry visualizes the projection of fibre nanometei debonding at 20/tm

spatial resolution. It performs an additional sensitivity to fibre orientation and has

turned out to be an effective tool for determining interfaces in composites. Mean values

of th,. fraction of debonded fibres ate measured to 1% precision within a second. This

is much more precise and faster than any mechanical testing could be, a desirable

situation when processing is to be optimised or delicate components have to be

evaluated. The method requires a (commercial) small angle x-ray camera, a standard

fine structure x-ray generator, X-ray detector and computerized manipulator. X-ray

refraction can be understood by analogy to the vell known refraction of visible light

which is governed by Snell's law. It has not been exploited so far in material science.

Scanning a sample in the X-ray beam and detecting the refracted intensities for each

position under a fixed scattering angle of typically one minute of arc provides the data

for a two-dimensional computer image of the inner surface distribution. The high

scattering intensities provide the possibility of high scanning speed and imaging within

several minutes. E.:amples of analytical investigations and nondestructive inspections by

scanning will be presented. Applications to various heterogeneous materials including

CMC, HT superconductors, monolithic ceramics, injection moulding composites,

ferrofluids, video tapes, filters, paper, x-ray films and pigments were successful.
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Precision determination of lattice constants and
Poisson ratios in the system AlAs - GaAs

N. Herres 1 , A. Dommann 2 , M. Krieger 3 , H. Sigg3 , K. Bachem 1 , K. Kbhler'
1 Fraunhofer-Institut fOr Angewandte Festkbrperphysik, D-79108 Freiburg
2 Neu-Technikum Buchs, CH-9470 Buchs
3 Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-8048 Zirich

Using Vegard's rule to calculate compositions from X-ray results, knowledge of the
elastic constants and the lattice parameter of AlAs are prerequisite to accurate
evaluations. In order to resolve discrepancies in the literature we performed X-ray
diffraction and Brilllouin scattering experiments on a series of AIxGal.xAs films. These
films with nominal Aluminum compositions of 20%, 40%, 70% and 100% and thick-
nesses between 1 igm and 10 g.m have been grown on 3-inch GaAs(001) wafers by

MOCVD and MBE.

Brilllouin scattering was performed with a plane tandem triple-pass Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer modified to operate in the near infrared where the low optical absorption
allows to measure bulk properties. Using three different light-scattering geometries it
was possible to obtain all three elastic constants for each sample and therefore
determine the Poisson ratios to a high precision.

X-ray diffraction measurements were performed using a high resolution diffractometer
equipped with accurate angle reading (<1") and a full circle Eulerian craddle. The
measurement procedure is based on the Bond technique, it comprises measurements
within several angular ranges belonging to reflections of one crystallographic zone.
Since the zone axis is set closely parallel to the .- axis prior to the measurements, no
readjustment of the sample orientation is required, when moving from one reflection
range to the next within a given zone. For each sample several zones have been
measured. Care has been taken to minimize known sources of systematic errors
(wavelength calibration, temperature stability, refraction corrections). Using symmetric
(004, 006) and asymmetric (115, 224, 206) reflections the tetragonal metrices of
elastically strained GaAs substrdtes and AIGaAs films have been determined with good
accuracy.

We will present a new fundamental equation relating X-ray data (peak splitting) to
composition, compare our results with literature data, discuss sources of error and
detail accuracies when performing routine X-ray diffractometry of AIXGal-xAs films on
GaAs(001) substrates.
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SIMULATION OF X-RAY SECTION TOPOGRAPH IMAGES OF OXYGEN
PRECIPITATES IN SILICON

A. J. Holland* and B. K. Tanner

DeLpartment of Physics, U]niversity of Durhanm, South Road, Durham,
DHI 3LE, U.K.

* Non at Lkares/ury Laboratory, I)aresblur), Warrington, W,44 4AD, U.K.

As a result of heat treatment during the various processing stages before and during
device fabrication, oxygen may precipitate out in otherwise highly perfect silicon
crystals. Characterisation and control of the distribution of these defects is of major
interest within the semiconductor industry. X-ray section topography is a highly
appropriate method for the non-destructive characterisation of such defects and by use
of simulation techniques based on the solution of Takagi's equations, the local strain
can be determined by matching simulated and experimental images.

We have extended our previous studies of the contrast of sph.-,rical defects by
incorporation of the effect of surface relaxation. T;,,- critical distance from the surface
at which these effects become insignificant varies ,s In C, where C is the deformation
parameter in a strain field of the form u(r) = IC/r 2 )r.

During the process of intrinsic gettering, a high density of precipitates is produced in
the centre of a silicon wafer with defect-free regions extending typically 30 pim from
the surfaces, into which devices are fabricated. Section topography has proved to be a
very successfuil technique for non-destructive monitoring of the depth of these denuded
zones. In experimental section topographs, defect images often appear in parts of the
topograph apparently associated with the denuded zone. However, variable
wavelength double axis topography failed to detect such denuded zone defects [I]. We
have simulated i lages produced by a random distribution or precipitates in the central
region only and find good correspondence with experiment. This includes the presence
of images in the margins of the topograph. Simulations have been undertaken to
determine the defect density at which individual precipitate images can be resolved. As
with the surface relaxation condition, the minimum distance at which two precipitates
can be individually resolved varies as In C

[1] P J Halfpenny, G S Green and B K Tanner, J Phys D. 26 (1993) A65-68
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HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY STUDY OF PERIODICALLY

DOMAIN-INVERTED NONLINEAR OPTICAL CRYSTALS

Z.W. HUY,2 , P.A. Thomas1 , and A.M. Glazer2

'Department of Physics, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL, UK
2Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxjbrd, OXI 3PU, UK

Quasi-phase matched second-harmonic generation based on pcriodically domain-inverted

structures has received great attention for novel applications due to the high nonlinear

conversion efficiency and the possibility of phase matching arbitrary wavelengths.

Techniques to fabricate periodic domain inversion in LiNbO 3, LiTaO 3, and KTiOPO4 , such

as proton or ion exchange, electric field poling, and electron lithography, have been

developed rapidly. However, it seems that the periodically-poled domain structures fabricated

thus far have not been well understood. This lack of fuutdamental understanding will probably

affect adversely the development of reliable and reproducible periodic-poling techniques.

Therefore, the establishment of a structural and microstructural understanding of periodic-

poling of domains is seen to be of considerable importance and interest.

Using a PHILIPS X-ray diffractometer, we have applied high resolution X-ray diffraction

topography combined with reciprocal space mapping for assessment of periodic domain

inversion in LiNbO 3 and KTiOPO4 crystals. In particular, X-ray reflections, which are

highly sensitive to anomalous scattering and strain, respectively, are employed for mapping

out the periodically alternating domains and domain walls. Some interesting results will be

presented and discussed,

References

1. Mool C. Gupta, W.P. Risk, Alan C.G. Nutt, and S.D.Lau, Appl. Phys. Lett. 64,

1167(1993)

2. K. Mizuuchi, K. Yamamoto, and T. Taniuchi, Appl. Phys. Lett. 59, 1538(1991)

Correspondence: Z.W. HU, Department of Physics,

University of Warwick. Coventry, CV4 7AL, UK
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MICROFOCUS DOUBLE CRYSTAL X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY
ON III/V-HETEROSTRUCTURES GROWN BY SELECTIVE AREA EPITAXY

A. Iberl, M. Schuster, II. Gobel, B. Baur, R. Matz
A. Snigirev*, I. Snigireva*, A. Freund*, B. Lengeler*
H. Heinecke*"

Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, D-81730 Munich, Germany
* ESRF, BP 220, F-38043 Grenoble. Cedex, France
** University of UnM, Dept. of Semironductor Physics, D-89069 Ulm, Germany

Monolithic Bragg-Fresnel X-ray optics enable a monochromatization and simultaneous

focusing of the highly collimated synchrotron radiation beam to a focus of micrometer

dimension. In a double crystal arrangement rocking curves can be scanned with this high

spatial resolution which allows a detailed study of patterned heteroepitaxial structures.

Our microfocus X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out at the optics beamline

of the ESRF using a microfocus double crystal diffiactometer in (+n, -m) setting

consisting of a Si(l 11) Bragg-Fresnel lens and the InP(O01) based sample. The Si(I 11)
Bragg reflection was set to select 11.6 keV photons from the white X-ray radiation

provided by a bending magnet. Perpendicular to the dispersion plane of the Bragg

reflection, the cylinder-lens-type Fresnel optics focuses a 100 pgm wide beam of 11.6 keV

photons to a line focus of 2 pim width. The alignment of the sample pattern relative to

the X-ray line focus was performed in this geometry by X-ray topography showing

simultaneously ihe pattern of the sample and the position of the line focus.

With this setup Ii/V-heterostructures grown by different selective area epitaxy

techniques (planar and embedded selective area MOVPE and MOMBE) were

investigated. The samples were test structures of InGaAs and InGaAsP layers grown on

an InP(001) substrate that was partially masked with Si0 2 fields and laser/waveguide

devices laterally integrated on an InP(001) wafer. In order to determine the lattice

mismatch close to the boundaries of the layer/oxide and the laser/waveguide boundary,

rocking curve scans with micrometer step width were performed. The lattice distortions

of the III/V-heterostructures show changes at the boundaries in the range of 5 pm to 100

pm depending on the selected process.
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OBSERVATION OF THE PHASE CONTRAST FROM NON-CRYSTALLINE

OBJECTS IN THE PLANE WAVE X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY SCHEME.

V.N.Ingal, E.A.Beliaevskaya
X-ray Laboratory, St. Petersburg, Russia.

The plane wave scheme (n,-n) is used for observation and investigation of micro
defects in almost perfect monocrystals. The contrast from the,- defects may be described in
terms of the interference between a spherical wave produced by a crystal defect with a
primary plane wave [I]. In our plane wave experiments w( found that any perturbations had
contributed into an incident wave also become visible after diffraction of said wave in a
perfect crystal. This phe'nomenon was discovered in 1987 when not only ordinary cont;ast
of crystal defects was registered but also some additional contrast due to textile or paper
envelope in which the crystal under test had been deposited [2], see Fig. I.

1 The absorption of MoKaI
radiation in these envelopes was so

Monochroato, small that it could not explain high
PflarVbeam-"- contrast images on a photo-plate. It

also was stated that the rocking curve
(RC) became wider after the object

Object deposition into an incident beam. The
last crystal in this new scheme

Analyse, •became the crystal-analyzer (CA).
The systematic investigations of

Photo polymer and biological objects,
plate brought into the double- and triple

crystal schemes, discovered the
following main features:

Fig. I. X-ray scheme of PDI method.

• the inner structure of the object is registered;
* the image contrast exists only if CA is within its RC. Only the absorption contrast

exists out of the RC;
* the image contrast in transmitted and diffracted beams is almost supplementary;
* the image contrast depends on the CA tie point position.
"* the image contrast depended on the plane wave coherence length;
"* the image contrast was registered only for objects sufficiently transparent for radiation

had used.

The wedge shaped monocrystal was used as CA to investigate the nature of
phenomenon. The changes in pendelloesung contrast confirmed that plane wave phase
perturbations are the reason of new image. So the new contrast was named the phase-
dispersion contrast and the method of structure investigation the phase dispersion
introscopy (PDI).

I. V.L.Indenbom, V.M.Kaganer. phys.stat.sol., 1985, v.87a, p.253.
2. Russion application N 4934958 of May 14 1991.
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I'111": i)i:II "I' 'H 'III)BEAM PEADi.',Il)lIA ),tN; INI)DUCIE' BY
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('RV~i'..I,

E. M. Iolin, I... V Raiman
111t"1t11i ol P~syical inie geiucs. I ulaan Academ ' V of
Sciences, 21 Aizkraukh'o :s.. Riga. 1,- 1006, L]ivia

The classical Pendelllsung in pertect suigle cryslirs was itudied by mmny audiors.
The plt'ure of Pendel1ismnn is very sensitive in respect of the value 13 of
inhomogeneous defonnatiom M die crystal I11. A high-frequency acoustic wave
(AW) induces transitions between the sheets of a dispersion surface (DSt. The
AW violates adiabatic motion of the representative point on the sheets ol the DS)
and strongly decreases jitensity I (if the ditl•acted beam 121 fbr smail AW amplitude
W at the ilfortned crysial. A\ new Pendellosung riduced by die AW at die
leformed ciystal was predicted recently [31. This "Defornational Pendellksung"
()I)P) is excited by mterterence between different paths of the representative poinlt it
the L)S.'The first path is an adiabatic motion from point I to 4 at the sanme sheet of
the DS, the second path is absorption of the AW phonon at point 1, an inelastic
transition to point 2 at another sheet of the DS, adiabatic motion along this
other D)S Rheet up to point 3, emission of the AW phonons and transition to
point 4. T'herefore the decreasing of intensity Al of the diffracted beam htas the
looni Il -vector of scatlering,)

\l/l•-2R, I -R)l I -cos(,], I-- 113, It. expI-(,HW) 2 / 1.

We studied lhe effed's of the transversal AW at the symineincal laue
diffraction at flite delbined silicon single crystal plate for the case of X-ray
(MoK11  radiation, (0.140),1660),(880) reflections) and ucutron QL 0.101 ia11,

k220)) scattering. We obseivei tdhe dependence (1) -/l1. The period of these
oscillations is in the good agreement with theory. (especially for the case of neutron
experiments) It is pointed out also that a such "Deformational Pendellbsuang" must
be observed as well for the cm.ise of the Bragg geometry at a thick crystal. Application
of the l)P for the case of X-ray and neutron topography i also discussed.

I NI I lart./.Phys .189,269 t. 19661.
2 kNM. ohn el all. /A.l.,ksp.Teor. Fiz. 94, 21 1.811188*.
3 LI.Mhliin. Pieprint I.AFI- 192, Inst. Phys. Aucad.Sci., L.alv. SSR (I. 987).
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE HIGH FREQUENCY
ULTRASOUND ON THE PARAMETERS OF DOUBLE-

CRYSTAL SPECTROMETERS

E.Iolin, E.Raitman, V.Gavrilav, B.Kuvaldin, L.Rusevich t ,
Ju.Alexandrov, E.Galinskil, V.Ermakov, .Laskarev2 ,
NtVrana, P.Milcla, P.Lukas, L.Sedlakova3

1) Inst. Physical Energetics, Riga, LV-1006, Latvia
2) LNF,JINR, 141980 Dubna, Russia
3) Nuclear Physics Inst., 25068 Rez near Prague,Czechia

The reasonable combination of high resolution with acceptable intensity'I of the
diffracted radiations is the one of the problems of double crystals (DC)
spectrometers using (especially for the case of neutrons diffraction). Recently 1II it
was proposed that the high frequency acoustic waves (AW) excitations with the
same frequencies and similar amplitudies W in both crystals- tnonoclironmator and
analyzer-lead to the serious simultaneous improvement of the angular resolution and
peak intensity.The mechanism of effect: X-ray or neutron absorbed N>> l AW
phonons in monochromator and resonantly emitted the same N AW phonons in
analyzer. Therefore we studied the effects of the AW on the parameters of DC
neutron spectrometers, The experiments concerning AW excitation in one crystal-
analyser-were realized in Rez. We used IX' spectrometer in symmetrical Bragg
(monochromator)- Laue (analyzer) geometry. The thick silicon single crystal plates
(T=5.0mm) were used, Wave-length of neutrons %0.177 tun, reflection (1,1,1), the
angular step - 0.02 sec. The transversal AW frequecy of \-26.8 MHz propagated
in plane of scattering perpendicular to the vector of scattering. Without the AW
FWHM of the rocking curve (RC) 2A(9 0 m-1.94 see, that is in agreement with theory.
The AW excitations transform the Lorentz form of the RC to Gauss, increase
FWI-v 1.63 times and an area of RC 2.37 times. These results are described by
theory. The peak of the intensity I of the RC arrives to saturation and increases 1.65
times, that is don't exceed the theoretical limit 1.7 for the DC Bragg-Laue geometry.
The experiments using simultaneously AW excitation in both crystal (Bragg-Bragg
geometry) were realized at the DC DIFRAN at the impulse reactor IBR-2.The
silicon single crystal plates (Tl'6.0inm) were used.The transversal AW v--26.5
MI-Iz and v%- 26.8 Mlz (1,3 and 5 harmiomcs) were excited by LiNbO3 converter
and propagated perpendicular to the plane of scattering. In all cases the intensities I
growth and RC narrowing were observed. For example, at the v-26.75 MHz
intensities gain was 9 3 time and FWHM decreased from 3.4 sec without AW to
the 2.8 sec whei AW was turned on. The background-to-peak relation increased 2
tunes. Some details of these very strong AW effects are not comletely understand.
Their interpretation is discussed.

I.E lolin, Pis'ma Zh.Techn.Fiz. 15, 52 (1989).
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EVALUATION OF INTERFACE ROUGHNESS BY

GRAZING INCIDENCE X-RAY DIFFRACTION

B.J.enichenl, H. Rhan 2, S. Stepanov 3, M. Ohler 3, R. K6hler 3

IPaul-Drude-Institut, Hausvogteiplatz 5-7, D- 10117 Berlin, Germany
2LMU Mfidnhen, Sektion Ph'sik, Gesclhwister-Scholl-Platz 1,

D)-40539 Mjdnchen, German v
3Max- Planck-AG Riintgenbeugung an der Hlunmboldt- Universidit,

1iatisvof40iclhtz 5-7, 1- /0117 Berlin, ;ermanv

AlAs/GaAs superlattice structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy werc investi-

gated by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GID). The surface orientation of' the

samples was near (M01) with different values of miscut up to 3 degrees that produced
different roughness of interfaces in supcrlattices. The triple axis diffractometer t I I at the

beamline D4 of ItASYLAB with a germanium (I 11) monochromator was used at a
wavelength of 0.1336 nm. Rodscans of 220, 2-20,200 and 200 rcflcctions for different

values of the angle of incidence were measured.

For exit angles larger then the critical angle the curves show a large number of su-

perstructure peaks. These correspond well to the layer periodicity of the multi quantum
well structures. The experimental results are compared to the corresponding dynanmical

computer simulation including surface and interface roughness 121. From the

calculated curves corresponding best to the experimental ones an interface roughness

up to 2.3 nni is determined. The roughness values obtained depend (n the orientation of

the diffracting planes to the direction of the maximal miscut.

The results obtained are compared to the results of topography, high resolution

diffractometry, reflectivity measurements and measurements of diffuse scattering on the

same samples.

I I J. Aks-Nielsen, page 1X1 in 'Structure and Dynamics of Surfaces', vol. 2,
Eds. W. Schommers aind P. von Blanckhagen, Springer 1987

121 S.A. Stepanov, R. K01hler, submitted for publication in J. Appl. Phys.
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CURVABIE COIL,IMA(I'OR'1'OPOGRAPHY LJSIN( '[TIE SYNCHRO1TRON

SOURCE,

B.j.enichen1 , T. Wroblewski 2, R. K6hler3

I Patd-l)rudc.-Instiitu, l1tmsvogteiplatf: 5-7., D-10117 Berlin, (h'rman v
2l1ASYLAB am DESY, Noikestr.,N5, D)-22603 Hamburg, Germany-

.Ma.x-'lanck-AG "Riintgenheugung an der tunhuldt-bniversirat,

uwthsvoteillrlat: 5-e7. 10117 Berlin, Geroclio

The prirneiple of the double crystal technique With Curvale 1onoChromator-collimator

(MC) crystal I ,21 is applied using synchrotron radiation, In this technique tile curvature

o tihe MC" crystal is adapted to the sample curvature during the experiment obtaining

large area double crystal topographs (compare 131 for flat MC crystal). This technique
is well suited for the investigation of homogeneously bent samples like heteroepitaxial

layer systems, especially when it is applied in reflection geometry. It is shown to have

the Iilu sensitivity of the double crystal technique f'Or topography allowing for very short

exposure times. 'opographs obtained using adapted MC crystal curvature are

compared with those using a plane crystal. '[The suitably curved MC crystal reflects the

wave corresponding to the local Bragg condition in the sample by selecting appropriate

wavelengths resulting in thle increase of the sample area investigated.

As an example for a typical heteroepitaxial system a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)

str'ucturC of' twenty pairs of AlAs (8Itim) and GaAs ( 5nni) on a GaAs substrate is

investigated Icompare 14,51). The dilfractometer curve of this structure has a large

tutlnher of superstructure dilfraction peaks. The defect contrasts in satellite refleetion

toplographs differ from those in the correspondinug subshrate reflection topograph.

The effects of additional monochromatization by a silicon double viystal

monochromator are studied. The level of radiation backgr.,und is reduced considerably.
lopographs of the same area of the sample are compared with and without additional

ilontochromt i/at ion. While the contrasts of the defects stay morc or less the same, it is

more difficult to obtain homogencous large area topographs with additional

monochrmlatizat ion. The limits of the radius of MC crystal curvature (5im concave, 8ni

convex) are estimated.

Ill 1B, Jenichen, R. Kdhlcr, and W. MWhling, phys. sta. sol. (a) 89(1985)79

121 B. Jenichen. R. K(ihler, and W. MWhling. J. Phys. E, 21( 1988)1062

[31 P. Riglet. M. Sauvage, J.I. Petroff, and Y. Epelboin, Phil. Mag. A42( 1980)339

141 B. Jenichen, R. KUihler. R, I-Icy, and M. lb6ricke in MRS Symp. Proc, 240(1992)159

151 B. Jenichen, R, KUhler, R. Hey, and M. 1t-1ricke, J. Appl. Phys. 73(1993)2220
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A IIRI) INTElIACE STUDY IN TIlE WSi/Si ANI) OilIQFQUELY DEPOSITED
WISi MULTILAYERS

M.Jergel, E.NIajkov'i, S.Luby, R.Sender~ik, Iistijule of lh)'Ics, Slovak Alclnl )' of
Science.y, DIi•bracskci ce.l'a 9, 842 28 Bratislava, Slovakia
V.HolI, DepartmLenl of So/id State l 1'hsics, 1" cult, of Scieh'ce, Al ht.ar)k Unimerst),%
Kotlarska 2, 61 / 37 Brno, Czech Republic

W/Si multilayers (MLs) are used as artificial X-UV mirrors. The interfaces play a
decisive role to achieve the maximum reflectivity. The oblique deposition is a possibility
to get smoother interfaces due to the increase of sideway motion and surface migration
of the deposited atoms. The resistance against the interdiffusion and mixing at the
interfaces can be increased by deposition of a WSi mixture instead of pure W. This can
lead to an enhanced thermal stability and to smoother interfaces in the as-deposited
state.

We applied the X-ray refler," itv and diffuse scattering measurements to study these
possibilities. The measuren,'rnt• were done with CuKoCI radiation on the STOE high-

resolution difl'ractometer wvith the two-crystal +/- GaAs monochromator working at 400
reflection and cut under 30 with respect to the (100) plane. The samples were prepared
by e-beam evaporation onto the Si (100) wafers. The angles c=0O, 380, and 47' with
respect to the surface normal (labelled as AB,C) were used for the oblique deposition.
The sample A was prepared as 10x(2.13nmWf12.77nrnSi) starting with W and the ML
periods A of B, C were reduced according to cosx as deduced from the simulation of
the specular scans by the Fresnel optical computational code. The rms values of the
interface roughness a supposing the Gaussian distribution were 0.95nm, I nt, 1. 1 nm for
A,B,C, respectively. The intensity distribution in the reciprocal space was traced both by
the u0-scans (the detector fixed) and 20-ones (the sample fixed). The streaks around the
Bragg points due to the correlated roughness were found for A and partially for B while
they are almost absent for C. The scans were simulated within the DWBA
approximation [I] taking the A and a values from the specular simulations. Supposing
the Gaussian height-height correlation function, i.e. 2D fractal character of the
interfaces, the lateral correlation lengths 4=24nm and 2.Snm were found for A
considering the maximum correlation and for C considering the full loss of the
correlation, respectively. The intermediate case B could not be simulated by the Spiller's
model of the partially correlated roughness, where ý increases with decreasing
roughness correlation, which obviously is not our case.

The MLs (W1.,Six/Si)10x with dwsj/dSi:-:.55 and x=0 (A-8.3nm), x=0,375 (A
=7.6nm), and x=0.67 (A=8.7nm) were prepared starting with WSi and analyzed as
described above. There was no change of a"=0.6nm with x. Contrarily, --120nm for
x=0 decreased to 4=80nm for x=0.375 supposing the uncorrelated case. This tendency
seemed to continue for x=0.67, however, neither both extreme cases of the roughness
correlation nor the Spiller's model gave satisfactory simulation results.

[I] Holy,V. and Baumbach,T.: Non-specular x-ray reflection from rough multilayers, to
be published in Phys.Rev.B 49 (April 15,1994)
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THE DIFFRACTION LINE PROFILES OF MESOPIIASES.
SMECTIC AND HEXATIC ORDERING

V.M.Kaganer and B.O.Ostrovskii
Institute of Crystallography, I?,issian Aeademy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia
W.H. de Jeu
FOAf-Institute for Atomic and Aolecular Physics, Amsterdam, 'hei Netherlands
I.R.Peterson
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Mainz University, Main,-, Germany

There exists a wide range of intermediate phases (mesophases) between liquid
and crystalline states, with order varying from that of an anisotropic liquid to that
of an orientationally disordered crystal. There exists also an intermediate phase
between the two-dimensional liquid and the two dimensional solid -... the hexatic
phawse, which possesses discrete symmetry with respect to rotations and reflections,
like a crystal, but continuous translational symmetry. The peaks in the diffraction
patterns of niesophases differ both from the delta-functions of crystals and the broad
peaks due to short-range order of liquids. The shape of ifesomorphous diffraction
peaks is an essential feature providing information on their ordering.

Stnectic order is one-dimensional translational order in a three-dimensional sys-
tem. It is destroyed by thermal fluctuations of long wavelength and cannot exist in
an infinite sample. In a finite sample, the strong thermal fluctuations cause intense
x-ray scattering. Peak profiles of power law form, with a temperature-dependent in-
dex, were predicted theoretically and observed experimentally. However, the peaks
are observed to be asymmetric, with the index considerably different from the pre-
dictions for an ideal sinectic. We have shown that the results of various experiments
on monomeric, polymeric, and lyotropic smectics can be explained naturally in terms
of the real structure of the sniectic, in which the mnosaicity of the sample, misori-
entation and the tfinitv sizes of the blocks are taken into consideration. An angular
misorientation of only a few degrees of arc, which is quite small for a liquid crystal,
has a considerable influence on the apparent index. A universal relationship betweeni
niusaicity and the index is found. The asymmetry of the dilrraction peaks can also
be explained as an average over misoriented blocks of the sample,. Its tempera-
ture dependence is derived. The broadening of the x-ray peak due to distributed
dislocations is described.

The structure factor is calculated for the original model of the hexatic phase by
Nelson and Ilalperin, in which a two-dimensional crystal contains a gas of interact-
ing dislocations. It is shown that the diffraction peaks are anisotropic Gaussians.
The ratio of the longitudinal to the transverse peak widths depends on the sample
size and decreases considerably when the dislocations interact. X-ray and electron
diffraction experiments are explained without any phenomenological parameter.

The profiles of the diffraction peaks of mesophases with layer (smectic) and in-
layer (hexatic) ordering are thus explained in ternis of dislocations, their interaction,
size and misorientation of the domains. The calculated peak profiles explain a wide
range of various diffraction experiments.
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DIFFRACTOMETRIC STUDI)IES OF ANOMALOUS

TRANSMISSION OF X-RAYS IN SIX-BEAM LAUE I)IFFRACTION

.Kazimiov', "** "

A.Yu.Kazimirov M.V.Kovalchuk, V.G.Kohn , S.Kikuta

T.Ishikawa

(*) Institute of f-v'ia1ographiy Academy of Sciences', Movcow 117333, Ru.sia

(**) Ruimian Reseearch Center 'Kurchatov Intiutv", Mo tvow 123182, Russia
(***) Univ'rsity of 1okyo, Bankyo-kld, Tokyo 113, .apan

An anomalous transmission of X-rays through a thick absorbing crystal is

one of the fundamental phenomena of X-ray dynamical diffraction. The
physical reason for this effect is the excitation of the standing-wave fields

with intensity close to zero at the reflection planes. T'he structure of the

standing-wave fields under conditions of multiple diffraction offers new

possibilities for further reduction of interaction of X-rays with atoms and

enhancement of anomalous transmission.

The most interesting configuration is the six-beam Laue diffraction case

in which the minimum absorption coefficient is limited only by the Compton

scattering. So far this effect have been studied experimentally mainly by the

topographic methods. However, optical effects of X-ray spherical wave

diffraction make observation and measuring of anomahlous transmission nearly

impossible.

The main experimental problem of direct diffractonletric measurements

of six-beam anornalous transmission is a hligh angular colliimation of incident

X-ray beam both in vertical and horizontal directions. In our experiments

performed at the Photon Factory we used a new method of collimation based
on the six-beam a nolmalolos-transmiission phenonmenon itself. The enhancement

of the anomalous transmission effect (in 3.3 times for ,pt=12) in comparison

with the (220) two-beam diffraction has been observed for the first time in a

direct diffractometric measurements.

Besides the fundamental interest the six-beani anomalous transmission

may have important applications in X-ray optics. The six-beam collimator can

be successfully used for two-dimensional angular collimation of X-ray beams

in different diffraction experiments (three-bearn multiple scattering, X-ray

standing waves, total external reflection and others).
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HI(;H RESOLUTION X-RAY I)IFFRAC'TION ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC
LATTICE I)ISTORTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SURFACE RIPPLING IN Si(;e

EPII[AYERS

AM Keir. SJ Barnett. D)J Robbins, AJ Pidduck. A(i Cullis
DRA Malvern. St Andrews Road. Malvern, Worcs. WR14 311S. U K

Under certain conditions the surface of Si~ie strained epilayers adopts a rippled
morphology which is accompanied by an elastic defbrmation in addition to that ot' a
smooth tetragonally distorted epilayer. We have applied diffraction space mapping to
measure the nature and magnitude of these lattice distortions in a series of' Sie (Ge,
strained layers grov,wn on Si by low pressure VPI-. We show that the elastic distortions
accompanying the periodic rippled surface morphology lower the elastic energy of the
epilayer in accordance with theoretical modellingl''.

Atomic Force klicroscop. and Transnission I lectron Microscopy of the rippled Si(ie
surfaces reveal the existence of two sets of ripples each lying in one of the two <100>
directions in the (00 1) epilaver surface 12'' . A mosaic pattern of these ripples is observed
on the epilaver surfact'. The symmetry of the ripple pattern allows X-Ray diffraction
measurem':nts to bt: performed in order to measure the specific elastic distortions
associated with the ripple structure. In addition triple axis diflractometry permits the
elastic distortions to be resolved into their lattice dilation and lattice tilt components.
Recent measurements are presented which demonstrate that there is broad agreement
between Ti'M measurements of the elastic distortions of I100 lattice planes normal to
the epilayer surface and those of the (004) lattice planes measured using diffraction
space mapping.

I. RJ Asaro et al, Metallurgical Trans. 3 (1972) 1789
2. A(i ('ullis et al, J. ('ryst. (irowth 123 (199)2) 333
1. AJ Pidduck et al. Inst. of Phys. ('onl'. Series No 1314 (1 993) 600•
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DEFECT STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION OF SLIGHTLY
IMPERFECT Si CRYSTALS BY MEANS OF

X-RAY-ACOUSTIC METHOD

V.I.Khrupa, D.O.Grigor'ev, L.I.Datsenko and V.F.Machulin

Institute of Semiconductor Physics of the Ukrainian Academy of
Science, Kiev, pr.Nauki 45, 252028, Ukraine

The X-ray-acoustic method for determining of the structure
perfection integral characteristics is suggested for slightly imperfect
dislocation-free Si crystals with localized (micro) and distributed (macro)
distortions.The method is based on the analysis of dependence of the distance
Ax between two minima, arising in the spatial intensity profile 1(x) of
the X-ray beam diffracted by acousticaliy excited crystal [1,21, upon
ultrasound frequency vs as well as of it's integrated reflectivity Ri . Using
the data Ax(Vs) for two selected reflections we have calculated the wxtinction
lengths A (Table),

Sample Si FZ Si Cz

Reflection 220 440 220 440

A, Pm 36.54 54.27 36.5 53.62

which enabled us to identify the predominate type of structure
disturbances for test crystals as well as to estimate the static Debyt-Waller
factors e-L for sample with microdistortions. These data also made it possible
to estimate L and the period of the main macrodeformation X, m for
sample containing simultaneously microdefects and periodic macrodistortions.
Further analysis of the Ri values in framework of the dynamical theory
developed for homogeneously distributed defects [3) provided us possibility
for determination of the characteristic size r and concentration n of
microdefects [4].This techniqtue is shown to improve the obtained
inforniation quality and diffraction data reliability. Such approach has been
used for studying the structure perfection of Czochralski-grown (Cz) (L220
=1,9*10"3, L440 =7,6*10-3, Xm =200 pLm) and Float-zone (Fz) (L220

I, 1*10-3, L440 =4,3*!0-3, r=-,, vtm, n=2,9*,10' im- 3 ) silicon crystals.
References

1. 1.R.Entin (1978), Phys.stat.sol.(b), 90, 2, 575-584.
2. I.R.Entin, V.I.Khrupa, O.V.Petrosyan, (1992) Phys.stat.sol.(a),

127, 2, 321-326.
3. L.1. Dat,;enko,V. B.Molodkin, M. E.Osinovskii, Dynamical scattering of

X-rays by real crystals,Kiev 1988 (monograph).
4. V.F.Machulin, V.I.Khrupa (1993), Metallofizika, 15, 9, 3-25.
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THE DISTRIBUTION STRAIN AND TILT IN GRADED BUFFER LAYERS

P Kidd
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Surrey, Guildfjord GU2 5XH,
U.K.
P F Fewster, N L Andrew
Philips Research Laboratories, Cross-Oak Lane, Redhill, RH! 5HA, U.K.
A Saced6n, E Calleja
Dept. Ingenieria Electr6nica, E. T. S. I. T.. U. P.M.. Ciudad Uni versitaria sn, Madrid 28040,
Spain

In buffer layer technology, in addition to measurement of layer composition and relaxation,
it is necessary to find a methoxd for quantification of the crystalline quality of the relaxed
buffer layers. The technique of high resolution reciprocal space mapping is ideal for this
purpose, as it can reveal details of the layer unit cell dimensions and the distributions of tilts
and mosaic spread. We investigate the relaxation behaviour of two graded layer structures
comprising lnGaAs layers grown by MBE on (001) oriented GaAs substrates. Both structures
have a linear graded buffer layer of InGa(,,-As with x increasing from 0 to 0.3 over lzm.
One of the samples has a capping layer with thickness 300nm and composition x:=0.2 1. By
studying the shape and distribution of the diffuse scatter around the layer Bragg peaks for the
004 and 115 Bragg reflections we are able to quantify the range of lattice parameters and tilts
in the layers. Figure 1 below shows a typical reciprocal space map around the 004 Bragg
peak for the capped sample, illustrating the measurable parameters.

qI
MICROSCOPIC
TILT
AND

- .. . --. MOSAIC
• • .-- ... . ... ... ,, .. PREAD

,.... ,.,¾..¶

• .....-

GRADE CAP GRADE SUBSTRATE

Fig I Reciprocal Space Map with grey scale indicating log (intensity) for the 004 Bragg
reflection from a I ttm thick inGaAs graded buffer layer with an lnGaAs constant
composition capping layer, grown by MBE on an (001) oriented GaAs substrate.
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L)OUBiLE,-PLANE COLLI,1MATION OF X-RAYS
FORl HIGII-1ESoIAJrION I2XPERIMFN'rs

E.A.Kondr'ashkina', D.V.Novikov2 , and S.A.Stepanov'
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Deposition Controlled Surface Roughness of Thin Gold Films Studied by
X-Ray Reflectivity

I- Koing

hisulul fur &chwhl- und lonenIChi'ulk,'orswmngszentrum Julih,
I) - 52425 .11/,ch, (;ermanuy

,t'kfion l'hysvik tier l,11wgAhxititt•I/tttr•llAlinchenl.

(;es(/hwIter-SchoI/-Pldt1, 1) -Y0539 Alunchen,, (;erincmY

Non-destructive surface and interface characterization is of great interest both in applied
and basic research It is well known that even interfacial regions extending over a few
monolayers can severely degrade device performance [1], with further miniaturization
the need to control and monitor interface quality in deposited layers will still increase. As
far as basic research is concerned, the growth of thin films recently has received much
attention from theorists [2] and experimentalists [3] due to the predicted scaling
behaviour of self-affine surfaces and the associated roughness exponents.
For both purposes specular and diffuse x-ray reflectivity under grazing angles was
proved to be a sensitive tool to investigate statistical interface properties like RMS-
roughness in growth direction and lateral correlations [4,51.
We have applied this method to characterize the surface of thin gold films deposited on
silicon substrates. Fxperimental data were taken with synchrotron radiation at
HASYLAB/DESY on samples grown under identical conditions but to different film
thicknesses between 20 and 500 nm A second series of samples with identical film
thickness was investigated to study the influence of growth rates from 0.03 to I nm/s
on surface roughness
The data have been evaluated by simulation assuming a lateral correlation function of the
type C(r) : exp(-(Hr. '211) The results are compared to predictions fbr kinetic
roughening

References

[I] A Forster, J Lange, D Gerthsen, C Dieker and H Luth, J Phys D 27 (1994), 175
[2] J Krug and H Spohn in Solids Far From Equilibrium . Growth, Morphology

and Defects', Ed C Godreche, Ch. 6, Cambridge University Press (1991)
and references therein

[31 For example, see C. Thompson, G Palasantzas, Y P Feng, S.K Sinha and J
Krim, Phys. Rev B 49 (1994), 4902 and references therein.

[4] S K Sinha, E.B. Sirota, S Garoff and H.B Stanley. Phys. Rev B3 38 (1988), 2297.
[5] W Weber and B. Lengeler, Phys. Rev. B 46 (1992), 7953.
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F• ANALYSIS OF SURFACES AND LAYERED STRUCTURES

BY X-RAY SCATTERING

N. Kopeckk, E. Krouskt, 0. Renner
Institute of Physics AS CR, Na Slovance 2, 180 40 Prague,
Czech Republic

E. Ffrster, J. Heinisch
MPG X-ray Optics Group at the Friedrich Schiller University
Jena, 07740 Jena, Germany

A wide variety of x-ray methods are used for investiga-
ting surfaces and thin layers.

Angular dependences of the specular reflectivity provi-
de reliable data about material densities and layer thick-
nesses. The root-mean-square (rms) roughness of surfaces
and interfaces is also frequently deduced from reflectivity
curves. However, detailed scattering theory indicates that
such results can be considerably distorted. Measurement of
the nonspecular scattering yields better information about
rough interfaces (including lateral characteristics and
vertical correlation of individual interface profiles). On
the other hand, this approach requires more sophisticated
experimental equipment and theoretical interpretation.

Recently, new theories of the diffuse x-ray scattering
from surfaces' and layered systems 2'3 based on the
distorted-wave Born approximation have been developed. By
using these models, a more complex characterization of non-
ideal layered systems is possible. The use of nonspecular
scattering to study surfaces, thin films, and multilayer
structures is demonstrated for several types of samples
namely glass, fused silica, single Al layer and high-
quality Fe/C multilayer with rms roughness less than
0.5 nm. The experiment has been carried out using a two-
axis reflectometer and CuKa radiation produced by a 18-kW
x-ray generator with rotating anode.

[1] S. K. Sinha, E. B. Sirota, S. Garoff, and B. Stanley,
Phys. Rev. B 38, 2297 (1987).

[2] V. Holy, J. Kubdna, I. Ohlidal, K. Lischka, and
W. Plotz, Phys. Rev. B 47, 15896 (1993).

[3] M. Kopeckt, J. Appl. Phys. (submitted).
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X-RAY MULTIPLE SUC(ESSIVE DIFFRACTION
AND BEAM TRACING

D. Korytir
Institute of Electrical Engineering, Slovak Academy of Scincies, Department of
semiconductor technologies, Vrbovska cesta 102, 92101 Pietan.n, Slo%'akia

In X-ray topography and high resolution diffractometry, single and multiple crystal
coplanar arrangements are used depending on the required sensitivity, resolution,
intensity, and other parameters. Special beam conditioners consisting usually of two
adjustable grooved crystal blocks [I] are applied to form the X-ray beam by means of
coplanar multiple successive diffraction. Contrarily, non-coplanar successive asymmetric
diffractions (diffractors) have been successfully used to obtain X-ray magnified image [2].

Multiple diffraction is usually studied because of its dynamical effects in multiple
simultaneous diffraction [3]. Conditions for coplanar and non-coplanar multiple successive
diffiraction (based on geometrical approach and Bragg equation in vector form) and basic
imaging equations for the beams to pass have bee.. given ii, [4]. Using the equations, a
monolithic X-ray magnifier integrating two non-coplanar asymmetric diffractors has been
devised and constructed [4]. Similarly, the equations have been used to perform beam
tracing and Monte Carlo simulation of X-ray topographs in single and double crystal (flat
and curved crystals) symmetrical and asymmetrical diffraction with the aim to study the
effect of geometrical parameters on the X-ray topographs,

Our further study of the multiple successive diffraction includes two-beam dynamical
approach to the individual diffractions. The procedure thus takes into account the effect of
refraction and asymmetrical diffractions on the rocking curve position. The effects of
multiple dynamical diffraction have not been considered which means that no information
on the dynamical gain or loss of intensity [3,5] can be obtained from the computations.
About 20 millions of combinations of three crystallographic planes for Si, Ge, and GaAs
crystals, and for the most common X-ray wavelengths have been tested with the aim to
find arrangements suitable for monolithic non-coplanar, near coplanar, and coplanar
devices. In addition to a matching parameter for the diffraction cones of the diffractin
vectors considered, a coplanarity parameter for the incoming and successively diffracted
beams has been evaluated in the rules of choice. In addition, combinations of lower order
diffractions and Bragg angles relatively far from 45 degrees have been given Preference in
order to preserve as much intensity as possible in the non-coplanar case.

Based on the computations, a monolithic X-ray magnifier integrating a nmonochromator
and two asymmetric non-coplanar diffractors has been devised and constructed. Similarly,
a monolithic beam conditioner close to the (-n,n,m,-m) type, with relatively high
coplanarity parameter, has been realized and tested. Its important advantage is that the
incoming and the outcoming beams are nearly parallel.

[I] Bartels W. 1: J.Vac.Sci.Technol. BI (1983)2, 338
[2] Boettinger W J., Burdette H.E.,Kuriyama M.: Rev.Sci.lnstrum.50 (1979 ) 26
[31 Chang S.L.: Multiple Diffraction of X rays in Crystals, Springer, Berlin 1984

[4] Korytar D.: Czech. J. Phys. 40 (1990 ) 512
[51 Pacherova 0.: phys.stat.sol. (a) 120 (1990) 339
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Thin SiC films on (I I )Si wafers

Thin SiC films with a thickness of 100 - 5OOnm have been produced on (111)

oriented Si wafers using solid state evaporation Growth rates of 0.2 - 0.6 ptm/h have been

achieved at 750' - 900' C

The X-ray diffraction pattern obtained from a 400nm SiC film (see Figure)

exhibits two typical peaks due to the reflections at the (00 6)-plane of a-SiC or (I I I)-

plane of -Si(C No other SiC peaks were observed, This implies that the film crystallites

have a preferred growth orientation nearly perpendicular to the plane of the close- packed

structures The measured orientation distribution function was characterized to be

Gaussian with FWHM of 2 5'

Currently we are getting additional infornations concerning properties and

behaviour of these SiC thin films by using atomic force microscopy and IR-

spectroscopy
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STUDY OF DEFECTS AND ULTRASOUND WAVES IN NEARLY PERFECT HTSC
CRYSTALS OF ND2-.XCExCUO4_6 BY NEUTRON AND X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

V.V.Kvardakov 1 , V.A.Somenkov 1 , W.Paulus 2 , A.Cousson 2,

G.Heger 3 and S.Pi-iol 4

1) Kurchatov Institute, Moscow 123182, Russia,
2) LLB CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, France
3) RWTH, Inst.f. Kristallographie,D-52052 Aachen, Germany.
4) ICMBA-CSIC Campus UAB, E-08193 Bellaterra, Spain.

Methods of' neutron and X-ray diffraction and topography
have been developed for study of' defects and acoustic
properties of' HTSC crystals.

It was established that some nonsuperconducting
Nd2-xCexCU04 (x=O-O, 17) [1-:3 and superconducting
Ndi.BsCeo. lsCu04-y crystals have a very high perf'ection. As
a result, the dynamical effects: narrow rocking curves
(close to theoretical ones for ideal crystals), Borrmann
effect and Pendellosung oscillations were observed in
neutron and X-ray scattering. The defects (dislocations,
individual small angle boundaries, elastic stresses,
concentration inhomogeneity) were revealed in the crystals.
The dislocation type and density and Burgers vector
orientation were determined.

The inf'luence of' ultrasound waves on X-ray diffraction
in perfect Nd2-xCexCuO, crystals (at Borrmann effect
condition) was investigated, It was demonstrated that
ultrasound waves may considerably decrease the intensity.
The systems of' periodic gaps were found on frequency
dependence of X-ray intensity and connection of' the gaps
with stationary acoustic waves was established. The
stationary acoustic field was visualized by X-ray
topography. The acoustic wave amplitude and polarization and
the velocity of' longitudinal and transverse sound were
determined from diffraction data.

It was found that the influence of' ultrasound waves on
diffraction intensity at Borrmann effect condition increases
when the sound wavelength approaches to extinction length.
It was shown that the effect is connected with the resonance
interaction of' X-ray and acoustic fields and the Borrmann
effect suppression (X-ray acoustic resonance).

Possibilities of' application of' topography and
diffraction methods for investigation of the
superconductivity are discussed.

1. V.V. Kvardakov, V.A.Somenkov, S.N.Barilo, D.I.Zhigunov.
Superconductivity, 1991, v.4, N7, p.1173.

2. V.V.Kvardakov, V.A.Somenkov. Superconductivity, 1992,
v.5, N3, p.442.

3. V.V. Kvardakov, V.A.Somenkov, S.Sh. Shil'shtein.
Superconductivity, 1992, v.5, N4, p.623.
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f" DETERMINATION OF STRAINED SUPERLATTICE STRUCTURAL
PARAMETERS.

R.N.Kyutt, S.S.Ruvimov, M.P.Scheglov, N.N.Faleev.

Ioffe Fhysicai-Teolnioal Institute of the Russian

Academy of Sciencies, FoliteAhnioheskaya Ž".
St-Petersburg 194021. R]ussia.

X-ray diffractometry is widely used for a superlat-
t ice ZSL) structural parameters determination, when SL
are of high quality and match to substrates. This commu-
nication deals with strained SL contaming the defects
insI dc the layers. Double and triple axis settings were
utilized. The lnGaAs--GaAs SL on GaAs substrates as well
a'A L'b--Ga'-h SL in GaSb/GaAs structures were studied.

Similar to nearly perfect SL, the perio:-d and the
average deformation were obtained from the satellite po.-
sit ions in the double crystal rooking curve. We used the
asymmetric Bragg diffraction to extract the in-plain da-
ta, which allowed us to judge about the presence of mis-
fit dislocation (MD) networks. As for the individual la-
yer thicknesses and strain, they are known to be deter-
mined by using a simulation of the curves. Since the ba-
sic principles of the simulation in this case still re-
main unclear, we, considering no a general approach,
attempted the simulation according to the following. One
point is that no the relative intensities, but the in-
tegral reflectivities are compared. Second, there is an
approximation of the lattice tilt by the Gaussian dis--
tribution. After a fitting of the integral reflectivi-
Les is reached, one finds the deformatton components as
well as the thicknesses of SL layers. The use of tilt
approximation permits the simulation of the peak shapes.

In order to assess the quality of A]Sb-GaSb SL la-
yers we applied to them the triple axis scans. It was
concluded that the peak broadenings in the transverse to
the reciprocal lattice vector H direction and those in
the parallel were unvariable between the satellites. We
interpreted the both as being due to a high density of
thre'ading dislocations. Examining InGaAs-GaAs 3L, we
detected a presence of MD networks in the SL-substrate
in terfaces and founind t-.hat the SL layer planes sloped
from the substrate! ones.

All of the extracted parameters were confirmed by
direct TEM observations.
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FLUX AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF LATTICE EXPANSION IN
IT GAAS THIN FILNMS.

M. Lagadasa, Z. tlatzopoulosa, Ch. Lioutasb and M. Calamiotouc

a Inst. Electr. Structure & Laser, University of Crete, !teraklion I 17 10, Greece
b Physics Dept., Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki 54006, Greece
C Dept. of Physics, University of Athens, Panepistimiopolis 157 84, Greece

GaAs layers grown at reduced temperatures ( 180 oc < Tgr < 300 0C ), the so-
called LT GaAs, have an increased lattice constant in the direction of growth which
is due to excess of As 1.2.We have shown that this lattice expansion and hence As
excess depends also on the growth flux ratio R=JAs4/JGa 3

In order to understand the mechanism responsible for this effect we have
studied the lattice expansion dependence in LT GaAs thin films on growth
temperature for different flux ratios using High Resolution XRD.TL:M has been
used for the study of As precipitates ,n the samples after annealing at 600 °C and
the density and diameter of As precipitates will be discussed in connection with the
lattice expansion, Figure 1 shows the relaxed lattice constant increase of LT' GaAs
layers, grown by MBE technique, on flux ratio R for different temperatures, (Aa/a)r
increases linearly with respect to R and reaches a saturation value which depends
on temperature. Samples grown by Atomic Layer lipitaxy have lower saturation
values of lattice expansion.

The saturation in (Aa/a)r indicates that there is a saturation of adsorption of
excess As in the GaAs lattice which depends on growth temperature. The
dependence of' (Aa/a)r on flux ratio and on temperature will be discussed on the
basis of a model of As incorporation during growth at low temperature.

Figure I .Rekaved lattice etxpansion 6an/a) of G'aAs at different ftLi, ratios

• nr-

R = A1s4liCa and different g rowlt-t temperatures.r

I M. Kaminska etat., App. Phys. Lctt. 54(19), 1881 (1989)
2 M. F alarniotou et at., Solid State (omm. 87. 563 (1993)
3 M. L.agadas et al., MRS Vol,325,( 1993), to be published
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h-IGH RESOLUTION XRD STUDY OF AlXGai-xAs LAYERS GROWN AT!
RED)UCED TEMPERATURE.

MI. Lagada.0, K. Tsagarakia, Z. Hatzopoullos'A and MI. Callamiotouab

Sinsi. Hlear. Structure & Laser, Universityv of Crete, Herakl ion 1/ 7 10, Greece
b Dept. of Phyvsics, Universit~y of Athens, Panepistimiopolis, 15S7 84 Arhens, Greece

Alx~Gai-As layers grown by MBE at 2O)OC-3(XWC' contain excess As as
much as 1 % 1, After annealing at 600 OC they become of' high rcsistivity2 ( > 108
0cml) and they offer good isolation in MIESFET's devices. lixcess As creates
precipitates with density and siz~e depending onl growth temperature and annealing
procedure. Hligh crystalline quality and smooth surface in LT' layers is needed inl
order to achieve high electron mobilty and transconductance in device applications3.'In this work we investigate the crystalline quality, lattice expansion and
surface morphology of* Al0 sGao. 7.,As grown by MBE. at 2000C(- 3000C by hfigh
Resolution XRI) and SEM. (lxI) Rheed pattern was observed during growth of' lpilm
I Al' AlIGaAs. The surface is smooth for 'gr > 250 OC and rough f'or Tgr <2150 OCI
The surf~ace roughnless is due to decrease inl surface mobility and diff'usion length of'
group Ill atomlS 4.

Lattice expansion due to IJ growth was determined from the
difference in the peak splitting AG of the (004) symmetric Bragg reflection between
as.-grown and annealed I'T AIGaAs, Coherent growth of' Lie layers was assumed after
recording the asymnmetric (115) rocking curve for low and high angle of' incidence.
Tlhe lattice expansion decreases as *"gr is increasing due to decerase inl excess As
concetration.The dependence of, thle relaxed lattice expansion (Aa/a)r Onl growth
temperature will be discussed. We have observed a much lower lattice expansion in
LT.1 AlGaAs layers compared to that of' L TGaAs layers grown with (lent ical
conlditions. [he crystal line quality of' 1:1' A 1 ;aAs epi layers is very good as it canl be
seen t'rom the presence of' thicknuss f'ringes in tlie ((X)4) B~ragg reflection rocking
curve.

I M. R. Melloch et at. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 11 (3). (19930.95
2 Y. CThu et a!. J. ('ryst. Growth 111, (1991), 26
3 M. ILagadas et al. J. ('ryst. Growth 127, (1993), 76
4 y.S. bItt J. AppI. lPhys. 73. (1993), 3265
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fIIIGt-RESOLUTION DIFFRACTION AND X-RAY STANDING WAVE
STUDY OF Si/Ge SUPERLATTICES

S. Lagomarsino, P. Castrucci', A. Kazimirov-" and F. Scarinci

Iltitulo EIettronica Slao Solido CNR - V. ('cew Romano, 42 00156 - ROMA (Italy)

* Uhiv. Camerino, tip. Matematica e Fisica - 62032 CAMERINO (Italy)

* I lnst. Cryst. Russian Acad. of Science, MOSCOW (Rlussia)

Si/Ge superlattices (SL) have recently attracted much interest because of their

optoelectronic properties, which include the possibility to obtain direct optical
transitions (1) and the vast field of intersubband transitions (2). These properties could
open the way to integration of advanced optoelectronic functions with the well
developed Si technology. A key point in order to obtain the required characteristics is
the structural perfection of the SL, such as the thickness uniformity of the individual
layers, the minimization of extended defects and the crystalline quality and abruptness

of the interfaces. X-ray diffraction and X-ray specular reflection can give accurate
structural information about the SL, but as usual only the modulus of the structure
factor can be directly determined with these methods. A direct determination of the
phase can be obtained by applying the X-ray Standing Wave (XSW) technique to these

structures. In XSW measurements from very thin layers the fluorescence from the

overlayer atoms is generally measured in correspondence with the substrate diffraction
peak. However, in the case of SuperLattices, the XSW field generated in the substrate
goes rapidly out of phase with respect to the SL periodicity. We made therefore

expe.riments and calculations with the XSW field generated in the SL itself, measuring
the Ge fluorescence yield as a function of diffracting angle in correspondence with the
satellite peak of the (004) diffracting planes From the combined information of the

diffracted intensity and of the fluorescence yield, detailed information about the SL
structure are derived.

(I) Jaros et al., J. of electronic Materials, 18, 35 (1990)
(2) R, People et al., Appl, Phys. Lett., 61, 1122 (1992)
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ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE LATTICE PARAMETER OF
PERFECT DIAMONDS BY THE DIVERGENT-BEAM (ISEUIDO-KOSSEL) X.

RAY METHOD

A.R. Lang and G. Pang

II.H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol,
Tyndall Avenue, Bristol BS8 ITL, England

A modern embodiment of the classic work of Lonsdale (1947) has been developed and
applied to natural and synthetic diamonds that have been fully characterised by
modern methods such as X-ray and cathodoluminescence topography, and Fourier
Transform infrared absorption spectroscopy. The specimen volumes studied are
dislocation-free, with damage-free polished surfaces, and have been demonstrated to
possess high homogeneity of impurity content together with high long-range lattice
perfection. The integrated intensity of Bragg reflections from such perfect diamonds
is probably at least I(X) times less than from those diamonds studied by Mrs. Lonsdale.
Consequently, special techniques have had to be introduced to cope with such weak
patterns. Following her method, we study transmitted divergent beam patterns in the
vicinity of certain Kossel cone intersections where the pattern is very sensitive to small
variations in the ratio X/a, X being the CuKxI wavelength, and a the diamond lattice
parameter (Kossel 1936).

In our experiments the specimen is placed in the specimen chamber of a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). This instrument has proved well suited for
generating divergent-beam X-ray diffraction patterns (Tixier and Wach, 1970,
Dingley 1978). Characteristic radiation of a suitable element is produced by electron
bombardment of a thin film of that element in contact with the specimen crystal. The
resulting diffraction patterns are known as 'pseudo-Kossel' patterns, but their geometry
is identical with those observed in the original experiments of Kossel & Voges (1935)
in which the specimen itself (e.g. a copper single crystal) formed the target of an X-ray
tube. In our experiments a 2 4nm-thick copper film is evaporated on to the diamond
crystal to act as a source of CuKat X-,ays. Features of our experimental technique
include a) strict temperature control of the specimen by means of a miniature Peltier
heating/cooling device, (b) a high-dispersion camera providing an evacuated path of
7(X) mm between specimen and photograph film or plates, (c) use of modern X-ray
recording emulsions that combine fine grain size with high X-ray absorption
efficiency, (d) introduction of a 'film-stacking' technique for building up the signal-to-
background ratio, and (e) digital scanning photometry,

Rererences
Dingley, D.J. 1978, Scanning 1, 79-99.
Kossel, W. 1936, Ann. d. Phvs. 151 26, 533-553.
Kossel, W. & Voges, II. 1935, Ann. d. Phys. 151 23, 677-704.
Lonsdale, K. 1947, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A 240, 219-250.
"Fixier, R. & Wachý. C. 1970, 1. Appl. Cryst. 3, 466-485.
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STUDY OF DEFECTS GENERATED IN CZ SI DURING TWO-STEP
ANNEALING

M. Lefeld-Sosnowska, J. Gronkowski and G. Kowalski

Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw,
00-681 Warsaw, Ho~a Street 69, Poland

The aim of the study was to detect and characterize defects generated in Czochralski-

grown silicon single crystals during two-step annealing processes: at 1173 K for lhl5m

and at 1423 K for 4 hrs, 6 hrs, 8 hrs or 10 hrs, respectively. X-ray topography and

diffractometry as well as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used for the

investigations.

Lang topography revealed contrasts characteristic for spherically symmetrical defects.

Besides defects with two- and six-fold symmetry were observed, Their density

decreased with increasing annealing time. The size of their contrast was about 70 1um

and it tended to increase with the anneal time. For a sample annealed at 1423 K for 10

hrs also curvilinear dislocations, ending on microdefects, were detected.

Investigations of the overall perfectness of the crystal lattice in regions of small

microdefect density (or of their absence) revealed a distinct asymmetry of the strain

distribution. On section topographs recorded with the symmetrical 220, 440, 660 and

890 retlections a clear pattern of the Kato fringes characteristic f[or perfect crystals was

observed, while for the asymmetrical 333, 444, 551, 771 and 531 reflections the strain

gradient was so strong that no fringes were visible. The only exceptions where weak

fringes were detectable was the 333 reflection for the sample with the shortest anneal

time of 4 hrs as well as the sample where stresses had been relieved by the generation

of dislocation lines. Preliminary high-resolution diffractometric investigations of these

samples revealed no important diffuse scattering for symmetrical reflections.

TEM investigations revealed the presence of plane defects in the form of dislocation

loops of a very small density and small size (0.25-1 /Am). For the sample annealed at

1423 K for 4 his no defects were observed while in the sample annealed for 6 hrs a

significant number of larger defects (1 Aim) was found. For the longest annealed (10

hrs) sample where strains were relieved by dislocations defects are very scarce and have

small size (< 0.25 Aim).
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THERMAL iLXPANSION AND COMPRESSIBILITY OF
GALLIUM NITRIDE

M.Leszczynski, P. Perlin, T.Suski, II.Teisseyre, I.Grzegory, S.Porowski,
J.Jun

High Pressure Research Center Unipress Polish Academy of Sciences,
uL.Sokolowska 29/37, 01 142 Warsaw, Poland

Properties of gallium nitride are much less known than of other III-V
semiconductors (GaAs, InP, etc.). This situation originates from a difficulty
to grow single crystals because of a high equilibrium pressure of nitrogen.
However, recently gallium nitride attracts a lot of interest, because its wide
band gap (3.4 eV) makes it to be a main candidate for a construction of a
blue laser, other optoelectronic devices, as well as for high temperature
electronics.
In this work we present results of measurements on gallium nitride performed
by u:',ng at X-ray diffractometry (Bond method, double crystal, high
resolution) at a wide range of temperature (77-770 K) and pressures (1-8000
atm). The samples were in the form of unique single crystals grown at
pressures of about 12000 atm and temperatures of about 1300 K and in the
formr of epitaxial layers grown on sapphire.
The following physical properties of GaN have been evaluated
a) real structure of bulk crystals
b) concentration of defects in the layer induced by the lattice mismatch with
the substrate
c) thermal expansion and how it is influenced by presence of the substrate
which has a higher thermal expansion coefficient
d) compressibility

The results of the structural examinations are correlated with the
measurements of electrical and optical properties of the samples.
Apart that, the work illustrates well the usefulness of X-ray diffractometry
combined with changeable temperature and pressure conditions.
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D)ISLOCAT'ION EMIISSION U NDEFR MvIXED) MODEF LOADAING, IN SILICON

Mi. A. Loyola de Oliveira~ *, A. George**, G. NMichot**
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Stress relaxationl at crack tip canl be achieved through dislocation emission, Because of

thle inhilomlogenliitvy of' thle stress field, tile choice of' the B~urgers vectot s of' thle actived slip

systems cannot be simiplN determined by a Schmid f~tctor. Some attempts have been made to

put lorward at criterion based onl averaged values of the resolved shear stress acting onl the

dislocation Il11. 1 lowever. being not always fulftilled. anl other one. based onl the crack

shielding concept has been propo~sed 121. It needs to be checked onl a wide variety of'

orientations.

Inl order to bypass the gcomletrical limitations Imposed by thle I'ew available

crystal lograph ic orientations (tw,\o possible orientations of, thle Thomson tetrahledron with

respect to a Ill cleavage planes. anl only one orientation f'or easy cleavage along 1110'

Planes) mlixed miode loadings are reluired. F'or the well suited thin tapered lxi saImples

Used for such studies in) silicon. it wats generally easier to develop Mode 1 1 1 loadings so Far.

I lowever this paper will present results obtained onl 1 Ill1 loading due to a warp of' thle crack

during its low temperature prop~agation.,

[he pre-cracked samples are loaded at a temlperature high enough for silicon to be

ductileC. [he linumber of" active sources. increasing rapidly w\ithi the stress level. ai two steps

loading 'IS Used inl order to de\el op diluted plalstic Mones :the high loald app)Iliedi hr a it Ililute inl

order to act ivate a few% souirces is decreased ito a lOW vaIlue inl order to eXp~and thle Conlfigurat ion

of already em lit ted d1islcat0ion ýWIitont turther germi nation.

I hiis Paper m ll compaire a plitst ic lonle, as observed Under pure modeLI I loading to anl

other one developed under modes 1 4 Ill loadings. [he discussion of' thle activated slip

systemis, ats characterized h% X-Ray topography . will eniphasise tile relative contributionl Of

the txw modes, through the Stress intensity factors K, and Kill.

IlI A. (icorge. Gi Michot. Mlat. Science hng A 164. pp1 18-194.1993.

121 M. A. L oyola Lie O l iveira. Phi) Ihlesis. INIT1 Nancy. France, 11O94,
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X-RAY D)IFFR ACTION STU'LDIES OF THE POROUS. SIIC(ON
'FTHIN LAYERhS

A.A.Loniov, J. Delict., G. Dollino, MLgo
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X-RAY HIGH-RESOLUTION DIFFRAOTOMETRY INVESTIGATION OF
SULPHUR IMPLANTED AND PULSE LASER ANNEALED InSb (111)

SUBSTRATES.

A.A.Lomov, V.A.Bushuev
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The triple-crystal X-ray diffractometry (TCD) is an
important technique for separate registration of the
diffuse and dynamic oomponents of the total scattering as
well as pr,-cision measurements of reflection curves far
away from the exatt Bragg azngle (triination rods method).
The semiconduc'tor crystals structure investigation- ar

of interest because of the'ir [.nf l.tences on
electro-physical properties of these materials. The pulse
laser annealing ýPLA) is outlook method for a subsurface
layer structure restoring and an electrical activation of
implanted impurities. It has many advantagies as compared
with the common used thermal annealing. The influence of
nanosecond and millisecond PLA on implanted crystal
structure was studied by DCD and TCD methods, but now the
silicon crystal. PLA have been studied more exhaiistive
only. There is not at all some information about InSb
monocrys tall pulse laser annealing.

I.n the present paper wt investigate the sibsurface
layer structure distorLion of sulphur ion implanted (100
kev, D=1Oe+17at/,m' ) and pulsud laser annealed (ne tim
laser, IOn.- duration, Q=0.1-0-.2 J/orme) InSb(111) crystal

at 30(-)K and '77K temperaturies by X-ray high-resolution
techniques. It has been shown that this implantation
leeds to full amorphous layers,. After PLA O.33mkm
thickne.ss liquid phase epitaxial layer with decreased
(-1.6e-3) lattice spase and with low dislocation

densities was is create,.d at room temperature. This PLA at
77K is enough for solid phase epitaxial layer regrowth

with low crystal perfection.
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APPL111,ICATION OF MULTIPLE GROOVE CHANNEL-CUT CRYSTALS IN

II lGII-RESOILUTION X-RAY DIFFRACTION

N. Loxiey, 13. K. Tanner+ mnl 1). K. Biowen

Bede Scientific Instruments, Lindse ' Park, Rowburn, D~urham 1)16 5Ph", U.K.
+ Aliso Ie)eart~nent of Physics, University, of lurhatn, South Road, D~urhamn,

M1)13LE, U.K.
*Also Ie)eartment o/bigineerming Universit)y of Warwvick, Coventr-y, CV4 7AL, U.K.

Both in thre double and triple axis X-ray diffraction configurations, a major requirement
is to switch between X-ray optical settings of 'different angular range and wavelength
bandpass. This is generally achieved either by changing beamn conditioner and analyser
crystals or changing the reflections without replacing the crystals. We have adopted a
new iapproa1ch Which eXploits thle facility to alter the angular acceptance and divergence
of a channel cut crystal hy cha~nging the wigke of cut with respect to thle diffracting
Planes uISCd. lor Such asymmectrically cut, parallel channels, the input and output
divrgenlces and beamn widths remain1 matched.

InI thIls paper wve describhe thle perorm'rnance of air X-ray optical element conmprisinrg a
singlc crystal block of silicon containing two beami channels cut respectively parallel to
and 17.0.5) fromn the C0 11) planes. '11e device is Cut to such dimensions that with
(CuK~x radiation the beami makes two reflections in thle as ymnmetrically cut channel
(asymmetry factor 1) = 2.5) and four reflections in the symnmetricall1y cut channel.
Parallel, lateral, translation ol the two elements pe~rmit(s a very rapid switch hetween
high intensity and high resolution settings.

We havc used two of these elenien ts, together with hiigh precision slides, to construct a
nlovel. duMond conifiguration nionochromator. Inl thle high intensity setting, thle angular
or lpiti divergence I-W I-I M I'S 1.5 arc scc with a corresponding dispersion NA = 1.4
.s It0-4~ Ilhis is very similar to [fhat for the B artels de'vice which uses thle. symmetric 022
reflection fromi germanium. When set onl thle peak of thle CuKx-t line from a fine-focus
X-ray tube running at 40kV 50nmA, thle device delivers 650,0X) c p.s. in a beam of'
Llinw n.iion 14 x 0.75 mm,112 at thle saini pl. D~ue to thie complementary nature of' the two
asy iliw'tric reflections, thle spatial w idthI of' the exit beam is the same as that of" thle
Centra'ICL beam.l In the0 high r'esolution setting, reached bly parallel lateral translation of
thie two elements, thie angular I.WHM is 4.4 arc sec and the dispersion 4.9 x 1()-. The
rnren1SitN' unlderC equlivaClen cooditions to that above, is 75.00X) c.p.s at thie sampll)e.

The device has also bee II used as a1 variable acceptance analyser, which permit% rapid
switching in resolution during triple axis reciprocal space mapping. With minimal
readjustmlent. a simlple lateral translation of thle analyser enables the experimenter' to
examine11 inl detail specific lf'atres at high resol1uti on (but often therefore with low
recorded intensity), make a wider range mapl with a larger sampling volume in
reciprocal space or perform an un-analysed douhle axis measurement. We present
eXemn)lary datla.
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TOPOGRAPHY IN COHERENT BEAMS OF A NEUTRON INTERFEROMETER

P.Lukai§, B.Alefeld2, A. Ioffe", P. Mikulal and M. Vranal

') Nuclear Physics Institute, 250 68 Pe2, Czech Republic
2) Inst. fUr Festkorperforschung, 5170 JUlich, Germany

HMI, Glienickerstr. 100, D-1000 Berlin 39, Germany

High-resolution two-dimensional position sensitive

detectors permit to investigate the spatial intensity

distribution in coherent beams of thermal neutrons
outgoing from a neutron interfeLometer. The detailed

analysis of observed Moire patterns of an empty

interferometer can yield very useful information on

dominant negative influences decreasing the observed
interferometric contrast. Moreover, in the case of
sufficiently wide neutron beams passing through the

interferometer, the neutron "topographic" experiment can

be performed when putting a sample into one of coherent

beams between the interferometer slabs. The resulting
topographs may exhibit a contrast being sensitive to the
relative neutron phase shift &D=pAt (p - scattering length

density, A neutron wavelength, t - neutron path in the
sample) introduced by passing one coherent beam through
the sample. Thus, the phase topography gives information

on local variations of both thickness and scattering

length density of a tested sample. It may be of a great
importance for current interferometric experiments

determining precise values of neutron scattering lengths
of nuclei. Some computer processed topographs of an edge

shaped Ge waffer and an isotopic pure sample of '01Pb will
be presented. The results were obtained on interferometric

facilities in NPI Rez and HMI Berlin.
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111IEIY RESOLIVED INVESTIGATIO(NS ()F TIIIIN ORG;ANIC FILIIMS BIY

IMEANS O FNER(;Y DISPERSIVE X-RAY REFI;E("TOMIETRY

W. Nialiler, Th. (;cue and U1. Pietsch
Inv.11, fiur /'•.'.,, )'kr 'Ilh1.'xk, P lpui'er.lx r Ir/,s/am, 1 )- 14-4/15 11 i.•'du , ( h'rmaim'

Flie total thickness and the periodicity of lamellar tilms has been evaluated by measuring
the X-ray reflectivity. For this purpose the angular dispersive technique is ofien applied
Another way to determine X-ray scattering spectra is the energy dispersive technique III
this case the angle of incidence remains constant and the reflected intensity is detected in
dependence of' the energy using a Si(Li)-detector and a multichannel analyzer. For
quantitative evaluation the nicasured spectrum has to be corrected tv the detector
sensitivity and the energy dependent absorption of sample and air. This restricts the
accuracy lor mncasurements on tie absolute scale Tlhe advantale of" the energy di3persi,'ve

system is the possibility to use the whole X-ray spectrum. D)ue to the lixed ang,- &,
incidence the illuminated area doies nol change during the measurement Periodically
repeated measurements of about a tfw minutes are suflicient to get statistical reliability
for time resolved processes like nelting or rearrangement phenomena in organic
multilayers
The application of the energy dispersive method is demonstrated at two examples: the
evaluation of phase transition kineticts in multilayers of fatty acid salts (Ref. [I1) and the
investigation of photoinduced structural responses of thin organic tilnis built tip by an
amphotropic azobenzenecopolyrner (Re' 121). In both cases the have been prepared by
the l.angmuir-1l3odgett technique The scattering spectra have been recorded in several
time intervals at fixed temperatures T
For Iol1-filmls of fatty acid salts T has been fixed to I*-- I'\-Al', where Th is the melting
temperature and AT has been set to .4 12 K. One can observe a time dependent
disappearing of the mean structurral peaks of the initial I IB-phase Atler about two hours
new Bragg peaks appear which correspond to a lanmellar spacing smaller than in the I.B-
phase. 'hle time constant of the phase t ansition depends on the temperature and
disappears at T,'
IPhotochromic copolymers with rod like aZtoheni'eue units as side groups show interesting
changes of the supramlolecular structure on annealing and on irradiation with U.V and
visible light Upon illumination in the UV range one can observe a reorganization of the
initial L13 film into a new phase The intensify of the respective Bragg peaks depends on
the temperature and the wavelenght of irradiation This can he interpreted by a lateral
melting or growth of' domains in the film. The activation energy of' this process can be
obtained by time and temperature dependent measurements of' peak intensity

Ill W Mahler. T.A. IBatberka. U. I'rtsch. U J I0hne and It J Merle:
Thin Solid Films 1994. subntilled Ior publication

121 G. Mobius. U. Pictsch.Th Cllue. J Stuitrp. A Schuster and 11. Ringsdorfr
"Thin Solid Films 1994. in press
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f X-RAY REFRACTION INTROSCORY OF TIlE
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS

A.A.Manuishkin, N.L.Mitrofanov, K.M.Podurets, V.A.Sornenkov and S.S.Shilstein
RS(' "Kurcthwlov Ittiitue ", 123182 /Aoxcow, IRu,.sici

Method of refraction X-ray introscopy was proposed by authors in [I1,21 Method is based
on the use of the double perfect crystal setup with the object placed between the crystals
and the image taken in the non refracted beam. In this case the structure of very low
absorbing details could be observable as contrast for the conventional X-ray introscopy. In
the present work this method was performed with the help of the channel-cut crystal with
wide channel and the scanning technique which is used in topography. Images of model
and real biological objects were obtained at the Mo Ka radiation and angular resolution
about I second of arc. Both photo registration and computer controlled TV detector were
used. The observed and calculated contrast were compared for the model objects with
different size and refraction index for both types of' regi;tration, Feasibility of method with
the use of multibeam diffraction, which is essential for SR., is analyzed. In this case
sinmultaneous registration of several projections is possible. Possibility of the use of this
method for hard radiation (about 30keV) is discussed.

[I ]. K.M.Podurets, V.A.Somenkov and S.S.Shilstein. Zhurnal tckhnicheskoj fiziki 59
(1989) 6, 115.
[2]. V.A Somenkov, A.K.Tkalich and S.S.Shilstein. Zhurtial tekhnlicheskoj fiziki 61
(1991) 1I, 1017
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X-RAY DYNAMICAL DIFFRACTION IN PERFECT
SUPERLATTICES IN

CONVENTIONAL BRAGG AND GRAZING-INCIDENCE
GEOMETRIES.

A.V. Maslov, O.G. Melikyan
Institute of Crystallography of Russian Academy of Sciences,

Leninskii pr. 59, 117333 Moscow, Russia.

A new approach for description of dynamical diffraction in ideal
superlattices (SL) is considered. The proposed method differs from
the existing ones and is based on fundamental Bloch theorem. In
accordance with this theorem fundamental solutions of wave equa-
tion in periodic media for arbitrary value of z must satisfy the
following equality:

DO,h (z+T) =- pD0,h Wz,

where DO,h (z) are the amplitudes of the refracted and diffracted
waves, respectively; T is the period of SL and p is called multi-
plicator. In conventional geometry the Bloch theorem is applied to
the solutions of Takagi-Taupin set of differential equations and
the whole problem of diffraction in SL reduces to determination of
eigenvalues and relevant eigenvectors of a 2 x 2 matrix / 1/. In
grazing incidence geometry the reduced set of Maxwell equations is
used and all operations are performed with 4 x 4 matrices /2/.

REFERENCES
1. A.V. Maslov, O.G. Melikyan, Journ. of Physics: Condensed
Matter, 28(1993), p.4 9 0 3 .
2. O.G. Melikyan, R.M. Imamov, D.V. Novikov, Fizika Tverdogo
Tela (Russian), 34(1992), p. 1572.
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It DYNAMICAL EFFECTS IN MAGNETIC X-RAY DIFFRACTION ON
SPIRAL MAGNETIC STRUCTURES: CAN THEY BE OBSERVED ?

V.M.Matveev, V.Manuilov, V.V.Matveev
Zelenograd Research Institute of Physical Problems, 103460

Moscow, Russia

Strong resonant enhancement of magnetic X-ray scattering
near the M absorption edges of rare earth elements
(0,8 - 1,5 nm) predicted in (1] is shown to result in
drastic decreasing of the extinction length for magnetic
X-ray diffraction in single magnetic crystals. The extinc-
tion length become comparable with the absorption one, and
under such conditions it may be possible to detect direct
dynamical soft X-ray diffraction on spiral magnetic struc-
tures (SMS) (e.g. in metallic Ho, Tb, Dy) in contrast with
"satellite" kinematical hard X-ray diffraction on SMS [2].

As follows from our accurate dynamical consideration
the X-ray magnetooptics of spiral magnets are similar to
the visible optics of spiral liquid crystals (e.g. choles-
terics), but the magnetic nature of SMS (gyrotropy) result
in more complex dynamical diffraction phenomena. Firstly,
X-ray diffraction on SMS shows both "cholesteric" and
"gyrotropic" features: two types of reflections may be
served at the different Bragg angles relating to "non-
magnetic" and "magnetic" periodicity of SMS (half a period
and a period respectively). Secondly, these reflections
have complex angular and polarization structure: there are
a central region of total reflection for any incident
X-ray polarization and two regions of selective reflection
of a single elliptical polarization; these regions are
either in contact or separated by narrow windows of X-ray
transparency depending on the values of the gyrotropy and
magnetic double-refraction parameters. Thirdly, specific
"elliptical" standing waves are formed in spiral magnets
over this regions. The polarization control of synchrotron
radiation using X-ray diffraction on SMS is realizable. To
observe the dynamical diffraction effects the experimental
setup must meet the requirements: I eV spectral and 10"

angular resolutions.

[1] J.P.Hannon et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 1245 (1988)

[2] M.Blume and Doon Gibbs, Phys. Rev. B 37, 1779 (1988)
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XRD Characterization of Ill-V Semiconductorf Heterostructures grown on (0il) GaAs Substrates

A Nhzuelas, NI.11L. B-Icniclien, NIJ. Alonso, and K.1Ploog

PaulI-Drude- I oStitut fuOr Festki~rpcrelektronik, I latisvogti I) Iat z 5-7, D)- 10 117 IBerIin, Germanyv,

In thie last years great e ftors have been made in the research of' Gal nAs/( aAs

lieterostructures due to their importance for optoelect ronic applIicatijon. Most of' iii s work

concerned hereurostructures grown on 11001 orientation. IHowever, niew% properties are

expected whteni the growth is performned onl (nIlI) substrates, These novel plie nontena include

larger critical thickness 11,221, corrLukzated interfat-ces 131, shear-strained( un11it Cell 141,
anisotropy o' thie hand structure.Ir 151, and built-in piezoelectric fields 101. Itl order to get at

deeper inis igh t on these new properties at detailed study is required.

In th is paper We prNesent our results nili the character ization of' Iin(kiaAs/( aAs superlatt ices

grown by Molecular Beamn I p itax v oni GaAs Co I 1) substrates, IDu ring growthI ill-situ

character iza[tion was per formed by Re tect ion HIigh Entergy lilectron IDittaction (RI I LII1)).

Postgroth harate iationby HIigh R~esolution iX'-1Ray[) i 'ffraetin 11(11 RXIRI)) n~t onily reveal

thc Ihigh struIctura-il pe feet ion of' ouir sampics , but also cont'irros tlte ex istencec of' shear strain

in the (3 11 )-samples. We compare rltese results \vithi theoretical predictions 171. The SUbstrate
Svmoteti':lV strntrglV 1intinences ilte relaxation hehiavinur. (3 11 ) supelattices with a large

nutti1her o, periods exitiit Stroitgly artisnirlopic Srrilicrurirl pwoper ics anld splittingp of' tlte

satellite peaks tot observed ill (ie (lO00t rcterence smrilple.

The electronic strLIulcture of CS tltstow svmiirt e ysn iodic'. diIU 'ters 1 trou th (10t))

coun1terpart. We present data onl theC eXerton~ I I(lrdrg enerIgies ill (I100) and 1101-( 100)

samples.

Our results UinderlIin the at diffraction ec (tCile(IIs 10e vea Seeril nvl pOC Jhellklfeli oncaused by

the growthi on Substradtes %N 11t low syitrietrv,

11I1' TAitan, K, Nish i . and S. Sugon, AppI lPh~vs.l .ett , 60. 3159 (1992)
121 S.E.I->looper. D). 1 .West wood, ). A.Woolf, R. II William, J.('ryst.G;rwvth 127, 918 (1993)
131 RNutt..N.Ied:tov.LIaert I. tertitK. Ploog. PR 1. 67, 38 12 (1991)
141 NIA.1'agliente, LCaro, L.Tapfer. R. Nitzel, A. Eisclter,K. Ploog, NMSS6G(armisch, 1993
151 E.C.Valadares, Pbvys.Rev. 46, 3935 (1992)
161 C, Mai lb iut and I). I Smitht, Crystal Properties and Preparation 21 , 1 (1989)
17, I..Caro and I..Tapfer, Phys. Rev. 48, 2298 ( L993)
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X-Raiy Study of heavily Curboii doped Ca,1n1 .,As (x ft .99)

A. Mazuelas 1 .2). A .Tramper i ), A,1 schcr( I). and K .11. I'loog 2)

(1) Max-Planck-hinstitut fhr Fcstkorperforschung. I Ieisenhergstr.1 D1- 70569 Stuttgartr

(2) PaulI-Drude- In1StitUt for Fesik~rperelektroiiik, HauISVOgteiplatZ 5-7, D1)0l1 17 Berlin.

X-ray scattering methods are of increasing importance for the investigationl Ot

epitaxially grown materials. We present an example vf how High Resolution X-Ray

Diffraction and Topography are applied to study the high carbon doping of (jalnAs.

Although Be and Znl have been widely used as p-type dopants of GaAs, it is well known

that the diffusion of Be and Zn represents a serious drawback in the performance ot*

devices that make use of these materials. It has been shown that layers ot (aAs:C have

better properties in terms of thle device characteristic~s, A very high maximum dopinig

level of over 1021 cmn-' is also attractive. However, thle lattice contraction due to C

represents an important limitation because of the relaxation of the layers when a1 critical

thickness is exceeded, In order to compensate for this effect we propose the C doping

of Gaxln1 .,As with a small fraction of In. Layers with appropriate C and In

concentrations can be grown pseudonlorphically onl ( 100) (iaAs substrates without

relaxation. We have grown a series of Gaxln1j..As:(' lavers by Molecular Beati Epitaxy

in order to study the incorporation of C and the effect iveness of irsi PCScompenlsatiOnl.

As C source a graphite filament was used. T[he doping level was in the range I x 101"

I lx- 10Ž0 c 1. X-Ray Diffraction and Topography are uISed to evaluate the structural

quality of the layers. A comparison with 1'rairsmission Electron Microscopy

characterization is also presented. We have found that C incorporates in the (ia,.,lnAs

lattice on As sites in the range of (C concentration studied. The observed deviation in

the C concentration evaluated by SIMS and XR[) indicates that a certain fraction (if the

C incorporates either in interstitial sites or as clusters. The density of extended defects

revealed by XRT shows the effectiveness in the intended stress compensation.
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X-RAY 1M)Ch1,NG CURHVE ANALYSIS OF

CRYSTALS W'i~Il BUR11IED AMORPHIOUIS

LAYERIS. CASFE OF ION IMIPLAN tF'I) SILIC ON

S...Nlifiat~ul and M. ervidorji"
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DI)EIRMINATION OF LATTICE DISTORTIIONS
IN EPITAXIAL LAYER SYSTEMS

1. , ck M and I1. Berger
/ wh",bol/d-I 1-eprsitar :11 Berlhn, 1nstiut .fur Physik, lnvalhdenxsrasse I 1 0-,10 I115

Herhin (/t'P'milll

The lattice distornions for two GaAs deposit. in Si substrates, 3 5" and I' misoriented
oft' o011 (rotated about [I 10]) have been calculated from precisely measured dif'-

tracuon aingles. These angles were determined for symmetrically equivalent reflections
of (GaAs. each four of the type 117 and 115, with a precision of about (I to 2) W 10I
deog ces

The rciWprocal metric tensors (7*,. of the deformed deposits were calculated by solution
ol the linear equation system

G* ~
i IA)2  h, k, I) 1 * 2 (;*' [k" j

\G* 11 G*32  G*3! 3\/j

(o') diffraction angle, A1 wavelength-, I, 2, .- , 8). From the six independent compo-

nents of these tensors, the following parameters of the direct lattice of the deformed
del-,,Ats are obtained:

sample no. I sample no.2

,11nm 1 566095 ± 000002 0.566278 ± 0.020003
/inm )0 566 109 ± 0.00002 0 56622(0 ± 0.00003

c/nm 0 564640 ± 0.00002 0.564413 ± 0 00003

'z/deg. 90.0024 ± 0 002 90.0030 ± 0.003

fl/deg 8999953 ± 0 002 89.9999 ± 0.003
y/deg. 89.9942 ± 0.002 89.9910 ± 0.003

From these results, it is obvious that the deformation of the deposit is not tetragonal,
but triclinic or nionoclinic. respectively. The reason for that is the existence of an
epitaxial misorentation between deposit and substrate lattices (see, e.g., [1-3]) in the
order of magnitude of 0.1'.

IlI BY. Usher et al., J.Phys.D: Appl. Phys. 24. AI1I (1993)

121 K. Bickmann et al., J. Cryst. Growth 131, 133 (1993)

13] P. Mdck, J Mater. Sci. Eng. 816, 165 (1993)
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NEW POSSIBILITIES OF THE RISE OF INFORMATIVITY,
SENSITIVITY AND RAPIDITY IN THE HIGH-RESOLUTION

TO POG RAIPHY AND DI FFRACTOM ETRY

V. B. Molodkin, S. I. Olikhovskii, E. N. Kislovskii, and A. I. Nizkova
Insfitute of Metal Physics, Ukrainian Academy of 'Scicnces, Kicv, Ukraine

New possibilities to increase substantially the informativity and sensitivity
of high-resolution diffraction methods have been discussed. They connected
with the account and use the new physical effects predicted by the authors in
their variant of the statistical dynamical theory for single crystals with defects
in defects. Namely, there are

- extinction effects in both coherent and diffuse diffraction intensities,
which are caused by the scattering on defects;

- effect of the anomalous transmission for the diffuse scattering by static
distortions causcd by defects;

- violation of the total integrated reflecting power (TIRP) conservation
known in kinematical theory in case of dynamically scattered crystals that
causes the uniquely sensitivity of TIRP to characteristics of defects. It has
been predicted that such sensitivity was possible due to the increasing relative
contribution of the diffuse component into the TIRP by the appropriate
variation of crystal thickness, radiation wavelength, magnitude of the
diffraction vector, azimuthal rotation angle in both Laue and Bragg
geometries of diffraction that is important both in diffractometry and
topography.

- effects of the non-adiitive influence of combined distortions caused
simultaneously by microdefects and macrodeformation on the TIRP, namely,
the loss of the TIRP sensitivity to the deform ttion (bending) when the
defects are present, the possible sign change of their influence on the TIRP
value and the increase of TIRP sensitivity to defects with increasing
macrodeformation.

All the effects mentioned above have been demonstrated in the paper.
The necessity to account these effects for correct interpretation of
experimental data and reliable diagnostics of defects has been shown with
respect to the traditional methods as well as to the proposed new TIRP
methods (so called integral triple-crystal diffractometry) which allow to
measure separately diffuse and coherent components of TIRP.

Also, some other new methods that use the new effects have been
demonstrated. The established dependences of the effects mentioned on type
and characteristics of defects allow to increase substantially informativity and
sensitivity of the defects diagnostics.
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( DYNAMICAL THEORY OF X-RAY I)IFFRACTION BY EIASTICAIIY
DEFORMED SINGLE CRYSTALS CONTAINING DEFECTS

V. B. Molodkin, S. 1. Olikhovskii, and A. N. Kostyuk
Institute oJ' Metal Physics, Ukrainian Academy a] Sc icietwes, Aiciv, Ukraine

The classical dynamical theory developed by Ewald, Bethe and von Line
for perfect crystals [1] is generalized for the case of radiations diffraction in
macroscopically deformed single crystals containing randomly distributed
bounded defects. When obtaining the basic equations for the Fourier
transformed amplitudes of wave fields from a wave equation, the method of
fluctuation waves of static displacements of atoms was used [21. The solutions
of the basic equations for strong Bragg and diffusely scattered waves have
been found in the two-beam case of diffraction by using a perturbation
method [3]. The application of these methods in the case of the
macroscopically deformed crystal is possible due to the "correcting" change of
space coordinates, which provides the translation invariance 'in average" (i.
e., after averaging over a random distribution of defects) for the crystal lattice
in the new coordinate system.

The dispersion corrections to the wave vectors of strong Bragg waves
have been calculated in the two-beam approximation what allows to take
correctly the extinction of these waves because of the dynamical diffuse
scattering into account. The general expressions for coherent and diffuse
components of the differential reflecting power of the deformed crystal with
defects have been obtained with taking the boundary conditions for both
Laue and Bragg geometries of diffraction into account. The obtained
expressions are the absolute squares of the convolutions of the corresponding
scattering amplitudes in the underformed defective crystal and a certain
weight function which describes the distribution of contributions from various
tie points on the dispersion surface into the scattering amplitude and depends
on parameters of the macroscopic deformation. The formulae for the
diffraction intensities are valid at an arbitrary form of the macroscopic
deformation field satisfying only the restriction that its distortion tensor
should be small through the whole crystal.

References
I. X-ray Diffraction. Ed. by L. V. Azaro/j R. Kaplow, N. Kato, R. J. Weiss,

A. J. S. WiLvon, R. A. Young, Mc Graw-Hill, New York 1974.
2. M. A. KrivoglaZ, Diffraction of X-rays and Thermal Neutrons by Imperfect

Crystals, Springer; Berlin, Heidelberg 1992.
3. L. I. Datsenko, V. B. Molodkin, and M. E. Osinwvskii, Dynamical

Scattering of X-rays by Real Crystals, Naukova Dumka, Kiev 1988 (in
Russian).
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SYNCIIROTRON TOPOG(RAPHIC S'TUDIES OF SIN(;LElK-CRYS'T'AI.
SYNTHETI'IC l)IANIONDS

Ni Moore and G Kowalkik
O)'qjarilmc~l o+f" Phv.sitcs, RoVrI] thoflh)wa, U11il-orsvitlY "I Loidol,

I~/Jl~nSlf.VN,, reY TW20 OA,\, f*I-V,,/f\hM/

and
A 1P W Makec pace

.)clmrtent'rill of Physiolog.,y, t d'Iliver.'itV of fbrivtol, HN'SS 17) l.,'Inguand.

Synthetic diamonds grown from seed crystals. under Cornditions of high pressure and
high temperature, sometimes contain opaque particles a few rinicrontetres in diainete,
(called 'clouds'). These are of interest to industry since single-crystUl diarnOuds., ilfter
laser drilling, arC used in wire-drawing applications.

Lattice nisorientations and strains were measured by double-crystal synchrotron X-.ray
topography and by rocking-curve analysis, turning each specimen crystal through I
second of arc intervals. A silicon reference crystal reflcl:ted 0.96A radiation (and its
harmonics) on to each diamond specimen, The 333 diamond reflexion was well
matched by the 800 silicon reflexion in a convenient non-dispersive Bragg-Bragg
geometry. (The Bragg angles were 45' and 44.42' for the silicon and diamond
respectively.) The topographs were imaged by almost purely monochromatic
radiation, since 666 is a 'forbidden' reflexion for diamond and the wavelengths
appropriate for higher harmonics were very weak in the synchrotron spectrum.

Individual topographs revc 1,led inclusions, dislocations, boundaries and stacking
faults, and series of topographs taken at suetC-.-, y:Ve angular positions enabled growth
histories of the diamonds to be mapped from their 'cloudy' centres outwards.
Rocking curve widths for entire specimens ranged from 5 to 30 seconds of arc
(FWHM) for heavily 'clouded' specimens. Rocking CLurves recorded Ifrm areas
selected hy a translatable pinhhole of 100 ýini diameter showed that regions of crystal
close to the seed had a rocking curve width of typiLally 5"' and further out there were
regiomis displIy ing wixder (20"), anLI occasiol lly narrower (4") rocking curves.

The aLthI is thank tile Scice].' and linginecring Research Couc il for financial SupIIJolpri
arnd f1aresbury L,abhoratory ftacilities; and De Beers Industrial l.)ianmond Division (Ptv)
Ltd 10r financial Sk.upport aind the loan of interesting specimens.

*( )n leave frotit the Inst itute of Lxperimental Physics. University of Warsaw, Poland.
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HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY DIFFRACTION AND X-RAY
STANDING WAVE

INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIUM PHOSPHIDE CRYSTALS
IMPLANTED WITH Fe+.

E.Kh.Mukhamedzhanov(a), A.V.Maslov(a), R.M.Inmamov(a),
Yu.V.Yakovchick(a), C.Bocchi(b), P.Franzosi(b)
(a)Shubnikov's Institute of Crystallography of Russian Academy of
Sciences, Leninskiy pr. 59, Moscow, Russia
(b) MASPEC-CNR, Via Chiavari 18/A, 43100 Parma, Italy

Structural distortions due to various dose implantation of Fe+
ions in semi-insulating crystals of indium phosphide were investi-
gated by means of high resolution X-ray diffiraction and X-ray
standing wave (XRSW) methods. In frames of XRSW method
energy-
selective photoelectron emission from samples was measured. As
well known/I/ photoelectron yield has high sensitivity to total
displacement of near surface atomic planes. Experimental arrange-
ments included a triple crystal X-ray diffractometer and a gas-
flow proportional counter of photoelectrons.
For qualitative analysis the mean escape depths of photoelectrons
in InP were found (few hundreds angstroms depending on electron
energy) by means of measurements of photoelectron yield in gra-
zing-incidence Laue-geometry/2/. For each rocking curve multiple
minima corresponding to different distortion profiles were found
and some of them provided practically equal values of X2 . Each
profile was tested by calculating photoelectron yield angular
curve and comparing it with the experimental one.
It is shown that XRSW method provides valuable complementary in-
formation on strain and damage in the subsurface layer of a crys-
tal and allows to distinguish between different distortion pro-
files that give practically one and the same kinematical diffrac-
tion intensity.

REFERENCES
1. A.M. Afanas'ev,V.G. Kohn, Zh. Eksper. Teor. Fiz. 74,
300(1978).
2. A.M. Afanas'ev, R.M. Imamov and E.Kh. Mukhamedzhanov, Phys.
Status Solidi (a) 83, K5(1984).
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I' X-RAY TOPOGAP141C STUDY OF POTASSIUM NITRATE SINGLE CRYSTALS

G. Neurnth', H. Klapper&, S. Haussfihl*

"Mfinerak)gisch-Petroltkgischies histvitut Urni e'r.ytikt &)tnn, P fpi'ULdtlr'r Schlhtui
D-53115 Bonn, Germnany.

7Institut f4r Krirtallographie, Unii.ersinit Kiyb. Zfilpicher Siralk,. 49,
D-50674 K04e, Glerma e yr

Potassium nitrate, KNO3, crystallizes in the trigonal-rhombohedral calcite and the orthorhombic
aragonite structure. The aragonite structure is stable below 128"C with lattice parameters
a = 5.42 A, b = 9.17 A, c = 6.48 A and space group Pmcn (historical non-standard setting). Large
single crystals (up to 50 mm diameter) of aragonite-type KNOX were grown from aqueous
solution at about 40'C by slow evaporation of water. The crystals tend to develop parallel
intergrowths with re-entrant edges and the capture of liquid inclusions. Occasionally thin
pseudohexagonal {11 0] twin lamellac, typical for aragonite, are observed with polarizW light
and by etching.

Slices (about 1 mm thick) parallel (100), (010), (001) and (110) were cut out of the crystal with a
string saw and water as solvent and polished on a soft cotton cloth soaked with water. The slices
were studied by conventional X-Ray topography (LANG technique) using MoKax radiation of a
rotating-anode generator.

The topographs show that a rather wide zone surrounding the seed crystal is strongly disturbed.
Some peripheral regions, however, are highly perfect, containing only a few dislocations.
Straight-lined grown-in dislocations with directions close to the normal of the growth face
concerned or strictly parallel to directions [M(II and [1101 originate from the disturbed regions.
Some of them show post-growth movement by glide. Burgers vectors [1001, [0101 and [0011
have been identified. In addition, numerous glide dislocations with Burgers vector I I0) (shortest
lattice translation) are present, indicating the highly anisotropic plasticity of KNO1 . Most of them
have the shape of halts-loops parallel to the pscudohexagonal (001) plane. Frequently they are
arranged in columns of half-loops parallel [ 1001, the direction of their Burgers vector. The glide
is blocked by the twin lamellac. Thus glide dislocations accumulate along twin lamellae which
fequently separate regions of high glide-dislocation density from dislocation-free regions.
Grown-in dislocations are observed to penetrate the twin lamellae.

The support of this study by the Stiflung Volkswagenwerk is gratefully acknowledged.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION MAPPING OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL IATTICE
DISTORTIONS FROM TRiI'PLE-CRYSTAL X-RAY I)IFFRAICTOME'TRY DATA

A. Nikulin, 0. Sakata*l, A. Stevensorn* 2 , S. Wilkirs* 2 and

School )f Physics, The University of Ahelbourrn, Aelstralia
*1 Research Laboratory of Enginvering Materials, Tokyo Iristitu .Ie of

Technology, NagaLstita, Midori, Yokohama 227, .Japan
*2 Division of Materials Science and Technology, CS1RO, Alstvralia

Lattice distortions perpendicular to the surface in thin surface layers
of ion-implanted (111) silicon crystals have been mapped as a function
of depth and lateral position with submicron resolution. The samples
are implanted with 300 keV BI ions to a 5X 1015 cm-2 dose through a
one-dimenrional strip mask oxide pattern with a 5.83 g in repeat period
and a 4 um gap region, which produced a series of satellite peaks in
rocking curves observed near the III Bragg reflection. Small areas in
reciprocal space were scanned using a triple-crystal X-ray diffracto-
meter at v synchrotron source. The intensity data were treated by an
algorithm [11 which Fourier synthesized ab-initio solutions of the 1I)
inverse pi'oblem (21. Data collected on the vertical-wiggler beamline
at the I'hoton Factory to achieve 0,33 um In-plane and 500 A depth
resolution in the resulting maps show a very thin damaged layer of
0.15 Aim h•ickness at 1.05 pAm below the surface, in agreement with
Monte Ctrlo calculations, with increased lattice spacings normal to
the surface by several parts in 104. The distortions are appreciably
extended in the lateral direction suggesting diffusion of the enegetic
Ions. The 0.5 um-thick thermal oxide strip is found to contract the
normal l:-ttice spacing of substrate silicon crystal under the strip
region by a few parts in I04 because of the built-in surface tension
13]. The model distortions were checked by back computing rocking
curve profiles using the Takagi-Taupin formula. The use of a four-
bounce cliannel cut for the analyzer crystal on the IIGDIFF diffracto-
meter at the Australian National Beamline Facility led to a reduced
background, allowing one to scan far from the Bragg peaks for signi-
ficantly improved in-plane and depth resolutions of 0.22 p ni and 160
A respectively in a surface layer of I a m thickness. A further
improvement in signal-to-background ratio was achieved on evacuating
the dlffractometer down to I Torr, which promises a depth resolution
of 50 A in the maps [4).

Ill Goureev T.E., Nikulin A., Petrashen' P.V. (1992). Phys. Stat. Sol.
(a), 130, 263-271.

[2) Petrashen' P.V. and Chukhovskii F.N. (1989). Soy. Phys. Dokl. 34,
957-959.

[31 Nikulin A., Sakata o., Hashizume H., Petrashen' P.V. (1994). J.
App). CrysL (in press).

(41 Nikulin, A., Stevenson, A., Hashizume, H., Wilkins, S., Cookson,
D., Foran, G. and Garrett, R. (1994). submitted to J. Appl. Cryst.
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X-ray topography study offHighly Oriented IPyrolytic G raphite

NI. ()hl'r (1, 2), J1. Ilaruchel (1), 111. (dlez (3)

(I) LE.' .1(1K 220, 38043 (irenoble C'Odex. France

(2) MIax Plhi ck Arlie i isgru ppe -ROntpe iheu gui g" . -a u.ivogt eipIati5 S-7.

10 117 Berlin. Giermany

SRIF, B11 220, 38043 Grenoble ('EDEX. France

(3) Lahoratoire Structure dic Li M'ati~le. BP 240, 74942 Annecy le Vieux Codex,

Hlighly Oricnted Pyrolytic Graphilc (IIOPG) is a very efficiertl and well-known X-ray and
neutron nionoebroniator [I , obtained by thernial cracking of' a hydrocarbon gas wuut
subsequent graphitization treatnient 121. This process leadls to a rotational disorder of' the
graphite layers, which have only in commnon dhe c axis of thic hexagonal structure. But tile
actual microstructure is still a matter of controversy. Length and depth along tie c axis of'
thie 'crystallites' extend, when consulting literature, ovcr a widc range (fromi about 0.0 1pim
to 100ljim). Fromt a di ITraction properties point of' view, the model consistent with mlost of'
[the publishced results is that of the ,,ideally imiperfect mosaic crystal"' [3), very far f'roml thle
nearly perfect crystals usually investigated by topographic techniques.

Several saniples of'dil'f'rcnt qualities (mosaic spread of the c axis going from 18' to more
than P0) and provided by different manufacturers were characterized by a set of
experimcntal techniques. Tiese included diffraction (Lauc technilque, high resolution
diffractomectry) and topograhice techniques (Lang's method, synchrotron radiation
topography - at LURE - perfornied either by recording 'projection' topographs. or by using
thle 'section' and even 'pinhole' versions of this techique. which appear to be useful in our
case). Most of the Investigations were carried out using the only 'single crystal' reflection.5
produced by 1IO1G samples. thle 0(X)1.

ilie I lOP topograptis show that: 1) bright 'spots' are present within the samiple image.
elongated alonmg tfile di tract h m vector, 2) fthese ' spol s' do not vary wh en t(lie topographis are
recorded onl several points ofthlle (wide, about 0.50) rocking curve, 3) thre otitained imiages
arc very doliendent oin thie sample to flilm distance, tile 'spots' divergence being bigger than
thle ave rage mosaic spread of the sample.

he set of obtained experimental t'acts cannot be explained by miodels based exclusively on
miisorieiwation distributions of' thle reflecting planes. An interpretation in Lenns of
I extinction' appears sensibe: relatively well crystallized growth tubes are seperatcd by
miore det'ective tborders (it a higher reflectivity. This miodel can easily be related to the
inicrostnrcture of as-dep, iiited Pyrolytic Carbon, the departure miaterial for thle production
of H-OPG. In thie light of' these results, additional infornialion can be gained on tie
interfayer spacing of the graphite nelplantes that is Found to remain constant over distances
of' several miicrometers. '1Ibis may be discussed in thle context of graphitization
mecchanismns.

[I)I A. K. Freund, Nuc. Inst. Meth., A242, 29 (1985)
(2) A. W, Moore, C'hem, Phys. Carbion (P. L. Walker Jr., ed.), 11, 69, Marcel Dekker.
New York 1973
131 B. Writer. A, Kollniar. J. AppI. Cryst., 7, 38 (1974)
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Reciprocal space nmapping utilising a linear position sensitive detector

R. Opitz, NI. Sh'hmidbauer, H. Damerow, and R. Kiihler

iM4ax~-Iln,'] -,A\r/'il.xg.i~pt'"Wiht'nbeuItt uigt c" (" t der lumulhdl-t '11 rxiiihii 0 Irlh'l,
I(h lsiVo,,'tJ'ip1(ltC 5-7, 1- 10/17 lh'r in, (G'lrtimnV

W ith regard to strIuctua ral inftorn1ationl ofl cpitaxial layers (lattice strain, relaxation. Iiiosaicilt.

layer thickness...) so-called reciprocal space maps provide the most information. Reciprocal
space mapping is usually carried out by a triple axis arrangement in which the direction of tihe
diffracted beam is measured either with (a) a crystal analyser or, alternatively, with (b) a small
slit located in front of the detector. The mapping is performed by a combined scanning of the
sample and the detector in such a way that the scattering vector Q covers an area in reciprocal
space ("area scan"). Both methods, however, differ substantially concerning resolution and
intensity. Depending on the slit width, method (b) provides a resolution of about AQ/Q - 10-4

... 10-3 which is limited by the beam size. An analyser, on the other hand, improves the
resolution to 10-5... 1()-4. However, the high resolution achieved is accompanied by a strong
intensity reduction due to the small angular acceptance of the crystal analyscr.

The investigation of very thin epitaxial films (with thickncsses of a few atomic layers) by
conventional reciprocal space mapping as described above is rather time consuming, in
particular, when asymrmetrical reflections are investigated. We present here a novel
experimental method using a linear position sensitive detector (PSD) instead of a crystal
analyser (see figure below). Diffracted beams within 0.5' .. 1P divergence angle can be
measured simultaneously. Due to the spatial resolution of the detector (100 gnm) a moderate
resolution down to 10-4 can be achieved. In order to take advantage of this resolution the
horizontal size of the diffracted beam should be around 100 gm. For this reason at asyni-
metrical geometry with glancing exit is most advantageous. Multi-detection and moderate
resolution combined with a 12-kW rotating anode generator (lin% focus) ensures a considerable
enhancement o, intensity as compared with conventional reciprocal space mapping.

The expe.ri-imental set up is most suited for systems with large lattice mismatch between layer
and sutbstrate, thus requiring a large angular range and not too high resolution. Preliminary
results of 5 and 1I) nm GexSij ., L1t! layers grown on Si 00)1I (with x around 0.85) will be
discurssed and compared with results obtained with a triple crystal arrangement.

rotating collimator
anodelinear

position
sensitive
detector
(PSD)

^ ,,, m = .... . ..- ..-. ..... .. ...
samp...........................................

sa m p le .. .IjA 2 0a(29)

Fig. 1: Schematic vie'w of the exerenimental setup in a (ni, -n) scattering geonetrry. The sainple
ailild the detector are mounted on a iwo-circle .'oniopmeter.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION I)IAGNOSTICS OF' lASER
IIETEROSTRUCTIIRES

K.MN.Pavlov, V.I.Punegov, N.N.Fileev"
,Svkt/3vkar ,•'State I Inlver.s'ltv I Co IS-ki ,)l'v~kti t, Riost. i

,.F.I'• ffe JPhysiWo- .'ChllicclI IFL.SUlife, / 94021 St./ P'crlhu.;' . Ru,.. I(

Usually X-ray diffraction diagnostic of multilayer systems is carried out without taking
into account incoherent scattering caused by defects. The separation of coherently and
incoherently scattered intensity enables to obtain the information both on the depth-
dependent strains and statistically distributed microdefects. The inverse problem of X-
ray diagnostics of heteroepitaxial laser structures is solved in the framework of the
statistical dynamical diffraction theory, coherent and incoherent parts of scattered
intensity being taken into account. The N-layer system model represents alternating
crystalline layers, lEach of the layers, say with number n, is characterized by an intrinsic
interplanar spacing d, , the static Debye-Waller factor /',, and average size of delect:; /;,.
In solving the inverse problem the laser structure parameters (AlGaAs) were Ibund by
means of misfit functional minimization

1 E+O

: ~~E/ -- ;+ -- ,)
I E-I

IE.3 2 where ,'" are experimental and theoretical

double-crystal scheme reflection coefficients,
1E-.4 1-,` are reflection coefficients a triple-ciystal

IE.5 0-. 20 scanning scheme; k is the number of
2,o00 000 2001 experimental points, ., ,F- are (n I)-

angle (.see of arc - dimensional vectors determining Al
concentration, the value of static Debye-Waller f'actor and the mean defect radius in each

layer. Functional minimization of' thle ahovei -I type involves considerable computational
Sdifficulties due to the multiplicity of local

* _A minima, a large number of parameters and

Fr- g.2 jthe functional nonlinearity. A direct search
-0401 method was employed, restrictions being

0 40_-. imposed on vectors X,1F," defined. The
. profiles of the depth-distribution Al-

concentration , the static Debye-Waller
000 - 0 00 factor and the size of defects were obtained.

0.00 2 00 4 0 Fig. I displays calculated (1) and
Depth mkm) experimental (2) triple-crystal reflection

curves. The profiles of static Debye-Waller
factor (1) and Al-concentration (2) are shown in Fig.2.
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NUMNERICAL INNIA;ET'RILATMENI' OF SYNUiIRO'IRON WHIiiii ii;.
'1,0P( O;R APIIIS

Authors: N. Pilard, Y. Fpelboinl

iLdkorcitire deC Min09ih i, cClsaCL~a)IeU O NRS. cese 11/5,
Univep-Sites P.M. Curie vt I). D~iderot, -4 plave Iussieu. 7.52.52 Paris~ CH-)EX 05i /'wn ce

The analysis of' symnchrotron white beami top~ographs can be greatly improved using
numrerical image treatments.%
On line digitization and simple treatments during the experiment allow to greatly
improve the quality of' the TV im ages and to follow images ChanrgeS durfing thle
experiment, F~or instance it has been possible 1o study the intetraLctionl Ot'di SloCtionS Willi
surf'ace acoustic waves.
Fourier filtering and wavelet analysis are efficient tools to restore and enhance the
quality of topographs. They allow to extract mote information than provided with just a
visual analysis of the original topograph.
We have used these treatments to process topographs of1 surface acoustic waves devices
and fcrrornagnictc domains in Fe-Si crystal.
Background correction and feature enhancement with polar filters mnake possible the
study of the distortion of the shape of the acoustic wave due to crystal defects. The
losses of energy in surface acoustic device are also clearly visible in the processed
topographs.
In Fe-Si cry'stal topographs the contrast dueC to ferromnagnetic do-mains are masked by the
disorientation contrast of' subgrains. Low-cut trequenltial filters and anisotropic filIters
greatly enhance their visibility, especially at the subgrain boundaries.
A program is now avai lahle for images treatment and its main features will he
explained in a further paper,

Ref'eriences:

BI. Capelle, Y, Upelboi ii. J. Detainit, M,. Pilard, J . Schiwartzcl & A. /.arka (I 1994), Imaging~
of' vibration moldes~ in piezoelectric de vices bY sYnchrotropt stroho(.opi( I~Ldcm
topograjphY. Synchrotron Radiation News, 7, p) 1()

MI. Pilard, Y. IEpelboin, B3. Capelle, J. Detaint, J. Schwartzel & A. Zarka ( 1994), Use oj
imnage treatment for the understainding of the intfluence of crYstal defr clx in piezoelectric
twaterials, Journal de 13hysiiiue,4p35

AI Pilard, Y. IEpelboin (I 1994) houtrier/Ultering of.synchr-otron topoLgraphs, submiitted to
Journal of Applie-d Crystallography
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DYNAMICAL X-RAY DIFFRACTION FROM NLII TIILAYER SYSTIEMS
WITH DEP'I'tI.DEPENI)ENT' l)iS'RIURTJII) MICROI)EFE('TS

V'.I.Punegov
,Svknlkar Slat, I/universill, 16 "()1 Si *ti 'kar. u•.wa

l)ynamical of X-ray diff'raction from a nonuniform crystal with dcpth-dc•pcndcnt

strain, concentration and size of defects is formulated by recursion formulae The

amplitudes of the transmitted h.',, and the diffracted /1, coherent waves f1or hlyer with

number n1 ( I •; n • N, N is number of layers in the multilayer system ) in the Bragg

case are

,:'"'(.) [7:,/(S1 -_ SO]. I xp ic2(Z fl : .) cxp[/ 1(: -- :,,)1I

where :, is the coordinate of the layer with numnber n. S (/•, h,)exp(1,:l,,),

S -- (?,, 1 b2 ). l, is the thickness of this layer. h,., Il".1, x, ,, wheIC b,, is the

static Debye-Waller factor. , i : is the amplitude reflection

coefficient for the lower (n -I) layers in total; e•,2 are the angular variable (other

notations see in [1]). 1', is the amplitude transmission coefficient for the upper (N---P)

layers in total. For N-layer system the angular distribution of the incoherently scattered
intensity emerging from the layer with number n is given by the recursion formula

[I) ,S 1 IS, 1` 2" Re( S,, a"jlS IS, S.,t I

where I' , is the incoherently scattered intensity from the lower (n I) layers in total

(notations for a, (i -1,2,3), 7-. and ag see in III). Numerical calculations for

theoretical rocking curves and the distributions of depth-dependent coherently and
incoherently scattered intensities are made for the nonuniform system

Al(;al , As / (I 00)(;tl.s, where depth-dependent concentration x is

,Y(o)-j ) -Xi0l 1 zl ), 1 is the thickness and : is coordinate directed into the

depth of this system.

[I] V.I.Punegov, Phys.Stat.Sol. v.136, P.9,(1993)
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THE SPACE AND ANGULAR DISTR uTiON OF X-RAY
INTENSITY IN LAUE DIFFRACTION IN REAL CRYSTALS

A. V. Pushkarev
IIsftitu(e of Phy' ivs qf of Solids ndI Seniconduclors ,.acm(y of Scii'ucc,
P. Brouki 17, 220072 AMinsk, lie/urus

It is recognized that in the limits of the kinematic scattering model of the
crystal the refractive index of X-rays is constant and equals 1, According to tile
dynamical theory the refractive index of X-rays varies in X-ray diffraction in
perfect crystals in tile Bragg scattering curve region which allows one to
determine the dependence between the incident and scattering angles. The
behavior of refractive index of X-rays in diffraction in real crystals is of
significance. The objective of the present work is experimental study of space
and angular distribution of X-ray intensity in Lauc diffraction in real crystals as
a function of angular deviation (Q) from the exact Bragg position. The
investigation was carried c . on lithium fluorine single crystals with various
dislocation density (Nd). The study was made on double and triple crystal
spectrometers in the Cu Kat radiation, with perfect germanium crystals
(reflection 333) serving as the monochromator and analyzer. The experiment
consisted in the following. The slit moved sequentially in the horizontal direction
across the diffraction beam and was fixed at certain point 1. In this case a region
was picked up from the diffracted beam cross-section at the given c value for
which the direction of diffraction (8.) was determined with the help analyzer.
These experiments allowed us to determine also the space distribution of thL
diffracted beam intensity. Fig. shows, by way of example, the results of
investigation for c - 0 and Nd - 3"1011 cm-2 , where I - the diffracted beam
intensity distribution, 0, - the angular position of the center of gravity of reflec-
oil .tion curve of the analyzer, W - the integrated
20" width the reflection curve of analyzer. The

1to" analysis of the results obtained showed that

the integrated characteristics change
essentially depending on c and 1. Thus, at the

50"" given value of the deviation angle from the
Bragg position for various regions of
diffracted beam the X-rays are ncattered at
different angles. This evidences that for
different ranges of real crystal at the given
value of e the X-rays have different refractive

0 0.2 0.4 a'mm indices. The change of refractive index has
been estimated for different E values.
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I)1EcIT ST'RU CTURE )1"OFCAST SIL1ACON
A, N 1)

OVERRGROWN HINIOM EPI'IT..\XAl lP,1; iAYER',RS

If. Raidt and W. MNh6aing
Mfa.'-lhgck---A rheitsgrIl)C " g'/'intgenhiugun an Schi: h,'S tl (III der Wi I' ll/Ulh
Universitjit j u Ba erlin, hau'sogreiplatz 5 - 7, D-IOII7 Berlin

Cast Silicon is among the many substances which are tested in search lor low cost solar
energy conversion. We have accompanied attempts to grow thick silicon LF'E layers with
improved electrical parameters on two types of cast material: SILSO (1,011 13. cmn ý) and
SITIX (10 193 , cm- 3).

Both materials consist of randomly oriented grains ranging from a few lenths to several
10 mm 2 in lateral dimensions. Most grains contain twins in varying numbcrs and sizes. The
avcrage dislocation density is 105 - I W' . cm-2 within the grains, In SIISO the dislocations
are often arranged in a cellular structure and in small angle boundaries its revealed by XRT
and by etching. In SITIX elongated dislocations arranged in bushels and bundels are pre-
vailing which, according to TEM, are helical in nature and decorated with particles.

The dislocation arrangcmcnt extends practically unchanged into the Epilayer for SILSO.
No helical dislocations are observed in layers grown on SITIX. Due to the high dopant con-
centration of this latter substrate a high density ol misfit dislocations is generated occasion-
ally.

In layers grown with low supersaturation single dislocations do not generate EBIC con-
trast.
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X-RAY 1)I1 FRACTION 1)IS TIN(C] IONS IN THE ACO USTI(CALL.Y
EXCITED) CRYSTAL WITH MI(CROi)EI'ECTS.

Raranskv M.D., Fodchuk I.M., Novikov S.M.. Korovianko O.J.

C hJrnivr'si Stow U~i~vr.ity. C(J•'rnii'Pisi, t'.krana.

On tile base of results, determined fmnm al'i kagi Cqualtions n umerical solutiois,iss

shown the opportunity of ultrasound utilization like off-bcat sounder for contrast

irncreasiirg of microdefects, not visible in conimon conditions ( r = 0.16 Inkin), and

its 'iffraction regioni size increasing. It is shown, that the ultrasound excitation can

substantionally change the diffric,:tion image

size (Fig. 1). This can be attributed by the WOK, (1660) 1t. 38mkm tji=1wkn

intensity redistribution inside the crystal in R h
0.7 AO -0.4'

dependence of amplitude value W, that couses

the microdefects diffraction image change. 0.06

When W= 0.05 A, one can see the diffracted AO =0 b)

beam bxackground interity decreasing by 10 0.06 I--0

times and t' e microdefect direct image Oa

contrast V (V=(Rinax-Rniiii) / (Rnix+Rm1 in)) V W=o.o5A

increasing frorm 0.3%y,, to 10"' (Fig. lb,c). 0"'

When W=O. I A one can sce Rh1 decreasing by 0 42 d)

5'.Y, and V increasing up to 1.5"/ (Fig. 1d) . w=0.t1

Oi t. - Fig. Ic diffracted iv.vc ittenwit1 !t.'Aachls

the same limits, that during cxcitwij;tt i li t C .18,
-I i[ 2100

eCaluawion on tile hill (if the reflectinrg .urve

(Fig. la), xecre V has the same value (--9',• -. Besides, at given W value the image

direct compo 2,.fnt contrast reversal occurs (Consequently the X-Ray diffraction

intensity osci'lahting dependence on ultrasound amplitude can be utilized for

microdefects image fiie structUre reveal and contrast increasiug.
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X-RAY TO, :)(RAPIII'( INVESTI(ATION OF t-lAil03
UNI)ER I)(' OR AC 1;,iI:iRIC I"IEILI)

P. Rejmninkoviilll, .1. Ilaruchel", .J. Kulia•2 , R. •alenicz.uk'31, B. Salce,'-
I ES',S..., /hP 220, 3S043 (;renohl , France 12)IL.l., 15X,3,U42 Gri-nohh'

OMC.A / 0q). Recherche lomhunentale sur la Alatt•Mr ("ondensc'e, 3?S054 (;re'ibhle

Several single crystals such as quartz, KI)P-.... change their b.haviour if a static
electric field is applied. This is also true, even in a more spectacular way, for single
crystals of -l.ilO3 . Under an electric field (102-10:1 V/cmn) applied parallel to the c-
axis, the Bragg diffracted intensity for neutrons is multiplied by a factor varying from 2
to 10 and enhancements in optical diffraction and changes in dielectric behaviour have
been reported 11,21.

The X-ray diffracted intensity of some Bragg reflections is also modified by the
application of an electric field (an enhancement of the diffracted intensity in the low
absorption case) and traverse topographs show many fine lines parallel to the c-axis.
Previous investigations 13,41 of this behaviour under different experimental conditions
suggest a mechanism for this electric field induced reduction of crystalline perfection.
The ionic conductivity of (x-LilO 3 is non homogeneous over the crystal and occurs
through "channels" parallel to c-axis. A gradient of lattice distortion is established
between these channels and the remaining part of tile crystal, leading to a modified
Bragg reflectivity.

Up to now the enhanced reflectivity was related to the fine lines oil topographs.
The present work based on section topographs (fig. 1) shows, that these striations are
only a secondary effect. The majority of the enhanced diffracted intensity appears to
come from small areas of crystal which form 'planes' nearly parallel to the c-axis and
the main surfaces of the sample ard which seem to correspond to growth bands.

The influence of the electrodes used is also discussed. We finally describe and
compare the results of topographic experiments and conductivity measurements Linder
an alternating electric field, which are in qualitative agreement.

Fig. 1: Scction tol-Kgraphs ol 137 rclicction, X-=O,4 A. it=2.2 (pI is absorption tl Ticficnt
and i thickness o1 h11C sailplt)

h) I.= 12IVon /

Ill 1A1 Y.Y,. Adv.St.icncc of China, Physics 1, p.45, Scicnce Press (Beijing 1985)
121 ttISIANOV A.A. vt al., So,. Phys. Crystallogr. 31(4) (1986) 42
Ill BARt. CHIFI. J. ct al., Phil. Mag. R61, 1051 (1991)
[41 S BIIASTIAN M.T. ct al., Inst. Phys. Conf. Ser. No 103: Part 1, 53 (1989)
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SI-TASI 2 COMPOSITE STUDIES BY SYNCHROTRON RAI)lATION WHITE
BEAM TOPOGRAPHY ANDI MUITIPIPE-AXIIs DIFFRACTOMFTRY

Z.U. Rek , S.R. Stock , M. Goorsky3

1. StcmJord Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Stantford, Ca 94309

2. Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga 30332

3. University of California, Los Angeles, Ca 90024

The eutectic composite TaSi 2/Si can be grown in the form of a single crystal Si matrix
with rods of the silicide phase grown parallel to the crystal growth direction. The rods
generally have a high degree of preferred orientation relative to the matrix, and the matrix
is highly dislocated (by bulk silicon standards). Rod diameters of about I1gm and inter-rod
spacings on the order of 104m are typical in the TaSi 2/Si system, and double crystal rock-
ing curves of the Si matrix are many times broader then those of dislocation-free Si. On a
scale of 100pm and above, however, the composites are suprisingly uniform. This sug-
gests that TaSi 2/Si crystals might be useful as wide-band pass x-ray monochromators or
analysers.

In this paper we report characterization studies of a number of TaSi 2/Si composites and
also preliminary results obtained using the composites as monochromators or analyzers.
The composites have been examined to date with techniques which include polychromatic
and monochromatic x-ray diffraction topography, x-ray double axis diffractometry and tri-
ple axis diffractometry.
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f ~ ~A VIBRAT'ING N1ONOCIIRONIATOR FOR THE,1 V-S.l'.l'. ''l4)()( mR.APIjNIY

C'. Revolt, J. lIa.rucehd, 1.). Ielejl~ct1, G Narotl 11. P. ' levvieaji F. I. /Atone)l4
/) [uropc'an Sv~ 'lirerr en Raduham 1u/a /tv N 2(), )43 ( UW C h('Ia? ~
2) L~aorati~ rt de SpCtI('cWeIdrIIc PI\h/'.% RIuc'BPS ,iSO42 jNajrt Alarfni (i / It'N'

The ,~mallI size of the sources (-0.2 mill). the small divergence ( ý1 0- in thle vertic~al
plane) and high flux of the X-ray beam are prominent featuares Ot the FS RF. This Uopcn1 s new
possibilities for diffraction topographic techiquI(Les. Tlhe Wily We have Chosen to take advanltage
of these features is to build at long ( 1 40 in), wiggler, heamline, thle ID 19 E.S.RE.F
"Topography' station Il11 allowing a ho~mogeneous beam of ý40 mmn 14 mim.

It appear-s Under these conditions that thle eXposure time to record it topograph (A~-.1
sec ) will he con siderahlv redLaced when workinrg at the I19)' station. In addition both thle
anlgular divergence So andl spectral spread \EEof thfe rIlovochroinatic beaml reach ing at point of
the sample will be < 1 0-5 even When using a simple monlochromlator t(ts opposed to a Mrultiple
crystal one). These So and 4VEI are ver-y convenient for somec applications, but not big enlough
for others (slightly distorted crystals, phase transitions,-.). In addition the diffracted energy is
a function of the position Within thle monochromatic beam section ('wavelength dispersion'),'

A Solution to overcome the insufticient range of energy and thle wavelength disper-sion,
is to change periodically, as a function of time, thle Bragg angle t1FI of thle monochromato11r. '1'he
oscillation of thle mlonlochromlator around the vertical axis should lie such that several periods
are included in thle exposure time: this implies a tfrequerncy ratnge up to 2MX IHertz, a vaIlue which
is substantial ly higher than previously 12 1.

We have tested several options to vibrate thle (13 mil thick silicon nionoch ronlator
diffracting in thle transmission 'aLau' mode. A piezoelectric device appears to be unable to give
thle required amplitude, and heats whenI used dutring extendedi periods (= 1 lt) mintes). A 'door
hell' like coil solves the amplitude problem but presents it non reproxducible rest position. partly
due to thle friction. We retai nvd at vibrating device based on at triple pole electromagnet and at
SlInCos perrmanrent mlagniet t tio. I 1.The initial mlonlOchromiatic beamil tOpOgr'aphs show that this
device exhibits the expeCte[kd pcl~iine oh0I for OIre aMplitudedt and thle reprodnectibility of the

MIr), rest pu~itiohr.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE RELAXATION BEHAVIOUR IN STRAINED

SUPERLATTICES USING GRAZING INCIDENCE DIFFRACTION OF

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

D. Rose and U. Pietsch', A. Fdrster2 , T. A. Metzgerj,
'Institut fAr Festk~rperphysik der Uni versitldi Potsdam, D - 144/5 Potsdam,

Germany
'Forschungszentrum Jaulich, Institut fatr Schicht-- und lonentechnik, )•- 52428

Julich, Germany
'Sektion Physik der Universitat Mfnchen, D- 80539 Manchen, Germany

Lateral lattice matching is only possible up to a critical thickness tL,, beyond which
misfit dislocations are created at the interfaces. For single layers of Ga0 , In0 As on
GaAs it amounts to 19 nm. In the case of superlattices (SI,) the critical thickness
depends on 1) the In- content, 2) the total thickness of sA t, = ( t, 4 th ) n- tst. n

(t,,.: SI- period, n: number of periods) and 3) the thickness ratio t1 / t, .
In order to unterstand the mechanism of relaxation we have investigated the depen-
dence of t,, on the thickness of the barriers tU. The real structure of the SL was in-
vestigated measuring conventional rocking curves and reciprocal space maps. The
in-plane parameter were measured using grazing incidence diffraction of synchrotron
radiation. The depth dependence of the relaxation degree can be determined by mea-
suring the rod scans of the in-plane Bragg-peaks at different angles of incidence I I.
The shape of the rod-scans is influenced by the real structure. The amount of the
real-structure-effects is correleted to the degree of relaxation. Because of the imper-
fec'uons a kinematic description of the experiments is sufficient.
Although the thickness of the Ga0 In0.2As layers were chosen smaller than the critical
one, partial relaxation of the superlattices was obtained for barrier thicknesses bet-
ween 2 nm and 30 nm. In contrast to our former investigations 121 we found a ho-
mogenous relaxation state over the whole depth of superrlattice.

This work was supported by the BMFT No 05 5IPAAI 8.

Ill If.Pietsch, Proc. in Physics, Vol 61 Surface X-ray and Neutron Scattering,
Ed. H. Zabel and I.K. Robinson, Springer Verlag 1992, 223

121 U. Pietsch, H. Metzger, S. Rugel, B. Jenichen and I.K. Robinson, J.Appl. Phys.
74, 2381 (1993)
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I, DYNAMICS OF ROCKING CURVES IN STRAINED (001) Si
CRYSTALS UNDERGOING ULTRASONIC EXCITATION

B.Sander, E.Zolotoyabko and Y.Komem

Department of Materials Enginee'ring, Technion-lsrael Institute of Technology, Haifia
32000, Israel

Dynamical X-ray diffraction under high-frequency ultrasound (tLS) was recently
found to be very sensitive to small strains in almost perfect crystals 11. US with a
wave vector Iki larger than the characteristic gap of the dispersion surface stimulates
interbranch scattering processes that lead to various modifications in the diffraction
profiles, depending on the strain level e of the sample and on the US amplitude w.
When the dynamic strain 8=21klw induced by US exceeds the intrinsic strain F_ a
broadening of the diffraction profile is expected due to satellites formation on the
acoustic superlattice. In the opposite case, S < e, the interbranch scattering processes
reject part of X-rays from the diffracted beam, resulting in a narrowing effect of the
diffraction profile. This narrowing effect was first observed by us in double-crystal
diffraction (DC.)) measurements of rocking curves in slightly deformed Si crystals 121.
Here we present results of the rocking curves shape dependence on the US amplitudes.

1X:D measurements were carried out in the Bragg geometry with CuKa-radiation on
(001)Si. The samples were attached to a LiNbO 3 piezotransducer by hardened
photoresist (with overlapping surfaces as shown in the insert in Fig.I). The transducer
generated surface acoustic waves with a resonant frequency of 293 MHz. (004)Si
rocking curves were taken at different applied voltages (V) on the piezotransducer.
The dependence of the rocking curves width r on the applied voltage (V) is shown in
Fig.l. r(o)-value corresponds to a strain level of C-2.10-5 introduced by the gluing
procedure. r vs. V clearly demonstrates the narrowing-broadening transformation of
the rocking curves under tLS influence. This result is of a great importance for the
establishment of a new strain analysis method based on combined use of tDCt) with
I S,

16 -

16 S ISi - Sample

12

___. __-Ra__HFig. 1. The width of (004)
10 -Si rocking curves

under US excitation

Insert: sample-transducer
6 set up

4-

2 1 I I _ - I _
0 i 2 3 4 5

US voltage IV]
1. E.Zolotoyabko, B.Sander. Y.Komem , B.Kantor. Appl.Phys.Lett. 3 ,154 (1993).
2. E.Zolotoyabko, B.Sander, Y.Komem, B.Kantor. Acta Cryst. A Q ,253 (1994).
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A novell experimenetal settup for grazing incidence anid exiirenwk'
asymmunetrical x-ray d iffraction

N1. Sclibaer 1IOP/).(f tptz and(ii( It fip/iji

/Hausvogic' if)/fd: 5 7. 1)- /011II7 Th'rin ( ;tii. Cc i

( ;rU/,iinC inlcideceI' dilTiactuml andl SpeLC~ilarxryrf 'tiet t41\ nettOIC~_ udIngIIHL o1TS1CLspee diflustie
Scattering) arV nOW two StanidarUd tc~hnliqueIs whliCh areV extenlSiVely applied tW stiRICturl-

charactern/ationl of1 thin hi ins and interl'aces. Th'le combined use of' both methods makes it
possible it) obtain

6)'density' Informiation (layer thicknesses, thickness f1iuc~luationlS, Veli~l tea desity pro'i lest,

(I i) structurl[1 inllfOr-iatt on 0on ine~so)SC(pie Scale ( interf'acial and surf'ace r-oughneISS, corre,1lato
len~gths') and, finallyIN,

(iii) St Rue to a I iin format lion onl at oini Scaleac (l attIice paranmete rs anid re laxatin depIt:hI tI sens.itive
mea~iSuremnCIts).

We present here an experimental setup For grazing incidence ditfract ion, extremely
asymmetrical x -ray diffraction and specular/olfspecu lar x-ray ref'lectornetry. HIowevyer, threec
main differenecs as compared to previouIS scattering geometries are present

"* we use the entire horkontal line ftwus of' a rotating anode (12 kW, the dimensions of' the
Focus are typically 0.5 mim x 5 mim) without any fuLrther geometrical reduction by slits. '[his
geom-etry applied onl a horizontally mounted samiple ensures a considerably higher intensity
without loosing vertical collimation.

"* the collimator systemi can be turned around the. diffracted beam. We are, therel'Ore, able to
CollIIinmate the inc idencec bca with It me ec t to various Spatijal dirtect io(ins. Tlhe coll imnator
syNstem Consists either. of, a syninteticavcil GC chanlnel-cu~t comlbinedL With a soller Slit or' of an
~isv\1unmetrie Bartels collimiator ( 0' arie-l oIt inIcidnceIL ) With two InIisCut (;c 220t ehltaItel-
cots Dure to Si1Iiulat ions boIth geOnmletrieS Shou~ld Vield to COMIXIparable COunt ratles and

"* extremuely asymntlle( rical reflc~tion geometries (grazing incidence and obliqu~e CX it)it!ar also
accessible, T'hus, it Ipossible to inve.st igI ICaIcrlaxationl ill differentl spatial dir-ec inns,

The decsign and tile Capabilities of1 the inlstrumen)Ct Will be0 discussed with regard to applications.
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THREE CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION STUDIES ON OXYGEN
INDUCED DEFECTS IN ANNEALED CZ SILICON CRYSTALS

T. Schniidt,R. Bouchard.1U. RWitt and J.R. Schneider
11aiin bii rtjir Syntch n Ii ros tra h :ii nysabori 11.-1 S I' VI.. 1 P
(it Dcit sce.ns 14e I)1' SVie o 'o )i''' . Volkfs tr. , 1).2'U: Ienil e

W. Zuichner
icki, (itkt' ( 'eeniIlil 1v (mbiobI [Pos!facliI II ,, . I.-S/ 8448!)all tin; ryo e

In (Vochralski (C(Z) growni silicon oxygen is the miost. un portantit illip~irit y. Upon~ii

hevat treatment. at. 750'C oxygen atoms dliffuse through t~he lattice to producec smiall
agglomierates which grow inito p~recipit~ate piarticles of silica (1510 2 )- I'urtlie'r all-
nealing at 105t0'C or 1200'(' leads to the generation of dislocationi loops and/or
thec formation of' stacking f~ault~s. T'hree series oif CZ silicon crystals COntailiniig

7.5, 9.9, 18.1 - I 0C'17
1.m 3 oxygen atomns were measured. 'Vhlree samples of each series

had been annealed for 24 h, 72h, 216th at. 750 0 C, two samples had been prean nealed
for 24hi at 7500C and then further annealed for 20h at. 1.050'( or 1200TC.

TIhe size and numb~er dlensity of the S-iO2 lrecit~itates have been dletermhined with
Small Angle Scattering (SANS) at the ILL, Grenoble [11, In addition to SANS thei
defect. scattering was mapped out in k-space at the same samples by mnean~s of' the
high resolution three crystal diffractorneter for high energy synchrotron radiation
installed at the IIASYLAB wiggler laboratory. The diffuse scatterinig was ineasuredl
with 100 kvV synchrotron radiation at reflection 220 in its projection onto thev I 110.

'Ihe( (diffuse scattering mmeasured at. thme samiples annealed for dlifferent. periodls of'
timie at 750'(1 was idenctified to be related to SiO2 p~recipitat~es 12,]. Nearly aill sam-
ples Showed additional diffuse st-reaks of' scattering along the [0011 dlirection. The
FWIf M of those streaks is in creasing with1 t he( distancev to t. hie reciprocal lat-tice point.
Accordingi to L arson& Sch miat z 131 dislocat~ionl loops oni II111 planes wit 11 Burgers
vec'tors inl 110 ,direct ions coUld Callse( t his diffuse SCat-terimig. 'Il'eir- (lialleCterlS
are of' thle order of 1 000 A.

liffuse streaks along 111II directions were found in the samiples preannealed
at 750'C and] then further annealed at. 1050%( or 1200'%. Along the [1111 direction
the FWHM of the streaks is constant. Thel( asymmetry of the diffuse scattering in
the 1220[-zone indicates, that these defects aire of extrinsic natunre. Model calcula-
tions 131 identified these streaks as diffuse scat tering from st-acking faults lying onl

I1I -- planes. 'Pheir dliamneters depend on the anneatling history of' the sample and
vary from about 10000 A upll to 40000 A.-.

1ll S. Messoloras,J .lt. SclitieiderXl.J. Stewart&,W. Zuelehuer
Senmicond.Sci.'leehntol. 4 (1989) 340

[2] 1P.H. l)ederichs J.1Phys. F3 (1973) 471
131 B.C. Larson, W. Schinatz phys-st~at *sol( h) 99 (1980) 2617
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Slligh-Resoltition X-Ray D)iffraction and X-Ray Standing Waves Analyses
on AlAs/GaAs Short-Period Superlattices

NI. Schuster1,2), A. IAssn1ann-2 , A. Nlunkhohin 2 ), S. jreinnazi2),
G. Nlatrlik2 ,3 ) and 1I. Riecherti)

") Siemens AG, Corporate Research and Development, ZI;'E B" AI 3,
Otto-H1ahn-Ring 6, D-81 739 Munich, German y'.
2) Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lahoraiorn, SSRL,
2375 Sand Hill Rd., Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA.
3) Hamburger Synchrotroiisirahlungslabor FiASYLA B,
Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg, Germaany.

The state-of-the-art approach to study the structural parameters of superlattices (SIL) is
(high-resolution) X-ray diffraction ((HR)XRD) which measures the elastically
scattered photons. This method can be extended by measuring simultaneously inelastic
signals excited internally by the X-ray standing wave (XSW) field which is generated
in the reflection process. Recording element specific inelastic signals provides a
unique way to determine the position of the excited atoms. We have applied the
measurement of the element inspecific but more intense photocurrcnt for the structural
characterization of the superlattice.

The measurements were performed with 5.30 keV and 8.05 keV photons from the
synchrotron radiation source SPEAR at SSRL using a double crystal monochromator.
The well collimated and monochromatized synchrotron radiation beam of high inten-
sity enabled us to extend the HRXRD measurement to a wide angular range showing
the complete set of satellites between neighboring substrate reflections. Thereby, a
non-coincidence of the AlAs/GaAs satellite groups belonging to GaAs(002) and
GaAs(004) is observed, which results from an incommensurate modulation of the
superlattice. By comparison with kinematic diffraction theory, from the satellite
intensities, thie Fourier coefficients of the modulation can be determined. This gives a
straightforward description of the AlAs/GaAs superlattice unit cell and its interfaces.

The simultaneously measured photoelectron yield shows a clear modulation due to the
GaAs(004) substrate reflection, the 0th order AlAs/GaAs SL reflection and tile thick-
ness fringes. At the 0th order SL reflection the wave field is aligned to the average
lattice plane distance of the AlAs/GaAs SL. The modulation of the photocurrent is a
measure for the ratio of coherently and incoherently positioned atoms with respect to
the average lattice plane distances. The shape of the photocurrent signal at the
GaAs(004) substrate reflection is caused by a moird effect which leads to a different
shape compared to the shape of the 0th order SL reflection. The moir6 effect turns out
to be present in many heterostructures. It offers a further criterion to differentiate
between layer and substrate peaks. The XSW measurements are compared with
dynamical calculations of the depth dependent X-ray wave field.

Two of us (G.M. and M.S.) are grateful to the Volkswagen Stiftung for sponsoring
theses studies through a grant to Stanford University.
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GROWTH AND REAl, ST'I'R ICTUR; O)F UIRFA CRYSTALoS

1.1 ,.Smolsky, N.P. Zaitseva*, S.V. Bogatyreva*

I.lA (. )f ('rX.V•II/Lo , rclph R.\ I¢,Ii. l .,lie(det V of S 'tw'l ' V' , .Iwc '' ow

I olu,v 11~iV ofA ooowmi Stall I/rnh'r~ifv. himi *a

UIrca is a promising material for non-linear optics. Crystals have been giown
lrom methanol solution by reduction of temperature in the range 45-25 l'.The average
growth rate along the Z axis was within 0.15-0.25 mam/day.

Real structure of crystals was studied by X-ray projection topography (Lang
method), Zonal and sectorial structure as well as surface morphology and at-
rangement of dislocations in urea correspond to growth by dislocation mechanism.
Almost all grown-in dislocations observed were of mixed type (see table). There are
dislocation-free areas in the central upper part of the crystal. Stresses arising du-
ring growth raise redistribution and interactions ot dislocations.

The step-like change of the growth temperature of 0.05"C followed by form;,
tion of macrosteps and liquid inclusions. They can act as local sources of secondary
defects - slip dislocations generated in I 110}, {jI I) and {001 planes of easy slip.
Frank-Read sources have been observed in I 1l slip planes.

GROWN-IN AND GLIDE DISLOCATIONS IN UREA CRYSTAI.S

N Type of Angle to Burgers Growth sector Remarks
dislocation C axis," vector

I mixed 12-15 W01 {1111} grown-in
"2 mixed 31 ? IIl } grown-in
3, mixed 14 < Il . < IIl > HII )I I 1) grown-in
4 mixed 08 (I11),(i 1) grown-in
5 edge 90 < I10 >, < 110> 0I 1 ),( 1) grown-in
6 edge 90 < 110>,< I1O> (II I)(III) glide
7 52 < Il0>,< HiO> gII),(1 gide
8 ? (I 1]),(Ii1) glide,{l l0}

9 90 ? (111),(l1) glide,1001}

It follows from topographs observed that the stability of the temperature during
growth should be better than 0.01" C for growing crystals of high quality enough.
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X-R.AY TrOPOGRIAPHIY OF FACETS IN
GaSh SING.LE (IjyST-ALS

Z. Soiirek n1d .1. Kill)
10duff ,J uof I 1 ,11sic.s, "Ic cidco If ,Sci~lc . of 1/1, .~c lif public

( ukro enity-r-kd 10, (iý1 00) I rah n 6i, Ccti IcpublIV

'Ie'l -- Il I > ("'ash qsingle. i-r~st~iis growni nsing t ho ( zorlivalski t.('cliniqueI(

vwithloit erucapsuillant. inal F01 atuosplueri' of tl~owiig lipulrogeuI wCere st-llidicul ill or-der

to ev~auitl'f, thue dit1ibl~o (f Ivelluriuuuu couiceuitratjo. No facet~s vv('iv foml~ed inl

1utudopled ( his),, while ill 1.11e case of Tv-rloieul cry, stals flue filcets have appearevd

ait thle cent-re of thle ("ash bowl, 'l'foriuat~iouI of fhcvts is dee(dl(')' i(ut. oili tlv

temiperatoire conidit~ionis ini thle growt~h surface mnd oui thw level awnl own unouiluoilo

geiieitly uf ilopant. concentrati oil liNa to the growth intierface,

Tlejo rpia~lit~y of thle cryst~als wvas charact~erizted by X-ray top)ogriphly. We

employedl the method of doubile crystal spectrometer ill the p~arallel p~ositionl and
We usged Ilr-agg ('a~se geomletry. Svveral types of (aSb crystals with differenit Te

(:oncent~rat~ioil were chlose'l for this IS5hldy.

We ouiduerstandi by facet, Smitcl a miiacroscoic part of tile crystail, where thle

va ii¶atiorms inl the morphlology of strnations with vespect, to thle non faceted region

are observable. Parallel growth stniations indicatIe L planar solid/hiquiih interface

ill the facet, contrary to the circular otues; ill tOw luonlfacevted region. heAets ill

this sells(. display mlany tunles higher Tv' coin emutr.1ation andc (liflteemt, character of

etchedl stirface withI respect. to the1 muollbfaet~ed region. ''llme higher c'oncenitration of

TO'. in) cert'ainl ranlge caulses the chauuige from p1 to mu- Ype conldlctivit.Y. Tlhe origrin

of the facets cotild be, explained kuy pouol 0 thring conldit~ions' of the mIuu'lt. nlear the

cent~er of growth rotation anh/or kv stecp by stN ep growt-h unlechmanisni from the

mipercooledi elt, at. tile center. of r-otationl inl vo,,trnst, to tile conitilinuolms growthl

at thle periphery. Tlhe sharp facet bononla rY indl the growth striation inmlicatf?

that thie latter reason is moore relAevant.

lin' iistrillnitioli of (arrliur colwerutrat~iol in the piortioni of (,aSb crystals

where thle interface between p).Ii 11n 1.' tpe coliinlncivity hlas occurlred wasq exann-

nled and Ohe interpretat~ionl of t he inhuonogene~llit.ie. obser) e Was sgetd
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FX-RAY tDIFFRACTIION INV!IK'S'l'I(;1VUION OFTIlE, PEICLLARI'rw'IS OFT1111FK
IKLASiiC STRAIN RILAXATION IN l.ATTiicEN-IISN-IATI(:IIH.)

II H"'IK'ROSTIRI:C'1'1] RlIKS G RO WN BY NIOC Vi

(W) kt'sea;ch (11Od ;ylp/'waum / ),vi'.hmo, Rich. Selc'ArI V Co.,Iac.I~4,/)2'2
A hin'nr/urg ;1RA1.1 A' V
(h) A. i:IqA// /hi-rsico- Ifc/u,,c'i/ hIAmlth (P11l), I o/liekiA'hesk(th'*va~ 20.A,. Ye~u'~
/94021, RUS188/

Hiugh resolution X-ray diffiractiori interference and differential Methods Were uised I'm
the characterization of epit,, lal growth and elastic strain relaxation processes in lnlGaAs
and (AIGa)lnAs epitaxial layers grown by MOCVI) technique. X-ray diffiractionl
investigations were made by using a SEIFERT XR[) 3000 HR1 system equipped with a
mionochrornator flor the primary side (2 Ge channel-cut crystals in (0,~,-,I

configuration, 220 reflection) and for the second,- -y side (flat Ge(220) analyzer crystal)~
The samples investigated were grown on precisely oriented (iaAs(00 I) substrates. The
lnGaAs/GaAs double hecterostructures represented lnO01Ga0).8As quantumi wells of'
various thickness fr-om 8 nml Up to 31 nim and cap GaAs layer. The other kind of'
investigated samples were (Al4, 5Gao..)O. 21nO 18As epitaxial layers with thickness huont
100 nm up to 400 rim grown either immediately onl GaAs Substrate (type 1) or onl It e 2
pim Alj),~GaO.45As buffer layer (type 11).

The results of the investigation of lnGaAs QW are that the process of' elastic strain
relaxation leads to the appearcncc of different structural defects which change the
growth conditions and elastic strain in the heterostructure. The strong correlation
between InGaAs strained layer thickness, types and density of generated defects, degree
of elastic strain relaxation in heterostruCtUres was shown, too.

For (AlGa)InAs/GaAs heterostruetures the process of elastic strain relaxation in
structures of type I leads to the common type ot' relaxed crystal structures with
homogeneously distributed dislocation networks. The investigation of the second type of'
heterOStructUreS shows that anothcr t 'ype of relaxed crystal structures appears. This
mecans that during thle process of' relaxation in elastically strained epitaxial layers two
areas with sir.,niticarttlv differernt extent of relaxation arise~ In strained layer there is a
"block"c-' cYstal stRucture Which consists of rectangular blocks (size about lu-I 12 pmti)
with lowv densitv of' dislocation netwvorks (about 10'/C1112) near the interflicc with
(AIlia)lnAs The se blocks are separated by vertical dislocation wvalls oriented in-plane
along j 10,1 direction with extremely high dislocation density (up to 1 09/Cr112) '[hle
increasing of the thickness of' thle (AIGa)lnAs laver results in the increasing of
dislocation densit\ in thle wýalls and] hence ito increasing of' thle elastic strain in those.
areas. It leads to the propagation of these dislocations into the bottom AIGaAs layer and
hence to I'urther decreasing of' its crystal lperflection T[his allows to suggest thle strong
correlation hetwveen tile type of' elastic strain relaxation and the existence of buffer
Al6aAs layer or, in general, between the process of elastic strain relaxation and initial
stavge of epitaxial growth The resuilt of' tile preliminirary investigation of'similar samiples
additionally containing (AIAs-(iaAs)SI. is that the critical thickness of the strained layer
may be exceeded three to five timecs.
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HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY DIFFRACTION CHARACTERIZATION
OF Ge/Si/GaAs IIETEROSTRUCTURES

T.W. Staley', J.K. Wade', G.E. Crook', S.L. Daniel1 and R.J. Matyi'
'Materials Science Program, -Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
3Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering, University of WiscofLvin,
Madison, W1 53 706 USA

Heterostructures consisting of alloys of the Group IV elements Si and Ge with GaAs have
attracted attention, since band structure calculations have predicted that the addition of Si
to GaAs should increase the bandgap of dilute (GaAs)1 .,(Si2), alloys with the bandgap
remaining direct up to x - 0.2. In (GaAs)1.J(Ge2 ),, the alloy is predicted to have a direct
gap up to x- 0.8 while exhibiting a local minimum in the conduction band at x - 0.3. In
order to achieve these properties, it is necessary to fabricate (GaAs)(Group IV) alloys
without the potential degrading influences of lattice parameter mismatch, polar versus non-
polar g, rowth, and the prospect of order-disorder transformations. In the present work,
we ha.ve used both double- and triple-crystal x-ray diffraction to study the structural
characteristics of Si/Ge and Ge/GaAs alloys grown on GaAs substrates by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE). We have determined an optimized growth recipe for Ge/GaAs alloys in
terms of four major growth parameters (substrate temperature, GaAs deposition rate, As2
overpressure, and Ge mole fraction) by using the width of the alloy layer 004 reflection
in a high resolution triple crystal transverse scan, which directly measures the range of
angular misorientations in the layer independent of lattice dilations or strains. The
optimized MBE growth environment was then used for the deposition of Ge-Si alloys with
high structural quality on GaAs substrates, even though the growth of crystallographically
perfect layers would be expected to be complicated by the diamond-on-zincblende
materials system and the transition of the pseudomorphic strain from compressive to
tensile with increasing Si mole fraction. The presence of well defined interference
fringes in double crystal x-ray rocking curves showed a high level of structural perfection
in layers with silicon mole fractions less than approximately 7.5%; subsequent increases
in the silicon content led to an abrupt relaxation in the pseudomorphic strain in the SiCe
alloy layers. Triple crystal diffraction scans from the same samples (see below) exhibited
a continuous increase in the intensity of the diffuse scattering about the 004 reciprocal
lattice point of the epitaxial layer, suggesting either the generation of dislocations or the
nucleation of point defect clusters with increasing Si content. The physical origin of the
diffuse scattering will be discussed.

S. > 1,i (left) Triple crystal x-ray
. ,. . diffraction scans from Si/Ge

7 alloy layers grown on GaAs;
t . the 004 reciprocal lattice point

from the GaAs substrate is
centered in each illustration.
The approximate Si mole
fractions estimated from

5% si 65% Si double crystal rocking curves
." , • . .are given with each scan.
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( ~A I)IRi-C'C_ OBTAINING; OF STRAIN PROFILE:FROM

X-RAY ROCKING CURVES

A.A.Stepanov

hIstitute of A'!athema tiCs anld Computer Science, Universvii~v of Lavita, IRainisv blvd. 29,

Riga LV-1459, Latvia

A stUdy of mlultilayer crystals by X-ray high-resolution diffractornetry

proposes to obtatin strain and damange depth profiles by the solving of the inverse

problem af X-ray roc king curve interpreotaton. Ini this way the nhase probleni and

lnumerical methods are severv. 1: r tieti ý1111inIta II icOLns 11 sl t on hes bth probI)lem1s

in the discrete kinermatical appi aach to thle \-raI difttriietian thle meithiod at Faurice

coeffic iets (Ste panov. 1994) is presented. Thlis inc t lio d is based onl thle altia lysis of

rocking Cu~rve FourierI C0etticientIs 11d itws earllier- aIppliedl tar1 grade~ld layers

(Stepai av, 1992: 1994) aiid three -laIVeI rýSC laerlitCIraStrIcture'S inl the sYstcmi AICaAs

(Stepanov, 1992) ýis well ats f(i' irSup laItt iCes inl thle Wsyste S'Kie (StiepanoV&

Liepinsh, 1993).

The Method hals Somle imlpo-aritin ack;int~ieCS, 51 al th itSC at saperIliattices,

it does not need thet iden~tif'icaion1 at satelite orderIs, It thle S1.pcr21lIttICe ller'iod

consists ot N aivers itidalows to f'ind 2N eqjuiivalent inl Sante0 senseC s;trinl pralileS.

Using ima i roc-kingL curveAs mneasiI iMd tilr diffICuC~t ColC f isr ai i ( wtiCint-

it 1lloWS to reCduce thle i:iverSe 111VIlCII to the selVine at ll'inea ;Ileebra;i' SVStCenm withl

Vanlder1]inondS ma~tr~iX. We nlote PetraSheiCI &.ý ( tokhavskii, I 989. Iave solved the

problem uising tWo) racLkiti cuixeN ýiiid inalvtic c01111.ittitmuaton at L1 d iem, asIt IS Well

known, the later problem is ill-po0sed 01nC,

Re fe recies

Stepanov, A.A. ( 1994). J. /11p!. (.,v~v. 27, 7-12,

Stepanov, A.A. ( 1992). Kiri.vtaI/oqrq/iYa, 37, 1122- 1127.
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ACCOUNTING FOR INTERFACIAL ROUGHNESS EFFECTS IN
GRAZING-INCIDENCE X-RAY DIFFRACTION BY muiJLTLAYERS

S.A.Stepanov an~d R.KhIler

MPC.A G '1160giqri birtigi rig", Ibiowntt~lqeiphld 5.7. 11-1011l7. lift-Iin. ( 'riwumlu~

11ece IitlIy, ItIhe g r a llg-IIci Ji ý Ii fc e X -I-raN ( I I hac i Ii ( I I it Il1.' I~l jirIlI I I't ~I I Ia

d c IIIotI s tia t td to 1)rov I de c(xtI i - I ie i I forit 1 ll~111 t 53llIIs IIII i(I3t1IW(l II(31 i I i , t.vr' I %q,

e ver, t if - (I t I;ll v IIc1 1 f? it ItiE ilt'j I'd 1(31 (ItIo t he.' (I~ la a I-c I I1 1;14kp!-t I f .- I'

III this Inet hod I hie sollitt loll of I hie esXitlilded di, nllm Al3. (111a lIt 1,w "i .0 )#I], "~' WL,

obti ne [2 illS lhlli form (i f lid piolli xe tit Ill ofi'e (I dI;I 33 ,t'.u t tht 3

Il~u it ilayer i

1ieie, Ihle el'XI'ii~oll of oi111 I liii tiX apllIlladi j 2l P, w~ir I husT 111 ýCV 4

its ¶A('l as li11 rel-l aelld ilit('facl' iliighlicss adin I ialllsi uin Idt\'-I Ti iiit 1111 1ilm

I aken inft.o accounlt.

Thie proposedl thlcoretical approachi is ai~pplicable for ill -ii iitlrltilhot. i)f vlrl~tst (it'

various multilaycr (1lefec(ts onl (ADi: roitglitless iti. iltt lflaces Iletwi-eell Iaveus. 1113?t lia

tiotIs of la''er thickne-ss anid deiisity. ata, IM)~e lcvi~ll t111II.liMi3

of tranlsitionl layers etc.-
It is prov'PII by Itteais of comp11uter simultationis that smiall int erfaiaei-l ouigllil'ss

and~ thini tianisi 101 layers in iiiilt ilayers have a simiilareffect ointo WD. In)m tie case of
stiperlatti.ces (SI,) tIv Zoulgitiess 11.11( the tranlsitioln layers resmlt iii the accveieatioli

of thei overall intllti(Nii.V drop with inlcreain.ig glanicinig angles letwe n X-rilVays anid the

surface and( ill tic tintenisi ty decr iease of high-order SI pea ks. huel( I i-iisit onl I aer

thickness or tlie tins roughness height c-all Ilie illeai(dlired (ill' tI1) t lie-se ci h't s.

(11 S.A.Stepatiov: Kristallogz'afiya 39 (1994) 221.
[2] S.A.Stepatiov. II.VIietsch , (. 'IX haiilbach: Z.iPhys. P049-) st i lmilt tcd



ACCOljN'rINc; FOR NORMAL. LATTICE STRAIN EFFEFi' IN THE

THEORY 0F'X-RAY DIFFRAC'TION UNDER TOTAL EXTEFRNAL
REFLE( 'ION CONDIITIONS

S.A.Stepraiov and R.Koher
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AN AI)VANCEDI) METHOI) IOR lol ON)II I'ATAIION
O'F X-RAY N•i1:ITli.; BRA(,(; I)IFF''HFA("HION
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44, 4.t . "- ,1 , 4"•4 ! 1 lic .4444 diagonal lt.'t , itt '. I'. i ilti(4 .!|l4iat i cvl ',i•

the trnsosi mai 4 P~ 41 and ' N 4 an NH art, Ith number of4 Brgcs and tII 4It

I t .t iis . 4 : . w i' .. t"' " _.\ •.I 444'r -
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w~liert, hIlt iNi I is tilt' 11it (Iia~gut~it liliitrrix, 0) aLt'' zer t'l c 'lLtailgiilail' llaitrlire., [V is

the tIraln~JosetI lllitlrix ul' /4 aztdl ,\V£ i4ld N8/. arlt+' tie| tititithers ul', 1I" ragg-c.'a te atld
I~aute--'ku!(t, X-:'Jy h44'tIIIS.

'hnt propoued Illethul! has lbeeln inllehmnetfted in it prog,'am and its validity has
bmu proved with the test computations. Illl soet case• the computation rate ill our
nwiLhod is siguiiicautly faster than ill [2] as the order of the matrices is proportional
to the ,mUnmb1r of grazing healna whereas ill (2) it is fixed.

We believe thatl mir programti rail 1iw successtfully used ill applications of X-ray
nniuitiple difrtaii Bill it clystal surface stmhlits anid int ttutilt i- hean optics of X-rays.

'I1 \ (V.K G t',. S.,n. !'1y.,. SndISti .l# Pi, 18 ( 1976) •5I3.
H.C04., Arb k ,ilM 0 t. ASO (li9Tt)t t:1.



X--RAY DIFFUSE SCATTERING FROM EPITAXIAL

COSi 2 /Si/COSi 2 LAYERS ON Si( 111)

J. Stettner, L. Schwalowsky, W. Press

histil ut ffur [-*xpeqrinwn-iitl alphsik. Ch'lristian Alhreds h ri Il'e(rsilt1 KtIiel.

IA'ihnizst ratilt- 19, I) 24098 MO. I'M

C. Schwarz, H. v. Kiitel

[d loratotit Il im fr i'e'd kortpurphv sik . F.I'll linrggt'rbwrg. ('11 S043 '1lm,1 il

niu'itllit Ilji-vll i 44 11h .11111uni ! Ir 10 -iihistitv ht I'l ra,! 0 1 'vu'el ' hul!fttial 1'I i\ iiie'rh I, (A

turiia ti't i l 1tviu i "I I I - I i I'rfIuIir t tI# Ii t )I fim I I tlf:. i( *tI .ll , 4 if I --I I ! 11 , ti t I 'II Illn e . 1 tht I' I I

liolti I ilt hiu'aiii% 'I i igh' t N to :) , i ntid rir.. 1' it v ill 1 hulti~h '.k di ut ilt IultauhI'll

Xw Ia l; I I -i v; I' i'i t In I v Iut I t is of t t I'' 1 h ay- 111,1 oru i uldr ox lisr it u11 i l' 1;! 1 lif * . I '.1 lif 4 if I ii lhl lii

I tru't of.taol re e IIil cvp ro rnight. I. , [t weri' at'f Curn,- I u'CA1 l Sou III , iiil' Nsifr'uuiI l ~it- 1,'. la.ý

ionigitmitrad nalriw di fi e c(Et('tor and t ritisvers'' sciins)Isiiiialsi v

Conformal rotughntess of Ili mt letfain s of al mw'i, i (du !i , hv 111n ( i l ~'tY~l %NI 1`0111111.

wherea~s correlat ion.- let wteu' 1 i tut. lterfaces of tlwit,!Ilud SI Ia~etvuilind kv' i'xfrhiguh

L~ateral (I)urrelat ion Iulegt his ilre ]itIif1 tango of thci wveragv ulistamliu' hOt oirtIwo 111(0110)

laver steps. The snitall luagitittido of t1hv roiightiiiss (if Il. ho lhiriu'u tu141-ito I'rf S tit tis sp chial

sat iple, however. renders all exact tinteruntinat lolof tiht', lateural correl at ions ve diii fleilt.

The measurements were carried out using CuKa, radiation of an ISMW laboratory sourre

and synchrotron radiation from the storage ring D)ORIS Ill at I HASYLABi (llaniburg) on
the wiggler beamline (station IIOEWI) with it wavelength A=- 1.659A.

/I/ H. v. Kinel1 Materials Science Reports 8 193-269 (1992).

/2/ S. K. Sinha, E. B. Sirota, S. Garoiff, H. B. Stanley, Phys. Rev. Bs 38 2297 (1988).

* /3/ D.Ba~hr, W..?ress, R. Jebasinski, S.Mantl, Phys. Rev. B 47 4385 (1993).

* ~/4/ V. Holy, T. lBaumbach, Phys. Rev. B 49 10668 (1994)



HIGH RESOLUTION SYNCHROTRON X-RAY DIFFRACTION
TOMOGRAPHY OF POLYCRYSTALLINE SAMPLES

S.R. Stock', Z.U. Rek 2, A. Guvenilir' and D.P. Piotrowski'
'Sch. Materials Sci. Eng., Georgia Inst. Tech., Atlanta, GA 30332-0245 USA
2SSRL, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA 94309-0210 USA

In understanding the macroscopic response of polycrystalline structural materials to
loading, it is frequcntly essential to know both the spatial distribution of strain and the
variation of micro-texture. Most methods for mapping strain and for mapping micro-
texture on a scale of 100 /m are intrinsically two-dimensional: samples must be serially
sectioned to determine variations normal to a sample's surface. In the case of AI-Li
2090. for example, changes in the through-thickness texture are thought to be the
reason this alloy exhibits fatigue crack propagation rates an order of magnitude better
than those of other Al alloys. If one is to study the evolution of strain throughout such
samples' lives, however, then a non-destructive, high resolution method of mapping in
three-dimensions must be developed.

This paper describes several approaches used in developing high resolution synchrotron
x-ray diffraction tomography of polycrystalline materials. Preliminary experiments at
SSRL are reported on partially cracked compact tension samples of Al-Li 2(990 and on
model samples comprised of many randomly -packed, millimeter-sized pieces of Si
wafers. Polychromatic beams collimated to 100) Am diameter have been used, and the
results indicate that further collimation will not lead to prohibitive increases in data
collection times. The distribulion ot diffracted intensity has been collected oi- high
resolution x-ray film as sO ll as otl image storage plates, and, as the streaks from
different hkl run together, Mo filters are placed in the incident beani to prk,aucc a large
change in contrast on the detection medium at the position separating gr.tns diffracting
wavelengths just above and just below the K-edge. Micro-texturt inapping in the
compact tensioin samples is performed by translating the sample, (4,ttcrent orientations
of the incident beam are also used. Depth information is obtained by observing how
the spatial distribution of diffracted intensity on the detection medium varies with
changing sample to detector separation. The "polycrystalline" Si samples have been
used to investigate how practical this approach is. " echniques for measuring the
average strain within grkins and for mapping the vai tation of strati as a function of
three-dimensional position have also been investigated and will be discussed.



X-RAY DIFFUSE SCATTERING IN LANGMUIR.BLODGETT-MUILTILAYERS
PREPARED FROM FATTY ACID SALTS

R.Stoemmer, J.(Grenzer, J.Fischer and U.Plietsch

Invxututfi-r Fesrkedrperph.Nx.ik der Univerxjzc'r Potsdami, 0- 14415 Potsdiam, Germnaity

Multilayers fromn fatty acid salts call be prepared by the Langinuir- Bklogett technique.

They exhibit a perfect latnellar stacking along the surface normnal. 'Te spacing is

determinedl froin the angular distance among thle sniall angle Brngg pealus uieasured up

to nuiny order-, using X-ray specular reflectivity. Frotnt the slope of intensity along q1,

the evaluated interface roughness between the metallic counter ions is of the older of
one ionic diameter only. Along q, the flilins show a strong diffuse resonant scattering,

which varies with the perixiicity of'the inultilayer. Its intensity clepentds ont thle

scatteiring power of the respective counter ions and vanishes itt case of pure acid filmls.

Along qý we touiid -i contifinous1 slope without resonant peaks but shlarp Yonleda wings

appear IlIl. The curves can bte described by a vertical correlation (11' 2-3 spacvings atidla

lateral correlation length of the order of IWMNA using Sinha's approaichl 21 of thle diffuse

resonant scattering,

However, the in. plane struct ure of filins is characterized by a ;xý,der like order. Pie

"nIphiphilic Inkileciuk's are c-rganli ed withimi 2!) kitminaitts haviig a dliamteter 1,etweeni

100A and I pmn surrounded by nonordered material. Amiong tile donitaitis tile tilt of'

htydlroarb~in chains is randomnly distrihutediagainist the surfince tiorttiil but it changes

Within tile dommut1inS, WK). D11 )ulo this real structure Sinhas, mot.lel is inequate ito describe

thle interface properties (otour fafinms. UhnieretOre we derscribe the mieastirt-d diffuse

scattering by ant oilher modlel. It respects the statistical clepeticlence of thet domatin order

and nearly vanished interface roughness. The rtespective results are commparedi with

slimulmituoi performed in iemm of Sinha's approach.

11 1J.Pietsch, T.Barberka. W.Mahfrr.-. T.H.Metzger. Thin Solid Films, 1994 in press

121 S.K.Sinha. F.B.Sirotu, S.Garoff and H.B.Stanley Phys.Rev.B133 (1988)2297
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DEPTH SENSITIVE X-RAY SCATTERING TOPOGRAPHIC OBSERVAI1ON OF
M BE GROWN lnAs ON GaAs

Yoshifumi Suzuki, Yoshinorl Chlkaura and Hlideki Kii

Department of Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu Institute of Technology,
Senmui-cho, Tobata-ku, Kitakyushu-shi, 804 Japan

X-ray scattering topography, which the prcscnt authors prop)sed,1-2) has bccn

succ•ssfully applied to, latticc-mismatched hctcrocpitaxial layer systems, an MBE

(molecular bcam cpitaxy) grown InAs on GaAs, MO-CVD (metal-organic chemical vapor

deposition) grown GaAs or Si and lnP on Si. of which systems have crystal mosicitics

which gave a local rocking curve of X-ray diffraction as broad as 'svcral hundrcds arc sec.

Since, for such a locally imperfect crystal, conventional X-ray diffraction tolography (e.g.

Lang-camcra) provides little significant information, X-ray scattering topography has hccn

applied to characterizing latticc-mismatched hcterocpitaxial laver systems. Personal

computer assisted X-ray scattering topography hats enabled us to obscrý c i quantitative

orientation distribhaion. 4,' And crstallographical corrclation between ihe epitaxial lavers

and substrates have becn also dicusscd.5 7)

In this symposium we rcp)rt the dcpth-scnsitivc X-ray scattering topographs of

MBE grown InAs on GaAs, owing to different penctration depth of different diffraction

index.

A Bk-dopcd InAs laver %kias cpitaxially grown to a thickncss of I.0 Iim b%, M13W.

)n ('r-O doqpd GaAs sulbtrac which has a ((N)1) surface or tcntation. The prepared laver

has indeed two small local irregularities clearly observed in an optical micrograph. but
otherwise it is perfrctly mirrorlike. Throughout the X-ray experiments Co Ka radiation

was used. Penetration depth of (004), (OM2) and (("16) were calculated 0.6, 1.0, 5.8 ;Am,

respectively, by dynamical theory. The experimei..id results present depth sensitivity

depending on different diffraction index.

1) Y. Yoneda and Y. Chikaura, Z. Naturforsch. A37, 412 (1982).Y~. Chi,,a,,,, Y.Ymeo!0. idbintJ. 1Crs 5,48(12)
Y. Cbftim a dm Y. Takem,,Ipn. J- App. Py.. aiL,"/6(199G),
Y. Chikaura and Y.Suzuki, J. Ai. Cryst 26, 219 (1993).
Y. Suzuki, Y. Chikaura and T. Akazaki, Appi. Phys. Left. 56, 1858 (1990).

6 Y. Suzuki and Y. Chikaura, J. Appl. Phys. 70, 1290 (1991).
Y. Suzuki, Y. Chikaura and H. Kil, J. Phys, D 26, A86 (1993).
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HIGH-RESOLUTION STUDIES OF DOMAINS IN CRYSTALS OF THE
KTiOAsO 4 FAMILY

S. J. Teat%, P. A. Thomas* & G. M. Lolaconot

* Department of Physics, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL, U.K.
t Crystal Associates Inc, Waldwick. New Jersey, 07463, USA.

The aim of this investigation is to determine how crystals o'. the potassium titanyl
iirscna'v-, KTiOAsO4, family can be Optimized for application in nonlinear optical

devices.

KTiOAsO 4 (K.TA) is an analogue o1 the nonlinear optical crystal KTiOPO4 (KTP)
which is widely used in sccond-hanmionic generation (SF10j) from Nd:YAG radiation at
1.06 Rm. Thc initial work'' o (n KTA suggested that it wus superior to KTP for SF10

from Nd:YAG laser sources. Howe~cr, subsequent wkorkers[2 could not reproduce
these result.%. These later failures to achieve the expected performance were thought to
result from the presence of I1W) * (polar) domains in as-growvn KTA. Some controversy
raged about this for a number olf years N% i th evidence [Or and agarinsi thc presence of

domains being reported. 1ivcntuall%, the rimginal %ok repolrcxrted that their results
had been obtained tin crystals uniatctitionallsy doped w4ith le-. Although this
accounted for the unusual cl'licienc% Al their KTrA Samples, Much confusion about the
nature olt thc domain-structure11 in KI'A crystals grown I rorn dii Icrent I] usecs ill the
presence olf dillirent dopants such as In and I-v. remains toda%.

In order ito eo) the current co~nlusion about these cr~stals. high-rcsolution
diffraction (rocking curves arnd reciprocal ,pace mapping) and topography are being
employed to investigate both domain fornmation in particular and the quality of the
crystals in general. The question of %shether or not Ixilar domains are present is
addressed by the choice of reflections that are particularly sensitive to anomalous
scattering at the CuKui wavelength. The instrument used is the Philips HRD employing

a 4-bounce Bartels monochromator set for Ge 220 with tnple-axis attachment as and
when required. The results obtained so far are presented here and discussed in the
anmmi of the optical peffonnance of these materiaku

[11 J.D Bierlein, H.Vanhefzeelc & A.A.Ballman, App!. Plays. Left 54, 783 (1989)

[21 G.M. Loiacono, D. N. Loiacono, J.J.Zola. R.A .Stolzenberger, T. McGee &
R.O.Norwood, App!. Plays. Lett 61. 895 (1992)
[31 J.D Bierlein, H. Vanhcrztele & A.A.Ballman, App!. Plays. Lett 61, 3193 (199r2)



X-RAY INTERFEROMETRIC COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY

K.G.Trouni and L.A.Haroutunyan
Faculty of Physics, Yerevan State Universitrv Aanoukvan
St. ], Yerevan 375049, Armenia

The possibility of diagnostics of weak deformations of monocr-ystals by means of
computerized tomography (CT) based on the phenomenon of dynamical diffraction of
hard X-rays
on crystals was considered. Having this aim in view, a geometrical optics ot' dynamical
diffraction of X-rays in crystals was developed in the analogy with IlJ, but in the
approximation of rectilinear trajectories. This essentially simplified mathematical
treatment of th,: problem and allowed to apply early developed CT algorithms to other
interactions of radiation with a sample.

In the proposed scheme a spherical X-ray wave is incident on crystalline plate oriented
according to Laue case, In X-rays reflected from atomic planes of the crystal, there arise
interference pattern (anomalous Pendellosung fringes 121) which is sensitive to crystal
deformation field.

As initial data for CT serve a series of above Pendellosung fringes obtained at different
positions of X-ray source. After the calculation of space distributions of phase differences
in interfering beams a reconstruction of the initial deformation field is made by using !he
CT procedure of finite series expansion, witch was slightly modified based on the features
of our scheme, A computerized simulation of the experiment and further restoration of
crystal deformation field showed sufficient accuracy and stability of the proposed
technique against imminent experimental errors of different types.
[1] F.N.Chukhovskii and A.A.Shtolberg, Phys.Stat.Sol.

41 (1970) 815.
121 VV.Aristov, V.I.Polovinkina, A.M.Afanaes'v and

V.G.Kohn, Acta Cryst, A36 (190) 1002.
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X-RAY GEOMETRICAL OPTICS IN RECTILINEAR PATH
APPROXIMATION

K.G.Trouni, L.A.Haroutyunyan and G.M.Hovanissyan
Facult o' Physics, Yerevan State University, Manoukvan

S0I, Yerevan 3 75049, Armenia

The geometrical optics of X-ray diffraction in distorted crystals was developed in 11,21.
Our derivation is anilogous to that in many respects except for the fact, that in our case the
cikonal of diffracted rays is independent of the crystal deformation field. In this
approximation the trajectories of diffracted rays arc rectilinear and are independent from
the dillplacement vector of the deformation field of crystals, of course, at the expanse of
introduction of more rigid restrictions on crystal dcformations. However, these restrictions
were assessed to allow for deformations sufficient for essential change of diffracted beams
phases and those for interference pattern obtained from the crystal under investigation. We
have familiar ideal crystal solutions with additional phase factor due to the crystal
deformation. The paths of rays as well as their amplitudes are similar to those for the ideal
crystal. the additional phases equal to the integral alonig the ray paths and depends From
displacement fields. Calculations in geometrical optics approximation and by numerical
integration of Takagi's equations are compared.

IlI V.L.Indcnbom and F.N.Chukhovskii, Usp.Fiz.Nauk 107 (1972) 229.
[21 F.N.Chukhovskii and A.A.Shtolherg, Phys.Stat.Sol. 41 (1970) 815.

191.



'POPOGRAPHY METHOD OF QUANTITATIVE STRUCTURE INVEST I-

GATION OF SUPERLATrTICES AND DISTrORTED CRYSTALS

E.M ,Trukhanov

Tristi tute of' Semniconductor Physics , Akcldemry of'
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1. Kikut~a etot ml pti J. AppI.Physics v5 (1906) p) 1047

2 . Trukhmriov et ml Cryst Res .Techniol v24 (1989 )p. 1253
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SYNCHROTRON DI FFRACT1ON TOPOGRAPHY

r ANALYSIS OF A1As/AlGaAs SUPERLATTICE

E.M.Trukhanov, N.V.Nomerotsky, R.M.Amirzhanov

I is : 2 t u e of' S-~iz conciiic.-,1or- Phys i c.s AcndorýVr (.)I

Sc-icrnes or' Ru.'-nsinu, Sihevi-raBii ic Novosib i rsk

Result~s of X-r-ay di ffr'act ion topogr-aphy investigati-
uris of' t~he Al As/Al .2Ga 8As superi att; ice (SL) gr~own by
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raiphsI wklfm 1- I'-i 1(1I: t od(I uI photop 1i ates uisinrg the s ubs tr, at, e

r~etLee ti uri arnd Ole meprit ioiied sate liite-S. Topogr~aphs sho-

wi rig thle voritoir- behavior- for- di fferverit satelliites are

pr~esonted in the r~epor-t. The values of maximum variations

o f S L pe r i d (1 .9 rim ) and of average SL composition

(8,6x10-3 at.fr-actiorl) have been calculated. The values

of SL par~ame ter-s were 148 rim for SL period and 0.65

at r~i t of Al toi, avel~age compos it ion.
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ACCOUNTING FOR CORRELATED ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
IN X-RAY GRAZING-INCIDENCE DIFFRACTION

A. P.Ulyaneiikov and S.A.Stepaniov
Instiil u r~ Jot'Ai, l(a MiIi'inn.A!hsk 2_20050. Ri-p ibliv of Bcai/n ms

Reccr'niytl X-rlay gmAzng-ici(en(ce diffmrction tfetho(1 (GII)) has Wen AII efetel
applied to the studies of syntahet ic intiltilayer-s (see, for- example, [Il). It ha-S been
shown ex pen mtentally t hat. various kinids of defect s in niultilayc. (-al he disiinctly.
"lIlasiured with 0i1I). I lowever, there is a lArk of theoretical nmodcels. W, believe thai.
at newv naMI-t rit appr~aCl for description of (1II) illn ultilayers p~roposed( iii [21 (a-in lbe
uisel ;is aI bais fur these;iodels In particul~ir this appr-oach has beeii extended fur.
titicorrelal ('( inl etface r'olglilloss il 1t~ilay\ei.. [3].

Ill 111 li-cj~tst-llt t'('j)ol- %We piopost' an advanced theory whichtliIakes in~to a~coutli
th leffý t'li S of coiiri'laittd rtiiighi'ess. Our et- li0otl provides thet totiijiitiaitoi of (MI)
untenlsil it's with l- espect. to Ilhe tills, illtiltiicial r-oiglllii'ss, hevight -height torltII'laitoll

lentgth1 and all iipitidt'.
'I'lit (;II) iliI'tilsitit's alec caclalediitr ill thle dynatialic;dl dlfhact ion apptroxiiiiat onl

adil tlivi t cl-finc t j dtI 1.4' it oliglitiess ate calcullatted in th lie firs Htoizi apl'~to.\illliaitot.

11wi tot-al scalt tting, mat iix has the foun):

= ~){~+ I I u'i -I - -1 }
whiet (') is th lie I mal scattIenimig nlat i ix for. iiult lhayver stitictutl-lt withI i 1Iltortlit t'tle

init efacial rI."ImglInesS as in [31, uo' arec the 1001.5 of thle thispversion equIiat~ion of dv.
nlat n cal dif liat i i tio i the' p - Iii aver k() is hueV mlodn h, of Ilit' X i'ay Wav vq \'t~oi in

vdilcilt" (7,, is th( t1h[Ii, Irough niess heiighut fol.~ p-th Iiliclt tthct' Yp is 1114' 1101141idoiltola

I111I nlt -x (d(I t ,I Ittt of, ctol, , t h t LIr litrIIix: !I ... -: i".1 t'Xpj I , - 4 .I/ ?t I . Illtt par-am ie~

Iems 1.4 and il arm I fit amilht lilt an!t lt'lgthI ofc iomrtlat itils. iispe't iv'.ly Y,, is t.he
ioocd nilat t of p illi i ivt efaiee. 'Illme limiuts of1 validity of th lit' 1ltir appi'oxiiltat itti I llt
(i 15('155t'(

'l'b%, (0lllu tatioi's tal-Hed out with t.v lie Cveloped computlter iIogl'aili mhow that
C ID) call he employed as c'otvenictnt tool for- nondestructive rharitcetei'Aat ion, of epi-
lavei'- thticknless andi initeifacial rnoghinesg and heiglt-lleighut correlaiols betweeni
tticIt'iost I.lii tIP-s. of tlifflf'nt'it inter-fares ill t1111inmlhaers' and sit pet'lalttices.

[11 Ii !-Ilan, . lTitsch, K.IMg&l 11. Met zger. .1 PiNsl , J. AppI, Phys. 74, (199:3) 1,6.
[21 S.A. Stepantov, ristallugraliv 39, Nr ? (h. W ) In press.
[:1] S. A.St~epallov an 1( .KI\Olem. subnmit ted t,~), AppI, Phys. (1994)
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DETERMINATION OF THE LATTICE RELAXATION
OF NANOSTRUCTURED SIGE/SI PILLARS
BY HIGH-RESOLUTION X-RAY DIFFRACTION

P. van der Sluis and C.W.T. Bull.-Lieuwma

PLillps Research Laboratories, Prof. Holatlaan 4, 5656 AA
Einaoven, The Netherlanuieu

Two-dimensional periodic arrays of pillars have gained
much interest in view of the fabrication of nanoscale
features in Si [1) . We have made Si, •Ge• pillars by etching
an (001) oriented Si wafer epitaxially overgrown with
Si, Ge.. The pillars were etched to such a depth that the
lower part consists of Si and the upper part (top) of
Si 1 -Ge.

We employed high-resolution X-ray diffraction to
obtain the periodicity and shape of the pillars and the
lattice parameters in the pillars. A Philips high-resoluti-
on diffractometer (HR-I) was used with four Ge k220) re-
flections in the monochromator, tuned to the CuKal line at
0.15406 nm. For the two-dimensional mapping a receiving
slit was used in front of the detector to obtain enhanced
resolution in the diffraction angle.

Two-dimensional maps near the 113 and 224 reciprocal
lattice points of two-dimensional periodic arrays of small
(<250 nm) semiconductor pillars were measured and compared
with kinematical diffraction-model calculations [2] . These
are based on Fourier transformation of the Si and Si,..Ge.
parts of the grating separately.

The periodicity of the grating is obtained from the
distance of the satellite peaks close to the Bragg peak
that originate from the three-dimensional periodicity of
the crystal lattice.

The thickness of the Si and Si, ,Ge, parts and width of
the pillars are determined by matching the intensity of the
individual satellites and the intensity ratio of the Si and
Si,.,Ge, parts of the diffraction pattern.

We will show that complete lattice relaxation occurs
in the small (200x200 nm2) pillars, whereas the lattice is
fully strained in large (10xlO mm2) pillars.

(1] P.B. Fischer and S.Y. Chou, Appl. Phys. Lett. 62,
1414 (1993)

(2) P. van der Sluis, J.J.M. Binsma and T. van Dongen,
Appl. Phys. Lett. 62, 3186 (1993)
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DYNAMICAL. THIHORY APPLIED TO CRYSTALS WITHl A

STATISTICALLY DEFORMED LAYER.
Vartanyants IA.A'), Guigay J.P.(2.,

( A.,. V Siiuhnikon Inytiiute of Crlyallograph/1 RAS. Lenotxkv pr. 5W. II 73J3

MovCow. Rustia.

(2) Luboratoire Louv"t Neel. CNRS. Grenobleh'. F1ru ,.

The statistical dynamical theor jealing with an h mtn1gCene•tus distribution
of mnicrodelects was first proposed by Kato (1). [,atcr, tthe angultlar distribution
of the diffracted intensity was considered in (2).

X-ray intensity diffracted by statistically deformed crystals is usually

considered as the sum of a coherent koh and an incoherent lira components.
which can be separated experimentally by using the technique of triple-crystal
diffractometry (3). The present work deals with numerical calculations of the
angular distribution of 1coh from a crystal with a statistical distribution of
microdefects located in a surface layer, in the frame of the theory developed
in (2). The lattice spacing of the layer was taken slightly different from the
lattice spacing of the perfect substrate (such a situation can appear for
instance in the case of epitaxial growth). The statistical layer deformation is

defined, according to (1) by a .,tatic Debye-W -.Iler factor E and a correlation
function g(4). We have used different models for g( 4), an exponential model
g(4 )=exp(- 141 /r) and a function corresponding to spherical amorphous
clusters. In our calculations of the coherent intensity. Iscoh diffracted by the
substrate and I'cohl diffracted by the laycr correspond to different angular
ranges because of the macroscopic deformation of the layer. Our results show

that llcoh depends strongly on the value of E and on the value of the
correlation length -r =Tdx g(4) only and practically does not depend on the
model of correlation function. The strong dependence on r gives opportunity
to determine r directly from experiment if E is known. On the contrary the
behavior of Iscoh appears to be strongly dependent on the form of the
correlation function g(4).

(1) N.Kato, Acta Cryst. A36, 763.778, (1980).
(2) VA.Bushuev, Fiz.Tverd.Tela 31, 70-78, (1989); Sov.Phys.Solid State 31,

1877-1882, (1989).

(3) Alida, K.Kohra, Phys Stat.Sol.(a), 51, 533-542. (1979). ,r
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X-RAY STAND)ING WAVEiS AND) IiI(IGI PRki('ISION X-RAY

DWFFRAC~rION IN RE~AL CRYSTAI.S. TIIIORY AND)

APPLICATIONS.

Vartafianlis I.A. Kovailchuk M.V.,

A. I.Siuhnikot, pingiturt rf ('vvtiallgrapipn' RAS, Ieninv~t, pr. Q.iv, 3 bo w

ftt4mia.

The X-ray Standing Wave ( XSW ) miethod mm )ý, it a m rful tool for

deterrmining the structure of stitrlaces anid the pq tir to titd ads r bed ittoi ms onl

the top of thle crystals. Iii th l ost ti)t' alp&plica tions ot \ SW a ltehod d~vii arinica I

theory of' X -raY propaga tion Iin a perfect crystal is, uised. Ho weve r tiii me it hod

can be successfully applied also for IMC~ St igatIOir 0 111C -sittiCt re ot thli real

crystals for e.g. crystals with delorrued surface ler.It gives also an

opportunIiity to tfeterm iie tilie po st,1it in of the i nipu r itY atb ms in that structuores.

General theory (if XSWA miethod in leaf cr\ stak Is preseiiied. Hic possihilitic.s

of the met hod are deni rastrated on several example,. Invest igat ion of the

implanted crystals: structure of Si crystals imiplanted byv Fe and N' atomns.

Investigation of artificial nanomecter-saea I mia terialIs: struCt tir of

(InAs)1(GaAs)1 layered crystals. Combination of XSW and Iligh Precision

Diffraction methods opens the possibilities for phase analysis and gives an

opportunity for the unique determination of the profile of deformiation of the

crystal surface, Theoretical results for investigation of the bent crystals by

XSW method are also presented. There were obtained angular dependencies

for the secondary radiation yield (photoemission and Iluorescence) in such

crystals. The behaviour of the wavefields in the volume of the curved crystal

were also investigated.
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THE DETERMINATION OF QUASI-PLASTIC STRAINS IN A CRYSTAL
PLATE BY THE SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM OF THE

ELASTICITY THEORY (A ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE).

A.E.Votoshin, I.L.Smolsky
/n.stute' of( "rvt.mal/o.rcqihov of RA\, I.tn.nsk, prfwnp. 59, / 1 '333 M•,•c•w', Ru.xvia

A series of plane wave topographs can he used tfr the reconstructing of distor-

tion field in a crystal plate In the case of a weak distortion it components W., can be

calculated in the torm of halftone images from the system of linear equations using
original topographic images I II

The •t, obtained provide the determination of a one-dimensional distribution of

a predominant impurity in the plate Following c.uthors of 121 one can obtain the solution

by the backward calculations using just one of the 1,, Analysing the solution we have

found that the error can reach a large value especially for materials with a high Poison's

ratio In some cases, when the transfer tinction f'or the chosen wc, tends to zero the solu-

tion may be fully incorrect
The consideration of the linearized inverse problem of" the elasticity theory pro-

vides the solution with a good accuracy if the elastic strain gradient is quite low In pre-
sent work the problem has been solved for the case of anisotropy both of the crystal and
point defect properties and under assumption that the distortions are measured on a
small (but non a zero) distance from the sample surface The crystal plate has at least
one elastic symmetry plane parallel to the crystal surface then the fuinction of the impu-
rity distribution f(x) can be represented as a linear combination of at most four

measured distortion components

In a fully orthotropic case it requires of only two U.., The coefficients 1,, of the combi-

nation are the functions of the elastic properties of the material and impurity. Such a rep-
resentation of f(x) is right for any point of a plate but just near the plate surface the
error of the solution is most low The later condition is suitable to the X-ray topographs
made in Bragg geometry, Due to the simplicity of the solution form it also can be ap-
plied to local detecting of impurity concentration by means of X-ray diffractometry tech-
niques.

The estimating of the solution accuracy indicates that the error is of the order of

(r/A)' (here A is a period of impurity inhomogeneity, r - a distance from the plate sur-
face) and decrease with increasing of Poison's ratio. 1

References.
SI.A.E.Voloshin, l.L.Smolsky. Kristallografiya, (1993), 3A, #4, 12-23.
2. V.Lerche, P.Domfelder, J.Hartwig. Phys.Stat.Sol.(a), (1991), 1M8, 269-283.
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C
APPLICATIONS OF X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY OF SILICON WAFERS

IN AN INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY

S. Weeren
1BA Analysis Service, Dept. 0346
IBM J'rmiuktion GmbH. t'ostfach 266, 71044 Sindefingen, Germany

The IBM Analysis Service supports internal (e.g. 4 MBit line in Boblingen) and external
customers in a wide spectrum of physical, chemical and metrological methods. Here,
typical applications of Single Crystal X-ray Topography are presented to demonstrate
the usefulness and benefits in supporting silicon device fabrication.

The RIGAKU LGL-8 Lang Camera with a 18 kW rotating anode, an on-line imaging
and warpage correction system is used for rapid analysis of wafers up to 200mm.

Dicing Problem: severe edge chipping and rapid blade wear out occurred during dicing
the wafers First, the reason was believed to be a new charge of blades from a new
supplier. But Topography could quickly reveal heavy crystal damage as the responsible
factor. Analysis of wafers after the most critical hot processes identified HIPOX (High
Pressure Oxidation) as the source of the high dislocation density.
The reason was a 4 times higher take out speed from an oven than normal. Thus,
faster cooling at the wafer rim resulted in stresses exceeding the yield point in the middle
and dislocations were punched out at the Si/SiO2 interface (TEM)
Subsequently, the WIP (Work in Process) was inspected with the on-line camera system
and the affected parts (lots) were routed to a "super smooth" dicing process.

Epl-Wafer Optimization: Two trends characterize today's manufacturing of p*p'
epitaxial wafers: a) Reduction of interstitial oxygen in the p' bulk to increase the defect
free zone under the epilayer. This results in lower intrinsic gettering efficiency which is
counterbalanced by extrinsic gettering of defects introduced by backside sand blast.
b) Replacement of batch epi-reactors by single-wafer reactors to increase the thruput
and to improve the epi thickness and carrier concentration profile. The first generation
of these reactors Is plagued by a high probability for slip generation.
X-ray topography demonstrates its versatility In detecting the above defects by
transmission and cross sectional imaging. Especially in these cases of low defect density
it is superior to etching methods,

1 00.... ..



THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF BRAGG-CASE
TOPOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF DISLOCATIONS AND

PRECIPITATES IN GAAS EPITAXIAL LAYERS

W. Wlerschowskil, K. Mazur ' , K. Wieteska2

S'Institute of Electronic Materials Technology 01-919 Warsaw, ul. Wdlcz~piaka 133,
POLAND
2[nsttute of Atomic Energyj 05-400 Otwock-Jwierk POLAND

The numerical integration of Takagi-Taupin equations was used for simulation
of the back-reflection double-crystal images of crystallographic defects in GaAs
epitaxial layers. In particular, the images of dislocations inclined to the surface,
of point-like precipitates and misfit dislocation crossings were studied in aspect of
their identification in practical examination of epitaxial layers,

The actual program used the formal assumption of the finite crystal thickness,

That allowed us to use the integration grid with boundaries situated far from the
defects, and less time consumable extension of the simulated area. The simulations
took into account the diffraction effects both in the layer and in the substrate and
diffused lattice parameter profiles. The divergence of the beam was into account by
adding of 50-100 plane-wave images. That improved the reality of the simula.ions
by dumping some of the interference fringes.

We found that the images of dislocations, especially those inclined to the sur-
face, are dominated by the direct dilatation-orientation contrast, The similarity
of the contrast coming from Takagi-Taupin theory and that given by Bonse's ap-
proximation was confirmed. The greatest amount of the interference effect was
observed for the images of point-like defect. The difference of the images taken

in equivalent points of the layer and substrate peak was relatively small for the
dislocations inclined to the surface.

The theoretical images were compared with the experimental topographs of
4-5.um thick GaAs epitaxial layers grown with MOCVD technique, The GaAs
substrates with low concentration of defects, topographically examined before the
growth process, were used, A high perfection of the epitaxial layers was confirmed

Stand most of the dislocation in the layers was found to be the continuation of those in
the substrates. Several cases of good correspondence of simulated and experimental

images of dislocations was found.

The work was sponsored by The Polish Committee of Scientific Researches
(grant no, 1130/55).
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TUE TRANSMISSION DIFFRACTION PATTEMRS OF SILICON IMPLANTED
WITH HIGH ENERGY a-PARTICLES

E.Wieteskal, W.K. Wierscbowski 2

1 Znatitute of Atoaic Energy 05-400 Otwock-gwlerk POLAND
X rawt~tute of Electronic Materials Technology, 01-919 Warsaw,
ul. VdlcsydAka 133. POLAND

2 mm thick silicon wafers, implanted with 4-5 MeV a-
particles are studied by means of transmission diffraction
topography including single-crystal projection (i) and section
(ii) methods and transmission double-crystal method (iii).

It was found that all the three methods produced a
negligible contrast in the symmetric transmission reflection,
apart from some fragments of the implanted-area boundaries. That
points to the continuity of the lattice planes and the unchanged
nterplanar distance in the case of lattice planes perpendicular

to the surface of the sample.
The distinct interference fringes were observed with all the

three methods in the case of asymmetric reflections. The
appearance of the fringes in different methods and in different
reflections was in general agreement with the prediction of the
Bons*-Hart model (U. Bonse, M. Hartt phys. stat. sol. (a) 33,
(1969), 351), but some features of the topographic image,
requiring more complicated models, were found. In particular, the
section topographs exhibited the curvature of the fringes, which
may be interpreted as due to the change of the implanted ion dose
along the beam intersecting the crystal.

The simulations of section and double-crystal topographic
contrast were obtained using a program based on the numerical
integration of the Takagi-Taupin equations. The deformation
field, confirmed by our previous investigations in the back-
reflection geometry was assumed (K. Wieteska, W. Wierzchowski:
paper submitted to physica status solidi (a)). That assumed a
gradual change of the interplanar distance of the planes parallel
to the surface, according to the function obtained using
Biersack-Ziegler TRIM-85 program or approximated by a fragment
of hyperbola.
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K CHARACTERIZATION AND RELAXATION OF Il-VI-EPITAXIAL

SEMICONDUCTOR LAYERS BY HIGH RESOLUTrION X-RAY

D)IFFR ACTION

H. WNif~man;IW), R. Sch~infeld&'), T. Widrnertt t , D. Schikora('t ,

M. v. Ortettiberg(;!)

(IbIod.IIftul ftir IlrdlblvaIcrtphyi :.k u uS Opt uk, Ticli,,.sch I'luv r i i ,.lc WUJ

0) (stutqf fiir I'/uipik, L,/ h r.%t 11111 Jtis .11(0,111t lot IIa 11.%porl, fill iiboldt- I'l j v, 'sti.lf :11

In-,11 /it alidc n4 iaJuc t). 1). 0 10115/ like bb,(;rn, GfIIfn1

T1hel Width Of at rockig-curve (VIWI N) Is Often liisel tas ;III indicator for h .1 Yn cr-

stali le pci-fe tiid )r it laYer. H4bk-i Ii1it'Q lv c 'iAl(It iltsir pri-Sc~l all cf-

ficiailt. tLMol to, poi~l4Ile the j)I('jtVIdICI(if-i~ll Idt~ HiC I Iiii- lhi~Qfll,1ic r1iismaitbll for

th (letermilIatioll oh i~rainl (1] andI fiui ublscrvilig of ii ro~ax~it-io)l l poie"si. l.'m m~Ir

IZeiicliretliietts We coiist~rteted maIIus(lSt t Iim Ii 11) Ahree-c rystatl. aI-ratlg(wIllelt.

to itnvestigith, ZtIe~ aimn llgSc//,n Ic-layers. gltowliOl an it~t I j1-0orItitAtd ( LA\-

sublstra~te its well with In~cla-~r~-plav(MMI a12~s With hot.- willI-(cpitaXy

(11WIE). Our itiveistigations of this $t1IlIl lat4lycvrs Yividuliti1ii a (lel)'il&IIy bet-

WeV\V I I ans(I laycr thlicktfless. flicrlso o)f ti'. hlrge hit c' iiitic ismlc beIl)t.ween

ZnTe anid ;aAs, we IIs44I Hth relationis of vim dl'i Slus [21 whichl are geiierc'll

accurtate, also lot- I is hwUIe )tl' -Ist II.CttrS 1o 9Ct1 t11e j)CIH)InliICIl~ li lt' liII'I IItis~lina

and( observedl the ilep4IndetieV betwvee r('laxittiwi liriless insi ia~'er thickness. We

also compared the (iiferentI samplesi grown with MWE and IIWE,

Refe renices:

[1] J. Hornstra and W.J. Bartels Ic'eiatemint~iOli Of tIn, hi&ttttV (Thl)ttLtl Of

epitaxial layers of 111I-V compoutnds, J1. Cl'ybll GIVILth, Vol. 44:1)1.5113 :-517,

1978.

(2) P. van der Sluls Determination of strain in epitaxial semeiconductor layers

by high- resol ution X-ray diffraction. J. Phys, D: Appi. Phys., Vol, 26(4A):

pp. A188-A191, 1993.
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HRXRD Investigations on MOVPE and MBE grown ZnSe/GaAs
and ZnSeTel__/GaAs Layers

K. Wolf, S. Jilka, W. Hickl, M, Kastner, H. Stanzl and W. Gcbhardt

Inetitut fiUr Festkdrpcrphysik, Universditt Regenasbury, Vniverastdii~rafle 31, 93059 Re-
gensburg, Germany
Key words: IIRXRD, ZnSe, ZnSeTe

Single crystalline ZnSe, and ZnSc.Te,.., layers were grown by metalorganic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) on (001) GaAs substrates. The lattice mismatch between cpi-layer
and substrate is -0.27% for ZnSe/GaAs at a growth temperature of 340'C. The corre-
sponding strain can be relaxed by the nucleation of misfit dislocations. The crystalline
quality and the residual strain of the disturbed epi-layer were investigatvnd by measuring
rocking curves with a high resolution X-ray difl'ractometer consisting of a four reflec-
tion monochromator and a two reflection analyzer crystal. The two reflection crystal in
front of the detector for analyzing the scattered beam enables the determination of the
scattering vector j by measurring the reflected intensity near reciporcal lattice points
(RLP). These f-scan maps allow to distinguish effects of mosaicity, relaxation and va-
riations of lattice plane distances. Different kind of disturbances lead to a broadening
of the intensity distribution near a RLP in different directions in reciprocal space. A
Mosaic structure of the layer causes a broadening of the j-.scan intensity perpendicular
to the according reciprocal lattice vector (RLV), whereas a variation of lattice plane
distances leads to a broadening in the parallel dircction.
For ZnSe/GaAs layers, the FWHIM-values of q'-scain maps perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the RGP depends on the degree of strain relaxation in the layer. A critical
thickness of 220±20nni and l00±2Onrn for MBE and MOVPE grown ZnSe/GaAs-
layers respectively was found. In the direction parallel to the RLV, the F'WHM-values
are determined by inhomogenities of the strain relaxation, which depend on the growth
conditions. The FWIiM-vhlues of rocking curves for the (004) -reflection, which are
measured without analyzer crystal and the FI~WIM- values of 4ýscan maps perpendicu-
lar and parallel to the RLV are independent from the growth method for relaxed layers
with d>1j~m (300, 251' and W0).
Misfit dislocations can be devided into an interfacial segment at the layer-substrate--
interface and into a threading segment, which penetrates the hiole layer. The density
of the interfacial segments at the interface is determined by the strain relaxation,
and therefore of the same value for relaxed MBE- and MOVPE-layers with d>lj~m.
However 'Plan- vlew'-TEM -pictures show a higher density of threading segments for
MOVPE-layers compared to MBE-la~yers of the same strain relaxation. In HRXR.D-
Muhurementa, the same FWHM-valuue of (004)-rocking curves for relaxed layers are
observed. Obviously, the broadening of the scattered X-ray Intensity for the (004)-
refiection, is mainly influenced by interfacial, segmients.
F~oe ZnSe*Tsl-.. layers with compositions of 0.2 < x < 0.8 grown on CGaAs(001) a spon-
taneous ordering (CuPt-strcture) Is observed similar to 111-V-alloys as O%.In 1 _,P.
This ordered structure causes a weak signal of a (1. ,)-reflection, which is forbiddenj for a random distribution of Se- and To-atoms.
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FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH HIGH RESOLUTION DIFFRACTION

EXPERIMENTS ON BEAMLINE 10 AT THE ESRF

P.Znumseil (a). A.K.Freund (b)

(a) Institute of Se'mico•ductor Pkhy•ss, P. B. 409, 15204 /rankfurt(Oder), (;ermayt'

(h) ESRiT, HP 220, 38043 (;renoble cedex, Prance

In April 1994 the first high resolution diffraction experiments were possible at the three

axes diffractometer on beamline 10 (optics beamline) at the ESRF

The X-ray source of this beamline (BL) is a bending magnet with a source size of about

0.38 x 0 30 mm' at a distance of 40 m with a total power of 224 W at 100 mA. The

reflection plane of the difliactometer is horizontal, following the n -polarization component

can be used only Since at that time the BL did not contain any optical elements, the first
two axes of the diffTactometer were used to realize a 220 double crystal rnonochromator.
An energy of 8 05 keV was selected to have a comparison to measurements at conventional

X-ray generators with CuK,-radiation

We present the results of measurements at 100 oriented Si wafers with pseudomorphic

SiGe layers of different thickness and Ge content, SiGe multiple quantum well structures,

and very thin (4 lam and I tpm) Si crystals The 400-rocking curves obtained at B11.10 are

compared to similar curves measured at a standard double crystal diffractometer in (n,-n)

seting, and at a so-called high resolution diffractometer with Bartels monochromator with

and without channel-cut analyzer

Despite of different not optimal factors ( 3 reflections with n -polarization, long beam path

in air with relatively strong absorption, dispersive (n,-n,m) arrangement, etc.) an intensity

gain of more than two orders in comparison to typical parameters of conventional X-ray

sources and diftactometers was obtained The diflactometer and the X-ray beam are very
stable, Due to the low horizontal and vertical beam divergence no special efforts are

necessary to adjust the sample tilt and no significant broadening of the rocking curve of the

Si subsrates caused by the dispersive arrangement was observed, The rocking curves show

an excellent silptal-to-noise ratio. This is especially demonstrated in much deeper minima

of the intensity oscillations of layer structures.

These first experiments showed that BL 10 at ESRF will be a very powerfti instrument for

high resolution diffraction experiments especially after further improvements of the optics

In front of the diftfactometer.
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1NViEsTiG(ATrioN O1F STRAINED) INGAAS/GAAS QUANTlUM~ WiEi,rýS fly

III(;II RFSOIAJTION X-RAY D)IFFRACTION

Ut. Zeirrier. U. IPietsch*, A. C. O)ster, C. Beister, I-. Iluigge, NJ. Wty rs

!2ercliniatid-BrIi won- Intsritiu fuir I-iic/isrfrequenzt,-tcd(-inik, Rudo ocr (Chwevsset .5.

12489 Berlin
SUnivrrvirlit P'otsuam, 1vIoi.firo 1-*t,s ir' j1kirphr-, .kik, Am As co n Pcdwi i1 s,

14415 l'r~tsdgun

Thin strained ln~jaAs-layeis are widely used to design wNavelengthi and electrical
properties of semiconductor lasers and transistors onl the basis, of ,a As"
These properties are determined by the shape Of thle L(4uantunl.1 Well (QW) Ihscll, i.e. its
depth, which is given hy tihe In-content, thickness and at possible grading of thle
interfaces.
Furthermnore the possibility of strain relaxation has to be taken inito aCCOut1 depending onl
the growth parameters (deposition limte, Ill/V -ratio 11nd slbStrateC tenpeiatore) and the
total strain. High resoluition x-ray diffraction (I IRXRD) wVas aplpliedI to inve'st gate Single
QWs with different In-content sandwiched between ( aA,, using at di ffractometer
equipped with at four crystal nionochromlator.
The degree of relaxation can be evaluated by meiasuring thle lattice parameiters, parallel
and perpendicular ito the (00 1) sample surface using (004) and ( 115) reflections.
Using the triple axis geometry of thle diffractorneter tile reciprocal space was mapped
around the (004) reflection. Then thle sample was rotated by 9')( and thle tvo area scans
were compared. It thle sample is fully Strained 1no differentce is observed betweeni both
miaps. In the case of partial relaxation one of thle maps shows a shift of thle layer peak
in the q,-direction of thle reciprocal space with respect to the lalyer peak. whereas; the
shift disappears inl tile 9)" rotated Iinap.
The onset of relaxation by misfit dislocaltionIs is also dCWtectd Inl catho~dolumni neSCncel:.
In samples with a low degree Of relaxationl dar'k lineC deteCtIs DLD)l~ aIe ob)served ill
one I I 101-direction only. This points to at monloclinlic distortion of' thle lattice eVen inl thle
initial state of relaxation. That explanation is inl accor'dance with thle area 11iisaps inl XRI).
The experimental ((004) rocking curves Were com1paredL With theoretical ones ulsingý a
simulation with the Takagi.Taupin formalism. InGaAs-layer thickness d and InAs-
content x were determined from the best lit between thle two curves. Witli these results
the band structure of' the QW can be calcullated and the obtained theoretical values for

the wavelength are compared to the measured PL-wav.elength.
For smaller layer thicknesses it was possible t1) simlate111 the rocking Curve by assuming
sharp QW-interfaces. For thicker QWs a grading on the uipper interface l114S to be
included to allow for a good fit of the measured rocking curves. The grading is caused
by In-segregation on InGuAs and subsequent incorporation into thle next GaAs layer.
The thickness of this graded layer can he assessed mting synchrotron X-ray grazingJ
Incidence diffraction. From the simulation of the obtained curves the thickness of the

graded layer has been estimated to be S 1 nm for a 12.5 nmn thick QW (Y 0. 18).
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UNIVERSAL ANALYTICAL TREATMENT
FOR MANY-WAVE X-RAYS DIFFRACTION IN CRYSTAL PLATE

I.U. Zhadenov

Surface and Vacuum Research Center
Kravchenko str.,8, Moscow, 1)7331 Russia

In frame of dynamical diffraction theory [1) simple universal analy'ical solution of

problem of N-wave diffraction of X-rays in crystal plate of arbitrary thickness is

obtained. The results can be used for effective direct numerical calculations of

characteristics of mani-wave diffraction.

1. S.L. Chang, Multiple Diffraction of X-Rays in Crystals,

Springer-Verlag, 1984
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SOMEU~ CRITE:RIA FOR NIININIIZINGTHI'IIE EAl'LOADh 13ROBLEM IN

WHITE B[A ITOPO(RAPIIY.

Federico 'tontone, Jiirgen hlAilwig, Jose Baruchel and Andreas Freuiid

Eu~l'aj~in SlVtwh./1rotfpi JudilciJ()/ I LwlCif . 1B. 1'. 220 (;mhe FIriE!

The major drawback when working with very intense beamis like those delivered by

third generation synchrotron radiation machines is the huge amount of powver
impinging on the first element encountered by the beam. This is extremely cru'.Ial for
tile white beam topography technique, since the first clement is thle sample itself. "Ihe
large beamis normally uscd for topography mlay reach power- loads of 10 W/mmlý()' o
more at normial incidence, and may easily introduee some non negligible thermal

distortions that make thle topographs meaningless, or even destroy thle sample. Usually

the first effect that ippears in the topographs is sonme contrast associated with the
thermally distorted area of the sample. Depending on the type of material,
i.e. conductor or insulator-, sonic criteria are derived for both cat~es in order to

minimizc such undesired distortions of the crystal. These concepts are also important

for monoebroniators which have to deliver large homogeneous beams~ One o[' thle
solutions to avoid complicated cooling geometnies is to use thin crystals

Topographical and diffractometrical measurements were carried 'riit in order to

determrine the thermal distortion and theý average temperature gradient foi difrt-thrit

filtering conditions. This allows the, mathematical model used fo(r the criteria to be
checked and thle feasibility of' the "thin crystal" option as it possible hard X-ray

nionochrornator to be determined.



Synchrotron Diffraction Equipment

Eulerian Cradles
Circle Segments
Collimator Tubes
Goniometer Heads
N-Axes Gor iometers
Step-/DC Motor Controllers
High-Tech Craftsmanship Made in Bavaria

HUBER DIFFRAKTIONSTECHNIK GMBH, D-83253 RIMSTING, GERMANY

TEL. (49)(0)8051 4472, FAX (49)(0)8051 61680



X- and y-ray detectors
Photodiode scintillation detector
CdTe-semiconductor radiation detector

* high snsiliviy and wide dynamic range
* very high counting rates up to 10' s"
* monitor and counting mode
* high local resolution
* integrated preamplilier

CRYSTAL GmbH * no high supply voltage needed
Ostendstr 2-14 * very small size
D - 12459 berlin * linear and square detector arrays
Tel (++4930) K" 3 29 63 * customer designed developments and
Fax: (+±4930) 63 63 36 96 modilications
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D3 system B e d e
The State of the Art High Resolution

X-ray Characterisation System scientific

Advanced Monochromator, Design The Cleanest Reciprocal Space Maps

0.00 .- , "

High resolution mode with 8 bounces gives
>50 000 cps at 4.4" divergence, AV% = 4.9 x 10' 2o.:-

' No anuWysr or mnomcroimlr WIeeks

/ __ __ 40.00

40.00

I Uigh intensity mode with 4 asymmetric bounces gives '•

-400 000 cps at 11.5" divergence, AM, 1.4 x 10-4 '
r5. 4,0.00., 1.o

Flexibility .120M

Precision '° O, c

A ccuracy 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 6.00

AOv(A' x 10 ')

High Resolution triple axis reciprocal space map of a

SdHEMT device, showing layers of good quality but
tilted with respect to the substrate.

For more details and a list of our world-wide representatives, contact:

Bede Scientific Instrumonts,L-rir)!t U .Li y Perk •!Qwbum, Durla, Di6 5PF, U.K.
tel: +44 91 377 2476 fax: +44.91 37730.13 3 all: Bede.Sclentific@Durham.AC.UK


